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The beginning of the third decade of this century has been significantlyimpacted by the global pandemic caused by the coronavirus. The profoundeffects of this crisis have accelerated the course of world politics, leading to atransformed global landscape. Amidst these complex processes, China hasemerged as a prominent player, aspiring to become a global superpower inthe medium term. The collapse of unilateralism has further complicated globalsecurity, prompting a comprehensive analysis of its various components.The monograph “A Hesitant Hegemon: Layers of China’s ContemporarySecurity Policy”, aims to systematise the new post-pandemic determinationsof the People’s Republic of China in the field of security policy. This bookoffers a unique analysis of the layers of China’s security policy, providinginsights into the contemporary challenges it faces. Situated within thedomain of security sciences, this book comprises five thematic chapters thatguide the reader through the post-pandemic landscape and complexchallenges shaping China’s security policy.I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the Institute ofInternational Politics and Economics for recognising the importance of thistopic and for their support in publishing this book. I hold the view that itconstitutes a significant addition to the academic portfolio of this institution,which stands as one of the oldest state scientific establishments dedicatedto the study of international relations in this part of Europe. Furthermore, Iwish to acknowledge that this monograph was written and published withinthe research project “Serbia and Challenges in International Relations in2023”, funded by the Ministry of Science, Technological Development, andInnovation of the Republic of Serbia. I am indebted to my esteemedcolleagues, Dr. Ivona Lađevac and Dr. Vladimir Trapara, for their invaluableassistance in refining the initial research idea and advising me on how toconduct the study with rigour and academic precision.I extend my heartfelt appreciation to the reviewers of this manuscript,Prof. Dr. Branislav Đorđević, Director of the Institute of International Politicsand Economics; Prof. Dr. Miroslav Mladenović, Full Professor, University ofBelgrade, Faculty of Security Studies; and Prof. Dr. Toni Mileski, Full Professor,Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje, Faculty of Philosophy, Institutefor Security, Defence and Peace, for their insightful feedback and guidancein improving the previous versions of the manuscript.

PREFACE



I am deeply grateful for the invaluable contributions and unwaveringsupport of my esteemed colleagues from the Institute’s Regional Centre“Belt and Road”. I extend my heartfelt appreciation to Dr. Katarina Zakić,Head of the Centre; Dr. Aleksandar Mitić, Research Fellow; and JovanaNikolić, Research Assistant. Our collaboration is instrumental, and Ieagerly anticipate our future endeavours and the continued success of ourjoint initiatives.It is my aspiration that this monograph will serve as a catalyst for freshperspectives, the enlargement of current knowledge, and the enhancementof the scholarly foundation in the domains of Security Studies and ChineseStudies. I anticipate that it will facilitate readers’ comprehension ofcontemporary China and the consequential role this nation is poised to playon the global stage in the impending future, ultimately benefiting humanityas a whole.
In Belgrade,May 2023Dr. Nenad StekićResearch Fellow
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The book titled “A Hesitant Hegemon: Layers of China’s ContemporarySecurity Policy” delves into the intricate dynamics of China’s role ininternational relations, particularly its security policy in the post-pandemicera. It addresses three core questions: Is the People’s Republic of China(PRC) a hesitant hegemon in global affairs? What variables underlie thisclaim? Can the seemingly contradictory term “hesitant hegemon” aptlydescribe China’s pursuit of global influence? Through a multidimensional analysis, the book explores China’s evolvingsecurity policy by examining its layers, which encompass spatial-hierarchical, functional, and institutional dimensions. This innovativeapproach reveals China’s complex decision-making process and the factorsinfluencing its behaviour on the global stage. The book’s central thesis positsthat China, despite its superpower status, remains hesitant to assertcomplete dominance across various domains. This hesitation is key tounderstanding China’s position within the evolving global securitylandscape. The analysis seeks to uncover the reasons behind China’shesitancy and provide substantiated insights into its assertiveness, or lackthereof. Structured into five thematic chapters, the book offers acomprehensive study of China’s security policy.
Chapter I: Theoretical Foundations and Grand StrategyThe first chapter explores the theoretical underpinnings of China’sglobal ascent and its evolving security policy. It introduces the concept ofsequencing China’s security policy layers, encompassing the hierarchical,functional, and institutional dimensions. The chapter examines China’speaceful development as a response to global security challenges and placesit within the context of grand strategy, using the Hegemonic Stability Theory.The role of historical Chinese political thought and its influence on currentpolicy are also examined.
Chapter II: Evolution of China’s Grand StrategyThis chapter traces the evolution of China’s global agenda through itsfour main grand strategies. It discusses China’s philosophical foundations,emphasising Confucianism and Taoism and their impact on its worldview.

ExECUTIvE SUMMARY



The chapter delves into each Grand Strategy period, from internalconsolidation to economic reforms and proactive global engagement. It alsoanticipates the potential Fifth Grand Strategy in the post-pandemic era.
Chapter III: Layers of China’s Security PolicyChapter III dissects China’s contemporary security policy through itslayers, categorising them as spatial-hierarchical, functional, andinstitutional. Spatial layers involve China’s regional security approaches,such as its East Asian Policy and the Belt and Road Initiative’s securitycomponent. Functional layers examine China’s responses to internationalcrises, including the Indo-Pacific security context, its role in mediatingconflicts, technological advancements, and the arms trade. Institutionallayers delve into China’s decision-making structure and its engagement ininternational organisations.
Chapter Iv: The US Perspective on China’s Security PolicyThis chapter focuses on the Pentagon’s perspective on China’s securitypolicy, highlighting areas of concern and potential conflict. It analyses theevolution of the US perception of China’s global rise and its implications forinternational security. The chapter also explores China’s perception of theUnited States, as evidenced by its published documents critiquing Americanforeign and security policies.
Chapter v: Scenarios for China’s FutureThe concluding chapter outlines three potential scenarios for China’s futureassertiveness: maintaining the status quo, evolving into a more assertive globalpower, or even becoming a unipolar power akin to the United States. It drawson insights from the previous chapters to develop these scenarios and providesa synthesised view of the likely trajectory of China’s security policy. Innovative in its approach, the book provides a comprehensive analysis ofChina’s security policy, delving into various layers to understand its motivationsand complexities. It offers valuable insights for scholars, policymakers, and thegeneral public seeking to comprehend China’s evolving role in the global order.The book’s rigorous research methodology, incorporation of primary sources,and emphasis on theoretical frameworks contribute to its significance in thefields of international relations and Chinese Studies.
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《犹豫的霸主：中国当代安全政策的层面》本书深入探讨了中国

在国际关系中的复杂动态，尤其是其在后疫情时代的安全政策。该

书探讨了三个核心问题：中华人民共和国在全球事务中是一个犹豫

的霸主吗？这种主张的基础是什么？“犹豫的霸主”这个似乎矛盾

的术语是否能够准确描述中国对全球影响力的追求?

本书通过多维分析，从三个 层面（空间-层次、功能和制度层面）

来探索中国不断演变的安全政策。这种创新性的方法揭示了中国复

杂的决策过程以及影响其在全球舞台上行为的因素。本书的核心论

点是：尽管中国拥有超级大国的地位，但其仍然犹豫是否在各个领

域确立完全的主导地位。这种犹豫是理解中国在不断变化的全球安

全格局中的位置的关键。本书力图揭示中国犹豫不决背后的原因，

并，就其自信或缺乏自信提出切实的见解。本书分为五章，对中国

安全政策进行了全面研究。

第一章：理论基础与大战略

本章探讨了中国全球崛起及其安全政策演变的理论基础，引入了

中国安全政策层面排序的概念，包括层次、功能和制度层面。本章

运用霸权稳定理论，探讨了在大战略背景下，作为对全球安全挑战

回应的中国和平发展。还探讨了中国历史上政治思想的作用及其对

当前政策的影响。

第二章：中国大战略的演变

本章通过中国的四个主要大战略，追溯了中国全球议程的演变。

探讨了中国的哲学基础，强调儒家思想和道家思想，以及它们对中

国世界观的影响。本章还从内部整合到经济改革和积极参与全球事

务方面，深入探讨了每个时期的大战略。还预测了后疫情时代的潜

在第五个大战略。

摘要:



第三章：中国安全政策的层面

本章从层面上剖析了中国当代安全政策，将其分为空间-层次层面
、功能层面和制度层面。空间层面涉及中国的区域安全策略，如东
亚政策和一带一路倡议中有关安全的内容。功能层面考察了中国对
国际危机的反应，包括在印度-太平样安全问题中其调解冲突的作用
、技术进步和军火贸易等。制度层面深入探讨了中国的决策结构以
及其在国际组织中的参与情况。

第四章：美国对中国安全政策的看法

本章聚焦于五角大楼对中国安全政策的看法，特别强调了关注的
领域和潜在冲突。分析了美国对中国全球崛起看法的演变以及对国
际安全的影响。本章还探讨了中国对美国的看法，以其公开发表的
批评美国外交和安全政策的文件佐证。

第五章：中国未来的情况

最后一章总结性地概述了中国未来自信的三种可能情况：维持现
状，发展成为更自信的全球大国，或者甚至成为类似于美国的单极
大国。本章结合前几章的观点，提出了这些设想，并对中国安全政
策的可能轨迹提出了综合看法。本书方法新颖，对中国的安全政策
进行了全面分析，从各个层面深入了解其动机和复杂性，为学者、
决策者和公众理解中国在全球秩序中不断演变的角色提供了宝贵的
见解。本书研究方法严谨，结合原始资料，并强调理论框架，使其
在国际关系和中国研究领域具有重要意义。
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Књига “Хегемон који оклева: слојеви савремене безбедноснеполитике Кине” залази у домен комплексне и динамичне улоге Кинеу међународним односима, посебно њене безбедносне политике упост-пандемијској ери. Монографија пружа одговор на три суштинскапитања: Да ли је Народна Република Кина хегемон који оклева углобалним пословима? Који варијабле леже у основи ове тврдње? Дали синтагма “хегемон који оклева” може адекватно да опише потрагуза глобалним утицајем Кине? Кроз вишедимензионалну анализу,књига истражује еволуцију безбедносне политике ове суперсиле унастанку кроз њене слојеве који обухватају просторно-хијерархијске,функционалне и институционалне димензије. Овакав иновативниприступ укључује и комплексан процес одлучивања унутар НР Кине,као и факторе који утичу на њено понашање на глобалној сцени.Централна теза монографије претпоставља да Кина, упркос свомстатусу суперсиле, још увек оклева у испољавању асертивности својебезбедносне и спољне политике. Таква „оклевајућа“ позиција кључнаје за разумевање улоге Кине у променљивом глобалном безбедносномокружењу. Књига настоји да укаже на разлоге због којих Кина још увекоклева и обезбеђује образложене увиде у њену асертивност и одсуствоисте. Организована у пет тематских поглавља, књига нудисвеобухватно проучавање безбедносне политике савремене Кине. 
Поглавље I: Теоријске основе и Велика стратегијаПрво поглавље истражује теоријске основе глобалног успона Кинеи њене све асертивније безбедносне политике. Оно уводи појамсеквенцирања слојева безбедносне политике, који према становиштуаутора монографије, у случају Кине обухвата просторно-хијерархијске,функционалне и институционалне димензије. Поглавље додатноистражује мирољубиви развој Кине као одговор на глобалнебезбедносне изазове и ставља га у контекст Велике стратегијекористећи теорију хегемонске стабилности. Улога историјске кинескеполитичке мисли и њен утицај на текућу политику такође су предметовог поглавља.

Резиме



Поглавље II: еволуција кинеске Велике стратегије Ово поглавље прати еволуцију глобалног разбоја кинеске Великестратегије кроз четири главне епохе. У поглављу се разматрајуфилозофске основе Велике стратегије, са акцентом на конфуцијанизами таоизам, и њихов утицај на начин на који Кина третира системмеђународних односа у модерном добу. Поглавље истражује четирипериода Велике стратегије, од унутрашње свеукупне друштвенеконсолидације до економских реформи и проактивног глобалногучешћа Кине у глобалној политици. Такође предвиђа потенцијалнупету Велику стратегију у пост-пандемијској ери. 
Поглавље III: Слојеви кинеске безбедносне политикеТреће поглавље разлаже савремену безбедносну политику Кинена слојеве, категоризујући их као просторно-хијерархијске,функционалне и институционалне. Просторни слојеви обухватајурегионалне приступе безбедности које савремени Пекингимплементира, као што су њена политика у источној Азији, кинескаарктичка политика, безбедносна политика Кине у региону ПерсијскогЗалива, као и безбедносна компонента Иницијативе „Појас и пут“.Функционални слојеви истражују реакције Кине на међународнекризе, укључујући безбедност Индо-Пацифика и њену улогу упословима међународне медијације. Институционални слојевиукључују структурну анализу одлучивања НР Кине и њено учешће умеђународним организацијама. 
Поглавље Iv: Перцепције САД о безбедносној политици КинеОво поглавље се фокусира на нивое перцепције Пентагона обезбедносној политици Кине, истичући области „забринутости“ ипотенцијалног појачавања антагонизама између две државе. Оноанализира еволуцију америчке перцепције о глобалном расту Кинескенародноослободилачке армије, њене војне технологије и свеизраженије асертивности у војним пословима, као и њенимпоследицама за међународну безбедност. Поглавље такође истражујеперцепцију Кине о месту САД у комплексној безбедноснојархитектури савремених међународних односа, као што се види изобјављених докумената који критикују многе политике усвојене однајвиших органа власти САД.
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Поглавље v: Сценарији за будућност КинеЗакључно поглавље ове монографије описује три потенцијалнасценарија за будућу одлучност Кине: одржавање statusa quo, затимразвијање ка снажнијој и одлучнијој светској сили или чак заузимањестатуса униполарне силе сличне САД. Аутор укључује увиде изпретходних поглавља како би развио ове сценарије и нудисинтетизован поглед на вероватну трајекторију развоја безбедноснеполитике Кине у наредној деценији.Иновативна у свом приступу, ова књига пружа комплетну анализусавремене безбедносне политике Кине, истражујући различитеслојеве зарад разумевања мотива, као и комплексног процеса којистоји иза њеног усвајања. Ова књига пружа вредне увиде за научнике,општу јавност, те креаторе политика који желе да унапреде својезнање о еволутивној размери и месту Кине у новом мултилатералномсветском поретку. Ригорозна методологија истраживања, укључивањеосновних извора података у анализу, као и акцент на теоријскомоквиру, доприносе њеном значају у области међународних односа и,уопште, кинеским студијама.
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ADB – Asian Development BankADIZ – Air Defence Identification ZoneASEAN – Association of Southeast Asian NationsBPD – Barrels per day (energy measure)BRI – Belt and Road InitiativeCEE – Central and Eastern Europe CEEC – Central and Eastern Europe Cooperation (mechanism withthe PR China)CIA – Central Intelligence Agency (of the US)CMC – Central Military Commission (of both the PR China and theCommunist Party)CNP – Comprehensive National Power CNSC – The National Security Commission (of the CCP)COVID-19 – Coronavirus Disease 2019CPC – Communist Party of ChinaCPEC – China-Pakistan Economic CorridorEIA – (US) Energy Information AdministrationEU – European UnionFP – Foreign Policy GCC – Gulf Cooperation Council GCI – Global Civilizational InitiativeGDI – Global Development InitiativeGS – Grand Strategy (of China)GSI – Global Security Initiative HST – Hegemonic Stability TheoryIR – International Relations MENA – Middle East and Northern Africa

ABBREvIATIONS



MFA PRC – Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of ChinaMOD PRC – Ministry of Defence of the People’s Republic of ChinaNPC – National People’s CongressNSR – Northern Sea RouteNSS – National Security Strategy (US)OBOR – One Belt, One Road (policy)PLA – People’s Liberation ArmyPLAN – People’s Liberation Army NavyPRC – People’s Republic of ChinaRMB – Renminbi, PR China’s national currencySCO – Shanghai Cooperation OrganisationUS – United States of AmericaUSSR – Union of Soviet Socialist RepublicsWMD – Weapons of Mass Destruction 
Notes on the transliteration of Chinese language characters,
names, and termsFor Chinese, the Pinyin system with tone marks applies. To highlightcertain concepts, ideas, or policies, such as “和平崛起-Hépíng juéqǐ” (policyof peaceful rise), the author will provide the Chinese characters inparentheses followed by the corresponding pinyin.Chinese personal names will be presented in Chinese format, with thesurname appearing before the given name. Except for Chinese classicalthinkers such as Confucius (孔子) or Sun Tzu (孙子), whose names will bedisplayed in Chinese characters, other Chinese names and surnames willbe transliterated into the Latin alphabet without tone diacritics, for instance“Hu Jintao”. The same logic applies for the names of Chinese cities, regions,and provinces: “Hangzhou”.Institutional names such as the Communist Party of China, the ChineseMinistry of Foreign Affairs, the Central Military Commission, and others willbe referred to in English without citing the original Chinese names, as theyare commonly used in global discourse.
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Is the People’s Republic of China (the PR China or the PRC) a hesitanthegemon1 in international relations, and if so, what variables lie behind sucha claim? Can the antinomic phrase “hesitant hegemon” become logicallycorrect in describing China’s pursuit of the throne of the internationalsystem? To what extent can theoretical premises introduced several decadesago explain the current state of affairs related to Chinese Studies? The corpusof literature on China’s foreign and security policies is vast. Suffice it to saythat the number of think tanks, institutes, NGOs, consultancies, and newsagents devoted to China’s recent foreign policy moves is on the rise. Majorinternational academic publishing companies are investing their efforts inadvancing their series with monographs that address pressing issues relatedto China’s behaviour within the contemporary international system. The rapid growth of China in various domains of social life serves as aninspiration to numerous academic authors and the global politicalcommunity. Typically, their interests lie in China’s economic policies bothdomestically and abroad, its foreign policy initiatives, technologicaladvancements, the nature and effectiveness of the political system, the roleand influence of the Communist Party of China (CPC) in the contemporaryworld, the future of the Yuan in international trade, and some domesticpolitical challenges, including the Taiwan issue, while, of course, mostattempts to analyse contemporary China’s security domain refer to theongoing process that involves resolving its dispute with Taiwan. Rapidchanges occurring in international politics in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic have intensified the academic scrutiny of various issuesconcerning China, particularly its security agenda in a potentially new worldorder, which is being analysed on a larger scale than ever before.
1 When applied to China’s security policy, understanding its aspirations provides valuableinsights into its foreign policy motivations and strategic behaviour. China’s rise as apotential regional or global hegemon prompts scholars to examine its actions and policiesthrough the lens of hegemonic theory, enabling a more nuanced analysis of its foreignpolicy objectives. Therefore, using the term “hegemon” or “hegemonic” in this context isa scholarly endeavour to enhance comprehension and does not presuppose a negative orpejorative evaluation of China’s security policies.

INTRODUCTION



The book A Hesitant Hegemon: Layers of China’s Contemporary Security
Policy aims to address the three questions posed earlier in this text, reflectingthe author’s efforts to offer a valid academic analysis of the security policyof the PR China in the post-pandemic period. The monograph’s centralpremise asserts the thesis that a rising superpower, China, still hesitates(2023) to assert hegemony across all domains of power. This book’s titlehighlights hesitance as a crucial factor for comprehending China’s present-day status in the intricate structure of changing global security and the newroles China takes within it. The monograph questions why China is a hesitanthegemon and what factors influence its reluctance to express a moreassertive security policy. It aims to provide substantiated and scientificallygrounded answers to these questions, as it offers a range of explanations andarguments to investigate China’s position in global competition andunderstand the components of China’s hesitancy through a thorough analysisof its contemporary security policy across various domains.Hence, the book deals with the topic of international relations, with aparticular focus on the political level of the emerging superpower’s securitypolicy. In this sense, the thematic area of the monograph is situated in thediscipline of international relations, more specifically in Security Studies.Studying the layers of China’s security policy, the monograph proposes anovel approach to policy analysis through the sequencing of China’s securitypolicy layers for the sake of a more adequate understanding of the patternsof foreign policy action of this state in the future. Furthermore, it representsthe outcome of a multi-year scientific study that delves into the organisationand structure of the decision-making system in the PR China. Additionally, the study examines the country’s foreign policy preferencesin relation to various objects on the international political agenda. Whileprimarily intended for academic purposes, the monograph can also serveas a guide for the general reading public, providing them with a unique Sino-centric perspective on understanding the world order. This perspectiveoffers valuable insights into China’s future role in the world, making it animportant resource beyond academic circles.The manuscript is organised into five thematic chapters, aiming tounravel the complexities of modern China’s security policy in a worldundergoing rapid change. The structure of the international system, whichis experiencing its own decoupling in the year 2023, serves as theindependent variable for this research, situated at the cross-section of thecurrent situation. In addition to this introduction, the book proceeds with
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five main chapters, as stated, that analyse the various aspects of China’sforeign policy preferences and their global implementation.Chapter I commences with a theoretical debate on the changing strategicnarrative of China’s global political rise and its significant role in the politicsand security spheres following its economic dominance. It introduces thenovel idea of sequencing contemporary China’s security policy throughlayers and examines which layer of security policy is most susceptible toassertiveness at the international level. The initial argument posits thatChina is becoming more prone, yet still hesitant, to assertiveness in foreignpolicy as a response to politico-security actions taken by the United States,which aim to contain China’s growth. The chapter explores the analyticalrevival of China’s peaceful growth as a new relevant variable in the domainof international security. Furthermore, this chapter outlines fundamental variables and factorsthat will be employed in the analytical segment of the monograph,recognising the means by which China has promoted peaceful developmentfrom the inception of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to the year 2023.In addition, this chapter situates the theoretical research frameworkwithin the analytical sphere of the notion of the Grand Strategy (GS). Itexamines the distinct characteristics of the Grand Strategy concept andscrutinises several periods that have necessitated the formulation of China’slatest, the Fifth Grand Strategy, which the author posits is currently beingdeveloped in the post-pandemic era. It also introduces the HegemonicStability Theory (HST) as a valid conceptual and theoretical foundation forexamining Chinese expansion within the context of the present-day contestfor global dominance, in conjunction with the discourse on the nexusbetween security policy and the concept of the Grand Strategy. To enhance the theoretical framework of the study, the authorincorporates some of the perspectives from the Chinese School of PoliticalThought and International Relations, drawing from both contemporarytimes and historical traditions passed down by thinkers such as Confucius,Lao Ze, or China’s most prominent new-age political leaders: Mao Zedong,Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao, and Xi Jinping. This chapter alsoseeks to answer the question of whether Sino-centric foreign and securitypolicies are one and the same. It explores the relationship between securitypolicy and the Grand Strategy, between national and international security,as well as concepts such as otherness in international relations, decoupling,and the new focal point of global security, locus. In addition, the chapter
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describes the main methods used throughout the book, as well as the spatialand temporal domains, while acknowledging the issue of data accuracy. Thecentral part of the methodology component of this chapter focuses on thesequencing of China’s security policy and proposes three groups of layersand sublayers that will be taken into analysis. Finally, the chapter concludeswith a discussion of some epistemological limitations of this monograph.Chapter II focuses on the evolution of the Chinese Global Agenda,exploring its philosophical foundations and examining the four GS that haveshaped China’s role in the modern world. It also delves into the differentperiods of China’s GS evolution and concludes with a discussion on thepotential Fifth Grand Strategy in the post-pandemic era. The chapter beginsby digging into the philosophical foundations of China’s global agenda. Ithighlights the importance of two tails of traditional Chinese philosophy,Confucianism and Taoism, in shaping the country’s worldview and approachto international relations. These philosophical principles, with theiremphasis on harmony, balance, and stability, have significantly influencedChina’s Grand Strategies throughout history. The chapter then proceeds into the four Grand Strategies that havecharacterised China’s Global Agenda. It explores how China, as the “�” (hé)or harmonious power, aims to promote a world order based on cooperation,inclusivity, and mutual benefit. The first period of China’s GS, from 1949 to1976, was marked by China’s focus on internal consolidation and ideologicalconfrontation with the West. The second GS period, spanning from 1978 to1989, witnessed China’s shift towards economic reforms and opening up tothe global market. During this period, China pursued a strategy of peacefuldevelopment and sought to enhance its economic power while maintaininga low-profile presence in international affairs. The third GS period, from1990 to 2003, saw China adopt a more active and assertive role in globalaffairs. It sought to strengthen its regional influence and actively engage ininternational organisations. China’s rise as an economic powerhouse andits growing assertiveness in territorial disputes were prominent features ofthis period. The fourth GS period, spanning from 2003 to 2020, witnessed China’spursuit of a more comprehensive and proactive global agenda. It aimed toenhance its soft power, expand its economic influence through initiativeslike the Belt and Road Initiative, and promote a greater role in shaping globalgovernance. Towards the end of the chapter, the book looks ahead to thepotential fifth GS period for China in the post-pandemic era. It examines the
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challenges and opportunities that arise as China seeks to navigate achanging global landscape and respond to emerging global issues. Thechapter, thus, provides insights into how China’s Grand Strategy may evolvein response to the ongoing shifts in global dynamics, technologicaladvancements, and geopolitical considerations.The central part of the book is Chapter III, which presents the specificsof China’s contemporary security policy layers. The author makes ananalytical distinction between three subgroups of such layers: spatial-
hierarchical, functional, and institutional, each aiming to understand themacro level of Chinese assertiveness in response to a crisis. First, the chapterdepicts the spatial-hierarchical layers, which stand for two sub-levels ofChina’s security policy: hierarchical, which involves global China’s agenda,its national security concerns, and human security, each of whichcontributes to its externalisation of its security policy. Such a decision wasmade to follow the vertical levels of security and the distinction betweenindividual and national security–an analytical approach as suggested by themost notable scholars in this area (Buzan, 1983). 

A spatial group of sub-layers presents regionally tailored approaches ofChina’s security policy, namely its East Asian Policy, the security componentof the BRI, its newest mediation efforts in the Persian Gulf, the recentevolution of its Arctic policy, China’s Space Programme, as well as thespecifics of other regions, namely East Africa and Oceania. It casts anargument that the regionally tailored foreign policy of China differs fromthe usually accepted practice of ‘’aligning policy tools’’ to achieve immediateor short-term goals. This section of the chapter shows how regional securityand even economic events impact China’s overall security preferences, aswell as what China’s main security interests are in significant regionsthroughout the world in the post-pandemic political setting.The chapter further proceeds with the second group of layers of China’ssecurity policy: functional. It most directly tests China’s readiness andefficiency of its activities in the most neuralgic points of the world, such asits containment activities, including its responses to the Indo-Pacific locusof global security, its role in mediating the ongoing (April 2023) Ukraine’sconflict, its involvement in the Afghan security vacuum after the US militarywithdrawal, its soft power projections, its focus on tech, AI, andsemiconductors, and its arms trade and foreign aid policies. A starting pointis that China’s response to the Indo-Pacific locus will play a crucial role inthe evolution of global security in the coming years. As the Indo-Pacific
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region has emerged as a key geopolitical theatre in recent years, with Chinaseeking to expand its influence in the area, countries like the United States,Japan, South Korea, and India have formed strategic partnerships to counterChina’s influence in the region. Further, this group of layers explores China’srole in mediating the conflict in Ukraine as another important and relativelynew component of its security policy. While China has largely remainedneutral in the conflict, it has worked to maintain stable relations with bothUkraine and Russia, both of which partially recognise its mediating role.China’s involvement in the conflict has been limited, but its actions couldhave a significant impact on the outcome of the conflict and its implicationsfor regional stability. For the first time in its modern history, China couldpotentially fill the Afghan security vacuum. As the United States withdrewits troops from Afghanistan in 2021, China has become increasinglyconcerned about the potential for instability in the region and has takensteps to build relationships with Afghanistan’s government. It has also beeninvolved in talks with the Taliban. The security situation in Afghanistan isclosely linked to China’s broader security interests in the region, and China’sresponse will be a key component of its security policy going forward. Apart from its hard components of power, China’s soft power projectionsare another important element of its security policy and will be analysedwithin the scope of a functional group of layers. As China’s economic andpolitical influence grows, it has become increasingly focused on projectingits soft power through initiatives like the BRI, the Confucius Institutes, andmany other initiatives that contribute to its overall image across the globe.China’s soft power efforts are closely tied to its security policy, as they areseen as a way to build positive relationships with other countries andincrease China’s influence in key regions. This part of the chapter will alsoaddress China’s focus on high-tech, AI, and semiconductors, especially inthe area of military industry and weaponry production. China sees theseindustries as key drivers of economic growth and technological innovation,and it has invested heavily in them in recent years. However, these industriesare also seen as critical to China’s national security, as they are linked to keytechnologies like 5G networks and military applications. Lastly, China’sincreasing arms trade and foreign aid policies are important elements of itssecurity policy. China is a major arms exporter, and its foreign aid policy isclosely tied to its broader security interests. China’s arms trade and foreignaid policies are often used as a way to build relationships with othercountries and increase its influence in key regions. All of these phenomenacontribute to the functionality of China’s security policy in the years to come,
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making it an increasingly important component of its broader globalagenda. The examination will consist of an analytical approach to China’s MFA’sdaily briefs, official statements, bilateral visits, and multilateral planactivities to determine how China responds to the various challenges thatimpact its global leadership. Through an analysis of these sources, the studyaims to gain insight into China’s strategy for addressing the increasingcomplexities of its global role.The last group of layers observes China’s security policy through
institutions both domestically and internationally. The author analyses howideas and ideologies that have shaped Chinese society have influenced itsmodern policies. The role of the Communist Party of China and the stateapparatus in the decision-making process is also explored, particularly inrelation to institutions such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA PRC)and the Ministry of Defence (MoD PRC). This segment further presents theCPC bodies, forums, and consultative processes that contribute to its overallsecurity agenda. The organisation of the People’s Liberation Army/Navy(PLA/N) and its coordination mechanisms with the Party and the State arealso addressed. Additionally, this institutional layer of China’s security policyexplores its notable activities and membership within international foraand organisations in the post-pandemic period. The fourth chapter explores how hawks — the United States in this case
— perceive these various layers of China’s contemporary security policywith the aim of identifying the challenges it poses to the Americanhegemonic position. The introduction will provide context for the discussionand emphasise the significance of understanding the relationship betweenthese two global powers and its implications for international security. Thechapter will then focus on the Pentagon’s perspective on China’s securitypolicy, examining areas of concern and potential sources of conflict. Throughthis analysis, readers will gain insight into the complex dynamics betweenthe US and China and the potential impact on global stability. The authoremploys qualitative content analysis to determine the US perception ofChina’s political rise as a primary global challenger. More than 20 annualreports from the Pentagon on China’s security affairs were analysed andintegrated into the matrix of otherness in international relations. The chapter then proceeds to analyse the perception of Chinese securitypolicy through three layers: spatial-hierarchical, functional, andinstitutional. It specifically focuses on the Pentagon’s annual reports
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published after the COVID-19 pandemic onset in 2020, 2021, and 2022.Additionally, this chapter explores the Chinese state’s perspective on theUnited States, particularly in the post-COVID-19 pandemic period. Chinahas recently published several ground-breaking documents that offer acomprehensive analysis of the political landscape within the United Statesand a critique of its foreign policy strategies as well as security policiesworldwide. Notably, these documents include “Reality Check: Falsehoodsin the US Perceptions of China”, which was published in June 2022; “DrugAbuse in the United States”, released in February 2023; “US Hegemony andits Perils”, also published in February 2023; and “Gun Violence in the UnitedStates: Truth and Facts”. These documents serve as essential sources forunderstanding China’s perspective on the United States and shed light ontheir evaluation of American policies. By analysing the political situationwithin the United States, China offers unique insights into the complexdynamics shaping international relations. Furthermore, the documentsdelve into China’s foreign policy strategies and provide critical assessmentsof US security policies on a global scale.The concluding Chapter V develops three scenarios of China’sdifferentiated assertiveness in global politics, based on the intersectedinsights obtained through the previous case studies. The author posits thatChina’s security policy might lead from the status quo (Scenario 1) to a moreassertive China and the evolution of a new Chinese security policy (Scenario2), or even China as the US-likewise unipol in the international system(Scenario 3). Drawing on the analysis of various layers and the Pentagon’schanging perceptions of China’s security policy, the author identifies keypremises that help to determine the likelihood of specific scenarios or theircomponents. While these scenarios are not mutually exclusive, the authorconcludes that Scenario II, which involves the development of a new securityparadigm with a mix of elements from the other two scenarios, is the mostprobable. The monograph concludes with a summary of the key findingsand contributions of the study, as well as suggestions for further researchand innovative approaches to studying China’s security policy in thechallenging years ahead for the global order.The book distinguishes itself through several notable features. Firstly, itoffers a comprehensive analysis of Chinese security policy, meticulouslyexamining its various aspects and intricacies. A significant aspect of thisanalysis is the incorporation of China’s own published documents, providingprimary sources that enrich the understanding of China’s perspective onsecurity matters. Moreover, the book’s emphasis on the post-pandemic era
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adds to its academic significance, especially for the contemporaryoccurrences that are analysed. It recognises the evolving dynamics andcontextualises China’s security policy within the unique challenges andopportunities that have emerged in the aftermath of the global health crisis.Furthermore, the book sets itself apart by advocating for further researchand innovative approaches in the field. It encourages scholars andpolicymakers to delve deeper into the subject matter, exploring unchartedterritories and employing novel methodologies. This call for exploration andinnovation is vital for advancing our understanding of China’s securitypolicy in a rapidly changing global landscape. One of the key components that distinguishes this book from similarworks is its endeavour to systematise the roots and layers of China’scontemporary security policy through the lens of its Grand Strategyevolution. This systematic approach aims to identify the drivers, processes,and actions that underpin decision-making processes within this vast andcomplex polity. To date, there has been a lack of monographs in the Englishlanguage that exclusively focus on China’s security policy as the mainanalytical framework for its global position. Typically, studies delve intoSino-American strategic competition based on narratives that observe puregeopolitical raison d’être, neglecting the importance of understandingholistic approaches and internal processes that are also influencingdecision-making routines. While there are an abundance of studies on therelationship between US national security and the spillover of US nationalinterests to areas around the world, the same cannot be said for China.Therefore, this monograph attempts to include security policycomprehensiveness in the research agenda for China’s foreign policy to gaina deeper understanding of its future foreign policy behaviour. Furthermore, while this book is primarily intended for the scholarlycommunity, it can also serve as an informative handout for the wider publicto get acquainted with an understanding of the fundamental principlesinvolved in creating, deploying, implementing, and advocating the securitypolicy of a previously unknown emerging superpower. On the other hand,it is important for readers not to expect this book to reveal “exclusive”information that is only available behind closed doors or gain insight intothe decision-making process of China’s security policy, which is difficult touncover even in the most transparent societies. This book does not aim to uncover “insider” information about theadoption, formulation, and objectives of China’s security policy, nor does
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it intend to offer a definitive prediction of China’s future foreign policybehaviour. Instead, it is rather an attempt to shed light on certain neglectedaspects of a scientifically based analysis of what is observable: it examinesChina’s security policy through systematically proposed layers, it analysesits foreign policy steps and activities, and it provides possible analyticalreviews of future scenarios and China’s position in the internationalsystem. Additionally, this book is not meant to be a political or ideologicalstatement but rather a rigorous scholarly work based on empiricalresearch and analysis.The adoption of numerous white papers, declarations, acts, proposedpolicies, and diplomatic initiatives by China in the final months of 2022 andthe early months of 2023 have significantly enhanced the author’smonograph by offering valuable and up-to-date insights into Beijing’s officialpositions on crucial security matters. These developments have not onlyprovided a sense of relief but have also elevated the analytical depth of thisresearch, enabling a more comprehensive examination of globallysignificant security phenomena.It has already been emphasised several times that this book deals withcontemporary layers of security policy. Although it seems that its scopecovers an extremely wide and heterogenous range of issues, its researchfocus is quite oriented towards the hesitancy of China as a possible newhegemon of the system of international relations. In this domain, readersshould keep in mind that the analysis of individual layers of security policyis limited by the book’s goals of providing thorough and comprehensiveanswers to the scenarios of China’s development in its quest to potentiallybecome a dominant global power in the near future.
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CHAPTER I

UNDERSTANDING CHINA’S NEW
GLOBAL AGENDA: 

THEORY AND METHOD





Challenging a new (old) variable: 
China’s peaCeful growth as a Component 

of its grand strategyThis chapter provides an overview of the theoretical foundation andanalytical methods that underpin the book. It first introduces thetheoretical phenomena that are the subject of analysis, includingpeaceful Chinese growth, China’s military strength, relations betweengreat powers, and hegemony in the international relations system. Italso discusses the ways in which the Theory of Hegemonic Stability canbe developed to enhance analytical credibility, taking into account theongoing debate about the nature of the international relations systemand its potential transformation, particularly in the context of China’srapid political and military development.Furthermore, the chapter highlights the differences between foreignand security policies and outlines the arguments for their sharedsources and goals in the Chinese case. The next section of the chapterfocuses on the concept of the Grand Strategy, providing an overview ofthe evolutionary path of the Chinese GS, with a particular emphasis onthe role of security policy as its dominant toolkit. Another importantaspect of this chapter is the identification of the main actors involvedin foreign policy creation, as well as the postulates of the HegemonicStability Theory that align with the research interests of this study. Thetheoretical part of the chapter concludes with a discussion of some ofthe key measures of Chinese security policy that are analyticallyvaluable, such as the concept of Comprehensive National Power (CNP),which was introduced by Chinese scholars in the early 1990s and laterembraced by China’s leader Jiang Zemin. Beyond the theoretical framework, several key concepts that are criticalto this book’s argument are introduced, including the idea of decoupling inthe international relations system, the perception of otherness ininternational relations as a scientific discipline (the concept of otherness),and the novel idea of the global security locus earlier introduced in academicpapers by this author. The chapter goes on to develop challenging thesesabout realism’s theoretical influence as academic support for the argument



about gaining power and dominance through foreign policy and securityagendas. The most important outcomes of Chinese academic authors’debates on the development of China’s security and foreign policy will beexamined in this section. The final section provides an overview of themethods deployed for this monograph’s purpose, focusing on the mostcommonly used qualitative research design and identifying potentiallimitations, particularly given the subject matter, which involves difficult-to-reach and unexplored domains such as the CPC decision-making andanalysis of acts and doctrines that are only available in the Chinese language.The chapter concludes by outlining the temporal and spatial scope of thebook, highlighting its gnoseological limits, and providing a detailedelaboration of the layers of contemporary China’s security policy thatcorrespond to the structure of the book.China’s peaceful growth (or rise) is a variable that constitutes a recurringtheme within this monograph. It is a question of both the thesis that hasrecently been linked to China’s growth within the academic discourse andthe thesis as a political-ideological concept that has recently andcontinuously been advocated by Chinese President Xi Jinping. Although theeconomic sphere may be considered first, IR scholars have crystallised thebelief that China’s military and political potential is significantly measurableand thus suitable for analytical analysis of regional and internationalsecurity situations.2 Several preliminary assumptions about “China’speaceful growth” on a global scale will be presented first in this section ofthe chapter.Adam Araszkiewicz (2021) argues that the theory of “China’s peacefulrise” was developed internally in China as a response to Western concernsarising from the remarkable growth of the Chinese economy since 1978. Heclaims the term was propagated by China to effectively address theperceived issue of a “China threat” both in the United States and SoutheastAsia (Araszkiewicz, 2021). According to the theory, unlike historicalemerging powers such as Imperial Germany, Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan,or the Soviet Union (which would be considered peer competitors to theUnited States), China does not seek to achieve its development through
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2 As stated in the text, China’s economic growth is a research topic that is likely to be themost important in the corpus of Chinese Studies. Although there are numerous scientificpapers and monographs on this topic, the most widely cited monographs analysingChina’s economic system in light of its international political position are: Wu, 2004;Pekkanen, 2006; Song and Wing, 2008.



violent confrontation with the existing world order or by revising the status
quo (2021: 300).While it may not appear evident initially, the principle of peaceful risehas been a consistent element of China’s foreign and security policy in recentdecades. This policy, which will be further explored later in this chapter,enables China to maintain a cautious approach on the international stage. Itserves as one of the key components of China’s GS. Building upon the conceptof strategic culture, several scholars establish its theoretical linkage to theGrand Strategy. Mohamad Rosyidin (2019) compiles an understanding thatstrategic culture can be defined as... ... a system of symbols (e.g., argumentation structures, languages,analogies, metaphors), which acts to establish pervasive and long-lasting strategic preferences by formulating concepts of the role andefficacy of military force in interstate political affairs and by clothingthese conceptions with such an aura of factuality that the strategicpreferences seem uniquely realistic and efficacious (Johnston, 1995,p. 46, 1996, p. 223; According to: Rosyidin, 2019).The provided definition highlights several constitutive elements ofstrategic culture and its influence on shaping strategic preferences withininterstate political affairs. It underscores the role of symbols, argumentationstructures, languages, analogies, and metaphors as constituent componentsof strategic culture. These elements collectively serve to establish pervasiveand enduring strategic preferences. Strategic culture operates byformulating concepts and perceptions regarding the role and effectivenessof military force in interstate politics. It plays a crucial role in shaping asociety’s understanding and interpretation of how military power can beemployed to achieve desired outcomes (Rosyidin, 2019).Strategic culture imbues these conceptions with a sense of factuality,giving them an aura of perceived realism and efficacy. The utilisation ofsymbols, argumentation structures, languages, analogies, andmetaphors is instrumental in communicating and reinforcing strategicpreferences. Next, argumentation structures provide frameworks forpresenting justifications and reasoning behind strategic choices(Rosyidin, 2019). While languages serve as mediums for expressing anddisseminating strategic narratives and ideas, analogies and metaphorsfacilitate the comprehension of complex strategic concepts by drawingparallels with familiar or relatable contexts. The cumulative effect ofthese elements is to establish a distinctive strategic culture that
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permeates a society’s decision-making processes and informs itsapproaches to international relations. By endowing strategic preferenceswith an aura of factuality, strategic culture shapes perceptions of whatis deemed realistic and efficacious in achieving national security andforeign policy objectives. This, in turn, influences the formulation andimplementation of a Grand Strategy. In the context of China, the concept of peaceful rise undoubtedly alignswith its strategic culture, acting as a mediating variable between China’sstrategic culture and its Grand Strategy. The evolving trajectory of China’srise has shaped its approach to various aspects, including the deploymentof its armed forces, the steady influence of its economy, and itsinvolvement in global security affairs. Additionally, the peaceful rise hasplayed a significant role in shaping China’s diplomatic positioning ininternational forums, particularly in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, andhas laid the groundwork for more assertive actions. China’s peaceful risehas influenced the establishment of red lines regarding the deploymentof its armed forces. This approach reflects a cautious and measured stance,aimed at projecting stability and avoiding unnecessary escalations.Simultaneously, China’s expanding economic influence has become acornerstone of its peaceful rise strategy, contributing to its comprehensivenational power and enabling it to enhance its standing on the global stage.By intertwining its economic prowess with global security affairs, Chinahas sought to solidify its position as a major player in internationalrelations. Furthermore, the peaceful rise has played a crucial role inshaping China’s diplomatic positioning across various internationalsettings. By adhering to the principles of peaceful rise, China haspresented itself as a responsible and cooperative global actor. Thisdiplomatic strategy has helped China cultivate relationships, build trust,and enhance its soft power. Moreover, the peaceful rise has served as apreparatory phase for China, providing a foundation for more assertiveactions when deemed necessary. The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic hasdemonstrated China’s willingness to assert itself in global affairs, furtherhighlighting the evolution of its approach.Avery Goldstein (2020a) introduces the Grand Strategy concept as the“combination of political-diplomatic, economic, and military means that astate embraces to ensure its vital interests and pursue its goals—atminimum, its survival—in a potentially dangerous world” (Goldstein,2020a: 166). The Grand Strategy is, then, distinguished in part by its broadscope as an overarching vision about a regime’s top priorities and how they
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can be met by drawing on the various policy instruments at its disposal.He excludes the collection of preferred policies from the term “strategy”.Instead, according to what he believes, “it is a vision informed by therecognition that the state’s policies must be implemented in aninternational context of interdependent choice, a setting where each statemust anticipate the likely responses of others whose reactions can thwartor facilitate its efforts” (2020a: 166).According to Barry Buzan (2014: 385), the Grand Strategy encompassesseveral essential functions in the formulation and evaluation of foreign andsecurity policy. First, it serves several critical functions in the formulationand evaluation of foreign and security policy. It establishes the criteria thatguide policy decisions, ensuring coherence and providing a framework forevaluation (Buzan, 2014: 385). Furthermore, by creating a stable overarchingframework, the GS aligns various policy areas, promotes consistency instrategic decision-making, and plays a crucial role in politically legitimisingforeign and security policy. Through broad explanations of policy choices, itenhances public understanding and acceptance, especially when dealingwith difficult decisions. Buzan claims that each Grand Strategy necessarilycontributes to shaping and projecting a country’s image to the internationalcommunity (2014: 385). According to his argument, it defines the “nation’sidentity, values, and interests, influencing how it is perceived and engagedwith by other nations” (2014: 385). It serves as a vital guiding frameworkfor nations to navigate complex geopolitical landscapes and pursue theirforeign and security policy objectives. Despite some polemics about whether China does or does not have itsown successful GS (see more in Goldstein, 2020), this book’s portfolio positsthat Chinese security policy at the strategic level of all other (super)powersin the IR system is among the most comprehensive ones. Barry Buzan, inhis examination of the concept of China’s peaceful rise as a component ofits GS, highlights the underlying logic and contradictions. According toBuzan (2014), China’s strategic policy is remarkably intricate andcomprehensive. He thus suggests that this policy provides China with theflexibility to adopt either a “Cold Peaceful Rise” or a “Warm Peaceful Rise”strategy, depending on the security dynamics within the internationalrelations system. This choice will ultimately determine the assertivenesslevel reflected in China’s future foreign strategy (Buzan, 2014: 404-409).Furthermore, Buzan (2014) acknowledges the possibility of a “Hot PeacefulRise” as a potential alternative to China’s GS in the future. However, heassigns it relatively low significance, considering that numerous changes
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would need to occur before Asia could evolve into a security community—and this applies not only to China (Buzan, 2014: 416).3It is noteworthy to clarify that this monograph does not claim theexistence of an all-encompassing GS of China throughout various historicalepochs. Instead, Chapter II of this book focuses on analysing the evolutionof China’s foreign and security policy within specific time periods identifiedas the Grand Strategy eras. During the early 2000s, several authors raiseddoubts about the existence of a coherent Grand Strategy in China (Yinhong,2001; Buzan, 2010; Liqun, 2012; Westad, 2012). Barry Buzan (2010)asserts that China’s strategic vision of its position in international societylacks coherence, as it struggles to effectively align its goals with the meansit employs. Despite espousing rhetoric centred around peacefuldevelopment and harmonious relations, China simultaneously engages innumerous militarised border disputes with neighbouring countries. Thisinconsistency is compounded by the presence of hard realist rhetoric andstrained political relationships bordering on enmity with Japan, Vietnam,and India (Buzan, 2010).
three inquiries on the nexus between security policy 
and the grand strategy in China’s CaseHow do we distinguish security policy from each of these concepts? Sucha question is not a novelty in the area of Chinese Studies. From the mostgeneral point of view, Chinese Studies is the widest discipline among thescholarly literature. In this sense, what distinguishes security policy fromforeign policy, or the Grand Strategy, is the means of its implementation. Itdoes not necessarily reflect what a single state does in its military affairs,which would trigger a quite narrower defence policy analysis. According to Rush Doshi (2021), a more effective approach forunderstanding the GS is to perceive it as an “integrated security theory”,preserving its distinctiveness as a concept. In this context, security is definedas encompassing sovereignty, safety, territorial integrity, and powerposition. The attainment of the latter is considered essential for achievingthe first three objectives. He defines the GS as a “state’s theory of how it can

3 The concepts of “Cold Peaceful Rise”, “Warm Peaceful Rise”, and “Hot Peaceful Rise” will playa significant role in the exploration of China’s security policy and its Grand Strategy. Thesescenarios will be further examined and elaborated upon in Chapter V of this monograph.
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achieve these security-related ends for itself that is intentional, coordinated,and implemented across multiple means of statecraft, such as military,economic, and political instruments” (Doshi, 2021: 16). It involves theutilisation of various instruments of statecraft, including military, economic,and political means. This definition is rooted in the historical developmentof the term over the past two centuries. As strategists and scholars observed the emergence of modernindustrial states and their expanding range of capabilities and instruments,starting from the Napoleonic era through the age of steamships and into thetotal wars of the twentieth century, they gradually broadened theirunderstanding of the means encompassed by the GS. This evolution ledthem to acknowledge the significance of non-military tools alongside themilitary ones while still recognising security as the ultimate foundation ofGrand Strategy. Consequently, Doshi (2021) concludes that the definitionpresented here aligns closely with this historical trajectory.An important distinction between the two policies concerns theirhierarchy not only at the conceptual level but also in the case of concreteimplementation. In this sense, the security policy represents anoperationalization and a more concrete cornerstone of a state’s formulation.This is why I suggest three inquiries to have in mind in resolving the complexpuzzle and a nexus between the GS and security policy in China’s case:1. First, why does China not distinguish between its foreign and securitypolicies? It is important to recognise that, in terms of this book, security andforeign policy objectives are inherently intertwined in China’s approach.The pursuit of national security is a fundamental goal that guides China’sforeign policy decisions. China’s rising global influence and its complexsecurity challenges necessitate an integrated approach that accounts forboth domestic and international factors. This requires a comprehensiveunderstanding of how China’s foreign policy actions contribute to itssecurity objectives, and vice versa. Also, the boundaries between securityand foreign policy have become increasingly blurred due to evolving globaldynamics. Contemporary challenges such as transnational terrorism, cybersecurity threats, climate change, and regional conflicts have forced states,including China, to adopt a holistic and integrated approach to address thesecomplex issues. Lastly, traditional distinctions between internal and externalsecurity concerns have become less relevant, as threats often transcendborders and require a comprehensive response. In this manner, a very
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complex and intertwined network of organs and bodies of the Chinese stateas well as of the CPC constitutes China’s security and foreign policy underthe very same policy. It is why I argue that Sino-centric foreign and securitypolicies refer to the same thing.42. Second, how do we assess and analyse China’s security policy in themost comprehensive possible manner? In his seminal work “On China”, Henry Kissinger elucidated a series ofarguments that explicate the Chinese approach to security policy. In thisnotable publication, Kissinger delves into the historical tradition of China’sdevelopment, highlighting a distinctive framework that encompasses boththe formulation and execution of policies. Notably, he draws attention to thecontrasting perspective of Sun Tzu, an influential Chinese strategist, whoplaces greater emphasis on psychological and political factors rather thanpurely military considerations, diverging from Western authors (Kissinger,2020: 35). While Western strategists often prioritise means to achievesupremacy during crucial strategic moments, Sun Tzu focuses on employingmethods that establish a psychological-political advantage over adversaries(Kissinger, 2020: 36).“The best military leaders attack the enemy’s strategy. The best next
choice is to separate the enemy from his allies. The third best choice is
to strike at the enemy’s army. Therefore, the victorious army first wins
and then goes to battle; the defeated army first fights and then tries to
win” (Sun Tzu, 2002).According to Henry Kissinger, the strategic behaviour of Chinese rulers,characterised by their infrequent engagement in direct, open conflicts, is nota matter of coincidence. He observes a significant divergence in strategicthinking, exemplified by the contrast between Western chess and the Chinesegame of Wéiqí (围棋).5 In the Western tradition, strategic success often hingeson a decisive and outright victory on the battlefield. In contrast, the Chinese“ideal” strategy emphasises subtlety, indirect action, and patient waiting foropportune moments that offer relative advantages (Kissinger, 2020: 32).These disparities can also be observed in the comparison between chess and

Wéiqí. Chess primarily aims for the elimination of the opponent’s forces,
4 In this book, the terms “foreign policy” and “security policy” that relate to China’s casewill be used interchangeably due to the analytical convergence discussed earlier.5 This game is known in the Western world as “Go”.



whereas Wéiqí instructs individuals in the art of strategic encirclement(Kissinger, 2020: 34). While chess emphasises a single-minded approach,
Wéiqí cultivates strategic flexibility (Kissinger, 2020: 34). Such anunderstanding of the strategy facilitates the scientific-analytical frameworkfor researching the security policy and the intentions of the conflicting parties.In this book, I offer an integrative and novel approach to the assessment ofChina’s security policy through the sequencing of its layers. This is bothcomprehensive and, at the same time, the most rational way to observe thestate of the art of current China’s security policy and its global agenda afterthe COVID-19 pandemic onset. Such methodologic decisions will beelaborated on in detail in the next section of this chapter.3. Third and last inquiry: how do we assess the features of the currentChinese Grand Strategy? Rush Doshi (2021), one of the most influential scholars in ChineseStudies, proposes three criteria for evaluating China’s Grand Strategy: a) Grand Strategic Concepts: States should possess a coherent frameworkencompassing the alignment of ends, ways, and means within theirstrategy. This entails a comprehensive understanding of how variouselements of strategy interrelate and contribute to the achievement ofnational objectives (Doshi, 2021: 16). b) Grand Strategic Capabilities: Effective national security institutionsshould possess the necessary capabilities to coordinate and integratediverse instruments of statecraft. These capabilities enable the pursuitof national interests, prioritising them over parochial concerns. Thiscoordination ensures a cohesive and effective approach toimplementing the Grand Strategy (Doshi, 2021: 16).c) Grand Strategic Conduct: A state’s actions and behaviours must ultimatelyalign with its strategic concepts. Consistency between the articulatedstrategy and actual conduct is crucial for the successful implementationof a grand strategy. It ensures that decisions and actions remain inharmony with the underlying strategic framework (Doshi, 2021: 16).Basically, these three distinctives are translated into texts—documents, acts,and white papers; into institutional capacity—the state and the CPC; and intoChina’s contemporary foreign and security policy actions. Doshi (2021)acknowledges that he deploys books, papers, and strategies adopted by thenational institutions as well as by the Politburo Standing Committee, theLeading Small Groups (many now called Central Commissions), and the CentralMilitary Commission (2021: 17). When it comes to the last one, the policy and
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action analysis, Doshi highlights the observation made by Eyre Crowe that greatpowers engage in diverse activities across various domains. Differentiatingbetween strategic motivations and non-strategic noise can be challenging. Toaddress this challenge, a social-scientific approach proves valuable. Scholarscan examine military, economic, and political behaviours to determine ifpuzzling actions align with grand strategic logic (2021: 17). They can alsoidentify synchronised shifts across different policy domains as evidence ofcoordination. Consulting Party texts aids in understanding the underlyingreasons behind China’s actions. By employing these efforts, a clearerunderstanding of China’s grand strategic conduct emerges (Doshi, 2021: 17).
Chinese scholarly thought on China’s foreign policy
preferences: in search of China’s ir theoryThe postulates of the Hegemonic Stability Theory are based onassumptions that reflect a Western-centric perspective on internationalrelations. The methodological foundation and monopoly of internationalrelations as a science have been established based on the Western perspective,with Western civilization at the centre and the “geographical periphery” atthe margins (Qin, 2007). According to Qin, there was a partial discontinuityfrom 1949 to 1979, during which the Chinese IR community was not activelyengaging with Western theories. However, since 1979, when China’s IRentered its learning stage and sought to establish itself as an independentdiscipline, the process of learning from the West resumed, and it has becomea major driver of the Chinese IR community (Qin, 2007: 322). In other words,the absence of a distinct Chinese theory of international relations can beattributed to the fact that the development of IR as a discipline has beenshaped by a Western-centric perspective, which has dominated the field andmonopolised the discourse. China, as a latecomer to the discipline, has had toengage with and learn from the existing Western theories, which has hinderedthe development of a unique Chinese IR theory. Nonetheless, Chinese scholarshave made efforts to adapt and integrate Western theories with Chineseperspectives, as evidenced by the emergence of Chinese Schools of thoughtin IR, such as the Beijing School and the Shanghai School.6

6 The Shanghai School is mostly associated with scholars from Fudan University in Shanghaiand emphasises the importance of economic globalisation and regional integration inshaping international relations. It also stresses the need for non-state actors, such asmultinational corporations, to be taken into account in analysing international relations.
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There are a few different perspectives on why there is no distinctChinese international relations theory. One perspective is that China hashistorically been more focused on practicing diplomacy and maintaining itsposition in the international system than developing theoretical frameworksfor understanding international relations. Additionally, some scholars arguethat China’s historical experience and cultural values differ significantlyfrom those of the West, which has traditionally dominated the study ofinternational relations. This has made it challenging for Chinese scholars tofully adopt and integrate Western theories into their own scholarship.Another perspective is that China’s approach to international relations isshaped more by pragmatic concerns than by theoretical principles.For instance, China’s foreign policy has been influenced by its emphasison stability and economic growth, as well as its focus on non-interferencein the domestic affairs of other countries. These practical considerationsmay be seen as more important than theoretical debates about the natureof international relations. Furthermore, some scholars argue that there arein fact Chinese theories of international relations, but that they may not berecognised or understood by Western scholars due to linguistic andcultural barriers. Chinese scholars may draw on traditional Chineseconcepts and ideas that are not easily translatable into English or Westerntheoretical frameworks. Wang Jiangli and Barry Buzan argue that therehave been numerous attempts to establish a “Chinese IR theory” undervarious names, including “IR theory with Chinese characteristics”, “Chineselocalization or nativization of IR theory”, “China’s exploration ofinternational political theory”, “Chinese view of international relations orinternational politics”, and “The Chinese School” (Wang and Buzan, 2014).In 2011, Yan Xuetong, arguably the leading and the most influentialChinese political scientist, raised a fundamental question in one of theappendices of his book, querying the absence of a Chinese theory of

The Beijing School, on the other hand, is associated with scholars from TsinghuaUniversity in Beijing and emphasises the importance of traditional concepts such assovereignty, nationalism, and balance of power in international relations. It also placesgreater emphasis on China’s history and cultural traditions in shaping its foreign policy.However, Yan Xuetong believes that the diversity of ideas and thought in Beijing (in whichTsinghua University plays a key role) makes it challenging for the Tsinghua School to beexclusively identified as the “Beijing School” (Yan, 2011: 263). Nevertheless, it is believedthat both schools have contributed to the development of Chinese international relationstheory and have influenced the country’s foreign policy. 



international relations. He notes that Huan Xiang, the foreign affairssecretary in Zhou Enlai’s government, first addressed this issue in 1987.Yan Xuetong outlined five possible reasons for the non-existence of a“Chinese School” in international relations theory. Firstly, he cited thenaming convention for theories, which are usually attributed to theircreators, but as there are no theories named after Chinese political scientistsin contemporary Chinese discourse or history, Yan argues that the lack of a“Chinese School” is not unexpected. Secondly, he contends that states are rarely included in the names oftheories, making it challenging to envisage the existence of a “Chinese School”(Yan, 2011). As the schools of thought are mostly named after cities oruniversities (with the minor exception of the English School, which Yandisputes, by the way), it would be illusory that in the modern scientific modeof thinking there is a theory that would be exclusively “Chinese” (2011: 261).The third reason Yan posits is that China’s diversity is too extensive to beencapsulated in a single, focused theory. The vast array of Chineseperspectives is such that it would be impossible for any single school ofthought or theory to encompass the entirety of Chinese thinking. Finally, Yannotes that the lack of a “Chinese School” may result from China’s late arrivalin the field of international relations (2011: 262). Chinese internationalrelations only began to emerge as an independent academic discipline in thelate 1970s. As such, the Chinese IR community has had to learn from theWest, which has become a significant driving force for its development. Further, Yan Xuetong identified a complex combination of threecircumstances as the fourth cause for the non-existence of the Chinesetheory of international relations (2011: 263-264). Firstly, Chinese scholarslack basic methodological training and have yet to develop systematicexplanations for international phenomena (Yan, 2011). Secondly, ChineseIR scholars, in some cases, lack training in traditional Chinese politicalthought, rendering them unable to master Western or Chinese politicaltheories as Western scholars do with their own traditional political thought,and thirdly, Yan notes that there are too few theoretical debates amongChinese scholars, which hinders the improvement of theories by learningfrom critiques (2011: 264). Lastly, the concepts of “Tianxia” by ZhaoTingyang and “Peaceful Rise” by Zheng Bijian are analysed in the remainingsections of the book, and Yan Xuetong argues that they are not associatedwith the group promoting a “Chinese School” of international relations(2011: 264). 
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In this regard, Yan advocates for a revolutionary approach rather than amere modification of the existing IR agenda among Chinese scholars. Hesuggests that Chinese scholars should adopt a Lakatosian methodology ofscientific research, which aims to develop a new research programmeconsisting of a series of theories with a shared hard core, as proposed byLakatos’s MSRP (2011: 266).
assessing China’s peaCeful rise through the lenses 

of the hegemoniC stability theoryIs hegemonic stability an adequate model for assessing China’s globaldominance and its proclaimed peaceful rise? This question has yet to beextensively debated within the scholarly community, as not all prerequisiteshave been met thus far. The theory was chosen because it encompasses bothliberal and realistic components, allowing for a comprehensive analysis thatincorporates the analytical levels of this book, providing insights into thepositioning of China’s security policy in the contemporary internationalsystem. However, it is important to note that within this domain, theHegemonic Stability Theory should not be regarded as the ultimate “truth”or a definitive judgement of reality. Instead, it serves as a framework toconsider both aspects of China’s growth and to explain potential patternsof assertiveness in its security policy in the future.The theory argues that a hegemon is necessary for each existing IRsystem to provide global public goods, regulate trade, and enforceinternational norms and laws. The founder of the concept, Americaneconomist Charles P. Kindleberger, defined hegemonic stability as acharacteristic of a system where a state assumes the role of a dominanthegemon. Kindleberger (1973) emphasises the gradual process involved inthe “construction” of a state to become a hegemon while outlining theprerequisites that great powers must meet. These prerequisites includepossessing a strong and expanding economy with advanced technology,having political-military influence and both soft and hard power, and beingprepared and committed to assuming a leading role in the internationalsystem. Kindleberger (1973) further argued that the successfulestablishment of a hegemon requires a general consensus among otherstates in the international system, with those states perceiving the leadingstate as their leader. The idea of the HST has been applied to the study ofmodern China’s security and foreign policy. One of the main applications of
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the HST to modern China is the concept of China as a potential challengerto the United States as the world’s hegemonic power. According to the HST,as the current global hegemon, the United States has a responsibility tomaintain global order and stability. However, as China’s economic and military power grows, there is a riskthat it may challenge the US’s hegemonic status and disrupt the existingglobal order. This potential shift in power dynamics has importantimplications for China’s security and foreign policy. Another application ofthe HST to modern China is the study of China’s behaviour in regional andinternational institutions. The HST suggests that the presence of a hegemoncan provide stability to international institutions by ensuring compliancewith rules and regulations. In the absence of a hegemon, weaker states maybe more likely to act in their own self-interest, potentially leading to conflictand instability. In the case of China, its growing power and influence in regional andglobal institutions may have important implications for the stability andeffectiveness of these institutions. Furthermore, the HST can be applied to the study of China’s relationswith its neighbours and other major powers. As China’s power grows, it maybecome more assertive in its foreign policy, potentially leading to conflictwith other states. The HST suggests that a hegemon can provide stability tointernational relations by deterring aggression and ensuring that conflictsare resolved peacefully. However, the absence of a hegemon may lead toincreased competition and conflict between states. Therefore, the potentialshift in power dynamics between the United States and China may havesignificant implications for the stability of regional and global security. Inorder to apply the HST to the study of modern China, researchers often usequalitative methods such as case studies, process tracing, and historicalanalysis. These methods allow researchers to identify and analyse keyvariables that may impact the stability of the international system, such aschanges in economic or military power, shifts in the balance of power, andchanges in the global distribution of resources. Moreover, the scenario development method can be a valuable tool forresearchers to explore potential future developments in China’s securitypolicy using the HST. By constructing hypothetical scenarios based ondifferent assumptions about China’s position in the international system,researchers can explore the potential implications of different policydecisions and identify potential challenges and opportunities for China’s
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security policy in the coming decades. However, the HST has been criticisedfor oversimplifying the complex nature of international relations and forneglecting the role of non-state actors in shaping global events. Critics arguethat the theory assumes a stable and unchanging international system,which does not reflect the dynamic and constantly changing nature ofinternational relations. Some even argue that the theory neglects the agencyof smaller states and non-state actors in shaping global events.
defining hesitancyChina’s rise as a global power and actor in international politics hasgenerated significant attention and speculation about its ambitions forregional and global dominance. Klinger and Muldavin (2019) outline severalfactors that currently influence China’s global integration. The first set offactors pertains to the complex network of actors involved in globalintegration processes. These actors are engaged in diverse initiatives aimedat attracting, implementing, and supporting China’s activities within theinternational system. Another set of factors involves re-evaluatingconventional notions of the “core” and periphery, particularly concerningthe origins, flows, and destinations of capital, power, and Chinese exports.This perspective is not uncommon, considering that the concepts of centre,semi-periphery, and periphery have been ideologically influenced byEuropean political thought. Reassessing the centre-periphery relationshipis significantly influenced by geographical factors and the shifting of“centres” that may not be in physical proximity, such as in the case of Europe(Klinger and Muldavin, 2019). The third set of factors pertains to the shiftinginterests of the state, capital, and elites, which shape the key ideastransforming policies into new development geographies. China’s opennesshas led to deepened cooperation with diverse actors in global politics,including more targeted collaborations with the European Union, the UnitedStates, and the Russian Federation. More recently, the characteristics ofChina’s foreign policy have manifested in the consolidation of Xi Jinping’sleadership through personnel changes, institutional and organisationalreforms, and anti-corruption campaigns. In May 2018, President Xi chaired the newly established CentralCommission for Foreign Policy of PR China, emphasising the significance ofcentralising and unifying foreign policy under the Central Committee of theCPC, with the Central Commission for Foreign Policy serving as its focal body(Klinger and Muldavin, 2019). Despite its growing economic and military
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power, China has remained hesitant in the arena of international securityand politics. Potentially three main factors lie behind this, including itshistorical experience, its domestic challenges, and its strategic approach tointernational relations. China’s historical experience informs its cautiousapproach to hegemony. China has a long-standing tradition of emphasisingharmony and avoiding conflict, which has been a core principle of its foreignpolicy. In his 2007 book, Edward Slingerland examined the concept of wú
wéi within mainstream Chinese thought, including Confucius, Laozi,Mencius, Zhuangzi, and Xunzi. He translated wú wéi as “effortless action”towards an external subject, referring to China’s foreign affairs strategies.He illustrates how the ideal of wú wéi (无为 ) embodies a paradoxicaltension, which he terms the “paradox of wú wéi”, and how this tension servesas a driving force in the historical development of Chinese thought(Singerland, 2007). In his book On China, Henry Kissinger asserts that throughout itshistorical political tradition, China embodied a sense of superiorbenevolence (Kissinger, 2014: 30). Kissinger argues that the Chineseemployed tactics such as bribing the barbarians and leveraging the ethnicsupremacy of the Han ethnic group to undermine their adversaries, leadingto their eventual submission to Chinese influence, which was of the highestlevel of assertiveness towards “the others” (2014: 30). Additionally, China’sexperience with colonialism and imperialism has left a deep-seatedmistrust of Western powers and their intentions towards China. Secondly,China’s domestic challenges, including economic and social issues, limit itsability to project power and influence beyond its borders. Its leadershiphas recognised the need for “stability and development at home” manytimes throughout the last decades, which has been a top priority for thegovernment. Moreover, China’s political system, which is highly centralisedand authoritarian, has limited its ability to build broad-based alliances andpartnerships with other countries. Lastly, China’s approach to internationalrelations is characterised by a preference for multilateralism andcooperation rather than unilateralism and dominance. China has been avocal advocate for global governance and has sought to build newinstitutions and initiatives that emphasise mutual benefit and shareddevelopment, such as the Belt and Road Initiative.Both major schools of thought within the fields of international relations,realists and liberals, engage in the manipulation of ethical arguments, albeitin distinct ways influenced by their epistemological perspectives (Stekić andKorać, 2022). When discussing the natural anarchic state of international
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relations, a concept often drawn from Hobbesian thinking, the “other” isperceived as inherently different, potentially posing a constant challengenecessitating a swift response by nation-states. In contrast to (neo)realists,proponents of liberal ideology, particularly in their interpretation of Kantiandeontological ethics, assert that moral reasoning and action are domainsexclusively accessed by self-aware, rational individuals (Stekić and Korać,2022: 597). It is why this book adopts the Hegemonic Stability Theory as afundamental theoretical framework for its research at a meta level.However, at an epistemological level, it is essential to examine how the fieldof Security Studies approaches the analysis of security policy, particularlyconsidering the central variable of China’s peaceful rise. 
Comprehensive national power, Locus, and decouplingWithin the context of this book, several key concepts hold substantialanalytical significance. These include the Comprehensive National Power(CNP) measure, the locus of global security, and the process of decouplingthe international relations system’s structure. The term CNP was initiallyintroduced by Jiang Zemin in the 1990s as a means to assess China’sprogress across various spheres of societal existence. It serves as acomprehensive indicator encompassing diverse dimensions of nationaldevelopment. The locus of global security, proposed by the author of thisbook, represents an innovative thesis that reflects a shifting emphasis onthe strategic actions and operational scope of superpowers and majorpowers within the international relations system. Specifically, it delineatesa transition from a broader European-focused security domain to the Indo-Pacific region-construct. This term assumes significance due to its alignmentwith the geopolitical reality surrounding the PR China and the containmentefforts undertaken by the United States and Western powers, reminiscentof strategies employed during the Cold War era against the Soviet Union.Subsequent to this section of the chapter, the theoretical underpinnings ofthe aforementioned concepts will be expounded upon, highlighting theirsubstantial relevance and significance within the context of this research.Comprehensive National Power (CNP) is a quantifiable measure thatassesses the overall capacity of a single state at a specific moment. Somescholars propose a methodology for measuring CNP by considering eightcategories comprising a total of 23 indicators. These categories encompasseconomic resources, human capital, natural resources, capital resources,technology, governance, military resources, and international (human)
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resources (Bajwa, 2008). Does the CNP measure fit into the modern visionof China’s security policy? While the CNP measure is relevant to China’smodern security policy, some challenges and considerations should beacknowledged. First, there is an ongoing debate on how to accuratelymeasure and compare CNP among countries, given the complex andmultidimensional nature of power. Đorđević and Stekić (2022) highlight theinherent nature of the concept within Chinese political thought (Wang andWong, 1998; Yan, 2008; Liao et al., 2015). Wang and Wong noted that theterm CNP was originally introduced by Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s, whileits official incorporation into Chinese policy occurred during the FourteenthCPC Congress in 1992 (Wang and Wong, 1998: 192). President Xi Jinpingsubsequently revitalised the CNP concept, emphasising its continuousexpansion in 2019, with the aim of constructing a socialist systemsurpassing capitalism and positioning the PRC in a dominant position (Xi,2013). Striking a balance between military strength and soft powerelements, such as economic influence and cultural diplomacy, remains achallenge for China. Effective coordination and integration across differentdimensions of power are vital to ensuring a comprehensive and coherentsecurity policy.One notable aspect of the post-pandemic international system is therelocation of the centre of global security and the strategic focus of dominantpowers, including the United States, to Southeast Asia. For centuries, thewider area of the Euro-Mediterranean, including North Africa but also theMiddle East, represented a hub of world security where the interests of thesuperpowers intersected in global competition. The thesis about the locusof global security is relatively unexplored in the field of Security Studies, atleast in such a terminological domain. The locus of global security refers toa specific geographically oriented space in which the security dynamics isintertwined among the leading global superpowers at each moment of thehistorical continuum of mankind. Derived from a Latin word, locus is usuallydefined by some vocabularies as a “central or main place where somethinghappens or is found” (Britannica, 2023). Merriam-Webster’s definition goesa bit beyond and adds that locus represents “a centre of activity, attention,or concentration” (Merriam-Webster, 2023).The recent relocation of the core of global security and strategic focusto Southeast Asia is underpinned by the relatively new notion of the“Asianisation of security”, which has emerged in academic discoursealongside the promotion of the Indo-Pacific region by the US and otherWestern powers over the last couple of years. The thesis was initially
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proposed by Felix Heiduk, a political scientist from Germany. Asianisationof security as a concept has given rise to the formation of a global security
locus in the broader China-centric Indo-Pacific region. It is home to fourbillion people and several of the world’s wealthiest countries, with aburgeoning economy. However, it is also marked by escalating securitytensions and a military build-up. From a theoretical perspective, theconstituents of this locus are multifaceted, and the existence of this orderedsystem of international relations is assumed. Here I do not mean orderlinessin the sense of the absence of anarchy or orderliness in the sense of theabsence of war, but the polar organisation of the system with clearly definedstates that are poles as well as less weak states that are not. Both neorealistsand neoliberals, in their own conceptions of the international system, treatthe question of polarity, which is particularly manifested in the theoreticalcorpus of the HST. In the case of the first, the system of internationalrelations is dominated by one superpower that maintains the regimethrough physical coercion, while in the liberal point of view, hegemony istreated as a necessary variable for the survival of the liberal world, and theguarantor of that survival is a superpower that can use force when itbelieves it is necessary. For the concept of the locus of global security, thesuperpower (or more, if there are any in the system) does not necessarilyhave to be geographically positioned at the centre of global security.Although the number of poles and the type of polarity of the system are notessential to the geographical arrangement of the locus of global security, anabrupt change in the number of poles may consequently lead to adisplacement of the locus of global security.Lađevac and Stekić (2023) identify five key characteristics of theconcept of locus in relation to global security. Firstly, it aligns with the neo-realist view of the international relations system, acknowledging that oneor more dominant superpowers, regardless of their geographical position,hold sway over the system’s structure at any given time. Secondly, theconcept of locus necessitates a precise definition of global security. It isunderstood as anything that contributes to the maintenance or disruptionof the focal point, process, or dimension on which global stability depends(Lađevac and Stekić (2023: 15). If security is defined as the absence ofthreats, then global security entails a state where most internationalactors are at peace and threats capable of disrupting this order are absent.Thirdly, geographic exclusivity characterises the locus of security. Itrepresents the central point in the cyclical flow of world history and thedichotomy of security disruption and creation (Lađevac and Stekić, 2023:
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15). As such, the locus is inherently singular and cannot be polycentric inthe geographic domain. However, the complexity of global security allowsfor minor deviations and parallel security processes that, while notdirectly aimed at the locus, do not impede its existence. Fourthly, the locusof global security exhibits multidimensionality. Throughout history, therehave been only two shifts in the locus, both concentrated in specificgeographic areas. However, advancements in technology have facilitatedthe possibility of a future locus existing within the virtual realm, such asan online virtual network. Finally, the focal point of global security is oftennot narrowly defined. Instead, it typically encompasses a widegeographical space that corresponds to what Security Studies theoristshave termed regional security complexes (Lađevac and Stekić, 2023: 15).Thus, the locus of global security is one of the most important variablesand occurrences not to be omitted from the analytical perspective ofChina’s security policy creation in the near future. This publication utilises a qualitative content analysis tool to explore theinstitutional-level perceptions of the United States regarding China’ssecurity policy and military growth. To fulfil this goal, a systematic analysisof the annual reports that the Pentagon has been submitting to the USCongress since 2001 will be conducted. This will be done through the useof nVivo software. Given this time frame, the study particularly focuses onthe last three reports (2020, 2021, and 2022), while also taking into accountany structural differences in institutional perceptions before and after theoutbreak of the coronavirus pandemic. Realism-oriented scholars assertthat states are driven by self-interest and the pursuit of power. Applying thistheory to the Pentagon’s perception of China’s security policy, it is likely toview China’s rising military capabilities and territorial ambitions withconcern. The security dilemma, characterised by a cycle of mistrust andarms races, could exacerbate tensions between the two powers. The conceptof the balance of power comes into play when analysing the Pentagon’sperspective on China. As a preeminent military power, the United Statesseeks to maintain its position of influence. China’s economic and militarygrowth is seen as a challenge to this balance, potentially leading to strategiccompetition and the need for the Pentagon to bolster its militarycapabilities. In parallel, institutional mistrust between the Pentagon andChina’s security apparatus can be attributed to historical factors, divergentpolitical systems, and competing interests. This mistrust fuels strategiccompetition, with both sides engaging in military modernization efforts,
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intelligence gathering, and regional influence projection to safeguard theirrespective interests.The last theoretical notion relevant to this book is decoupling. In theinternational system, it refers to the process of reducing or severinginterdependencies and linkages between countries, particularly ineconomic and technological aspects, often driven by political or strategicmotivations. In the context of China, decoupling typically refers to effortsby certain countries or actors to reduce their economic and technologicalreliance on China or to limit China’s access to their markets, supply chains,or critical technologies. Decoupling from China has gained prominence inrecent years due to various factors, including concerns over nationalsecurity, intellectual property theft, human rights issues, geopoliticaltensions, and trade imbalances. These concerns have prompted somecountries to re-evaluate their economic and technological relationships withChina and explore strategies to diversify their supply chains, reducedependence on Chinese markets, or restrict the transfer of sensitivetechnologies. Decoupling can take different forms and impact varioussectors, such as trade, investment, technology, and finance. It may involvemeasures such as imposing tariffs or trade restrictions, limiting foreigndirect investment, enhancing export controls, tightening regulations ontechnology transfers, or diversifying sourcing and manufacturing away fromChina. Proponents of decoupling argue that it is necessary to safeguardnational security, protect domestic industries, address unfair tradepractices, and reduce vulnerabilities associated with overreliance on a singlecountry. Critics, on the other hand, argue that decoupling can disrupt globalsupply chains, hinder economic growth, and lead to increased costs forbusinesses and consumers.This chapter has thus far explored the concept of China’s peacefulgrowth as a crucial component of its Grand Strategy. It has delved into threeinquiries that examine the relationship between security policy and theGrand Strategy in the Chinese context while also exploring Chinese scholarlyperspectives on China’s foreign policy preferences as part of the search forChina’s own IR theory. Additionally, the chapter has evaluated China’sgrowth from the perspective of the Hegemonic Stability Theory and hasprovided valuable insights for analysing contemporary China’s securitypolicy, incorporating relevant notions such as global security locus, CNP,decoupling, and institutional perception. 
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Following these questions raised throughout the previous parts of thischapter, this book’s main aim is to provide a scientific explication of howcontemporary China’s security policy strikes a delicate balance between itshesitancy to become a more assertive hegemon and the evolving globaldynamics in the post-pandemic era. The central research question thatdrives this book is to explore how the different layers of China’s securitypolicy align with the significant events and transformations occurringworldwide. These occurrences manifest themselves at both the systemiclevel and the level of individual units. At the systemic level, the bookchallenges conventional understandings of China’s role and behaviour byanalysing its responses to global shifts, emerging power dynamics, andevolving international norms and institutions. Meanwhile, at the level of theunits, the book delves into the specific policies, strategies, and actions ofChina’s security apparatus, examining how they adapt to and shape thechanging global landscape through its bilateral relations with specificcountries of its interest. By addressing these research questions, the bookaims to contribute to a nuanced understanding of contemporary China’ssecurity policy and its implications for regional and global dynamics in thepost-pandemic era. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the HegemonicStability Theory operates under the assumption of a unified and coherentinternational relations system. In its near history, the system has never beenphysically divided or decoupled. Even during the period of bipolarity andthe Iron Curtain, both sides maintained a certain level of communication,and the interactions have never stopped. However, when examining theinterplay between China’s foreign policy and the ongoing developments inthe modern system, particularly in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, it raisesquestions about the sustainability of China’s peaceful growth as a variable.Many attempts the modern world is witnessing, such as the strengtheningof the BRICS, the de-dollarization of global trade, and even attempts to formnew financial institutions and a financial system independent from theWestern-led global one, confirm that the world has entered into anuncertain era of decoupling with distinctive features hard to predict. 
methodologyThis book primarily deploys qualitative methods, such as contentanalysis of relevant documents, strategies, and doctrines, as well asdescriptive statistics that are also used to support the analysis. The author
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adopts a unique method of sequencing China’s security policy layers, whichinvolves analysing the evolution of China’s security policy over time whileputting an emphasis on the post-COVID-19 pandemic period. Some aspectsof network analysis are used in this research to explore the relationshipsbetween various actors involved in China’s security policy-making process.The final chapter of the book utilises scenario development as a method toexamine potential future developments in China’s security policy. Theprocess involves constructing hypothetical scenarios based on variousassumptions about China’s position in the international system over thecoming decades and analysing the potential implications of each scenariousing the Grand Strategy elements. The objective of this method is toidentify possible challenges and opportunities for China’s security policyand to develop a more comprehensive understanding of how it may evolveunder different circumstances. The scenario development approach offersan exploratory approach to understanding potential future developmentsthat goes beyond simple extrapolation from past trends. Combined with theother traditional research methods used in the book, this method providesa holistic understanding of China’s security policy, its challenges, andpotential future trajectories.This book offers a comprehensive explanation of how modern China’sforeign and security policy choices are formulated. The adjective “modern”has been intentionally repeated several times in the text thus far. It isimportant to note that the post-pandemic policy of China should beunderstood within the context of modern times. Without entering intodebates about the relationship between modernity and contemporaneityin the sociological and philosophical sense, throughout the book, the modernperiod corresponds to the interval between the major eruption of theCOVID-19 pandemic in February 2020 and the National People’s Congress’s(NPC) election of Xi’s third presidential mandate on March 10, 2023. Toensure a comprehensive examination of the evolutionary component ofindividual policies, the study extends over a period spanning severaldecades. Nonetheless, the majority of chapters and sub-chapters primarilyconcentrate on a narrower temporal scope spanning several years for thepurpose of conducting a more focused analytical investigation. To narrowthe research focus on the post-COVID-19 period, the author has focused onacademic articles published between 2019 and 2023. Specifically, the authorhas looked for articles that analyse the layers of China’s security policy andits evolving foreign policy goals. By examining the analytical discourse inthe scientific community during this time period, the author aims to
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enhance understanding of China’s Fifth GS. While the term “post-pandemicperiod” is used in this manuscript, it specifically refers to the research periodfrom 2019 to 2023. This means that the analysis presented in this bookpertains to events that occurred just prior to the onset of the pandemic in2019 and lasted until March 10, 2023.Academic research on China’s political processes is often quite hard andnot feasible. Instead of comprehensive and in-depth analyses, the academic(and wider) community remains under the radar. It is why some of theacademics from China will be interviewed. In addition to that, dataqualitative insights will be used from social media accounts, especially thoseof top-ranking Chinese officials or Chinese embassies abroad. There is noprecise spatial domain of this research, as this book is focused on China’slayers of security policy across different levels of its global securityapproach, regionally tailored policies, and its surrounding areas, includingthe East China Sea, East Asia, Taiwan, and the South China Sea. By analysingChina’s security policies in these different spatial contexts, thebook/research aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of howChina’s security concerns are shaped by its regional and global environment.Through this spatial lens, readers can gain insights into the complexinterplay between China’s domestic politics, regional dynamics, and globalambitions, as well as the challenges and opportunities that arise fromChina’s evolving security posture. The spatial dimension of this bookprimarily relies on the sub-layers within the spatial-hierarchical framework.The research focuses on key geographical regions, including the Eurasianarea encompassed by the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), the Persian Gulf,the Chinese maritime geographical environment, the Arctic, and East Africa.These specific spatial layers are pertinent to understanding China’s securitypolicy, as they are associated with distinct strategic considerations andgeopolitical dynamics. By examining these regions, the analysis aims toilluminate the spatial dimensions that shape China’s security policy and itsinteractions within these particular areas.Data collection and guarantees for their validity are particularly evidentin the social sciences, with a diversity of sources, numerous misleadingportals and sources of information on the Internet, and intentionally hiddenaccurate data by certain governments or non-governmental organisations,leaving a lot of room for speculation in the field of international relationsscience (Stekić, 2020a). This field represents a specific area of studyingreality, with findings not based on methodologically structured experimentsbut often on clearly repeatable methods. Therefore, the care and explanation
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of data accuracy should be at the top of the ethical agenda for researchers.An additional problem is the subject of this monograph, which refers to thecollection of data whose reliability can only be triangulated by possessingknowledge of the Chinese language. For example, data on the foreign policyactivities of officials of the People’s Republic of China are availableexclusively on the Chinese-language version of the websites of Chineseinstitutions. Regarding metrics and the use of data such as the budget andthe amount of military equipment and weapons, this book will only showdata that has been triangulated, meaning that it could be determined fromat least two credible sources to be in agreement. If it is not possible toestablish triangulation but, due to research reasons, the publication of thedata would be of great importance, this will be especially emphasisedthroughout the manuscript.To provide as accurate data as possible, China’s MFA’s daily briefs, officialstatements, bilateral visits, and multilateral plan activities to determine howChina responds to the various challenges that impact its global leadershipwill be observed. Such sources might be fruitful in assessing the domainsand goals of the policies, which are not visible at first sight. Furthermore, the monograph incorporates data from diverse databasesthat are maintained by reputable academic centres and think tanks. Toillustrate, in examining the Chinese arms trade and its associated industry,the author relies on information sourced from the Stockholm InternationalPeace Research Institute (SIPRI), specifically the SIPRI Arms TransfersDatabase. Many useful insights will be used from the China Power Projectby the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). 
sequencing the layers of China’s security policyThe layers of China’s contemporary security policy are at the core of thismonograph. They represent a novel aspiration to innovate an academicanalytical framework and approach to Chinese security policy, but they alsohelp to dissect the complex trajectory of China’s position in the conditionsof global competition with the US along with its bilateral relations with otherimportant states. Furthermore, it involves changes in the system ofinternational relations, cooperation, and activities within internationalorganisations and fora, as well as certain internal political and social factorsthat significantly determine the direction of China’s security policy in thecurrent circumstances. While there are several ways to approach China’s
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security policy, this book offers a comprehensive proposal that aims to cover,to the best of its scope, all the components of China’s efforts to establish acomplete security policy. Following such logic, at the first analytical level, itsplits China’s contemporary security policy into three areas that serve asits main layers. 
The spatial-hierarchical layer compounds two groups of China’sforeign policy layers: hierarchical and geographical. The hierarchical groupconsists of three sub-level layers: its global agenda, compounding regionallytailored approaches based on geographical criteria; its national securityagenda, whose factors influence the formulation of its foreign preferences;and the human security perspectives of Chinese politics.The global agenda has brought to the fore China’s efforts to promote its“Fifth Grand Strategy”, as explored in the subsequent chapter. China’semergence as a global superpower has spurred significant interest in itsregional security policies. This layer of Chinese security policy involvesspecific, regionally tailored policies for different parts of the world. Againstthis backdrop, this chapter delves into China’s strategic security policieswith a particular focus on East Asia, the Persian Gulf region, and Africa,including its security position in the Arctic region, which has gained greatersalience due to global warming and the strategic importance of transitroutes that connect China to Europe. The chapter examines China’s approach to Saudi Arabia and Iran andtheir regional security dynamics. It also considers opposition to the ChineseBelt and Road Initiative among the European Union Member States and thespecifics of the security arrangements it has recently implemented. Inaddition, the chapter discusses China’s foray into space policy and its effortsto develop dominant systems to rival the United States, Russia, and othercountries with significant space programs. The final section of this chapterbriefly outlines China’s security position in Africa, including its sole overseasmilitary base in Djibouti, its possible expansion of military presence beyondits borders, and the specific security arrangements concluded in theSolomon Islands, with a focus on potential plans for greater securityarrangements in the region of Oceania.The second group of layers of China’s security policy, the functional

layer, focuses on key areas that test China’s readiness and efficiency inaddressing global challenges. These areas serve as critical touchpointswhere China’s actions and engagement are closely observed. This researchcomprises several specific focal points within this functional layer, shedding
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light on China’s approach and strategies in each area. One area ofexamination is China’s response to containment activities. This entailsanalysing how China navigates and responds to efforts aimed at limiting itsinfluence, particularly in the Indo-Pacific region. The book explores China’sinteractions with regional powers, its maritime disputes, and its broaderefforts to assert influence and protect its interests in this importantgeopolitical area. Another crucial aspect is China’s approach to the Indo-Pacific region as a whole. The book also captures China’s foreign policystrategies in this strategic theatre, encompassing initiatives like the BRI,regional diplomacy, and the pursuit of economic and security interests.It explores China’s involvement in mediating the conflict in Ukraine. Byexamining China’s stance, diplomatic efforts, and participation ininternational negotiations, it seeks to understand China’s role in mitigatingtensions and promoting stability in the region. In light of the security vacuumin Afghanistan, the book analyses China’s response to this pressing issue. Itexamines China’s concerns about terrorism, regional stability, and economicinterests, as well as its efforts to contribute to the resolution of the Afghanconflict through diplomacy, investments, and regional cooperation. China’sprojection of soft power on the global stage is another focal point.Lastly, China’s cultural diplomacy, international media presence,academic exchanges, and public diplomacy initiatives aimed at enhancingits global image and influence are explored as a part of the wider functionallayer of China’s new security agenda. Additionally, the book delves intoChina’s foreign policy approach regarding technology, artificial intelligence,and the semiconductor industry. It examines China’s strategies fortechnological development, international cooperation, market access, andinfluence in these critical sectors. The arms trade and foreign aid policiesof China are also scrutinised. The book evaluates China’s objectives,motivations, and approaches in these domains, including the implicationsfor regional security dynamics as China emerges as a major arms exporterand provider of development assistance.The third group, institutional layers, captures entities that shapeChina’s decision-making process, encompassing the role of the CommunistParty of China, state and national administration, the People’s LiberationArmy Navy (PLA(N)), as well as China’s participation in internationalorganisations and other international forums. Understanding theseinstitutional dynamics is crucial for comprehending China’s Grand Strategy.The CPC plays a central role in China’s governance structure and decision-
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making. As the ruling party, it exercises significant influence over policyformulation and implementation. The book examines the CCP’s role inshaping China’s grand strategic concepts and its impact on the country’sforeign and security policies. By analysing Party documents, internaldebates, and decision-making processes within the Party, a deeperunderstanding of China’s strategic thinking and objectives can be gained. Furthermore, the state and national administration, includinggovernmental agencies and institutions, also contribute to China’s GrandStrategy. These entities are responsible for implementing policies andtranslating strategic concepts into actionable plans. The book explores themechanisms through which state and national administration institutionscoordinate various instruments of statecraft, such as diplomacy, economics,and the military, to pursue China’s national interests. The PLA(N), as abranch of China’s armed forces, plays a critical role in China’s securitypolicy. It has a specific focus on maritime affairs and the protection ofChina’s territorial integrity, including its maritime interests. The bookinvestigates the PLA(N)’s influence on China’s grand strategic conduct,exploring its capabilities, deployments, and operational concepts.Understanding the PLA(N)’s role provides insights into China’s securitypriorities and how they intersect with its broader foreign policy objectives.Additionally, the book examines China’s involvement in internationalorganisations and other international fora. China’s membership in theseinstitutions offers a platform for engagement, cooperation, and exertinginfluence on the global stage. Analysing China’s role within thesemultilateral frameworks helps to elucidate its strategic intentions and itsefforts to shape international norms and governance structures.
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Source: AuthorThis sequencing of Chinese security policy into specific layers enablesnot only a deeper understanding of China’s general agenda in the securitydomain but also the building and updating of layers in future editions of thismonograph in a systematic and unique way. This will enable the longitudinalmonitoring of all layers of security policy through the same prism and willserve as adequate comparative material for verifying and reassessing thescenarios presented in Chapter V of this monograph.This monograph, like many others in the field of international relations,is subject to some epistemological limitations. Firstly, it was developed amidsta constantly changing and complex global political landscape, which was oftenunpredictably changing on a weekly basis. Some events, such as the armed
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conflict in Ukraine, China’s involvement in its mediation efforts, and itsincreased international confrontation with the US, have been evolving quicklyduring 2022 and in the first half of 2023. Secondly, the timeframe in whichChina’s contemporary security policy is situated is confined to the periodspanning from the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic to the session of theNational People’s Congress in early March 2023.7 This timeframe includes theformulation of China’s foreign policy preferences, the execution of specificmilitary activities, and other bilateral engagements. As a result, this book doesnot purport to provide an all-encompassing answer to the question of China’ssecurity policy; rather, it offers a systematic analysis of a specific period of itsmanifestation and functioning.The book faces the third gnoseological limitation, specifically pertainingto the distinction between China’s formally proclaimed objectives de lege
lata and the underlying intentions that inform its specific policies ordomains. As a result, this research adopts an approach that delineates boththe explicit manifestations and the pertinent aspects deemed significant foraddressing the research question. This approach draws upon a range ofsources, including policies, official documents, strategies, acts, and scholarlyanalyses, to elucidate the visible dimensions while also exploring potentialunderlying motivations that may shape China’s desired foreign and securitypolicy outcomes. By considering these sources in tandem, the research aimsto provide a comprehensive understanding of China’s stated positions aswell as the potential implications and broader objectives that may underlieits policy actions. In the upcoming chapter, the evolutionary path of China’sGS will be presented in detail as a prelude to the central chapter, where thelayers of security policy in the modern world will be thoroughly analysed.
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7 While the majority of the text in this book predominantly focuses on events within thespecified period, there are specific sections, notably Chapter II discussing the evolutionof China’s Grand Strategy, and Chapter IV delving into the analysis of the US’s perceptionof China’s security policy in the preceding decade, where the temporal scope will beexpanded. These chapters provide a broader context and delve into developments thattranscend the immediate timeframe covered in the book. By extending the time domainin these sections, a more comprehensive understanding of China’s Grand Strategy andthe US’s perspective on China’s security policy can be achieved, encompassing a widertemporal framework that is crucial for a nuanced analysis.



Chapter ii

evolution of the Chinese
global agenda





philosophiCal foundations 
of China’s global agendaModern Chinese diplomacy and security policy are characterised by astrategic way of thinking that is inspired by numerous philosophicalprinciples developed within the roots of Eastern philosophy, particularlythose of Chinese origin. Thus, the examination of China’s contemporarydecisions and activities requires a deeper understanding of how certainphilosophical concepts and trajectories developed within Confucianism,Taoism, and Buddhism have influenced its approach. Additionally, thisanalysis will explore concepts such as peaceful growth, tiān xià (天下) (Allunder Heaven), and others that are central to China’s foreign policy. A key driving source that is immanent both to evolutionary componentsas well as to modern Chinese security policy is the painful historical heritageChina experienced throughout its modern period of development. Goingback into the past, Hegel claimed that Chinese civilization was the oldestknown to the modern world, as with the Chinese Empire, “history goeshand-in-hand because it is the oldest empire, as far as history informs us”(Hegel, 1951). According to his stance, the Chinese have a uniquely extensiveand consistent tradition of historical writing. He acknowledged that otherAsian nations have ancient traditions, but they lack the same historicaldepth, while the Vedas of India, for instance, are not considered history, andthe traditions of the Arabs, while ancient, do not focus on the state and itsdevelopment. In contrast, Hegel believed that China’s long history wasintertwined with the development of its state, which is reflected in its richhistoriography, and that its tradition of historical writing can be traced backat least 3,000 years before the birth of Christ (Hegel, 1951). China’s longand rich history boasted numerous significant philosophers whoseinfluence extended beyond China and resonated globally.Hegel described the specifics of how Chinese emperors were ruling. Theportrayal of the emperor’s rule in Chinese history is characterised as simple,natural, noble, and reasonable, without any trace of vain pride, reluctanceto speak plainly, or false pretences of refinement. The emperor lives with astrong sense of dignity and responsibility instilled since his youth (Hegel,



1951). Further, he claims that in China, there is no separate distinguishedclass or nobility except for princes of the imperial house and the sons ofministers who have certain advantages due to their position rather thantheir birth. Everyone else is considered equal, and only those with thenecessary skills are given a role in the administration (1951: 124). TheChinese state was therefore often regarded as an ideal and even a model forothers to follow; such emphasis on meritocracy, as opposed to inheritedstatus, has been a hallmark of Chinese governance for millennia (1951: 124).Hegel specifically analysed the internal political system of ancient China asa precondition for understanding its foreign policy actions.“One cannot talk about a constitution, because that would mean thatindividuals have independent rights, partly in terms of their specialinterests, partly in terms of the entire state. That moment must bemissing here, so we can only talk about managing the empire. InChina, there is an empire of absolute equality, and all the differencesthat exist are only possible with the help of state administration andthe dignity that everyone gives themselves in order to achieve a highlevel in that administration. Since equality reigns in China, but notfreedom, that is why despotism is a necessary way of ruling there.In our country (in the western world), people are equal only beforethe law, and in that respect, they have some property; apart fromthat, they have many other interests and many special things, whichmust be guaranteed if there is to be freedom for us. In the Chineseempire, on the other hand, special interests are not justified bythemselves; the rule comes only from the emperor, who exercises itas a hierarchy of dignitaries or mandarins” (Hegel, 1951: 124-125).Confucianism has had a profound impact on the history, culture, andgovernance of China, and its influence on modern Chinese foreign policycannot be overstated. This philosophy, which has been prominent in Chinafor over two thousand years, emphasises the importance of moral values,social harmony, and responsible governance. The philosophical traditionattributed to Confucius (孔子) emerged during the late 6th and early 5thcenturies BCE. Notably, his teachings gained official recognition as the statephilosophy rather than a religious doctrine, as noted by Henry Kissinger(2020) in his observations of the Han Dynasty’s transition from the old erato the new era (Kissinger, 2020: 24).One of the key principles of Confucianism is the concept of rén (仁)–humaneness, which stresses the importance of compassion, respect, and
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benevolence in human relationships. This principle is reflected in China’semphasis on diplomacy, as it seeks to maintain peaceful and mutuallybeneficial relationships with other nations. Another important aspect ofConfucianism is the idea of propriety–lǐ (礼 ), which emphasises theimportance of social norms and proper behaviour. This principle is reflectedin China’s emphasis on stability and order in its foreign policy, as it seeks touphold international norms and prevent conflict. Additionally, Confucianismplaces great emphasis on education, which is viewed as a means ofachieving moral and intellectual enlightenment. This is reflected in China’semphasis on promoting cultural exchange and educational cooperation inits foreign policy. Moreover, Confucianism stresses the importance ofharmonious relationships between individuals, society, and nature. Despitethe widespread belief that Confucianism has played a significant role inshaping China’s modern foreign and security policies through its promotionof pacifism, there exist counterarguments to this perspective. Feng Zhang(2015) argues that Confucian pacifism is a myth when viewed through ahistorical lens (2015: 200). Zhang suggests that, despite its century-longpopularity, Confucianism’s claim to pacifism is inconsistent with manyhistorical facts. A brief historical overview reveals that imperial Chineseforeign policies were not solely focused on maintaining peace. As a greatpower, it was necessary for China to deal with issues of war, conflict,competition, cooperation, and accommodation (2015: 200). Therefore, itwould be difficult for any great power’s foreign policy to be entirelydefensive and peaceful.While some scholars may argue that Confucianism promotes pacifism,others maintain that the ideology instead promotes a form of hierarchicalorder and obedience to authority. In recent times, the CPC has incorporatedcertain aspects of Confucianism into its political ideology, including the ideaof a meritocracy, respect for authority, and social harmony. Chong (2014)presented a counterargument to the narrative that portrays China as ahistorically benevolent actor, highlighting the war-prone evolution of thispolity. Chong noted that during the periods of Han and Tang primacy fromthe 2nd to 1st centuries BCE and 7th to 8th centuries, respectively, and the Mingand Qing dynasties, China’s foreign policy tended towards more coercivemeasures rather than peaceful ones (2014: 954). In particular, China’sengagement with inner Asian regimes has been marked by violent actionsand armed conflicts throughout its history (Cheng, 2014: 953). Chong’sargument highlights the complexity of China’s foreign policy history andchallenges the simplistic view of China as a peaceful power. Understanding
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this historical context is crucial for analysing and evaluating China’scontemporary foreign policy actions. Similarly, Confucianism’s emphasis on hierarchical order and authority,as well as its focus on promoting social harmony, have influenced China’spreference for multilateralism and non-intervention in the affairs of othernations. However, this has not prevented China from using military force topursue its national interests in certain situations, particularly in the contextof territorial disputes. For instance, recent tensions in the South China Seaare all but peaceful, or even more tangible: the loss of dozens of soldiers ina fire exchange on the Sino-Indian border during the melee between thePLA and Indian Armed Forces in 2020 and 2021, in which more than 40soldiers were killed (India Times, 2020).The historical record indicates that China has not always maintainedpeaceful relations with its neighbours, and one possible explanation for thispattern can be found in a related philosophical tradition, Taoism. It is anancient Chinese philosophy that emphasises the natural order of things andliving in harmony with the Tao, which is the underlying force that governsthe universe. Its principles have greatly influenced Chinese culture,including its foreign policy. One of the key tenets of Taoism is non-action (
无为– wúwéi), or effortless action, which emphasises that one should notforce things to happen but rather allow them to unfold naturally. TheAnalects contain contradictory metaphors, with the wúwéi family ofmetaphors coexisting alongside those that imply the importance of hardwork, extreme effort, and even going against the natural tendencies of amaterial. According to Edward Slingerland (2007), the most well-knownexample of wúwéi in the Analects is the account of Confucius, where it isdescribed as being able to “follow his heart’s desires without oversteppingthe bounds of propriety”. This exemplifies the first hallmark of wúwéi, wherethe subject (Confucius) surrenders control and follows the promptings ofthe self (the desires of his heart) without exertion. However, the Analectsmore commonly express the idea of lack of exertion through the “at ease”family of metaphors, often combined with metaphors for the secondhallmark of wúwéi, unself-consciousness (Slingerland, 2007: 43).The principle of abstention from action, or effortless action, is reflectedin China’s contemporary foreign policy, as it declaratively seeks to avoiddirect confrontation and instead emphasises the importance of dialogueand negotiation in resolving disputes. Another important principle ofTaoism is the concept of Yin and Yang, which represents the complementary
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forces of light and darkness, positive and negative, and masculine andfeminine. This principle is reflected in China’s approach to internationalrelations, as it seeks to balance its own interests with the interests of othernations. In addition, Taoism also emphasises the importance of humility,simplicity, and self-restraint. These values have influenced China’s approachto global leadership, as it seeks to avoid overt displays of power and insteadpromote a more collaborative approach to addressing global challenges.The dualistic nature of Taoist philosophy leads China to believe that acoercive approach is meaningless without a cooperative one. China viewsmilitary force as necessary, but not sufficient, for achieving its interests. Assuch, China seeks to persuade others through its narrative of a “peacefulrise” in the region.One of the intangible memories that has heavily influenced China’sdecision-making process is commonly referred to as the “Century ofHumiliation”. This term typically refers to the period between the mid-19thand mid-20th centuries when China experienced a series of military defeats,political upheaval, and economic instability at the hands of foreign powers.Some scholars, such as Scott (2008) and Kaufman (2010), argue that thecentury of humiliation began with the First Opium War in 1839. This warresulted in China ceding Hong Kong to the British Empire and openingseveral ports to foreign trade. The Japanese invasion of China in 1937, which resulted in the deaths ofmillions of Chinese soldiers and civilians, marked the peak of thehumiliation period. In addition to ending foreign occupation and control ofChina, the end of World War II in 1945 also ushered in a period of internalstrife and civil war between the Communist Party of China and theNationalist Party. China’s century of humiliation placed it in interaction withWestern powers but also with important countries in the region, includingJapan. Such interactions still shape historical memory today and are etchedinto some of Beijing’s foreign policy activities. The document “China’s Peaceful Development Road”, published in 2005,offers insights into China’s historical and cultural drivers of its foreignrelations. It posits that China’s pursuit of peaceful development is an“inevitable choice” based on its cultural traditions (China’s PeacefulDevelopment Road, 2005). The Chinese culture is pacifistic, and the Chinesepeople have always longed for peace and harmony. The document furtherstates that: 
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“Six hundred years ago, Zheng He (1371-1435), the famousnavigator of the Ming Dynasty, led the then largest fleet in the worldand made seven voyages to the “Western Seas”, reaching more than30 countries and regions in Asia and Africa. What he took to theplaces he visited tea, chinaware, silk, and technology, but he did notoccupy an inch of any other land. What he brought to the outsideworld was peace and civilization, which fully reflect the good faithof the ancient Chinese people in strengthening exchanges withrelevant countries and their peoples” (2005: 1a).The document therefore strived to provide an explanation of why 1.3billion Chinese people at that time were enjoying fruitful outcomes of thePRC development, which, needless to say, required a harmonious world interms of global security standards. In addition to that, in November 2021,the CPC Central Committee adopted the Resolution of the CPC CentralCommittee on the Major Achievements and Historical Experience of the Party
over the Past Century. The resolution places the Party at the centre ofChinese politics and historical development, not only since theestablishment of the People’s Republic in 1949 but also earlier, since thebeginning of the CPC’s existence in 1921.8All these historical events have paved the path for China’s “response”after the Civil War ended in 1949. Right after the Kuomintang party wasexiled to Taiwan, the Mao Zedong premise arose that “China has to standup”. It represented a prelude to a specific reaction by China whose foreignpolicy and security doctrine represent the next segment of the realisationof the “Chinese Dream” that continues to this day.The “All-Under-Heaven” (tiān xià; 天 下 ) concept emphasises ahierarchical worldview, with China positioned at the centre. This perceptionof a natural order places China as the central power, responsible formaintaining harmony and stability within its sphere of influence. Thisworldview influences China’s security policy by reinforcing the pursuit ofregional primacy and the preservation of national unity. Zhao Tingyang(2009) argues that harmony serves as an essential ontological prerequisite
8 The CPC Central Committee has adopted such a similar resolution twice before, in 1945and in 1981. The 6th Central Committee has adopted the Resolution on Certain Questions

in the History of Our Party, while in 1981, the 11th Central Committee adopted the
Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party since the Founding of the People’s
Republic of China.



for the existence and advancement of diverse entities. It is commonlyunderstood as a state of reciprocal dependence, reciprocal improvement,or the perfect alignment among distinct elements, contrasting with thenotion of uniformity or sameness. However, he believes that while in China’scase, harmony, in comparison to sameness, involves complexity, itessentially pertains to the concept of multiplicity rather than unity, and theorigin of this definition of harmony can be traced back to a significant debatethat transpired around the year 530 BC (Tingyang, 2009: 221).China’s actions, such as territorial disputes and claims in the South ChinaSea, can be understood within this context of preserving the hierarchicalorder and safeguarding its perceived position within “All-Under-Heaven”.This concept also carries significant cultural and identity connotations,shaping China’s security policy in the contemporary era. The conceptembodies China’s historical and cultural pride, highlighting a sense ofexceptionalism and a unique civilizational heritage. China’s security policyis influenced by the desire to protect and promote its cultural identity,contributing to its emphasis on national sovereignty, non-interference, andresistance to perceived external pressures. This cultural lens informs China’sstance on issues such as human rights, territorial integrity, and historicalnarratives, reflecting the importance of cultural identity in its securityconsiderations. Moreover, the concept of “All-Under-Heaven” encompassesthe idea of harmony and order, which influences China’s approach to securitypolicy. China seeks to establish a stable and harmonious regional and globalenvironment, aligning with its historical belief in the balance of power andthe management of relationships. This pursuit of harmony manifests inChina’s emphasis on multilateralism, economic interdependence, and non-confrontational diplomacy. Through initiatives like the BRI, China aims topromote regional connectivity and cooperation, facilitating a moreharmonious global order that aligns with the principles of this concept. The historical developments that China underwent during the 18th and19th centuries, as well as its philosophical principles on internal and externalstate governance, contributed to the formulation of pre-existing principlesthat shape China’s security policy and its new Sino-centric order. TheChinese Civil War resulted in the Communist Party assuming control of theChinese state, and this led to the amalgamation of Marxist-Leninist ideologywith the various factors that had previously influenced policy formation.Rosyidin (2019) provides a vast amount of arguments that Confucianism,Legalism, and Taoism are three traditional thoughts that shape mostChinese modern politics. These developments created the necessary
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conditions for the emergence of a coherent Chinese Grand Strategy, whichhas undergone four distinct stages of development in the latter half of the20th century and in the first two decades of the 21st century. The followingsections of this chapter will explore each of these stages in detail.
four grand strategies:

China as the “和” (hé) of the modern worldThe recent surge in interest in the Grand Strategy has led to anoverwhelming amount of literature on the topic, especially in the context ofChina’s foreign and security policy analysis. This book takes a differentapproach by examining how specific events and processes within the currentinternational order have influenced China’s foreign policy preferences. Sucha perspective provides a valuable addition to the study of Chinese GS textsand offers a unique insight into the evolution of China’s position in the globalarena. Hence, the book argues that an analysis of China’s Grand Strategyevolution can be traced and divided into four major historical periods. Asimilar stance was recently identified in a study by Andrew Scobell andassociates (2020), according to whom the first phase of China’s GS, knownas the “revolutionary” phase, began in 1949 and lasted until 1977. Duringthis time, the primary focus was on revolution and the establishment of asocialist state. The second phase, which lasted from 1977 to 1989, wascharacterised by a shift towards a more politico-military and superpower-centric approach as China sought to protect itself from external threats. Scobell and associates (2020) argue that the third phase, which beganin 1990, was focused on strengthening China’s “Comprehensive NationalPower” (CNP), particularly its economic and military power. This phaselasted until 2003, when the current, fourth phase of China’s GS,“rejuvenation”, was introduced. The rejuvenation phase, according to Scobelland associates (2020), is concentrated on China’s objective of becoming agreat power, both militarily and economically, and reasserting its influenceon the international scene. The authors contend that this fourth stage ofChina’s Grand Strategy will still apply to the entire world in 2020 (Scobellet al., 2020). However, in the conditions after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,geopolitical processes have been significantly accelerated, and it seems thatthe hidden strategic competition between China and the US has surfaced
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after 2020 with the threat of turning into an open conflict, which challengesthe claim of “prolonged” and “unchanged” China’s fourth GS. Numerousactivities that the official Beijing has undertaken in terms of internationalpolitics since the pandemic began—filling in the security vacuum inAfghanistan after the US withdrawal, mediation between Saudi Arabia andIran, steps in mediating the war in Ukraine, but also increasingly assertivemilitary responses to the newly emerging locus of global security in theIndo-Pacific—confirm a significant change in the course and level of China’sforeign policy activities. Hence, it is reasonable to investigate whether thecurrent phase of China’s GS, which has been marked by a relativelyrestrained approach to international affairs, has now ended and if a newstrategic doctrine has been formulated for the future. The first four stages of China’s Grand Strategy evolution brought theissue of China as a promoter of a harmonious world to the forefront.Through this approach, China not only positioned itself as a peaceful partnerbut also contributed to overall harmony in terms of economic and politicalcooperation within the international system. This has led some to see Chinaas the “harmonious” (和-hé) force of the modern world. According to ZhaoTingyang (2009), such harmony represents a robust principle thatencompasses the ideas of coexistence and mutual improvement. Thisperspective on harmony goes beyond mere cooperation, as the strategy ofharmony seeks to foster harmonious play rather than merely fair play. Insituations where no alternative options exist, fair play may be regarded asthe most desirable outcome within a game (Tingyang, 2009: 15). On theexample of modern China, he explains his theory in a dyadic sense: (1) Whenconsidering any two players, X and Y, harmony represents a reciprocalequilibrium where X and Y mutually share their fortunes to the extent thatX benefits if Y benefits and suffers if Y suffers; (2) X achieves fulfilment whenY achieves fulfilment to such an extent that promoting Y’s fulfilmentbecomes X’s dominant strategy, thereby advancing his own fulfilment, andvice versa (Tingyang, 2009: 15). In essence, a harmony-focused strategyestablishes a game of interdependence and essential mutualaccomplishment, which also contributes to understanding modern Chineseexternal policies.The analytical periods of the Grand Strategy evolution discussed in thisbook align with the practical rules of the heads of the Chinese state. Forinstance, the end of the first period coincides with the death of Mao Zedongin 1976, while the second period ended with the conclusion of DengXiaoping’s mandate in 1989. Similarly, the end of the third period coincided
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with the end of Jiang Zemin’s tenure in 2003 and the ascent of Hu Jintao topower. The beginning of the Fourth Grand Strategy also follows the leader’smandate, with the minor difference that this time it “spills over” for thefirst time into the period of Xi Jingping’s rule. As this part of the chapterprovides an argument about the existence of a new, Fifth Grand Strategyof China that is being developed after the pandemic in 2020, Xi Jinpingcould become the first Chinese leader during whose tenure there were twodifferent grand strategies.Before delving into the analytical segment, it is crucial to clarify thespecific nature of China’s Grand Strategy. Unlike the Grand Strategy of the US, which has arguably remainedunchanged for several decades,9 China’s Grand Strategy is different andsubject to change depending on the foreign political context and the currentleader’s ideological and strategic vision of the world. While the essentialfeatures of China’s Grand Strategy have undergone transformations, itwould be inaccurate to characterise it as four or five distinct GrandStrategies. Instead, it is more appropriate to view it as a series of periods ofevolution that can be analysed to gain a deeper understanding of its originsand evolution up to the present day. Therefore, this text proceeds in thedirection of the chronological presentation of the most importantdeterminants of each of the four Grand Strategies, with a special emphasison indicating the most significant determinants of a possible Fifth GrandStrategy of China.
9 Richard Hooker argues that the United States’ Grand Strategy has an enduring characterover successive decades, highlighting its applicability in addressing global challengeswhile adapting to evolving geopolitical dynamics. He posits that a comprehensive grandstrategy ought to transcend these delineations by aligning with inherent Americanstrengths and vested interests. This alignment is intended to effectively addresscontemporaneous global challenges through a holistic framework interweavingdiplomacy, economic prowess, military supremacy, and global leadership (Hooker, 2014).Presidents are constrained, according to the author, from adopting isolationist postures,disregarding alliance commitments, eschewing diplomatic engagements, or neglectingpivotal international regions. Though a particular presidential administration mayprioritise specific agendas, such as the Rebalance to Asia, the inherently dynamic natureof international affairs dictates that emergent crises, such as those within the ArabianGulf or incidents involving weapons of mass destruction (WMDs), can promptlyrecalibrate these priorities. Such crises subsequently demand immediate attention andpersist as imperatives until satisfactory resolutions are achieved (Hooker, 2014).



the first grand strategy period, 1949–1976After World War II ended, China strived to regain its position over defeatedJapan, assert its national borders, and establish deeper relations with thestates in its nearest surroundings as well as across the globe. China underwentradical political changes as it embraced socialism, and the revolutionarymomentum that had built up during the pre-World War II period under theleadership of the Communist Party of China persisted after its victory in theCivil War over the Guomindang and the latter’s subsequent exile to Taiwan.The very first phase of China’s Grand Strategy evolution occurred betweenthe establishment of the PRC in 1949 and Mao’s death in 1976. In the first era of the GS’s development, a key role was played by China’sforeign policy positioning towards the two blocs of the Cold War, particularlyits relations towards the US and the then USSR, as well as internal self-awareness of its own strengths, development modalities, and principles ofdevelopment of its own foreign policy agenda. During Mao Zedong’sleadership, China pursued a foreign policy that was focused on achievingpolitical and economic independence from foreign powers, promotingsocialist ideology, and supporting anti-colonial movements around the world.This foreign policy was shaped by Mao’s Marxist-Leninist beliefs, his desireto build a strong and independent China, and his vision of global revolution.At the beginning of his leadership, Mao saw the United States as the mainimperialist power that needed to be challenged. He believed that the UnitedStates was the primary threat to China’s security and sovereignty, and he sawthe Soviet Union as a potential ally in the struggle against Americanimperialism. Mao believed that China needed to forge close ties with othersocialist countries and promote the spread of socialism around the world. Inthe early years of Mao’s leadership, China focused on rebuilding its economyand consolidating its political power. Mao’s foreign policy was primarily aimedat securing China’s borders and asserting its sovereignty. Mao Zedong formulated his distinct approach to foreign policy, which,as rightfully observed by Cheng and Zhang (1999), oscillated thematicallybetween the US and the USSR. During the 1950s, China pursued the so-called “leaning-to-one-side strategy” yī biān dǎo (一边倒) towards one ofthese superpowers, the Soviet Union. Sino-USSR cooperation was motivatedby pure ideological views of the international system based on socialistideology and continuous confrontation with the west led by the US, whichofficial Beijing considered to be imperialistic. During a visit to the SovietUnion in the winter of 1949, Mao Zedong suggested to Stalin that a new
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treaty be signed to replace the outdated one signed by the old Chineseauthorities in 1945. Led by Premier Zhou Enlai, the Chinese government negotiated theterms of the new agreement, and on February 14, 1950, the two sides signedthe Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance. Itconsisted of only six articles, with the first one devoted to the issue of athreat coming from the potential military revival of Japan. This Treaty wasactually a sort of soft military alliance, more precisely a consultative militaryalliance, as it envisioned that none of the parties could join any other alliance“directed against the other party, or participate in any coalition or in anyaction or measures directed against the other party” (Sino-Soviet Treaty,1950, Art. 2). Interestingly, the Treaty envisioned in one of its articles amutual respect for state sovereignty and territorial integrity and non-intervention in the domestic affairs of the other party (1950, Art. 6), whichwere preludes to the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence Policy thatChina adopted several years later. According to the current China’s MFAstance, the Treaty has provided the Far East with peace and security in post-World War II times, promoting the “cause of social construction of the twocountries” during that historical period (MFA PRC, 2023a). Cheng and Zhang (1999: 96) recognised that the leaning-to-one-sidestrategy was a survival tactic meant to safeguard China’s security,sovereignty, and independence because it lacked the capability to deter theUS on its own. These authors attributed the leaning-to-one-side as asecurity-oriented strategy that provided China with its independence in theinternational arena (1999, 96), while emphasising that the Sino-Sovietrelationship was based on equality and not on China as a Soviet satellitecountry (Mao, 1956; According to: Cheng and Zhang, 1999: 96). During aninterview conducted by Anna Louise Strong in August 1946, Mao Zedongput forth an intriguing proposition, denounced as the “intermediate zone”thesis (Jian, 2008), that the United States and the Soviet Union wereseparated by a vast region comprising several capitalist, colonial, and semi-colonial countries across Europe, Asia, and Africa. Mao believed that “untilthe United States had subdued these nations, any aggression against theSoviet Union would be improbable” (Strong, 1946). Jian (2008) argued thatChina viewed the emerging Cold War between the Soviet Union and theUnited States from a Sino-centric perspective, perceiving itself as a passiveplayer in the conflict.
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The foreign policy of the newly established PRC was, however, far frombeing purely inert and defensive. One of the key aspects of Mao’s foreignpolicy was his support for revolutionary movements around the world. Maobelieved that socialism was the way forward for all nations and thatrevolutionary movements could be powerful tools for achieving this goal.China provided military, financial, and ideological support to variousrevolutionary movements, including the Viet Cong in Vietnam and theAfrican National Congress in South Africa. As noted by Qiang Zhai (2000),China aimed to maintain a high level of neutrality in its surroundingcountries, particularly Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, in an effort toundermine the US policy of isolating China.10 In Vietnam, China played asignificant role in the reorganisation of its army, providing advisory supportfrom PLA officers. As noted by Zhai, China recommended that the People’sArmy of Vietnam conduct an educational campaign on Marxist-Leninistprinciples, which was implemented for 3000 middle- and high-rankingofficers (Zhai, 2000: 73). Mao also sought to build close ties with othersocialist countries, particularly the Soviet Union. During the ceremony ofthe Sino-Soviet Treaty signing, Mao claimed that China had defeated its ownreactionary enemy, the Guomindang, at home (Yibo and Qiang, 1992). Hefurther asserted that“…we have driven the international reactionary forces out of China.But there are still reactionaries in the world, that is, imperialistsoutside China. Internally, we still face difficulties. Under theseconditions, we need friends. We should solidify our relations and ourfriendship with the Soviet Union in a legal manner, that is, through atreaty. To solidify the friendship between the Soviet Union and Chinaand to establish an alliance relationship. If imperialists prepare toattack us, we already have help” (Yibo and Qiang, 1992: 57).Other scholars have also noted the “revolutionary” character of Chineseforeign policy during the 1950s. Specifically, the internationalisation ofChina and the Communist Party during 1954 and 1955 has been highlightedby various authors. This period was marked by three significant events: theGeneva Conference in 1954, a meeting between Zhou Enlai, JawaharlalNehru, and Burmese Prime Minister U Nu, and the Bandung Conference(Jian, 2008). Beijing’s performance at Geneva and reconciling tone in the
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Bandung Conference reflected the CCP leadership’s evolving perception of“revolutionariness” in foreign policy as they sought to translate foreignpolicy challenges into sustained domestic mobilisation and expand China’sinfluence in the non-Western world (Jian, 2008: 209). As a means ofresolving the dispute with India, Chinese Prime Minister Zhou Enlai issuedtwo joint statements on June 28 and 29, 1954, with India and Myanmar,respectively. These statements affirmed their commitment to the FivePrinciples of Peaceful Coexistence, which include mutual respect forsovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other’s internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit, andpeaceful coexistence. This gave rise to a doctrine about the Five Principlesof Peaceful Coexistence that has underpinned China’s security policy andremains relevant to this day, as will be further explored in the section of thechapter on the Fifth Grand Strategy. Terrestrial security tensions and disputes during the 1950s were notthe only challenges ahead of Mao and Zhou. As a consequence of the CivilWar, in 1954 the first Taiwan Strait crisis occurred, which prompted the USCongress to adopt a Joint Resolution concerning the deployment of USmilitary forces abroad on January 29, 1955. This resolution, commonlyreferred to as the Formosa Resolution, granted the US President theauthority to use the US Armed Forces to safeguard and defend Formosa andthe Pescadores against any hostile acts. The US President was alsoauthorised to take any other measures that he deemed necessary orappropriate to ensure the defence of Formosa and the Pescadores next toTaiwan (US Congress, 1955). The Formosa Resolution had far-reachingimplications for China’s security and foreign policy. China saw the US’sintervention in the Taiwan Strait Crisis as a violation of its sovereignty andterritorial integrity. The US’s continued support for Taiwan also contributedto the PRC’s perception of the US as a hostile and aggressive power. Thisperception has had a lasting impact on China’s foreign policy, as seen in itsefforts to build up its military capabilities to counter the US’s presence inthe Asia-Pacific region.In the late 1950s and early 1960s, ideological differences, “leftist-deviationists” as described by Cheng and Zhang (1999, 97), emergedbetween the leaders of the Communist Party of China and the Soviet Union.Mao Zedong believed that the Soviet Union was betraying the principles ofMarxism-Leninism and straying from the path of revolution. He saw theSoviet Union as being too focused on peaceful coexistence with the capitalistWest and not doing enough to support communist revolutions around the
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world. On the other hand, Nikita Khrushchev, the leader of the Soviet Union,saw Mao’s ideas as overly militant and believed that China should focus oneconomic development rather than revolution. The split had a significantimpact on global politics and led to a realignment of communist powersaround the world. The relationship between the two leaders was oftenstrained due to ideological differences and even personal animosity (Lüthi,2010). Mao feared that the Soviet Union was becoming too powerful andcould pose a threat to China’s independence (Lüthi, 2010). According to hisallegations, the Soviet Union’s ideological stance was “friendly towards(American) imperialism, courteous towards reactionaries, and supportiveof revisionism, ultimately providing little assistance to the people of Asia,Africa, and Latin America, amounting to the revisionist path” (Lüthi, 2010).Such circumstances have led to the deployment of the strategy ofsimultaneously fighting with both fists (liǎng gè quántóu dǎ rén-两个拳头
打人 ), depicting China’s fight against both the US and the USSR, whichpositioned China as the rare state, if not the only one, that ever confrontedboth superpowers during the Cold War. Cheng and Zhang (1999) argue thatMoscow retaliated against China’s view of the Soviet Union as a “deviantsocialist state” by withdrawing Soviet structures from China, cancellingagreements and treaties, and creating artificial conflicts with nationalminorities along the shared border (1999, 97). Meanwhile, Chinamaintained strained relations with the other superpower and used its“second fist” against it. In the eyes of the US administrations under JohnKennedy and Lyndon Johnson during the 1960s, China was merely anordinary country that served as part of the strategy to contain the SovietUnion and could not be seen as a potential partner.Bad Sino-American relations have been lasting since the WW2 period(and even beyond in history), especially with the US’s heavy support for theGuomindang. During the Chinese Civil War, the United States providedsignificant military aid to Chiang Kai-shek’s government. The aid includedthe equipment of 45 divisions, the training of 150,000 military personnel,and the transportation of 14 corps and 8 regiments of the communicationspolice corps (Strong, 1946). The US also stationed 90,000 marines inimportant Chinese cities to guard the lines of communication for theKuomintang in northern China. The total value of various kinds of US aidgiven to the Chiang Kai-shek government was over 4.5 million dollars by1948. The US White Paper admitted that this aid was equivalent to “morethan 50 percent of the monetary expenditures” of the Chiang Kai-shekgovernment (Marxists, 2023). 
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Finally, from the early 1970s onwards, China embraced the yī tiáo xiàn(一条线) strategy of rapprochement with the US (Cheng & Zhang, 1999:95). In 1971, the United States recognised the PR China and establishedformal diplomatic relations. This was a significant milestone in China’sforeign policy, as it marked a shift towards a more pragmatic approach. Maohad long seen the United States as a primary enemy, but he recognised thatChina needed to engage with the outside world in order to achieve its goals.The rapprochement with the United States was also driven by China’s desireto counter the Soviet Union’s influence and assert its own leadership withinthe socialist bloc. Mao Zedong’s foreign policy had a profound impact onChina and the world. His emphasis on socialist ideology and anti-imperialism shaped China’s relationships with other countries.The consequences of the Sino-American Rapprochement were numerous,as it arguably shook the bipolar world order and potentially signalled Chinawas ready to emerge internationally as a respective major power. Sino-Soviettensions have heavily influenced the rapprochement pace, as they havesignificant implications for the global balance of power. By forging closer tieswith the United States, China was able to reduce its dependence on the SovietUnion, which had been its main ally during the Cold War. This move helpedto isolate the Soviet Union diplomatically and strategically.In 1960, Mao launched the Great Leap Forward, an ambitiousprogramme aimed at modernising China’s economy and society. However,the programme was a failure, and it led to widespread famine and economichardship (Ross, 2009). Mao’s focus on revolutionary struggles and hisemphasis on self-reliance had weakened China’s economy and made it morevulnerable to external pressures. Despite these challenges, Mao remainedcommitted to his vision of a strong and independent China. He continuedto promote socialist ideology and support revolutionary movements aroundthe world. In 1966, he launched the Cultural Revolution, a massive politicalcampaign aimed at purging capitalist and traditional elements from Chinesesociety and promoting Maoist thought. During this time, China’s foreignpolicy became more confrontational. Mao believed that the United Stateswas becoming more aggressive and that China needed to assert itsindependence and challenge American hegemony. On October 16, 1964,China conducted its first nuclear test at Lop Nor in Xinjiang province. TheInternational Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons assesses that Chinahas conducted 23 atmospheric tests and 22 underground tests at the site(ICAN, 2023). This was a clear signal of its determination to become a major
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world power. China also supported anti-American movements in Asia,including the Viet Cong in Vietnam.During the final years of Mao’s leadership, he developed a uniqueperspective on the world, specifically in terms of its division into threeworlds. Mao’s view held that the first world comprised the US and theformer Soviet Union, while the second world included Japan, Canada, andEurope. The remaining countries, mainly located in Asia, Africa, and SouthAmerica, comprised the third world. This perspective, referred to as theThree Worlds Theory in political theory (Yee, 1983), prescribed that China,as a third-world country, should never become a global superpower. Maobelieved that the existence of only two superpowers led to worldwideturmoil and accused the US and USSR of practicing hegemonism, powerpolitics, and bullying small states. In line with this belief, incoming PresidentDeng Xiaoping stated that China was not and would never become asuperpower in the future (Deng, 1974).Interestingly, in contrast to today’s and especially the post-pandemiccontext in which China calls for the suspension of alliances through Xi’snewly introduced Global Security Initiative (GSI), at the end of the first andsecond periods of the evolution of its GS, the case was reversed, bearing inmind that Beijing supported the creation of every kind of economic andpolitical, but also security allies against “aggressive opponents”.The quest for its own security agenda and independence in securityaffairs in the international arena was the main feature of China’s GS in thefifties. Furthermore, the promotion of its Five Principles of PeacefulCoexistence was the highlight of its first GS. Lastly, Mao was also focused onpromoting a vision of Chinese identity that emphasised the country’shistorical greatness and cultural superiority.
the second grand strategy period, 1978-1989After Mao Zedong’s death, it was time to develop a new course for theChinese external agenda. Herbert Yee (1983) contends that there were threemain distinctive such policies in the post-Mao era: first, asserting Mao’srevolutionary line in foreign policy; second, uniting all anti-Soviet forces,including the United States; and third, emphasising a self-reliance strategy.The author suggests that while there is no clear boundary between thesethree phases, the first phase lasted from 1974 to 1978, the second phase
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continued for a year after the first phase ended, and the third phase began totake shape in the aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (1983, 242). Andrew Scobel and his associates (2020) described the second periodof China’s GS evolution as “state-centric”. It lasted from the very beginningof 1978 to 1989. The key figure of this phase was Deng Xiaoping, thanks towhom the PR China later grew into a real-world superpower at thebeginning of the 21st century. The focus of security policy was orientedtowards external threats of an economic and political nature coming fromother great powers. This arose as a consequence of the great opening andincreased interaction with other countries in the system of internationalrelations, not only in the economic and cultural domain but also in themilitary. In addition to renewing its membership in internationalorganisations, China gradually began to accept US-imposed rules on the“functioning of the global economic order” during this period (Dumbaugh,2008). The importance of the Party’s internal organisation in this phase ofsecurity policy evolution was confirmed by Deng Xiaoping in a 1990 speechin which he described the Political Bureau and the Standing Committee ofthe Political Bureau as two “crucial bodies for China and the CCP” (Deng,1990). Deng linked the stability of these two organs to the strength thatthe People’s Republic of China had at that time at the international level(Deng, 1990).Overall, Deng Xiaoping’s foreign and security policy can be traced intothree main phases (Karl, 2010). The first one began in the late 1970s andwas focused on improving relations with the United States and otherWestern powers. Deng saw the United States as a crucial partner in China’smodernization efforts, and he believed that China needed access to Westerntechnology and investment to achieve its economic goals. Deng’s efforts tonormalise relations with the United States coincided with the earlier historicvisit of President Richard Nixon to China in 1972. This visit paved the wayfor the establishment of formal diplomatic relations between the twocountries in 1979. The second phase of Deng’s foreign and security policywas marked by a more assertive and proactive approach to China’s regionaland global interests. Deng believed that China needed to establish itself asa major power in order to safeguard its security and promote its interestsabroad. This led to China’s more active participation in internationalorganisations, such as the United Nations, and the development of closerties with countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America (Karl, 2010). Inaddition, Deng sought to modernise China’s military and develop a nucleardeterrent, which he believed was essential for China’s security in a world
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dominated by the United States and the Soviet Union. The third and finalphase of Deng’s foreign and security policy was marked by a morepragmatic and cautious approach to China’s international affairs. Dengrecognised that China’s rapid economic growth had brought with it newchallenges and risks, and he believed that China needed to avoid provokingunnecessary conflicts or risks. Consequently, China developed a specificapproach towards its internal territorial disputes, such as those with Taiwanand the South China Sea, and a greater emphasis on diplomacy andeconomic engagement as tools of foreign policy. Ronald Keith (2018) arguesthat the foreign policy preferences of Deng Xiaoping were rather pragmaticand independent. He believes that this particular synthesis of “self-relianceand the open door” has informed the “substance of China’s foreign policy”(2018: 209).Deng Xiaoping’s leadership in post-Mao China marked a pivotal turningpoint in the nation’s history. Central to his vision were the FourModernizations, a set of comprehensive reforms aimed at modernisingChina’s agriculture, industry, science and technology, and defencecapabilities. These reforms, initiated in 1978, not only facilitated China’stransition from a largely agrarian society to an economic powerhouse butalso laid the foundation for its global prominence in the 21st century.Agricultural modernization would allow China to become self-sufficient infood production, a critical accomplishment for a nation previously plaguedby chronic food shortages. Industrial modernization, the second pillar,focused on revitalising China’s manufacturing sector. Deng promoted thecreation of Special Economic Zones (SEZs), where foreign investment andmarket-oriented principles were embraced.11 This initiative spurredtechnological transfer, increased exports, and facilitated the emergence ofChina as the “world’s factory”. Rapid industrialization bolsteredurbanisation and raised living standards for millions while also generatingchallenges related to environmental degradation and social inequalities.Science and technological modernization, the third facet, emphasisedinnovation and research to propel China into the forefront of globaltechnological advancements. Deng recognised the significance of scientificprogress for economic development, prompting investments in researchand education. This commitment yielded notable breakthroughs in fieldssuch as space exploration, telecommunications, and information technology,
11 For more on Deng’s SEZs, see Keith, 2018.
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subsequently fostering China’s transition from a follower to a driver ofinnovation. The fourth modernization, defence modernization, aimed toenhance China’s military capabilities to safeguard national sovereignty andsecurity interests. Deng’s approach involved the acquisition of advancedweaponry and the modernization of military infrastructure. While thismodernization was comparatively less emphasised in public discourse(Keith, 2018), it played an essential role in consolidating China’s positionas a regional and global player, contributing to its diplomatic influence andstrategic significance. In October 1980, the CIA issued a classified intelligence report titled“Defence Modernization in China”, which was initially kept under a shroudof secrecy and only made accessible to the public in 2000. This report shedslight on Deng Xiaoping’s comprehensive modernization strategy, comprisingtwo key facets. Firstly, the strategy aimed at enhancing the capability of thePeople’s Liberation Army (PLA) while maintaining restrained defenceexpenditures. Secondly, it involved substantial investments in theadvancement of the defence industry (CIA, 1980). The report, onceconfidential, projected that this modernization drive sought to ensure thePLA’s self-reliance through the acquisition of new weaponry and advancedequipment. The report underscored that China’s success in achieving thismodernization goal hinged on several critical factors. Primarily, the nationneeded to maintain political stability until the turn of the millennium.Additionally, it relied on securing adequate foreign capital to fuel itsmodernization endeavours (CIA, 1980: 1).12 A significant premise forachieving these objectives rested on avoiding large-scale armed conflicts onChinese soil or within its sphere of influence across the globe. Furthermore,the report highlighted the necessity of modernising China’s agricultural andscientific-technological sectors to achieve comprehensive progress (CIA,1980: 1).One of the key themes of Deng’s foreign and security policy was theconcept of “peaceful coexistence” with other nations (Zhang, 2019). Dengbelieved that China needed to develop mutually beneficial relationshipswith other countries based on respect for sovereignty and non-interferencein domestic affairs. This was a departure from Mao’s more revolutionaryapproach to foreign policy, which had emphasised support for revolutionary
12 For more detailed analysis on the PLA evolution and development, see “The PLA(N)”sub-chapter of this book.



movements around the world and opposition to the West. Anotherimportant aspect of Deng’s foreign and security policy was his emphasis oneconomic development as a means of promoting China’s global influence.Deng believed that China’s economic success would be a source of softpower that would attract other countries to China’s orbit and increaseChina’s international influence. This led to the development of China’s “goingout” policy (走出去 – zǒu chū qù, which encouraged Chinese businesses toinvest and operate abroad and to seek out new markets and opportunities.Deng’s foreign and security policy was not without its critics, both insideand outside of China. Some critics argued that Deng’s emphasis on economicdevelopment came at the expense of China’s security interests and thatChina’s rapid economic growth had made it vulnerable to external pressuresand threats (Zhang, 2013). Others criticised Deng’s more pragmaticapproach to foreign policy as lacking in strategic vision and ambition(Goodman, 2002). Due to the distinctive mindsets that contributed toChina’s modernization, coupled with the infusion of communist ideologyand Mao Zedong’s perspectives, certain scholars contend that the completepolitical statecraft of Deng Xiaoping’s tenure could be categorised as the eraof “Dengism” (Zhang, 2013).
the third grand strategy period, 1990-2003The third period of Grand Strategy of China evolution coincided withJiang Zemin’s mandate in the period between 1990 and 2003, nominallywhen Hu Jintao came to power.13 These are the years that correspond to theturning points in world history—the fall of the Berlin Wall and the globaleconomic crisis that gripped the world at the very end of the first decade ofthis century. In addition, China’s “opening” and promotion to the outsideculminated with the magnificent Olympic Games that were held in Beijingseveral years later (2008), which additionally emphasised the softcomponent of power and the announcement of China’s development in theyears to come. The development of China’s third period of the GrandStrategy has had several segments and cannot be analysed separately fromthe events in the system of international relations. Unipolarity led by the US
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during the nineties of the last century conditioned the formulation of aspecific view of the world by China and the preparation of a “great response”,as Jiang Zemin put it.According to the literature, the third phase of China’s security policy,spanning from 1990 to 2003, was marked by a focus on enhancing thenation’s “Comprehensive National Power” (CNP). CNP is a metric thatassesses a country’s potential at a given time, often taking into accountfactors such as economic and natural resources, military capabilities,technological advancement, and human resources. The concept of CNP isdeeply ingrained in Chinese political thought, with scholars such as Wangand Wong (1998) and Yan (2008) attributing its popularity to DengXiaoping. The XI Congress of the CPC formally recognised CNP as acomponent of China’s official foreign and security policy in 1992. The speechof Jiang Zemin, in which he emphasised the importance of the nationalpower and capacity of the PRC in “opening to the outside”, was accompaniedby intensified activity regarding the development of security policy. In themid-1990s, China codified its own security policy for the first time with theadoption of the first White Paper on Defence in 1995. China’s “new securityconcept”, as described by Kerry Dumbaugh, should have convinced othercountries that economic and military growth do not pose a threat tointernational security (2008, 5). In several published White Papers, Chinahas defined the post-Cold War global environment as an area that requiresa “more pragmatic security policy based on mutual equality, cooperation,and trust” (White Paper on Defence, 1998). Jiang is, perhaps, the firstChinese CP official to try to publicly define the central government’srelationship with the Party in foreign and security policy. Speaking aboutthe need to preserve national security and state sovereignty in “outside”relations, Jiang pointed out that the Party, with its acts, doctrine, and thoughtof Deng Xiaoping and Mao Zedong, represents a policy-making entity, whilethe role of the central government is to represent to the state those policies(Jiang, 2002). During the third period of GS evolution, China adopted four WhitePapers on Defence in 1995, 1998, 2000, and 2002, respectively.14 All of thesepapers presented the initiation of normative strategic thought by the officialBeijing, which additionally formulated its external policy at the strategic
14 In total, between 1995 and 2023, there were eleven such papers adopted; beside the fourenumerated, China adopted White Papers on Defence in 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2013,2015, and in 2019. 



level. There were two key components of the White Paper adopted in 1995:the promotion of peace and development on a global scale and issuestackling military personnel numbers within the PLA. The paper rejected thepossibility of a global war at that time after the end of the bipolar era in theworld, and therefore the position is advocated that China will turn to thedevelopment of economic capacities and focus on the development strategyof the economic base (China White Paper, 1995). Referring to the FivePrinciples of Peaceful Coexistence, the Paper from 1995 emphasised thatChina’s defence policy is essentially defensive in nature, with the aim ofconsolidating defences, deterring external aggression, preserving maritimeand air sovereignty, as well as preserving national security and unity (1995:2). In military terms, the Paper emphasised the tactics of people’s war,rejected any regional or global hegemony of China, and claimed that Chinadid not and would not have military bases or troops outside its ownterritory (1995: 3). The second objective of China’s defence policy in the nineties was toreduce the number of active People’s Liberation Army (PLA) soldiers by onemillion. This was first announced in 1985 and was subsequentlyimplemented through a series of measures outlined in the 1995 WhitePaper on Defence. However, the actual reduction occurred earlier thanplanned, with the number of PLA members being reduced from 4.2 millionto 3.2 million by 1987 and further down to 3.1 million by 1990 (China WhitePaper, 1995: 4).15 This marked a significant departure from China’s previousmilitary strategy and signalled the establishment of a civilian system withinthe PLA, whereby existing officers were engaged in scientific research,education, and engineering jobs. As part of this opening-up process, over100 military airports and 29 naval ports were opened for civilian or dualpurposes (1995: 5). Concurrent with the reduction in the number of activesoldiers, the PLA also decommissioned a substantial amount of weaponry,including 10,000 artillery pieces, over 1,100 tanks, 2,500 aircraft, and about600 ships between 1995 and 1996 (China White Paper, 1995: 5). Thesemoves were in response to the changing global security landscape followingthe end of the Cold War and Beijing’s efforts to establish a new role in theinternational security system. 
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In the mid-1990s, one of the key elements of China’s defence policy wasto maintain a low level of military expenditures. According to the WhitePaper on Defence (1995), China’s military budget for 1994 was only 6.3billion USD, which amounted to about 2.3% of the US military budget at thattime, and only 5.3 USD per capita in China (1995: 7). Not only did the paperemphasise the importance of maintaining such low spending levels, but alsothe need for their rationalisation. It analysed the distribution of costs in theChinese military budget and found that approximately one-third of the costsin 1994 were spent on soldiers’ salaries, food, and uniforms, another thirdon training and military infrastructure, and the last third on equipping thearmy, transport, research, and development (China White Paper, 1995: 6).The White Paper further concluded that the low spending was “aconsequence of the absence of threats to China’s national security” and thatas long as this situation remains unchanged, “China will not increase itsspending substantially or by a large margin as it will never threaten orinvade any other country” (1995: 6). The White Paper adopted in 1998claimed that from 1979 to 1994, defence spending in China increased by anaverage of 6.22 percent annually in absolute terms, but in real terms, itdecreased by 1.08 percent when compared to the general retail price indexof commodities, which increased by 7.3 percent annually in the same period.In the years 1995-1997, China’s annual defence expenditure was RMB63.672 billion, RMB 72.006 billion, and RMB 81.257 billion, respectively.The majority of the increase in defence spending during this period wasallocated towards improving the living standards of military personnel andaligning them with the per capita income increase of urban and ruralresidents. The White Paper (2000) claimed that China’s defenceexpenditures increased annually from RMB 93.47 billion in 1998 to RMB107.67 billion in 1999 and RMB 121.29 billion in 2000. The majority of theannual increase was used to cover routine military operations, retirementpensions for officers, pay and subsidy raises for military personnel tomaintain their standard of living, and the cost of maintaining a garrison inMacao (China White Paper, 2000).The focus of defence policy during the second era of China’s GSdevelopment was the consideration of the use of military industrialtechnologies for peaceful civilian purposes. The White Paper of Defencestated that such a process of technology transfer from the military to thecivilian sphere began rudimentarily in the late 1970s with the aim ofpromoting national economic development (China White Paper, 1995).Somewhat more concrete steps were taken in 1989 when the central
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government established the Commission of Science, Technology, andIndustry for National Defence (1995: 7) with the task of coordinatingtechnology transfer at the national, provincial, and corporate levels. As aconsequence, the White Paper states that in 1995, China was in a positionto produce about 15,000 products for civilian use in over 50 categories, andthe Yun-5 and Yun-12 civil aircraft stood out as the most significant, as didthe opening of the Qinshan Nuclear Power Station in Zhejiang Province(1995: 7). The second period of the development of China’s Grand Strategy wasalso marked by the accelerated development of space technology. Between1984 and 1994, China launched as many as 11 satellites into space forcivilian purposes, but which were produced by the military industry (1995:7). The culmination of efforts to transfer technologies from the military tothe civilian sphere was the establishment of the Centre for National DefenceTechnology Applications, which issued licences and looked at ways in whichthe military industry could help the overall progress of the Chinese nationduring the last decade of the last century.The third Taiwan crisis during the mid-20th century, under Jiang Zemin,served as a significant test for Beijing’s foreign and security policy towardsthe United States. Henry Kissinger argues that Beijing was further“irritated” by the liberalisation efforts in Taiwan during the late 1980s andearly 1990s. These measures included the complete liberalisation of theeconomy, the removal of media restrictions, and the allowance of politicalopponents to participate in elections, which ran counter to Beijing’s stanceon the “One China” policy (Kissinger, 2020: 429). Kissinger characterisesthe diplomatic activities of Li Teng-hui, who held the position of presidentof Taiwan at that time, as “vacation diplomacy” in the early 1990s (2020:430). Li purposely embarked on unofficial visits with his delegation tovarious international centres, carefully avoiding official diplomaticrecognition, despite strong US support for the “One China” policy. However,Kissinger critically observes that the US administration attempted todistance itself from Li and exhibit restraint, even though Li made severalofficial visits to Washington (2020: 431).In 1997, Jiang Zemin proposed a “three-step” strategy for nationaldefence and military modernization. The first step, to be completed by 2010,aimed to fulfil the military strategic guidelines for the new period and lay asolid foundation for national defence. The second step, to be carried out inthe second decade of the 21st century, aimed to accelerate the development
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of high-tech weaponry and increase military quality, with correspondinggrowth in economic power. The final step was to be achieved by the middleof the 21st century. The success of the first step was deemed critical, with afocus on utilising peaceful development, revolution, scientific andtechnological innovation, informatization, and domestic and internationalstrategic resources. The goal was to maintain a fast pace of development,reduce the gap in military modernization between China and developednations, and build a solid foundation for national defence and militaryinformatization (China White Paper, 2006: 60-61).At the international level, the mid-1990s were challenging for China’sforeign policy. In 1997, Beijing and Washington made efforts to improvecommunication and establish the official US policy of engagement, followingconfrontations in 1995 and 1996. These efforts led to a summit betweenBill Clinton and Jiang Zemin in October 1997, where several agreementswere made, including clarifying China’s commitment to not transfer nucleartechnology to third parties. They also agreed to improve communicationsbetween their militaries in East Asia and to increase cooperation indeveloping China’s domestic legal institutions, fighting international crime,and transferring US environmental protection technology to China. Duringhis visit to the US, Jiang outlined five guidelines for developing China-USrelations during a luncheon in Washington. These guidelines include takinga strategic and long-term perspective, seeking a convergence of interests,abiding by the three China-US joint communiqués, handling differencesthrough consultation on an equal footing with mutual respect, and properlyaddressing the Taiwan question (MFA PRC, 2023k).Despite disagreements over human rights, the issue of Taiwan did notcause much controversy at the summit, as the presidents restated theirofficial positions. Jiang adhered to the Party’s unapologetic line on humanrights, and it remained unclear whether Wei Jingsheng’s release from prisonwas a genuine attempt at post-Tiananmen reconciliation with the Chinesepeople. Jiang was able to achieve what he wanted from his trip to the UnitedStates and cultivate ties with the American business community. AveryGoldstein characterised 1997 as a “year of transitions” in China’s foreignpolicy, attributing it to factors such as internal issues like the status of HongKong, developments at the 15th Party Congress, and economic growth.Goldstein also identified Sino-American relations, cross-strait relations, andthe adoption of “multifront diplomacy” as key elements of this transition(Goldstein, 1998). Goldstein (1998) argued that China was compelled toengage in multifront diplomacy, involving both the United States and
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Europe. As part of this approach, China sought to improve its relationshipwith France, with a particular emphasis on halting French arms sales toTaiwan and preventing a resolution against China in the European Union.However, it turned out that such a relaxation of Beijing-Paris relationsprovided France’s Airbus with the opportunity to conclude a 1.5-billion-dollar worth agreement with China (1998: 49).Alongside these efforts, China also sought to develop partnerships withRussia, indicating its desire to expand its influence on multiple fronts. Thetwo sides signed a Joint Declaration on the Multi-Polar World and Forminga New World Order, which held significant military and strategicimplications. The declaration criticised hegemonism, NATO’s expansiontowards Eastern Europe, and Beijing’s suspicions that the US wasattempting to contain China geopolitically in the 21st century (Goldstein,1998, p. 50). China faced challenges in managing its relationships withvarious countries, including Japan, and dealing with issues related to theKorean Peninsula and Southeast Asia. According to Goldstein, it is unclearwhether China’s assertiveness in this region, where there is a lack ofmultilateral security governance, will continue to be a concern in the future(1998: 50).In 1998, the Chinese government published a significantly morecomprehensive White Paper that systematically assessed the situationregarding international security, marking the first time such an assessmenthad been made, while also addressing China’s national defence system, itscapabilities and construction, cooperation in regional and global securityaffairs, and disarmament and arms control. The paper identified changesin the relations between the great powers and the general global economicgrowth that necessitated an increase in the level of security. According tothe White Paper, while the era of “big wars” had passed, regional warsremained commonplace (China White Paper, 1998: 2). In addition, theWhite Paper emphasised that economic security is a component of nationalsecurity not only for China but also in other countries. It referenced theeconomic crisis that occurred in Asia at the end of the 1990s and assessedthe political stability in the Pacific and Oceania region as stable (1998: 2).The White Paper from 1998 continued the condemnation of hegemony,which had been a part of Chinese policy for decades. It identified “powerpolitics” as the main front for world peace and stability and saw thealignment of some countries with military strength as a threat to directmilitary aggression (1998: 3). The paper offered the Chinese vision ofensuring global security through three activities: promoting the Five
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Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, strengthening mutual economiccooperation to eliminate inequality at the national and international level,and promoting mutual understanding through dialogue and cooperation(1998: 4).The 1998 document delineated the strategic priorities of China’s defencepolicy for the Asia-Pacific region, which were threefold: the first prioritywas to ensure China’s security; the second priority was to promote peacein the region; and the third priority was to engage in dialogue with all Asia-Pacific countries (China White Paper, 1998: 4). The White Paper presentedChina’s comprehensive and systematic defence policy based on the principleof defence. The document expressed the view that long-term internationalpeace is necessary for China’s development, even on its geographicalperiphery, and highlighted the historical, cultural, and civilizationalcharacteristics of China as a peaceful nation. The document articulatedChina’s defence policy through a set of five principles. The first principle isthe consolidation of national defence for the purpose of resisting aggressionand defending state sovereignty and security (China White Paper, 1998).The second principle is to subordinate all national defence capacities andresults to China’s economic development and progress. The documentacknowledges that this is a longer-term goal, and China will accept “the bestprofound changes in the world’s military sphere for defensive combat wherehigh technology prevails” (China White Paper, 1998: 7).Next, at the dawn of the 20th century, China planned to implement amilitary strategy of so-called “active defence” (1998: 7). This strategy entailsthat China will engage in offensive military operations only in response toa decisive “mastery strike” (1998: 7), which is in contrast to the pre-emptiveattack strategy proposed by former US President Bill Clinton during thesame period. The latter strategy proposed the possibility and justificationof pre-emptive attacks aimed at neutralising the opposing state’s motivesand thwarting its potential attack on American values, regardless of whethersuch an attack was already planned or had begun. Adaptation of the Chinesearmy “to the Chinese way” was the fourth specific that the 1998 White Paperintroduced as a part of China’s defence policy. It envisaged reducing thequantity and alignment of science and technology in defensive endeavours(1998: 8). The very last principle on which China’s defence policy was laidaligns again with the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, through whichChina was opposing armament, stationing of its troops abroad, andopposing the military blocs (1998: 8).
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The assessment of the global security situation was not omitted in the2000 White Paper on Defence. It was stated that a new world war “will notbreak out for a fairly long time to come”, while the Asia-Pacific region wasconsidered stable in principle (China White Paper, 2000). China appearedto have a certain degree of security optimism regarding the world situation,as the document claimed that China’s cooperation with the ASEAN, Japan,and South Korea was fully developing economic prosperity, while thesituation on the Korean Peninsula was “steadily easing off”, relations withneighbouring Vietnam on the issue of state borders were improved by anintergovernmental agreement, and the situation in the South China Sea wasgenerally stable (2000: 2).Global security situation assessment was not omitted even in the WhitePaper of Defence published in 2000. It stated that a new world war “will notbreak out for a fairly long time to come”, while the Asia-Pacific region wasgenerally considered stable (China White Paper, 2000). It seemed that Chinahad a kind of security optimism regarding the situation in the world sincethis act claimed that China’s cooperation with the ASEAN, Japan, and SouthKorea is fully developing economic well-being, while the situation on theKorean Peninsula is “steadily easing off”, referring to neighbouring Vietnamin terms of state borders that have been improved by an interstateagreement, and the situation in the South China Sea is generally stable(2000: 2). This document was largely based on the one from 1998, withdifferences on the budgetary spending of funds but also on severalimportant security issues that the new era brought for China. First, itconcerned border defence, bearing in mind that China decided tosystematise the defence of its territory like never before. According to theprovisions of this act, this was done by signing agreements with Russia,Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Myanmar, and Laos, and China established about 200checkpoints along its 22,000-kilometre-long border. Another issueconcerned the establishment of a Macao Garrison directly under thecommand of the Central Military Commission. As China regainedsovereignty over Macau in 1999, it was necessary to establish a militarycontingent that, according to the White Paper, “will serve the purpose ofpreserving state sovereignty” (2000: 14).Furthermore, the 2000 White Paper declared some regional militaryinitiatives China participated in. Those were the Asia-Pacific Region Forum(ARF), the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures inAsia (CICA), and the Northeast Asian Cooperation Dialogue (NEACD). TheARF is currently the only official multilateral security dialogue and
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cooperation forum in the Asia-Pacific region. China’s representatives fromthe Ministries of Foreign Affairs and National Defence have attended all ARFmeetings, as well as meetings on various security topics. In the past twoyears, China has hosted several ARF seminars and meetings, including ontropical hygiene and prevention of infectious diseases, security policy, anddefence conversion cooperation. China believed that the ARF shouldcontinue to focus on confidence-building measures and preventivediplomacy while exploring new security concepts and methods (ChinaWhite Paper, 2000). China has actively participated in the CICA since itsinitiation by Kazakhstan, believing it to be generally consistent with itssecurity goals in Asia. China has also joined the Council for SecurityCooperation in the Asia-Pacific (CSCAP) and established the CSCAP ChinaCommittee. Furthermore, China has attended all NEACD meetings since1993 and hosted two of them in Beijing. China has worked with otherNEACD member states to reach an agreement on guiding principles forcooperation between northeast Asian countries (China White Paper, 2000). Lastly, this White Paper (2000) pointed out China’s participation in UNpeacekeeping efforts. As of 2000, China has sent a total of 522 militaryobservers, liaison officers or advisers, and 800 engineering unit personnelin two batches to various (in)active UN peacekeeping missions such as theUnited Nations Truce Supervision Organisation (UNTSO), the UnitedNations Iraq-Kuwait Observation Mission (UNIKOM), the United NationsTransitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC), the United Nations Missionfor the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO), the United NationsOperation in Mozambique (ONUMOZ), the United Nations Observer Missionin Liberia (UNOMIL), the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone(UNOMSIL), and the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL)(China White Paper, 2000). Also, in 2000, China sent 15 civilian policemento the UN Transitional Authority in East Timor, marking the first time thatChina had contributed civilian police personnel to a UN peacekeepingoperation (2000: 28-29). The 2002 White Paper was the last strategic document adopted underJiang Zemin as President of the PR China. He relied on the three previous onesin the domain of content that related to the assessment of the securitysituation in the world, with a minor exception that emphasised terrorism asone of the most important threats to humanity (China White Paper, 2002).This was, of course, more than expected considering the 2001 terrorist attackson the US. However, even though this document did specify some modalitiesof China’s fight against terrorism, it did not identify it as a threat to its national
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security. Interestingly, the Paper included “stopping armed subversion andsafeguarding social stability” as a component of its defence policy in the fightagainst terrorism. The Chinese armed forces viewed the maintenance ofpublic order and social stability as a crucial responsibility and aimed to takedecisive action against all forms of terrorist activity, eliminate infiltration andsabotage by hostile forces, and clamp down on criminal activities that poseda threat to public order with the aim of promoting greater social stability andharmony (China White Paper, 2002: 5).Somewhat more attention in the assessment of the security situationcompared to the previous white papers was given to Taiwan, more preciselyto the Taiwanese separatist forces that were identified as “the greatest threatto peace and stability in the Taiwan Straits” (2002: 3). In the realm ofdefence policy, China maintained its longstanding principles at the outsetof the 2000s, with one notable alteration being its emphasis on putting anend to separatism and promoting the “complete reunification of thehomeland”, as stated in the 2002 China White Paper. Further, it stated a novelaspect compared to earlier similar documents, which was its detailedexplanation of the “strategy of active defence”. The document forecastedthat this defence strategy would involve achieving decisive victory in localconflicts fought under high-tech conditions, placing further pressure on thePeople’s Liberation Army (PLA) to develop weaponry and equipmenttechnology and to provide personnel training based on scientific knowledge(China White Paper, 2002: 6).Lastly, further normative and institutional building of a national defencesystem has been a crucial priority for China at the very end of Jiang Zemin’smandate. According to the 2002 China White Paper, the Chinese governmenthas issued three decisions, 56 statutes, and 420 regulations pertaining tolaws and law-related issues regarding national defence and armed forcesbuilding. The National Defence Education Law of the PRC, enacted by theStanding Committee of the NPC, has provided a legal basis for nationaldefence education, while the newly revised Law of the PRC on Officers inActive Service has further refined the military service system pertaining toPLA officers. Jointly formulated by the State Council and the CMC, theImplementation Measures for the Law of the PRC on Protecting MilitaryFacilities expressly stipulate the organisational leading system forprotecting military facilities as well as specific protection and penaltymeasures (China White Paper, 2002). The newly revised Routine ServiceRegulations of the PLA and Discipline Regulations of the PLA provide robust
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legal guarantees for the effective and lawful management of the armedforces in contemporary contexts. Jiang Zemin’s final major security policy decision on the internationallevel was the joint establishment of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.The SCO was founded in June 2001 by China, Russia, Kazakhstan,Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, building on the foundation of the“Shanghai Five” Organisation. As a regional multilateral cooperation body,the SCO has signed several key agreements, including the ShanghaiConvention on Combating Terrorism, Separatism, and Extremism, jointcommuniqués of defence ministers and prime ministers, a statement fromleaders of law enforcement and security departments, and a joint statementfrom foreign ministers. At the SCO St. Petersburg Summit in June 2002, theheads of state of the six member countries signed three significant legal andpolitical documents: the Charter of the SCO, the Agreement on a RegionalAnti-Terrorist Agency, and the Declaration of the Heads of State of the SCOMember Countries.In his November 2002 speech, Jiang Zemin discussed the relationshipbetween the CPC and the PLA. He emphasised the importance of the Party’sabsolute leadership over the army and the need for the army to prioritiseideological and political development, stating that it represents the eternalsoul of the army (Jiang, 2002). Jiang believed that the army should activelysupport state-building, while all levels of the Party and government shouldsupport the construction and modernization of the army and nationaldefence system (Jiang, 2002). The XVI Party Congress in 2002 marked theend of the third stage in China’s security policy development, characterisedby a focus on strengthening “comprehensive national power” and openingup to the outside world. This was intended to serve as a foundation for thefourth phase, which aimed to establish China as a global leader in securitypolicy implementation (Jiang, 2002; Dumbaugh, 2008).China’s third period in its Grand Strategy evolution has also beencharacterised by significant changes in several areas. The Chinesegovernment has implemented a series of measures to reduce the numberof PLA members and control military budgets, signalling a shift in prioritiesaway from traditional military build-up. At the same time, the Taiwan issuehas been securitized, resulting in a greater emphasis on national securityand territorial integrity. The normative framework of China’s defencesystem has also seen improvements with the implementation of new lawsand regulations aimed at enhancing the effectiveness and lawful
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management of the armed forces. The rudimentary development of acomprehensive security policy under the name “new security concept ofChina” was another outcome of Jiang’s presidential mandates.The concept meant China’s greater involvement in world politics: withthe US regarding the prevention of the proliferation of North Korea’s nucleararsenal, with the Russian Federation regarding security cooperation in theEurasian area, and with the simultaneous inclusion of multilateral regionalsecurity cooperation frameworks, the ASEAN and the SCO. This positionenabled the further development of China’s Grand Strategy at the beginningof the 21st century, based on its own vision of the world order, which willbegin to take the shape of Beijing’s somewhat more assertive action on theinternational stage. Finally, this period was also marked by the firstsystematic analyses of international security at the level of institutions,which contrasted with previous eras where such doctrines were developedat the level of individual leaders.
the fourth grand strategy period, 2003-2020The final phase of China’s security policy and Grand Strategy began withthe rise of Hu Jintao as the leader of the PRC in 2003. Kissinger identified theascendance of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao as the leaders of what he referred toas the “new fourth generation of Chinese leaders” (Kissinger, 2020: 443). Thisphase is commonly known as the “new” Grand Strategy of China,characterised by the rejuvenation and empowerment of the nation to ensureits “new leadership” in the global arena (Stekić, 2021). In a speech to the 18thParty Congress, President Hu Jintao acknowledged the Party’s contributionto China’s economic and political growth since its opening in 1978. Hecredited the Party for strengthening China’s role and political significance ininternational relations and creating favourable conditions for further globalreforms (Hu, 2012). Comprehensive national power, as characterised by HuJintao, and China’s international competitiveness were at their peak at thetime, publicly confirming the assumption of “China’s final readiness” to takea leading but not hegemonic role in international relations. It was also thefirst time that one of the highest officials of the Party publicly confirmed thatthe third phase of “strengthening comprehensive national power” was over.However, as China took a more assertive position in the international system,its foreign policy resources accompanied its economic development andefforts to promote and preserve national interests. The central part of thisfourth phase was focused on establishing a global environment that would
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support China’s strong economic growth worldwide (Dumbaugh, 2008).According to Dumbaugh, China’s main foreign policy objectives were tonarrow Taiwan’s international interactions, preserve regional stability, andincrease its international prestige in the competition for supremacy with theUnited States through bilateral and multilateral formats of cooperation andsoft power (Dumbaugh, 2008: 9-14). Similarly, Henry Kissinger described thatat the early stages of their tenure, the foreign policy pursued by these Chineseleaders was characterised by a cautious and incremental approach. Theirdoctrine prioritised the acquisition of resources to facilitate the advancementof a “harmonious” society while deliberately avoiding any sudden or drasticmeasures (Kissinger, 2020: 445).Several important components gave rise to the beginning of the fourthperiod of evolution of China’s Grand Strategy and security policy created byHu Jintao in the period between 2003 and 2012. The first one is Hu Jintao’supgrade of the “peaceful development” idea policy. Zheng Bijian, a high-ranking CPC official, introduced the term in 2003 to explain why China willcontinue to be a hesitant status quo power despite its significant politicaland economic growth. Being the originator of the China Peaceful Rise theory,Zheng did not mention the strategic rivalry between the US and China in hiswork (Zheng, 2006). During the first years of his mandate, Hu Jintaoemphasised that China’s rise was peaceful (和平崛起, hé píng jué qǐ), andhe sought to assure the world that China would not be a threat to globalpeace and stability. Hu believed that China’s development would be guidedby peaceful, cooperative, and mutually beneficial principles. This policysought to build trust and foster cooperation between China and othercountries and to counter fears of a potential Chinese military threat. Duringthe 17th Party Congress in 2007, Hu Jintao officially articulated andimplemented the concept of “peaceful development” as a cornerstone ofChina’s foreign policy in a more systematic manner. In his speech, Hu notedthe continued existence of hegemonism, power politics, local conflicts,hotspot issues, economic imbalances, and traditional and non-traditionalsecurity threats, which pose significant challenges to global peace anddevelopment. Hu emphasised that China’s strategic response to thesechallenges would be to “unswervingly follow the path of peacefuldevelopment”, while opposing hegemonism and power politics.Furthermore, Hu reiterated China’s commitment to refrain from pursuinghegemonic status or expansion (Hu, 2007). Araszkiewicz (2021) contendsthat China’s peaceful rise strategy was opposing the US’ likewise “liberalhegemony” strategy at the peak of unipolarity. 
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It is evident that the concept of peaceful rise was built upon thefoundation of the previous “new security concept”, and as a result, it wasformalised in the form of the Peaceful Development Road document, firstin 2005 and then revised in 2011. Kissinger (2020) recounts the speechdelivered by Zheng Bijian shortly after the conclusion of the BeijingOlympics in 2008. In his address, Zheng Bijian expressed that “China hassuccessfully transcended the enduring impacts of the Opium War and acentury-long struggle against foreign intruders and is currently undertakinga journey of national reconciliation” (2020: 455).Hu Jintao also promoted the concept of a “harmonious world”, whichemphasised the importance of cooperation, mutual respect, and peacefulcoexistence between nations. This concept sought to promote the idea thatthe interests of all countries are interconnected and that common challenges,such as climate change, terrorism, and economic development, requirecollective action. Hu Jintao’s foreign policy also emphasised the importanceof multilateralism, particularly through engagement with internationalorganisations such as the United Nations. China played an active role in theUN, seeking to strengthen the organisation’s ability to address global issuessuch as poverty reduction, climate change, and disarmament. China alsosought to increase its influence in other multilateral organisations, such asthe World Trade Organisation and the International Monetary Fund. He alsorecognised the importance of economic diplomacy in advancing China’sglobal interests. He made several high-profile visits to countries in Africa,Latin America, and Southeast Asia, seeking to expand economic ties andpromote China’s investment and trade interests. China also increased itsforeign aid to developing countries, which included infrastructuredevelopment, humanitarian assistance, and debt relief. Hu Jintao placed greatemphasis on regional security cooperation, particularly in East Asia. Hesought to build stronger relationships with China’s neighbours and establisha framework for regional security dialogue. This included participation in the Six-Party Talks on North Korea’snuclear programme as well as efforts to improve relations with Japan andSouth Korea. Hu Jintao’s foreign policy recognised the growing importanceof counterterrorism and non-traditional security threats. China hasincreased its cooperation with other countries in combating terrorism,particularly through participation in the Shanghai Cooperation Organisationand joint military exercises with other countries. It also sought to addressnon-traditional security threats such as climate change, energy security, andcyber security. During Hu Jintao’s tenure, China faced criticism from the
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16 International critiques are dominantly oriented against China by the Western politicalworld. In 2023, the United States Department of State made an official announcementregarding the imposition of visa restrictions on Chinese officials. This decision wasprompted by their alleged involvement in what has been described as the “forcibleassimilation of over one million Tibetan children through government-run boardingschools” (Anadoly Agency, 2023). Some scholars imply that China deploys a “strategy ofsecuritization” to proclaim Xinjiang and Tibet the regions of “utmost security interest”(Anand, 2019). This author, however, does not mention that numerous violations ofpublic security have been performed by some groups that the official Beijing considersterrorist. Dibyesh Anand explains her stance in a manner to dispute Beijing’s claimsagainst uprisings occurring in the two regions through “paternalism and political andeconomic control” (Anand, 2019).

international community over its treatment of Uyghurs in Xinjiang and itspolicies towards Tibet.16 Hu Jintao’s foreign policy sought to address theseconcerns by engaging with other countries and promoting China’s stanceon these issues. He emphasised that these were internal issues and thatChina would not tolerate interference from other countries.Under the leadership of Hu Jintao, the 2004 White Paper on Defencebecame the first of its kind. Unlike its predecessors, it is composed of tenchapters and seven appendices and is organised in a more comprehensivemanner. The document acknowledges the ongoing “revolution in militaryaffairs” worldwide, which has brought about changes in the mechanisationand computerization of security affairs (China White Paper, 2004). While theAsia-Pacific region has remained relatively stable in terms of security, the USmilitary presence in the region, as well as its military alliances and missiledefence systems, are directly addressed for the first time (2004: 4). TheWhite Paper also highlights Japan’s shift away from its constitutionalobligations and redirection of its military and security policy towards Chinathrough the deployment of missile systems (2004: 4). The documenthighlighted several factors that pose significant security challenges for China.These include the growing influence of “Taiwan independence” forces, thetechnological gap resulting from the revolution in military affairs, risks andchallenges stemming from economic globalisation, and the persistence of aunipolar world order in the face of emerging multipolarity (2004: 5). It alsooutlined China’s approach to maintaining national security by advocating foran independent foreign policy of peace and adopting the “new securityconcept”. This concept emphasises mutual trust, mutual benefit, equality, andcoordination to establish a favourable and stable international and regionalenvironment in the long run (China White Paper, 2004).



In this document, the expenditures for defence and security affairs arepresented in a separate section. For the first time in 2004, the principle ofdeveloping the economy in tandem with defence was introduced, in whichthe defence budget would follow China’s overall economic growth (ChinaWhite Paper, 2004: 6). Despite a growth rate of approximately 5.6%, theWhite Paper reminds us that China’s defence budget in 2003 only amountedto 5.69% of that of the United States, 56.78% of that of Japan, 37.07% ofthat of the United Kingdom, and 75.94% of that of France (2004: 20).The White Paper highlights the unique revolution in defence affairs inChina, which involves computerization and a reduction of 200,000 PLAmembers from 2.5 to 2.3 million in 2004. Additionally, the documentemphasises the improvement of management and the command system(2004: 9). The PLA gives priority to the development of the Navy, Air Force,and Second Artillery Force, while still valuing the importance of the Army,in order to achieve a balanced combat force structure and strengthencapabilities for commanding the sea and air and conducting strategiccounter-strikes (2004: 9). The White Paper also outlines various measuresto support this revolution, including logistics reforms, increased jointtraining, establishing a strategic framework for talented individuals, andequipment modernization (2004: 12). During the 1990s, China had limitedexperience collaborating with other countries in military production.However, the 2004 White Paper laid the foundation for expanding suchcooperation by emphasising China’s commitment to enhancingcollaboration in defence technology with its “friendly nations” (2004: 14).It also encouraged exchanges and cooperation in defence technology withinthe international industrial community.China was active in external security cooperation with various countries,including the US, Russia, the UK, and partners in the region such as Pakistan,Japan, Mongolia, and Kyrgyzstan. The document highlights the strategic andcooperative partnership between China and Russia, which has led to theestablishment of senior-level meetings to discuss major issues andconsultations on strategic matters between relevant departments. In 2003,China and Russia also held vice-foreign ministerial-level consultations ontopics such as the nuclear issue on the Korean Peninsula and the issues ofIraq and the Middle East. Additionally, the document mentions that Chinaand the UK held two rounds of strategic security dialogue in 2003 and 2004,respectively, and established the Sino-British strategic security dialoguemechanism.
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To address non-traditional security threats, particularly terrorism, Chinapartnered with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan to sign theMemorandum of the Ministries of National Defence of the SCO MemberCountries in May 2003. The purpose of the memorandum was to organisethe “Joint-2003” counter-terrorism exercise, which was successfullyconducted in August 2003 in the vicinity of Ucharal in Kazakhstan andYining in China’s Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. Additionally, in August2004, the armed forces of China and Pakistan conducted Friendship-2004,a joint counter-terrorism exercise in the border region between the twocountries. The Chinese navy also conducted several joint maritime search-and-rescue exercises with other countries. In October and November 2003,it worked with the Pakistani and Indian navies, respectively, off the Chinesecoast, while in March, June, and October of 2004, it conducted similarexercises with the French, British, and Australian navies, respectively, in theYellow Sea area.The 2006 White Paper marked China’s adoption of a strategy thatpromotes both security and development. According to this strategy, Chinaaims to build a harmonious society at home and around the world, ensuringoverall national security and global peace. The country aims to enhanceboth development and security, including internal and external security, aswell as traditional and non-traditional security measures (China WhitePaper, 2006: 6). The paper also included the People’s Armed Police Force,which is responsible for maintaining public security and reports directly tothe State Council. The force had a total of 660,000 personnel at the time(2006: 33). China’s contribution to UN peacekeeping operations was alsohighlighted, with nearly 6,000 troops sent to participate in 16 such missionsbetween 1990 and 2006 (2006: 59). This was regarded as a significant effortto engage in international security cooperation.This period of China’s Grand Strategy evolution reflects a shift towardsa more global perspective on security issues. It could be split into early andlater phases. During the early phase, China was no longer solely focused onits own national security but was also considering global security as a basisfor promoting its newly adopted global agenda. This is evident in its effortsto jointly monitor certain security phenomena with other great powers andits increased monitoring of security issues worldwide. However, theinternationalisation of internal issues, such as the Uyghur and terrorism inXinjiang, remained a challenge for China’s Grand Strategy.
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The previous four eras of the development of the Grand Strategy,inspired by the postulates of Eastern and Chinese philosophy, have certainpatterns of similarity that can be observed, although significantly differentand specific. Tables 2 and 3 show the basic characteristics of each of the fourepochs of the development of China’s GS.
Table 2. Overview of White Papers of Defence, 1995-2019
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Year Type of policy Main topic/s Threats
1995 Defensive

• PLA Disarmament• Promotion of peace anddevelopment• Low level of defence spending• Peaceful deployment of militaryindustry• Sensitive arms transfer control
• Flawedunderstanding of ideology byexternal actors(countries &leaders)

1998 Defensive
• International Security situationassessment• National Defence Policy• China’s national defence system, its capabilities and construction,cooperation in regional and globalsecurity affairs, and disarmamentand arms control

• Hegemonism &Power Politics• Small wars

2002 Defensive
• Taiwan separatism• Terrorism• Institutional and normative buildingof the defence system• Regional security cooperation • Arms Control and Disarmament

• Taiwan separatistforces

2004 Defensive withacknowledgedChina’sinternationalrole
• Taiwan Straits situation• China’s role in the internationalsystem

• Hegemonism andunilateralism• Taiwan separatism• Terrorism andextremism
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Year Type of policy Main topic/s Threats
2006 Assertive

• Promotion of both security anddevelopment• “China in harmonious world”• Worldwide security assessment –Iraq, Afghanistan, DPRK, US-Japanese alliance• Taiwan issue
• US-Taiwaneserelations

2008 Assertive tomoderatelydefensive • National Defence Mobilization andReserve Force Building• Military Legal System• Arms Control & Disarmament2010 Defensive • Taiwan issues• Endangered nationalsecurity threats
2013 Defensive • New security situation in Asia withUS involvement• Defending National Sovereignty,Security and Territorial Integrity • Non-traditionalthreats• Military emergencyresponse• Complexgeostrategicenvironment2015 Neutral toassertive

• Preparation for Military Struggle• Imposition of Active Defence system• Preparing for military operationsother than war• Improving military theories

2019 Neutral
• The Asia-Pacific Security Situation• Intensification of Global MilitaryCompetition• China’s Defensive National DefencePolicy in the New Era• Non-traditional security – Buildingof a Community with a SharedFuture for Mankind

• Endangered China’sOverseas Interests• CounteringTerrorism bothinside and outsideChina• “Major SecurityFields” - nuclearsecurity, cyberspace,and outer space• SafeguardingNational TerritorialSovereignty andMaritime Rights andInterestsSource: Compiled by the author



Source: Compiled by the author
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Table 3. Overview of China’s Grand Strategy evolution – four periodsTimeframe Key leader/s Key elements of the GS Security Threats

1949-1976 Mao Zedong • Strengtheningrevolutionary andideological issues in thecore of foreign agenda
• Internal instabilities• Korean War• Sino-Indian War in 1962• Sino-Soviet split

1977-1989 DengXiaoping
• Go-out policy• Promoting Chinaoutside its borders• Catching globalattention

• Economic instability spill over• Internal instabilities (1989Tiananmen Square protests)• USSR invasion in Afghanistan1979
1990-2002 Jiang Zemin

• Provision ofComprehensiveNational Power • Establishing a basis forfurther economicgrowth

• Regional security issues(Taiwan, the Senkaku Islands,tensions in the South China Sea)• Separatist movements• Era of “non-traditional”security threats – terrorism,extremism, cyber wars• Nuclear proliferation

2003-2012
Hu JintaoXi JinpingLi Keqiang

• Peaceful Development(Peaceful rise)• Harmonious World• Multilateralism• Economic diplomacy• Regional SecurityCooperation• Counterterrorism andNon-TraditionalSecurity Threats• Internationalisation ofInternal Issues

• Rise of counter-terrorismpolicy • Self-awareness of “securityactor”

2012-2020
• Internationalisation ofChina’s agenda• BRI establishment• Promoting peacefulgrowth  • “Chinese dream”• Decisive globaleconomic dominance

• Rise of China as an assertiveactor• China’s hesitancy perceived as“threat” by other powers• Taiwan issue intensified



The interpretation of the peculiarities of the Chinese Grand Strategy isaided by the benefit of historical perspective. However, in light of the currentcomplex domestic and international challenges, a linear developmentalapproach to China’s security policy is insufficient. Thus, this monographproposes an innovative sequencing model to explore the potentialformulation of China’s Fifth Grand Strategy in the aftermath of thepandemic. The model presents a layered and sub-layered analysis tofacilitate a more nuanced understanding of the evolving strategy. Prior tothat, this chapter will conclude with some up-to-date scholarly discussionson China’s security policy in the post-pandemic global context.
towards the fifth China’s grand strategy: 

a post-pandemiC outlooKIt is widely acknowledged that academic debates within the field ofcontemporary international politics are dominated by discussions focusedon answering a complex question: How are Chinese foreign policypreferences formed? Its contemporary foreign and security policypreferences are shaped by a range of factors that include its historicaltradition and experience as presented at the beginning of this chapter, itsideological beliefs, its domestic politics, as well as external pressures. At thecore of China’s contemporary security policy is the longstanding principleof non-interference, which is rooted in its experience of being victimised byimperialist powers in the past. This principle guides China’s stance on issuessuch as human rights, territorial disputes, and (non)intervention in theinternal affairs of other states. China’s ideological beliefs also play asignificant role in shaping its foreign policy. The CPC, for instance, has longchampioned the principles of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong Thought, andDeng Xiaoping Theory as the guiding ideologies of Chinese socialism. Theseprinciples emphasise the importance of maintaining national unity,achieving economic development, and pursuing a peaceful foreign policy.In recent years, President Xi Jinping has sought to emphasise the conceptof the “Chinese Dream”, which focuses on rejuvenating China as a greatpower and promoting a community with a shared future for humankind. Furthermore, domestic politics also plays a key role in shaping China’sforeign policy preferences. The CPC is a dominant political force in China andexercises significant control over the formulation and implementation offoreign policy. The leadership’s priorities are influenced by a range of
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domestic factors, including economic development, social stability, andpopular opinion. The Chinese government is also highly responsive to publicopinion, particularly on issues related to nationalism and territorial disputes.Finally, external pressures also play a significant role in shaping China’sforeign policy preferences. China’s rise as a global power has brought it intoincreasingly close contact with other major powers, including the UnitedStates, Japan, and India. China’s relationships with these countries are shapedby a complex mix of competition and cooperation, as well as geopoliticalfactors such as the balance of power in the Asia-Pacific region. China’sinvolvement in international institutions such as the United Nations and theWorld Trade Organisation, but also in the SCO, the ASEAN, and other regionalformats, also shapes its foreign policy preferences and priorities. The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 has triggered multiplestructural changes that have significantly impacted China’s global securitypolicy, beyond the realm of daily politics. These changes have not only beenreflected in China’s greater assertiveness but also in its growing influenceon significant global trends. As a result, the assumption of “hesitancy” inChina’s foreign affairs domain has been challenged, leading to a proposalfor a new scholarly discussion about a new, fifth period of development inits Grand Strategy.At the end of December 2019, the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) caused the World Health Organisation to declare the state of pandemicon March 11, 2020 (WHO, 2020), which undoubtedly has had a significantimpact on international relations and the recalibration of China’s GrandStrategy. The virus, which originated in the Chinese city of Wuhan, quicklyspread to other parts of the world, resulting in a global health crisis thatforced countries to re-evaluate their relationships with China. In the earlystages of the pandemic, China was heavily criticised for its handling of theoutbreak. Many countries accused China of downplaying the severity of thevirus and failing to share information in a timely and transparent manner.This led to increased scrutiny of China’s political and economic system, aswell as its global ambitions. The pandemic also highlighted China’s growingeconomic and political influence around the world. As countries struggledto contain the virus and manage the economic fallout, China stepped in withmedical supplies and financial assistance. This helped to enhance China’ssoft power and shape perceptions of its role in the global community. However, the pandemic also exposed vulnerabilities in China’s GrandStrategy. China’s reliance on exports and supply chains came under threat
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as countries implemented lockdowns and travel restrictions, disruptingglobal trade and manufacturing. Additionally, China’s attempts to expandits global influence through initiatives such as the BRI faced setbacks ascountries became more cautious about engaging with China and scrutinisedthe potential risks of Chinese investment. The pandemic also had an impacton the global balance of power. As the United States struggled to contain thevirus and faced domestic political turmoil, China emerged as a moreassertive global actor. The US’s reputation was hurt by the perception thatit handled the pandemic poorly, whereas China’s effectiveness insuppressing the virus domestically and its provision of medical assistanceto other nations served to improve its image as a responsible global player.China has made an effort to establish itself as a pioneer in global healthregulation and economic recovery in reaction to the pandemic. The idea ofa “community of common health”, which highlights the value of internationalcollaboration in addressing public health concerns, has been pushed by it.In contrast to certain nations’ protectionist policies, China has alsoattempted to portray itself as a supporter of free trade and globalisation.Contemporary efforts to analytically approach China’s GS features in theacademic domain include, among many, the edited volume edited by DavidDenoon (2021). As the conclusion of the monograph, Denoon summarisesthe key findings regarding the degree of agreement of the Chineseleadership on the proclaimed goals, which is one of the prerequisites for theimplementation of the GS. Denoon claims that “each of the major elementsof national policy fits together for the purpose of enhancing Chinese powerand influence” (Denoon, 2021: 233), which undoubtedly confirms that thereis a consensus within the top Chinese leadership over its GS postulates.China’s goal to become a prominent world superpower by 2049 by peacefulmeans has been identified as the key feature of China’s GS (Denoon, 2021:233). However, Denoon believes that if coercion as a diplomatic means doesnot work in such endeavours “China would be willing to prosecute limitedwars, as it did with India in 1962 and with Vietnam in 1979”, but withoutentering the risk of getting involved in the major military dispute with theUS (Denoon, 2021: 234). In addition, for China’s GS to be plausiblyimplemented, it requires “a buoyant economy for a sustained period ofseveral more decades, the hesitancy of smaller powers to challenge Beijing’splans, and the unwillingness or inability of other major powers to form aneffective balancing coalition” (Denoon, 2021: 234). Contrary to someperspectives, China is not pursuing global military dominance. Instead, ithas adopted a more equitable and inclusive approach, exemplified by
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initiatives such as the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which is regarded asChina’s “Fifth Grand Strategy” (Đorđević and Stekić, 2022). According to David Denoon (2021), there are several areas ofcompetition and potential developments that might influence Sino-American strategic competition and consequently the balance of power:internet development, applications of artificial intelligence, a possible“decoupling” of the two economies, China’s efforts to sway public opinioninside the US, and China’s efforts at shaping international institutions(Denoon, 2021: 239).From a contemporary perspective, Avery Goldstein argues that there arefewer distinctions regarding the nature of China’s Grand Strategy from theend of World War II to the present. The strategy of survival has been afeature of China’s Grand Strategy since the establishment of the People’sRepublic of China to the present day (Goldstein, 2020). Goldstein identifiesthree modalities that China has employed to deal with practically existentialdisturbances and threats to the regime (CP China): the Sino-Soviet allianceduring Mao Zadong, as well as the Sino-American alignment during Maoand Deng Xiaoping. While all three cases aimed at obtaining militarysupport, in the case of the Sino-American alignment during Mao Zedong,China’s interest was only gaining military backing (2020: 169). The SecondGrand Strategy identified by Goldstein concerns the various modalities ofthe “rejuvenation of the nation”, which has lasted from 1992 until today(Goldstein, 2020).The enduring purpose is to regain standing as an advanced country oreven a great power (2020: 169). To achieve this, China has relied on threeapproaches: “hide and bide” during Deng Xiaoping, “peaceful rise” duringJiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, and “Chinese dream” during Xi Jinping(Goldstein, 2020). Goldstein stands out from other academic authors byarguing that the Chinese Grand Strategy consists and persists constantly oftwo parallel strategies: a strategy of survival since 1949 and a strategy ofrejuvenation that “joined” since 1992 (Goldstein, 2020: 170). However, heacknowledges that the primary focus of the first survival strategy wasrelevant for a significant period from 1949 to 1989 (2020: 170). Goldsteinargues that it was not until China fully re-engaged in international affairs in1992 that the country could capitalise on the opportunities of a transformedglobal landscape and shift its grand strategic priorities from dealing withforeign military threats to pursuing the long-standing goal of Chinesenationalists since the late nineteenth century: restoring the country to its
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rightful place as one of the world’s most advanced countries and a respectedgreat power on the world stage.China has demonstrated its own assertiveness over the last couple ofyears in the domain of public diplomacy and increased engagement in globalaffairs. In April 2022, within the framework of the BOAO Forum, ChinesePresident Xi Jinping proposed the concept of the Global Security Initiative(GSI). That concept was supposed to serve as a guideline for creating China’sown vision of global security in the new order. In February 2023, theChinese MFA published the concept paper of GSI,17 which specified thecontent of this idea in a much more concrete way.In terms of the modus operandi of China’s foreign and security policy,there exists a notion of Wolf Warrior Diplomacy, a term used to describeChina’s recent assertive and combative approach to foreign policy. Accordingto Adam Araszkiewicz (2021), it was around 2009 when China deviated fromDeng Xiaoping’s cautious foreign policy approach of maintaining a low profileand avoiding causing anxiety among South Asian states due to its growingeconomic and military power. Instead, China began adopting a moreassertive, aggressive, and potentially even warlike posture (Mearsheimer,2014: 380–383). The term is derived from a popular Chinese movie franchisecalled Wolf Warrior, which features a highly skilled Chinese special forcessoldier battling foreign mercenaries and terrorists. Under the banner of WolfWarrior Diplomacy, Chinese diplomats have become more confrontationaland aggressive in their public statements and behaviour (Araszkiewicz,2021). They have used social media platforms to attack and belittle foreigngovernments and officials, as well as promote China’s image and interests.According to some analysts, this new strategy is an effort to control China’semergence as a major power as well as a reaction to what is seen as Westernaggressiveness. Others think it is a plan designed to demonstrate China’spower and dominance on the international scene. However, some contendthat Wolf Warrior Diplomacy has harmed China’s reputation and relationswith other nations, making it more challenging for China to accomplish itsgoals in terms of foreign policy. They are concerned that this aggressivestrategy may have unexpected effects, such as starting a war.Due to the stated dilemmas regarding the existence and survival ofChina’s GS, the next and central chapter of this monograph includes a
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17 The GSI postulates will be thoroughly addressed in Chapter III, under the spatial-hierarchical group of layers.



presentation of the constitutive elements of China’s Grand Strategymanifested through the prism of one of the possible analytical levels—thelayers of its security policy. The analysis will focus on contemporary spatial-hierarchical, functional, and institutional goals, activities, and strategies ofChina’s security policy.
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Chapter iii

seQuenCing the layers 
of China’s Contemporary

seCurity poliCy





seQuenCing the layers of China’s Contemporary
seCurity poliCyThis chapter is of central importance for this book as it aims to providea deeper understanding of how China responds to emerging threats andgeopolitical phenomena in the wake of global system restructuring. One ofthe notable issues that China faces is the intensification of Western-led ColdWar-like containment, which has pushed this rising power to become moreassertive in its external affairs. To address this challenge, this book adoptsan innovative method to sequence China’s foreign and security policies byutilising the toolkit developed in the academic discourse of Security Studiesas a scientific discipline. This approach employs levels and sectors of securitypolicy that intersect with each other, providing a comprehensive analyticalframework to better understand the ideas, actions, and policies of the officialBeijing. Given that various policies are being deployed to address securitythreats, this chapter proposes and is therefore organised into three mainsub-chapters:a) Hierarchical-spatial layers,b) Functional layers, andc) Institutional layers.The analysis of China’s security policy will be conducted through avertical sequencing approach that examines its global agenda, nationalsecurity concerns, human security, and related documents and policies. Thissub-chapter also involves the spatial orientation of China’s security policyand will specifically contain its goals for mainstream regions of East Asia,the wider Eurasia through the BRI, the Persian Gulf, the Arctic, China’s SpaceProgramme, and the specifics of China’s policy towards Africa and Oceania.

hierarchical-spatial layers of China’s security policyThis group of layers sequences China’s security policy, guided by BarryBuzan’s (1983) People, States, and Fear monograph, which ushered in thepath of “vertical objectification” of security. He argued that beyond nationalsecurity, there is an individual component of security. He identified the



referent objects of security as the main problem in sequencing suchanalytical categories. If the state is organised through a maximal model,internal security, according to his stance, is going to be(come) a naturaldimension, leaving no necessity to harmonise state and individual interests(1983, 24). The last decade of the 20th century brought an analytical conceptof Human Security that replaced old-fashioned “individual security” interms of providing detailed sub-dimensions through which the individuallevel of security might be assessed. Furthermore, another reason for thismethodological decision stems from the fact that China has recentlyincorporated the Global Security Initiative (GSI), whose concretizationduring February 2023 called upon “vertical and indivisible security” fromthe individual to the level of universal security (MFA PRC, 2023). However,this chapter will not go into analysis at the dimensional level; rather, it willseek to determine what means China as a state deploys to provide its overallwellbeing to its society through policies and how individual security isperceived not only by its authorities but also by its scholars. Finally, thisbook’s hierarchical sub-layer concludes with China’s global (security)agenda and initiatives presented at the global level.
China’s Global Security Agenda: Initiatives and PoliciesIn recent years, China’s rise as a major economic and military power hasbeen accompanied by a growing assertiveness in its foreign policy, asevidenced by its assertive behaviour in the South China Sea, its militaryreadiness in the area around Taiwan, and increasing diplomatic engagementwith other countries. One of the key aspects of China’s global securityagenda is its focus on securing its economic and strategic interests aroundthe world. As the world’s largest trading nation and a major investor inmany countries, China has a strong interest in maintaining stability andsecurity in key regions such as the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Africa, andSoutheast Asia. Another important aspect of China’s global security agendais its emphasis on regional security and cooperation. China has been activelypromoting regional initiatives such as the Belt and Road Initiative, whichseeks to improve infrastructure connectivity and economic integrationacross Asia, Africa, and Europe.Additionally, it has been playing an increasingly prominent role inregional security forums such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organisationand the ASEAN Regional Forum, where it has sought to promote dialogueand cooperation on issues such as counterterrorism and maritime security.
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China’s military modernization and expansion also play a significant role inits global security agenda. Over the past decade, China has invested heavilyin modernising its military capabilities, including developing advancedmissile systems, building up its naval forces, and expanding its cyber andspace capabilities. While China has emphasised that its military build-up isdefensive in nature, its growing military capabilities have raised concernsamong some of its neighbours and other global powers. In addition to thesemore traditional security concerns, China’s global security agenda alsoincludes non-traditional security challenges such as climate change, cybersecurity, and public health.So, if the usual premises of the science of international relations areomitted, in which China is treated as a growing hegemon that will becharacterised by increasing assertiveness in security policy and militaryaffairs, in what way is it adequate to analyse its contemporary securityagenda? To address this question, this part of the chapter analyses the globalinitiatives proposed by Xi Jinping that prioritise security as the most crucialvariable in the international order from Beijing’s perspective. Even though it was introduced a decade ago, the Belt and Road Initiativerepresents one of China’s primary efforts to assert its contemporary visionof the world order, at least in the spheres of economy and trade. While theidea behind the BRI was to develop primarily an economic initiative, it alsohas a significant security component that has been studied in detail by theacademic community (Haiquan, 2017; Hallgren & Ghiasy, 2017; Tortajada& Zhang, 2021). Security considerations associated with the BRI include thesafeguarding of critical infrastructure, border security, transit security forgoods and services, and food security. Additionally, some papers argue thatthe BRI serves as a means for China to establish itself as a leading regionalpower in the broader Eurasian region (Beeson, 2018; Oakes, 2021). China has commenced formulating its newest global security agenda inthe post-pandemic era through a series of initiatives proposed in 2022 and2023. Xi Jinping proposed the Global Security Initiative during the annualBoao Forum on April 21, 2022. In his speech, he emphasised China’scommitment to abiding by the purposes and principles of the UN Charter,rejecting the Cold War mentality, opposing unilateralism, and rejecting grouppolitics and bloc confrontation (Xi, 2021). Furthermore, the GSI introducedby the Chinese President highlights two key concepts. The first is the notionof indivisible security, which should, according to Xi’s (2021) words “opposethe pursuit of one’s own security at the cost of others’ security”, while the
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second emphasises the interconnection between traditional and non-traditional threats in the security domain. This is significant as it representsthe first time that China has stressed the importance of addressing non-traditional security challenges such as climate change, cyber security, andbiosecurity on the international stage (Xi, 2021).To further elaborate on what was behind the proposed ideas, theChinese MFA announced a Concept Paper on the GSI in February 2023.According to this paper, the GSI is grounded in six key concepts and linkedprinciples, which, according to the Concept Paper, should be observed as“an organic whole of dialectical unity”. The first principle advocates for thepromotion of comprehensive and sustainable security through a holisticapproach in both traditional and non-traditional domains (MFA PRC, 2023).The second and third principles emphasise respect for the sovereignty andterritorial integrity of all states and non-interference in their internal affairs,in compliance with the principles of the UN Charter (MFA PRC, 2023). Chinafirmly believes that the UN is the only institution capable of providingcommon security for all nations, and therefore, the “Cold War” mentality,characterised by unilateralism, bloc confrontation, and the pursuit ofhegemony by any state, is contradictory to the UN Charter and should bestrongly opposed, as stated in this concept paper. China has expressed itssupport for peaceful dispute resolution and the recognition of the legitimatesecurity concerns of all countries. These fundamental principles are at theheart of Xi Jinping’s concept of indivisible security, which was introduced ayear prior. According to this principle, the security of one nation cannot becompromised at the expense of another, as all countries are equal in termsof their security interests (MFA PRC, 2023). Lastly, the Initiative promotesvertical indivisibility of security, which emphasises the interconnectednessof personal, communal, traditional, and non-traditional security, as well asnational and universal security (MFA PRC, 2023).The GSI outlines twenty cooperation priorities to achieve the statedobjectives. Notable among these are the respect for UN peacekeepingmissions and support for the African Union in implementing these missions,the promotion of cooperation among major countries, the completerejection of the possibility of nuclear warfare, and adherence to agreementsthat regulate it. Other important priorities include the prohibition of the useof chemical and biological weapons, support for regional security initiatives,with the ASEAN identified as a significant partner in the Concept Paper, aswell as the advancement of non-traditional security areas through therelatively novel instrument of China’s security policy, the Lancang-Mekong
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Cooperation Mechanism (MFA PRC, 2023). The Lancang-MekongCooperation Mechanism (LMC) was launched in 2015, and its first Leaders’Meeting was held in March 2016 (LMC, 2023). Apart from China, themembers of this cooperation mechanism are all the riparian states alongthe Mekong River: Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam. Thefollowing year, a Secretariat for this organisation was established in Beijing,which is subordinate to the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (LMC, 2023).Despite receiving relatively little attention in the past few years, the LMChas gained importance with recent references to it as a “pivot of regionalsecurity” and a “pilot zone for the GSI (China) to jointly safeguard regionalpeace and stability” (MFA PRC, 2023). The LMC advocates for what is knownas “3+5” cooperation, consisting of three foundational pillars of cooperation:political and security issues, economic and sustainable development, andcultural and people-to-people exchanges. In addition, the mechanismemphasises five key priority areas, which include connectivity, productioncapacity, cross-border economic cooperation, water resources, agriculture,and poverty reduction (LMC, 2023). According to Western academic authorssuch as Bakker (1999), Middleton and Allouche (2016), and Hirsch (2016),the Lancang-Mekong region presents an opportunity to reshape globalgeopolitics by challenging US hegemony, promoting China’s economicgrowth, and providing opportunities for Chinese product placement in themarkets of participating countries. Bakker (1999) argued that China’shydropower dominance in the region gives it significant security leverageand potential for blackmailing the lower Mekong states through control ofnatural resources, electricity production, and infrastructure projects (pp.212-215). These observations underscore the geopolitical implications ofthe Lancang-Mekong Cooperation Mechanism and its potential to reshapethe balance of power not only in Southeast Asia but in the whole world, asignited by the Global Security Initiative.The GSI also identifies a set of goals aimed at addressing global securityissues through a regional approach. While some of these goals are coveredin the section on regionally tailored security policy, others are outlinedbelow. The Initiative highlights strong support for Latin American andCaribbean states in preserving the Zone of Peace18, as well as providing
18 The Proclamation of Latin America and the Caribbean as a Zone of Peace was made by 33leaders from the region, who in Havana in 2014 signed a resolution declaring theircommitment to resolving disputes as respectful neighbours without resorting to the useof arms (AP, 2014).



support to regional organisations in maintaining peace and security in theregion (MFA PRC, 2023). The GSI also emphasises the importance of Africanstates and the African Union in the fight against terrorism and providingfinancial assistance to African countries, while also promoting African-ledsolutions to African issues (MFA PRC, 2023). The GSI also advocates forsupporting the League of Arab States and other organisations, particularlyin resolving the Palestinian conflict. In the Middle East, China’s policy iscentred on implementing a five-point proposal for realising peace andstability, which includes promoting mutual respect, equity and justice, non-proliferation, collective security, and development cooperation, in order toestablish a new security framework in the region (MFA PRC, 2023).The final set of strategic priorities for cooperation in realising the GSIincludes advocating for the role of the World Health Organisation inmanaging global health, preserving stable grain exports, ensuring foodsecurity, and maintaining stable energy security (MFA PRC, 2023). Chinaalso supports the UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crimeand the implementation of the UN 2030 Agenda for SustainableDevelopment while respecting the sovereignty of each UN member state.The GSI emphasises the importance of Artificial Intelligence, particularly inthe field of global governance and security, as well as the respect for newlyintroduced China’s Global Initiative on Data Security (MFA PRC, 2023). Thefinal part of the Concept Paper released by the Chinese MFA definesplatforms and mechanisms for cooperation, which predominantly relate tointernational institutional capacities such as the General Assembly, relevantUN Committees, the Security Council, relevant institutions, and “otherinternational and regional organisations based on their respectivemandates” (MFA PRC, 2023). China sees the ASEAN, the BRICS, the ShanghaiCooperation Organisation, and the Conference on Interaction andConfidence Building Measures in Asia as important regional organisations(MFA PRC, 2023). The significance of the China-Africa Peace and SecurityForum, the Middle East Security Forum, the Beijing Xiangshan Forum, theGlobal Public Security Cooperation Forum, and other initiativesimplemented by governments, international organisations, and think tanksin the field of global security is particularly highlighted.Bearing in mind that the GSI was made concrete only in February 2023,its academic thematization is still modest, and political criticism from othercountries has not been absent. There are divided views in the domain ofacademic discussions about the GSI. The United States Institute of Peace(2022) argues that, in response to the GSI “Washington should project a
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positive vision for the international rules-based order”. It suggests that tocompete for global security leadership, the US should prioritise the“indivisible security” principle of the GSI while ensuring that it is not misusedas a pretext for armed conflict, given Russia’s past misuse of the concept. Thisis why the US and its allies must have a deep understanding of the origins ofthe concept in their future politico-security actions (USIP, 2022).If we were to follow all the views of the PR China on the relationship ofits security policy to the international system at a given moment, it couldbe said that China is currently hesitant and assertive at the same time. Onthe one hand, its assertiveness is reflected in the fact that in a period of onlyten years, it proposed as many as four initiatives of global scope (BRI, GSI,GDI, and GCI). Especially comprehensive, from the point of view ofinternational politics, is the Global Security Initiative, which represents atthe same time a kind of “National Security Strategy” of China, bearing inmind that it treats threats and challenges not only to its own but also to thesecurity of humanity, and addresses the relevant institutional and othermechanisms for the implementation of its goals. The initiative is also dividedinto layers vertically, advocating indivisible security from personal tonational to universal, but also regionally across many regions in which Chinaplays (or will play) an important role in the future restructuring of theinternational order. Naturally, the greatest emphasis is placed on Africa, theMiddle East, Southeast Asia, and Latin America. In other words, practicallythe entire world except the Global West—the US, Canada, Europe, Japan,and Australia. It is likely that this Initiative will represent the firstcomprehensive step towards the next editions of this act, which in the yearsto come will be the basis for further promoting the strategic global securitygoals of China. On the other hand, it can be said that China is still hesitant in the domainof the global agenda when looking at the specific activities that shouldsupport the proclaimed goals. There is no doubt that these goals are inaccordance with international law and the existing internationalinstitutional design-order (UN and other agencies), but China needs atrigger that would enable it to more openly and more openly implementwhat it says in the act of strategic importance. In the period after thepandemic, many signs of more assertive behaviour were visible, such asSaudi Arabia-Iran mediation, increasingly decisive military-tactical policyin the area of Taiwan during 2022 and 2023, and also mediation in the crisisin Ukraine, the end of which is not in sight (April 2023). Despite this, Chinais still hesitant to respond decisively to the regrouping of forces in the new
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locus of global security, the Indo-Pacific (which will be discussed in thespatial section of the layers of this monograph).
National Security Concerns of China in Relation 
to its External PolicyXi Jinping’s concept of “comprehensive national security” (总体国家安

全–zǒng tǐ guó jiā ān quán) was introduced in 2014 and revived in 2022.In 2014, he presided over the first meeting of the Central National SecurityCouncil to emphasise the necessity of adhering to the “overall nationalsecurity concept”, which he denounced as “national security with Chinesecharacteristics” (Xinhua, 2014). This concept represents a broad andholistic approach to safeguarding China’s national interests andmaintaining its stability in the face of multifaceted challenges.Comprehensive national security encompasses a wide range of areas,including political, economic, military, cultural, social, and ecologicaldimensions. According to Xi Jinping, it is necessary to adopt an all-encompassing perspective and address both traditional and non-traditional security threats. This signifies a departure from a narrow focuson military security and highlights the importance of integrating varioussectors and aspects of national security into a unified framework.As noted earlier, one significant aspect of comprehensive nationalsecurity is political security. Xi Jinping emphasises the importance ofupholding the CPC’s leadership and maintaining political stability as crucialelements of China’s overall security. This includes safeguarding againstinternal political challenges, such as separatist movements or threats to theParty’s authority, as well as external influences that may undermine China’spolitical system. In the domain of economic security as another keydimension of comprehensive national security, the Chinese presidentpointed out the need to enhance China’s economic strength, protect itsresources and assets, and ensure sustainable development. This involvespromoting economic reforms, pursuing innovation and technologicaladvancement, and mitigating risks associated with economic fluctuations,trade tensions, or disruptions in the global economic system. When it comesto military security as a part of national security, Xi Jinping stressed themodernization and strengthening of the PLA. He underlined the importanceof building a strong national defence capability commensurate with China’sinternational standing (Xi, 2014). This includes enhancing militaryreadiness, developing advanced technologies, and safeguarding China’s
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territorial integrity and maritime interests. Cultural security is alsohighlighted in the concept of comprehensive national security, which entailsimplementing social welfare policies, strengthening social governance, andensuring social stability. Ecological security is a relatively new addition tothe concept of comprehensive national security. Xi Jinping urged the needto protect the environment, address climate change, and promotesustainable development (Xi, 2014). This includes efforts to reducepollution, conserve natural resources, and build an ecological civilizationthat balances economic development with environmental protection. Theconcept of comprehensive national security has significant implications forChina’s domestic policies as well as its engagement in international affairs.It reflects a proactive and comprehensive approach to addressing securitychallenges, with an emphasis on integrating different sectors anddimensions of security. This concept also aligns with Xi Jinping’s broadervision of achieving the “great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” andadvancing China’s status as a global power.Nowadays, the PRC adopted its first national security strategy outlinein 2015, unifying efforts across various departments under centralleadership. This strategy encompasses sub-strategies covering political,homeland, military, economic, cultural, societal, technology, network,nuclear, ecological, resource, and biosecurity issues. The National SecurityLaw, passed in 2015, provided a legal framework for national security,strengthening the role of central authorities. Subsequent laws addressingcounterespionage, counterterrorism, cyber security, foreign non-governmental organisations, intelligence, and cryptography have furtherexpanded the legal framework. At the institutional level, the CPC recognisestraditional and non-traditional threats, the intersection of externalinfluences on internal stability, and various economic, cultural, societal, andenvironmental challenges. To address these concerns, the CPC has takensteps to define national security, enhance coordination across party, military,and state organs, and increase domestic awareness of national securityissues. The CPC’s “Overall National Security Concept”, proposed by GeneralSecretary Xi Jinping in 2014, serves as the foundation for the PRC’scontemporary national security system. This concept emphasises theimportance of people’s security, political security, and national interests asmutually reinforcing aspects of national security. People’s security isregarded as the fundamental purpose of national security, while politicalsecurity is considered essential for maintaining the ruling status of the Partyand the system of “Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”. The supremacy
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of national interests guides the Party’s stewardship of national security,emphasising the safeguarding of sovereignty, security, and developmentinterests. Development and security are viewed as mutually supportivecomponents of national security.
Figure 1: Conceptualisation of the Sino-centric national security notion
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NATIONALSECURITY ECONOMICDEVELOPMENT
CHINA COMMUNIST PARTYSource: AuthorThe developments in Hong Kong over the past few years have been asource of concern for both the international community and the centralauthorities in Beijing. The implementation of the new Law of the People’s

Republic of China on Safeguarding National Security in the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (hereinafter “Law on National Security”) has been asignificant turning point in the city’s history, with far-reaching implicationsfor China’s assertiveness in defending its sovereignty over the former UKcolony. Furthermore, the Hong Kong political system experienced somesignificant changes. The Law on National Security, which was enacted on June 30, 2020,criminalises acts of secession, subversion, terrorism, and collusion withforeign forces and applies to anyone in Hong Kong, regardless of theirnationality or residence status. The law has been criticised by human rightsgroups and democratic activists for its broad and vague language, whichthey argue could be used to target political dissent and stifle freedom ofexpression. In the months following the law’s implementation, the HongKong government, with the support of Beijing, has taken a series of steps tocrack down on dissent and opposition to the government. This has includedthe arrest of prominent pro-democracy activists, the disqualification of pro-democracy lawmakers from the Legislative Council, and the closure of pro-



democracy media outlets. The law has also had a significant impact on thecity’s civil society, with many non-governmental organisations and civilsociety groups feeling the pressure to self-censor or disband altogether. Thelaw’s provisions on foreign collusion have also raised concerns amonginternational businesses and investors, with some worrying that they maybe targeted for engaging in activities that could be deemed to be colludingwith foreign forces. The implementation of the law has been met withwidespread protests in Hong Kong, with tens of thousands of people takingto the streets to voice their opposition to the law and demand greaterdemocracy and autonomy for the city. The protests have been met with aheavy-handed response from the police, with many protesters beingarrested, beaten, or subjected to excessive force. The protests have also beenmet with criticism from Beijing, which has accused the protesters of being“foreign agents” and “separatists” intent on destabilising Hong Kong andundermining China’s sovereignty. In response, the Chinese government hasimposed sanctions on individuals and organisations it perceives as beingsupportive of the protests, including lawmakers, activists, and NGOs. Despitethe crackdown, the protests in Hong Kong have continued, albeit on asmaller scale than before the implementation of the law. The protesters’demands have shifted from a focus on the withdrawal of the law to a broadercall for greater democracy and autonomy for Hong Kong, with some evencalling for independence from China. The situation in Hong Kong remainstense, with the city’s autonomy and civil liberties under threat. The HongKong government has defended the law as necessary to maintain stabilityand security in the city, while Beijing has described it as a crucial tool forsafeguarding China’s national security. The international community hasalso weighed in on the issue, with many countries expressing concern overthe erosion of Hong Kong’s autonomy and the impact of the law on civilliberties and political rights. The United States, for example, has imposedsanctions on Chinese officials and entities involved in the implementationof the law, while the United Kingdom has offered a pathway to citizenshipfor Hong Kong residents who hold British National Overseas passports. Theimplementation of the Law on National Security in Hong Kong has had far-reaching implications for the city’s autonomy, civil liberties, and politicalsystem. The law has been met with widespread protests and criticism fromthe international community, with concerns being raised about the impactof the law on freedom of expression, civil society, and foreign businesses.The 2022 US National Security Strategy highly internationalises the internalissues described above. The NSS reiterates the US commitment “to holding
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Beijing accountable for various abuses”, including the alleged genocide andcrimes against humanity in Xinjiang, human rights violations in Tibet, andthe erosion of Hong Kong’s autonomy and freedoms (NSS, 2022: 24).Despite China’s efforts to exert pressure and silence dissent, the UnitedStates will continue to emphasise the importance of accountability for theseviolations (NSS, 2022: 24).
Human Security as a New Instrument of China’s Security PolicyWhat are the key specifics of human security postulates in illiberalpolitical regimes?19 Are societies today less inclined to defend individualsin countries with fewer democratic institutions? What variables influencethe development of complicated policies that promote human security?These are the inquiries that this part of the chapter seeks to address. Thetheory that underlies the notion of human security has seen very littletheoretical change in its nearly three decades of existence. Instead, the ideawas (mis)used by practitioners, NGOs, and even international organisationsto support the liberal agenda, which is mostly Western and focuses on theindividuum and demystifies the international order as something thathappens apart from the person. It is why this concept was frequentlycriticised for being overly abstract and for being “alienated” from reality.The basic primary branches of critique focused on the “attractiveness” ofthe idea but lacked its analytical rigour as well as the framework ofresponsibility (Tadjbakhsh, 2007).20The concept of human security is inherently embedded within Westernpolitical and, thus, scientific discourse. It can be argued that the conceptemerged during a specific period of time, when humanity was at the heightof unipolarity, specifically in the mid-1990s. At this time, not only was it

19 In the following text, the term “illiberal political regimes” will be used. This phrase willdenote states that do not have a democratic type of political regime in the political sense;more precisely, states that, apart from not being purely democratic, do not belong to theglobal West.20 In her 2007 article, Shahrbanou Tadjbakhsh went into greater depth about the scope ofthe conceptual idea of human security. She categorised the concept’s proponents intothree groups: those who believe that the concept of human security is an appealing onebut one that lacks analytical rigour; those who accept the term but insist on defining itin a limited way; and those who believe that a broad definition of the concept is crucialfor understanding current crises (Tadjbakhsh, 2007, p. 6).



necessary to legitimise the foreign policy decisions of the United States andits allies towards the rest of the world, but also to prioritise the individualwithin the analytical framework. This “humanization” of security analysis,in the broadest sense, was not immediately evident in other, particularlyilliberal, states.Furthermore, the concept’s components were examined in the contextof several existing theoretical frameworks within the field of internationalrelations, which both aided and hindered the integration of human securityinto predominately Western scientific narratives. In spite of much literatureunderlying this concept, not much attention has been devoted to how somestates with illiberal political regime types are addressing these issues. Notmuch literature is devoted to human security within the Chinese globalsecurity policy agenda. For instance, the dominant discourse is occupied byresearch on human security in the Belt and Road Initiative (Dellios &Ferguson, 2017; Brown, 2018; Arduino, 2021). Some papers tackle the human security perspective in analyses of thelatest phenomena occurring globally, such as the COVID-19 pandemic(Carlos, 2020; Shani, 2020; Siti et al., 2020; Dwinantoaji, 2021), whileanother group tends to reconceptualise the concept through the idea ofsome branch notions, such as biosecurity (Craig et al., 2021).Given that China is currently (2023) the most populous country in theworld, with nearly 19% of the world’s population, the subject of humansecurity, particularly in the realm of public policies within the country,should be of significant significance for the academic community.21 This partof the chapter aims to systematically analyse the current state ofunderstanding regarding the concretization of the concept of humansecurity through various policies and actions implemented by the Chinesestate. The analysis will be further enriched by incorporating theperspectives of Chinese scholars on the subject of human security. It positsthat the notion of individual care by the national government has beenintegrated into the modern Chinese state for a longer period of time than ithas become a dominant research focus within Western academic discourse.Therefore, the following text will, in addition to demonstrating that the
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individual is at the core of political attention, examine how contemporaryChinese political thought conceptualises the concept of human security.Analysis commences with a critically-oriented examination of bothWestern and non-Western provenience of philosophical thoughts and ideason how the concept of human security has been evolving within traditionallyclosed Chinese society. A particular emphasis is placed on the examinationof Xi Jinping’s thought on “communism with Chinese characteristics” andhis vision for the individual within Chinese society. Furthermore, the textreviews the legislative solutions pertaining to human security in China asadopted by the CPC and other organs of the Chinese state. Additionally, thetext delves into the main ideas and specificities of how the modern ChineseSchool of Political Science and International Relations conceptualiseshuman security. Finally, the altered understanding of human security inmodern Chinese society, as evidenced by legislation and China’s five-yeardevelopment plans, will be presented.When human security in China is mentioned, the first association in theacademic narrative is most often the discussion of the specific challengesto human security in China, such as poverty, inequality, environmentaldegradation, and political repression. This part of the chapter will assess towhat extent the notion and the Western-centric idea of human security havebeen present in the philosophical tradition of Confucianism as well as inmodern PR China within the collection of the current President Xi Jinping’sthoughts, the legislation adopted by the highest organs of the Chinese polity,and ultimately in the modern school of political science and IR by theChinese scholars. Some believe that the central category of sovereignty of the Chinese statethroughout history reflects primary human concerns of survival, where thestate’s fundamental purpose is to preserve citizens’ lives (Bedeski, 2007).Robert Bedeski pioneered research that linked the historical developmentof the Chinese state, both imperial and republican, with human security. Hebased his analysis on the “meta-constitutional” provisions to investigatewhether the state was able to provide a minimum level of human securityto its citizens throughout its history and the present. He claims that inmodern sovereignty, the nation-state holds the dominant position inproviding goods as well as humanitarian aid in the event of hazards(Bedeski, 2007). Being that China has been changing the level of nationalsovereignty throughout its history, the output of its human security efficacyhas fluctuated at different historical eras.
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From Confucianism to the Modern Sino-centric Conceptualisation 
of Human SecurityIn determining the evolution of human security in China, some authorstend to associate it with the philosophical tradition of Confucianism. It is,therefore, a more relevant toolkit for analysis, at least at the pure theoreticallevel. The emphasis is on the importance of relationships and themaintenance of social harmony. In Confucian thought, a harmonious societyis one in which people are able to live in peace and prosperity and wherethere is a strong sense of community and mutual support. This emphasison social harmony can contribute to human security by helping to preventconflict and promoting cooperation and stability. Another link is theemphasis on education and self-improvement in Confucianism. Educationis seen as a way for individuals to develop their moral character and becomeresponsible and contributing members of society. This emphasis oneducation can contribute to human security by helping to empowerindividuals and communities and by providing people with the skills andknowledge they need to address the challenges they face. Confucianism isbased on the idea that people are fundamentally good and that they canachieve harmony and order in society through the practice of virtues suchas compassion, honesty, and respect for authority.Today, numerous political solutions in the sphere of foreign and securitypolicy of the PR China are based on the tradition of Confucianisminterwoven with the Chinese socialist model of the organisation of themodern state. Therefore, China does not seek hard hegemony or unipolardominance like the US did in the last decade of the last century. For instance,even the contemporary Chinese military doctrine does not rest onprevention or pre-emption, as in the case of the Western-centric vision ofinternational order, but the Chinese armed force is “in the service of buildinga community with a shared future for mankind”. Some authors believe thatthe specifics of how China’s scholarly community defines human securityare that the state is the key guarantor of human security, not a threat to it(Breslin, 2014).One of the key themes in the Chinese literature on human security is thefocus on the individual as the central unit of analysis. This is in contrast tothe traditional state-centric approach in international relations, whichemphasises the security of the state as the primary concern. Therefore, thenotion of “人的安全” (Rén de ānquán) would probably be the most accuratetranslation of “human security” into the Chinese language. Chinese scholars
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argue that human security is a comprehensive and multi-dimensionalconcept that encompasses not only physical security but also economic,social, and political security, all of which include “freedom from fear andfreedom from want, which are what both individuals and countries want”(Guan and Guo, 2007: 99). Another important aspect of the Chineseliterature on human security is the emphasis on the importance of humanrights. Chinese scholars argue that human security cannot be achievedwithout the protection and promotion of human rights. They also stress thathuman security should be viewed as a universal concept that is applicableto all individuals, regardless of their nationality or location. A third theme in the Chinese literature on human security is theemphasis on the role of the state in providing security. Chinese scholarsargue that the state has a responsibility to protect its citizens from internaland external threats and that this responsibility should be carried out inaccordance with the principles of sovereignty and non-interference. Sung-Won Kim posits that Asia serves as the premier arena for the examinationof future human security (Kim, 2010). This perspective aligns with the post-Westphalian concept of human security, as it calls into question traditionalnotions of sovereignty and advocates for the application of universalstandards of human treatment. Furthermore, it advocates for interventionin the domestic affairs of states that fail to ensure the safety and well-beingof their citizens (2010: 95). Finally, Chinese scholars have also been activelyengaged in discussions on how to operationalize the concept of humansecurity. They have proposed a variety of approaches, including thedevelopment of national human security strategies, the establishment ofhuman security indices, and the integration of human securityconsiderations into foreign policy decision-making. Kim (2010) believesthat Confucianism even contained the idea that one state could intervenewith military force in another state whose rulers failed to secure such basiclevels of individual security and subsistence. Thus, one can find in Confucianthought features that resemble—if only in a rudimentary way—humansecurity’s universal scope, its concern with holding leaders accountable,and its integration of mechanisms to intervene when human security isthreatened (2010: 96). However, this position is very questionable, bearingin mind that this is the only analytical position of Confucius’s “Analects”,bearing in mind that Confucianism is based on the benevolence of man aswell as the ruler and by no means on the model of coercion in securinggoods on a personal level.
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Xiao Ren (2016) believes that the main human security threats for andin China are based on air pollution, food safety, and cyber security. He arguedthat these three threats were distinctive in the case of China at the beginningof this century’s second decade (2016: 117-118). In the contemporaryacademic Chinese political debate, the question of what level of security isnecessary to lower the analytical framework has crystallized. The centraldilemma refers to the relationship between national and personal securityand the influence that the state apparatus should achieve in such aconstellation. Several Chinese scholars hold the belief that human securityis crucial in assessing the impact of China’s human security situation on thecountry’s economic and political advancement, as well as on regional andglobal stability.
Xi Jinping’s Human Security Policies: 
Global Initiatives for Security and Development In China’s example, the country’s particular polity has recently finisheda large process of opening up to the outside world while preserving a strongsense of responsibility for its own population in a Sino-centric manner.According to President Xi Jinping’s philosophy, communism with Chinesecharacteristics, among other things, prioritises the person over the benefitsthat the state as a whole may offer. The Boao Forum in April 2022 sawChinese President Xi Jinping propose the so-called Global Security Initiative(GSI), which drew much attention from the global media. China’s GlobalSecurity Initiative and Global Development Initiative represent an attemptby official Beijing to be more assertive in terms of foreign policy and to usethem as tools to justify possible military expansion in the future. Therefore,it is not surprising that the US observes the military and security capacitiesof China through the prism of strategic changes in the creation of foreignpolicy activities (Stekić, 2022). In an extensive analysis of the contents of21 reports entitled “Military and Security Developments Involving thePeople’s Republic of China”, Nenad Stekić concludes that the increasingassertiveness of the People’s Republic of China in the sphere of hard securityrepresents one of the most important tools for analysing the strategiccompetition for the new hegemon in the system of international relations(Stekić, 2022). The Pentagon’s perception is that the “threat” that comesfrom the enemy from the Far East in the last five years is most manifestedin the sphere of security “transformation”—the security dimension (Stekić,2022: 44). Therefore, it is certain that the two initiatives proposed by China
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will perhaps also represent a new turning point in the relations betweenthe two superpowers and mutual moves in world politics.Another global initiative in which China’s new policies can be readthrough the prism of human security is the Global Development Initiative(GDI). It represents an effort to establish China for the first time as a globalactor in the fields of global aviation, human security, and humanitarianaffairs. This is the first fundamental act directed “to the outside”, that is, tothe external environment, in relation to the rigidly structured Chinesepolitical system. However, the GDI should not be interpreted as analternative to the existing international order. Addressing the United NationsGeneral Assembly in September 2021, President Xi Jinping emphasised theimperative to enhance global governance and implement genuinemultilateralism as a basic postulate on which the new idea from the GDI isbased (Xi Jinping, 2021). In order to respond to the “profound changes thatare taking place in human society”, the world needs to respond to threeadditional questions. In defeating the global pandemic, President Xiemphasised that humankind “should always put people and their lives firstand care about the life, value, and dignity of every individual” (Xi Jinping,2021). In addition, he highlighted as another issue the promotion of mutualrespect and win-win cooperation in international relations. He supportedthis with the slogan about the need to “advocate peace, development, equity,justice, democracy, and freedom, which are the common values of humanity,and reject the practice of forming small circles or zero-sum games” (XiJinping, 2021).The Global Development Initiative should, according to what Xi said,consist of six principles. The first calls for global cooperation and fullimplementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Inaddition to that, Xi proposed a global commitment to achieving benefits forall inhabitants of the planet in a manner in which this development isinnovation-driven (Xi, 2021). In his pledge to promote the GDI, Xi also madea commitment to “harmony between man and nature” and to achievecarbon neutrality before 2060 (Xi, 2060). But what is relevant from theaspect of human security to this area is the GDI principle, which calls forglobal development based on the individual.
“We should safeguard and improve people’s livelihoods, protect and
promote human rights through development, and make sure that
development is for the people and by the people, and that its fruits are
shared among the people. We should continue our work so that the
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people will have a greater sense of happiness, benefit, and security and
achieve well-rounded development” (Xi, 2021).According to statements made by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs,as of October 2022, a significant number of nations (roughly 100) andinternational organisations have publicly expressed support for the GlobalDevelopment Initiative (GDI). Furthermore, a total of 68 countries havejoined the UN-affiliated Group of Friends of the GDI in support of theinitiative (Chinese MFA, 2022). It is in line with each of the 17 UNSustainable Development Goals (Chinese MFA, 2022), which for surecontributes to the “internationalisation” of China’s soft politics in themodern system of international relations. Suffices it to say that China hasprovided the finances for its GDI through the China-UN Peace andDevelopment Fund. Along with the GDI, the Global Security Initiative (GSI),as also articulated by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, aims tocoordinate efforts to address security threats in both conventional andunconventional areas, with the ultimate goal of enhancing the globalsecurity governance system. This initiative emphasised the importance ofhuman security and encompassed the official commitment of the Chinesegovernment to address non-traditional security threats. 
Human Security in China’s Five-Year Development PlansAlthough human security was not then recognised as a universalacquired value in the most general sense, it could be said that the Five-YearDevelopment Plans (FYPs) of the People’s Republic of China are nothingmore than the concretization of the concept of human security in practice.The examination of the Chinese government’s efforts to address humansecurity issues, including its policies and programmes, is significant becausethe FYPs have established the directions in which China will direct itssectoral policies for the sake of improving the overall well-being of itsresidents, who are at the centre of these policies. The organs of theCommunist Party of China have been regularly adopting these plans since1953, when they were dominantly focused on the economic developmentof the post-war state and the constitution of state organs after the SecondWorld War.In the period 1953-1985, for which six of these development plans wereadopted, the orientation towards improving the economy andmacroeconomic stability of China was dominant. The planned economy, thegeneral positioning of China in the new international system, the
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development of agricultural production, and the development oftechnologies and capacities for national defence were the main tasks forthis period. Furthermore, the development of heavy industry as well as theimprovement of technology for scientific research were features of thefourth and fifth development plans. Over the past three cycles, little has remained constant within the Five-Year Development Plans (FYPs) of China. Each successive plan hasincreasingly adopted a person-centric approach rather than focusing solelyon the general economic development of the Chinese state. Furthermore,there has been consistent advocacy for the internationalisation of humansecurity policy implementation in line with China’s opening up. Thefollowing analysis will present a comparative examination of the 12th, 13th,and 14th FYPs from the perspective of human security.The 13th Five-Year Development Plan of China, which covered the periodfrom 2016 to 2020, placed a strong emphasis on human security. The planincluded several key initiatives that are directly related to human security,such as the ones that fall into the “classical” Human Security dimensionalfield of analysis–reducing poverty and improving living standards,promoting environmental protection, and enhancing social security—whilesome policies of this FYP included more general tendencies such as buildinga harmonious society (China’s 13th FYP, 2015).As outlined in China’s 13th FYP (2015), it aimed to raise the per capitaincome of urban and rural residents and increase access to basic publicservices such as education, healthcare, and social security. Additionally, theplan established a target of reducing the poverty rate to less than 4% by2020 through the implementation of measures aimed at increasing incomeand employment opportunities in poverty-stricken areas. The plan alsocalled for the improvement of the social security system and an increase inaccess to social services for vulnerable groups such as the elderly, children,and individuals with disabilities. A paramount emphasis was placed onenvironmental protection, with targets set for reducing pollution andconserving natural resources. The plan also reflected the Chinesegovernment’s commitment to promoting social stability and harmony,addressing issues such as income inequality, ethnic and religious tensions,and social unrest (China’s 13th FYP, 2015).The 13th FYP of China was of great significance, particularly as it markedthe first instance in which the country advocated for the assumption ofinternational responsibilities and obligations within the realm of global
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development and the internationalisation of human security policy. Throughthis plan, China has committed to expanding foreign cooperation and aid invarious domains, including science, technology, education, medical care,disaster prevention and mitigation, environmental governance, theprotection of wild fauna and flora, and poverty alleviation (China’s 13th FYP,2015: Chapter 53), which are all areas of human security concept. Overall,it can be argued that this FYP placed a strong emphasis on human securityand promoted the well-being and prosperity of all Chinese citizens througha range of economic, social, and environmental initiatives.The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Report, releasedin 2021, critically evaluated China’s latest FYP and found that it aligns withthe Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to a significant degree. However,the report also identified two areas that could be further strengthened inorder to fully realise China’s potential contribution to the implementationof the 2030 Agenda. These areas include the need for improvedcoordination among different levels of government and the enhancementof the capacity of local government authorities. Additionally, the reportsuggests that a reassessment of financial resources may be necessary inorder to strategically allocate funds towards the achievement of the SDGs(UNDP, 2021).
Has the Concept Always Been Sinicized? 
Human Security with Chinese CharacteristicsIf the facts highlighted in the previous part of the text are taken intoaccount, the question can rightly be asked: is the concept of human securityactually immanent in the socialist system, that is, has it always been presentin the case of China? The examination should also consider the effects ofChina’s human security situation on the nation’s political and economicdevelopment, as well as on regional and global stability. Among many, thereare two distinctive reasons why examining the sinicization of this conceptis important. The first relates to the view that the concept is largely de factosinicized. Comprehensive Chinese measures related to the improvement ofits position and status in international relations are based on targeting anindividual. Over the course of the last two decades, China has madesignificant strides in the development and participation of financialmechanisms within the realm of Euro-Asia. This is evidenced by the widerange of institutions in which China’s economic integration policy in thisregion is implemented, as well as the strong economic incentive for the
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continued development of sectoral policies (Zakić, 2019). Another possibleposition is that the focus of global politics is shifting from the Euro-Atlanticto the Eurasian and Indo-Pacific regions, and there is a need for increasing“respect” for the perception of the concept by Sino-centric apologists.Therefore, this discussion is organised to answer these two questions basedon previous findings.Some authors, such as Craig and associates (2021), believed that thepandemic actually represented a chance for the US to promote its newleadership in the system of international relations through what they called“the new front against infectious diseases”. That did not happen in practiceafter three years. Counterintuitively, it seems that human security has beenneglected instead of being placed on the pedestal of acquired values andnorms after such a traumatic event for humanity occurred. The coronavirushas been widely presented within academia as a “non-traditional threat toHuman Security” (Nurhasanah, 2020). From the analysis of human securityin China, it should not be excluded that there are international institutionsand organisations that analyse the work and strategies coming from Chinathrough the prism of this concept. Thus, the UNDP recognises that the 2030Sustainable Development Goals are deeply rooted in the externalisation ofChina’s policy at the global level, and similarly, the Chinese Constitution,amended in 2018, deals with human security issues.When analysing the specifics of the application of the concept at thepractical as well as theoretical-knowledge level in China, the socialistcomponent of Chinese society should be highlighted. It gives a special noteto the concept, which is different in relation to other authoritarian regimesthat can but most often are not directed towards the benefit of theindividual. With its numerous policies, regular five-year plans, and concretedata that support the premise of a significant improvement in the positionof the average Chinese citizen in the last four decades, China has shown thatthe concept of human security is a de facto part of the national developmentpolicy. Should we do a comparison of China’s human security situation withthat of other countries, including both developed and developing nations?Probably not, bearing in mind that the concept of human security cannotbe universally applicable in all societies in the modern world. Instead, it ismore appropriate to argue about the possibilities of applying the analyticalconcept of human security in non-democratic states for the sake of moreversatile results from scientific and practical research. But for furtherstudies of this, it would be important to examine in what way the Chinesegovernment favours the possible promotion of human security by
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international organisations. Despite numerous scholarly attempts to delveinto the intricacies of China’s human security policy, this field remainsrelatively under-explored in practice. This can be attributed to a range offactors, including language barriers and the limitations placed on academicresearch within certain sensitive areas that are off-limits to researchersoutside of China. These limitations make it challenging to gain acomprehensive understanding of the policies and practices surroundinghuman security in China.
spatial layers of China’s security policyIn the following part of this chapter, the spatial layers of contemporarysecurity policy of the PR China are presented. As China is an emergingsuperpower, it was to be expected that it would have formulated regionalpolicies for the whole world. The so-called regionally tailored approach,which is inherent to all global hegemons, is not a feature of China’s securitypolicy, at least not yet. Instead, China bases its regional approach on theneed to respond to growing challenges in certain parts of the world that areof special interest to it. Therefore, in the rest of the chapter, only selectedregional approaches will be presented, which, according to the generalacademic assessment, are important for understanding the foreign policyand security activities of contemporary China. In question are China’s policyfor the East Asian region, then the security aspects of the Chinese BRI, aswell as the increasingly assertive Chinese presence in the Persian Gulf regionwith a different reference to relations with Iran and Saudi Arabia in thecontext of their rapprochement. The security component of the widerimplications for the Middle East region is especially emphasised.The technological development component of security represents animportant advantage for every emerging superpower, as posited by theHegemonic Stability Theory, despite not appearing significant at first glance.This is exemplified by indirect technological achievements that enable statesto penetrate the domain of highly sophisticated actors. Therefore, thischapter places special emphasis on the postulates of China’s security policytowards the Arctic, which were initially formulated in 2018, as well as thespace policy of the People’s Republic of China. Although the chapter doesnot aim to demonstrate the global reach of China’s security policy, it presentsand analyses premises regarding the security challenges of China’scooperation with Africa and the countries of Oceania.
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China’s East Asian PolicyChina perceives the US as a pivot to Asia and its alliances in the region,particularly with Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, as part of a containmentstrategy aimed at limiting China’s influence. This perception has led toincreased military activities and assertiveness in the South China Sea andthe East China Sea in recent years. It could be argued that China’s stancetowards these two countries and Taiwan, which it considers its ownterritory, does constitute China’s East Asian policy. The central idea ofcontemporary China’s East Asian policy is to confront the US-led “hub andspokes” system. Such a system is a fundamental concept in internationalrelations and regional security architectures, often employed to describethe structure of security alliances, particularly in the post-World War II era.In this system, a central power, often referred to as the “hub”, forms bilateralsecurity alliances or agreements with multiple peripheral states, the“spokes”. The hub, typically a dominant global or regional power, which wasthe US throughout the era of unilateralism, assumes a central role in thesealliances, while the spokes interact primarily with the hub rather than witheach other (Heiduk, 2022). The hub and spokes model offers severaladvantages for both the central power and the peripheral states. For thecentral power, it allows for the consolidation of influence and control overa network of allies, enhancing its strategic reach and providing a means ofprojecting power across multiple regions. Simultaneously, peripheral statesbenefit from the security guarantees and resources offered by the centralpower, often in exchange for cooperation and alignment with the hub’sstrategic objectives. This system has been particularly evident in the contextof US security arrangements, such as NATO in Europe and bilateral defencetreaties with various Asian nations, dominantly with Japan and after withSouth Korea, Taiwan, or even the QUAD, as a relatively recent initiative thatincludes Australia and India as well. While the hub and spokes model canenhance security and stability for participating states, it also raisesquestions about the potential for conflicts of interest among allies and thecentral power’s capacity to maintain commitments to multiple partners.Nonetheless, it remains a prominent feature of contemporary internationalrelations, reflecting the dynamics of global and regional security.The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China assertsthat the bilateral relationship between China and Japan holds significantimports due to their geographical proximity. Noteworthy milestones in thisrelationship include the historic event of September 29, 1972, when both
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nations entered into and subsequently ratified the “Joint Statement betweenthe Government of the People’s Republic of China and the Government ofJapan” (MFA PRC, 2023p). This accord marked a pivotal moment indiplomatic history, signifying the normalisation of diplomatic ties betweenthe two nations. Furthermore, on August 12, 1978, both parties formalisedtheir commitment to peaceful coexistence by signing the “Sino-JapaneseTreaty of Peace and Friendship” in Beijing. The treaty entered into force onOctober 23 of the same year, following the exchange of ratificationdocuments in Tokyo, Japan. Subsequent to these foundational agreements,China and Japan further solidified their diplomatic relationship by releasingthe “Sino-Japanese Joint Declaration on Establishing a Friendship andCooperative Partnership Committed to Peace and Development” inNovember 1998 and the “Sino-Japanese Joint Statement onComprehensively Promoting Strategic and Mutually Beneficial Relations” inMay 2008 (MFA PRC, 2023p). Collectively, these four pivotal politicaldocuments serve as the fundamental underpinning for the politicalframework governing Sino-Japanese relations.In 1974, a significant development in Sino-Japanese military relationsoccurred when both nations established reciprocal military attaché offices,initiating military exchanges in the latter part of the 1970s. This relationshipshowed positive progress in its early stages. However, a temporary hiatusoccurred in military exchanges between the two nations following theevents of 1989. In 1995, a pivotal moment took place when the Chairmanof the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the Japanese Defence Agency made an officialvisit to China, thereby rekindling high-level interactions between theChinese and Japanese military establishments. This momentum continuedin 1998, when defence ministers from both countries reciprocally visitedeach other. The year 2000 witnessed an exchange of visits between thechiefs of general staff of the respective armies, further solidifying theirmilitary relations (MFA PRC, 2023p). Notably, in November 2007, anoteworthy event marked the first visit of a Chinese warship to Japan sincethe conclusion of World War II. Subsequently, from 1997 to 2011, thedefence departments of China and Japan engaged in nine securityconsultations, underscoring their commitment to regional stability andcooperation. Beyond traditional military exchanges, China and Japan haveexpanded their collaboration into other domains, including defencemedicine, educational institutions, and academic research. During PresidentHu Jintao’s visit to Japan in May 2008, both nations affirmed their intent tobolster defence exchanges, signalling a continued commitment to enhancing
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their military relationship (MFA PRC, 2023p). Of particular significance, anoteworthy milestone was reached on June 8, 2018 with the official launchof the maritime and air liaison mechanism between the defencedepartments of China and Japan, underscoring their dedication topromoting communication and coordination in matters pertaining tomaritime and aerial security.Since the establishment of diplomatic relations, bilateral politicalengagement between the PR China and South Korea has evolvedprogressively and harmoniously. An illustrative timeline of significantdevelopments in Sino-South Korean political relations includes the followingmilestones: In 1998, a pivotal moment occurred when South KoreanPresident Kim Dae-jung embarked on an official visit to China, during whichboth parties jointly announced the establishment of a cooperativepartnership for the 21st century between China and South Korea.Subsequently, in 2003, South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun undertook adiplomatic mission to China, resulting in the announcement of theestablishment of a “comprehensive cooperative partnership” between thetwo countries, signifying the deepening of their multifaceted collaboration(MFA PRC, 2023c). In May 2008, the visit of South Korean President LeeMyung-bak to China marked another significant juncture in bilateralrelations, as both nations declared the establishment of a strategicpartnership between China and South Korea, reflecting a heightened levelof mutual cooperation and shared objectives. During the visit of PresidentXi Jinping to South Korea in July 2014, the two leaders made a jointdeclaration, expressing their mutual aspiration for China and South Koreato evolve into partners committed to realising common development,fostering regional peace, revitalising the Asian continent, and contributingto global prosperity (MFA PRC, 2023c). Further underscoring the enduringcommitment to diplomatic engagement, South Korean President Moon Jae-in’s visit to China in December 2017 facilitated extensive discussions on theenhancement and expansion of China-South Korea relations. Thesediscussions encompassed a range of topics, including cooperative effortsconcerning the Korean Peninsula and cooperation on various internationaland regional issues. The visit culminated in mutual agreement on numerouspivotal matters, reinforcing the robust foundation of their diplomatic ties(MFA PRC, 2023c).The security landscape in East Asia has undergone notabletransformations since the year 2020, marked by complex geopoliticaldynamics, evolving regional alliances, and strategic manoeuvring among
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major players in the region. China’s establishment of ADIZs22 in the EastChina Sea and the South China Sea is a security measure intended tosafeguard its territorial claims and protect its interests. However, thesezones have raised concerns and led to tensions with neighbouring countriesas well as the United States, which views them as attempts to challenge thefreedom of both civilian and military air navigation (Stekić, 2023). As perthe “Statement on the Establishment of the East China Sea (ECS) Air DefenceIdentification Zone (ADIZ)” released by the Chinese Ministry of NationalDefence, aircraft operating in this zone are required to submit their flightplans to either the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic ofChina or the Civil Aviation Administration of China. Notably, most East Asiancountries, including China, Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan, have delineatedtheir respective ADIZs (Stekić, 2023). Furthermore, in the broadergeographical region encompassing this area, the Philippines and the UnitedStates have also established similar zones, specifically on Guam. China’sgrowing military presence and its heightened assertiveness in its immediatevicinity, particularly concerning Taiwan, have been exemplified by theincreased frequency of military aircraft, both combat and non-combat,conducting overflights across the central demarcation line of the TaiwanStrait. These incidents, occurring daily and on a more frequent basis overthe past three years, are viewed by Taiwan as violations of its airspace anddeclared ADIZ. It is noteworthy that data from the Foreign Policy ResearchInstitute (FPRI) indicate that nearly 98% of these sorties originate frombases within China’s Eastern and Southern Theatre Command (FPRI, 2023).Despite the security tensions prevalent in the South China Sea, arising fromcompeting territorial claims and rights to its waters, China has not yetestablished a “Southern ADIZ” for this airspace (Stekić, 2023). Addingcomplexity to the regional security environment is the escalation of USmilitary presence in the area. In 2022, the United States deployedapproximately 82,000 troops and maintained military installations solelyin Japan and South Korea (Heiduk, 2022). This development furthercontributes to the intricate web of security dynamics in East Asia.
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Stekić (2023) posits that China has adopted a regionally nuancedstrategy in its interactions with neighbouring countries, a strategy aimedat fostering a coordinated response to potential Western containmentefforts. This approach introduces a novel variable into the geopoliticallandscape, one that encompasses the complex interplay of factors anddynamics inherent in the emerging Indo-Pacific region—a construct thatunderscores the promotion of US-led multilateral security arrangements.Within the evolving security architecture of East Asia, a series of discernibleprocesses, broadly characterised as “pull factors”, have come to the fore inshaping China’s strategic responses. These pull factors include thedelineation of a new geopolitical sphere, namely the Indo-Pacific, as an areaof heightened global security significance. Concurrently, there has been aresurgence of traditional multilateral security frameworks alongside thecreation of new ones, exemplified by the QUAD and AUKUS initiatives.Notably, Taiwan occupies a central position in US foreign policy objectivesaimed at constraining China, garnering support from South Korea and Japanin this endeavour. The ongoing rivalry between the United States and Chinawithin the realm of global affairs has contributed to the emergence anddelineation of the Indo-Pacific as a newly constructed region of paramountglobal interest. This transformation signifies a shift away from thetraditional Pax Americana paradigm towards a Pax Sinica paradigm,culminating in the formation of a San Francisco System characterised by a“hub and spokes” configuration.
Has the Belt and Road Initiative become obsolete?The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), previously introduced as the One Belt,One Road (OBOR) project, is one of the most ambitious foreign policyinitiatives in recent Chinese history. The BRI aims to enhance connectivityand cooperation between countries along the ancient Silk Road, primarilythrough infrastructure development and economic cooperation in the vastspace of Eurasia as well as in the maritime domain. It was introduced as oneof the first steps in the realm of global policy by newly appointed Xi Jinpingin 2013. Even though the BRI has emerged as an economic project, duringits decade of existence, it has also been considered a part of China’s securitypolicy and an important asset of its global agenda (Hussain, 2019; Anwar,2020; Janardhan, 2020; Li, 2020). From a security perspective, the BRI hasbeen viewed as a way for China to increase its influence and presence instrategically important regions around the world. For example, the China-
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Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which is a significant part of the BRI,involves the construction of a series of highways, railways, and pipelinesthat will connect China’s western region to Pakistan’s Gwadar port on theArabian Sea. This project provides China with access to the Indian Ocean, which is acritical maritime route for trade and energy supplies. In addition, it helpsto secure China’s interests in the region by providing an alternativetransportation route that bypasses the Strait of Malacca, which is currentlyvulnerable to US interdiction. Similarly, the BRI’s investment in theHambantota Port in Sri Lanka has raised some security concerns aboutChina’s potential military presence in the Indian Ocean. In 2017, the SriLankan government handed over control of the port to China on a 99-yearlease, which led to speculation that the port could be used as a naval basefor the Chinese military. This move has also raised concerns about China’sintentions in the Indian Ocean, as it could allow China to establish a militaryfoothold in the region and challenge India’s dominance. Moreover, the BRIhas been viewed as a tool for China to expand its soft power and promoteits political and economic model. The passage of a decade since the initiationof the BRI affords an analytically advantageous opportunity to consider itsplace within the broader context of China’s Grand Strategy. Given the gradualremoval of the BRI from Beijing’s official political discourse and theexhaustion of some of its sub-initiatives, it is pertinent to re-examine itsrelevance and impact.The BRI is not only about infrastructure development but also involvescultural exchanges, education, and people-to-people exchanges. By investingin other countries’ infrastructure, China seeks to portray itself as aresponsible global power committed to promoting development andprosperity. However, the BRI’s implementation has been criticised for itslack of transparency and accountability, leading to accusations of “debt-trapdiplomacy” and concerns over China’s growing influence. In terms of China’sglobal agenda, the BRI is seen as a way to counterbalance the United States’influence in the region. As the United States has been seen as withdrawingfrom the world stage, China has stepped up its efforts to fill the void. TheBRI is seen as a way for China to promote its own economic and politicalinterests, challenge US hegemony, and reshape the world order in its favour.Furthermore, the BRI has been viewed as a way for China to enhance itsrelations with countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa. By investing ininfrastructure projects, China seeks to establish closer ties with thesecountries and promote trade and economic cooperation. The BRI is seen as
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a way for China to enhance its strategic partnerships and establish newallies, which would increase China’s global influence and help it achieve itsbroader foreign policy objectives.The BRI has achieved stunning results over the course of the decade. Asof December 2022, a total of 150 countries and 32 internationalorganisations have participated in the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), withover 200 documents signed to join the initiative. In 2022, China’s trade withthe BRI participating states totalled $1.8 trillion USD, marking a 20%increase from the previous year (China Daily, 2023). Direct investments byChina in the BRI countries also rose to $19.1 billion USD in 2022, reflectinga 6.5% increase from the previous year (China Daily, 2023). Furthermore,the value of intended deals reached $73 billion USD in 2022, while morethan 15,100 China-Europe freight trains were operated during the year(China Daily, 2023). State-owned enterprises (SOEs) play a major role in theeconomic component of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). In 2022,PowerChina accounted for 22% of all BRI investments, followed by ChinaRailway Engineering (10.3%), China Energy Engineering (9.8%), ChinaCommunications Construction (9.4%), and State Construction Engineering(9.3%) in terms of total construction projects.According to some scholars, the implementation of the BRI also has asignificant security component on the ground. Janardhan (2020) argues thatBeijing uses a “three-pronged security approach” to protect Chineseinvestments in countries hosting the BRI projects. This approach includesrelying on the security forces of the host country where the projects arebeing undertaken, using Chinese private security contractors and personnelwho work alongside locally recruited staff or collaborate with officialsecurity forces of the host country (as seen in Iraq, Sudan, and South Sudan),and even a direct involvement of Chinese military personnel (Janardhan,2020: 4).23The BRI started to receive its first serious critique in 2018. One of themain critiques of the BRI occurred in Europe, more precisely by three BalticEU Member States, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, that even decided towithdraw from the “17+1” format. The critiques addressed the lack of
23 In May 2019, one of several security incidents involving Chinese nationals in Pakistanoccurred when a hotel in the port city of Gwadar was attacked by the Balochi LiberationArmy. The group claims to be fighting against China’s alleged exploitation of Baluchistan’smineral wealth (Reuters, 2019).



transparency in project financing and implementation. European leadershave expressed concerns that the BRI is a way for China to advance its ownstrategic interests by offering countries loans and investments ininfrastructure projects that are often expensive and of questionableeconomic value. Critics also argue that China uses the BRI to extend itseconomic and political influence in other countries, with little regard for localneeds or environmental concerns. Another concern is the potential for Chinato use the BRI as a way to export its own standards and norms to othercountries, particularly in the areas of labour, human rights, andenvironmental protection. European leaders worry that the BRI willexacerbate existing economic, social, and environmental challenges inrecipient countries rather than address them. There are also concerns thatChina’s use of its own firms to carry out the projects may lead to poor labourconditions and the exploitation of workers. Additionally, there are concernsabout the security implications of the BRI, particularly with regard to thepotential for China to use its investments and infrastructure projects to gainaccess to sensitive information and technology in Europe. Some Europeancountries have raised concerns that the BRI could be used by China toundermine their sovereignty and security interests, particularly in regionswhere China has territorial disputes with other countries. Another critiqueof the BRI in Europe is that it may contribute to a lack of coherence andcoordination in regional development plans. Some experts argue that theBRI is a top-down initiative that fails to take into account the specific needsand circumstances of individual countries and regions. As a result, it may notalign with existing regional development strategies and could undermineefforts to promote economic integration and cooperation in Europe. Finally,some critics argue that the BRI represents a threat to global governance andthe rules-based international order. They argue that China’s efforts to expandits influence through the BRI could undermine the existing global institutionsand norms that have governed international relations for decades.Most critiques were induced by the US-led influence in Central Europeand the Baltics, prompting those states to express Sino-scepticism. In orderto prevent a reduction in the number of countries that participate in the“17+1” cooperation, China renamed the format “China-CEE Cooperation”.This approach to the Belt and Road Initiative, particularly in Europe, whereit faces significant political criticism, prompts questions about whether theBRI has become obsolete from the perspective of Beijing’s official stance.The decision to rename the format demonstrates that China is aware of theconcerns and criticisms regarding the BRI in Europe. One of the main
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critiques of the initiative is that it favours Chinese interests over those ofthe recipient countries, leading to a “debt trap” scenario where the countriescannot repay their loans to China. This has resulted in scepticism andhesitancy from European countries to participate in the initiative.Furthermore, there are concerns that the BRI may have geopoliticalimplications, with China using it as a tool to extend its influence and powerin other regions. This has led to criticism that the initiative is part of China’slarger strategy to become a dominant global superpower. Despite theseconcerns, the BRI remains a significant part of China’s global agenda andsecurity policy. In Europe, the initiative has been linked to China’s broaderambitions to increase its influence and challenge the United States’dominance in the region. Therefore, it is unlikely that China will abandonthe BRI altogether, especially given its importance to China’s domesticeconomic growth and regional development objectives. Instead, China mayseek to address the critiques and concerns through measures such as therenaming of the “17+1” format to “China-CEE Cooperation”. Additionally,China may seek to make the initiative more transparent and involve localstakeholders in decision-making processes to address concerns about a lackof local ownership and accountability.A decade after its introduction, the BRI’s economic and soft powercapabilities have been depleted for various reasons, including the COVID-19 pandemic and new developments in the international system. Theinability to implement this initiative in Eastern Europe, which is one of itskey geographical parts, has also contributed to its obsolescence. In 2021,Lithuania’s pulling out of the “17+1” multilateral format was the first serioussign of the ongoing obstacles China faced in implementing the BRI in theregion. The initiative, which had its first summit in Warsaw (Poland) andits most recent one in Beijing in 2021, has shown a slowdown in itsactivities, and several states that were initially members have withdrawn.Recently, on August 11, 2022, both Estonia and Latvia announced theirintention to withdraw from the initiative. Latvia stated that this decisionwas made “in light of its current foreign and trade policy priorities”, whileEstonia emphasised the importance of maintaining pragmatic relations withChina through EU-China-level relations that “uphold the rules-basedinternational order and values such as human rights” (LRT, 2022).However, neither country’s foreign ministry provided a clearerexplanation regarding the specific reasons for withdrawing from the 17+1Initiative, nor did it explain the context in which human rights triggeredthose decisions to leave. Bearing in mind all these circumstances that have
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impeded the BRI implementation, especially in the last three years, it isjustified to ask the question of whether the BRI has ever had the potentialto be(come) China’s mainstream Grand Strategy or at least its major driver. The answer is probably only partial, as this initiative, despite numerousanalyses that it should be a politico-security initiative, failed to do so. TheBRI has certainly contributed to reformulating and implementing the ideaof a Sino-centric order based on economic postulates and modes ofcooperation in trade and infrastructure investments. Such a strategy was inline with China’s decade-long goal to align its internal economic developmentwith international occurrences without severely interfering with globalpolitics. In that sense, could the thesis on the BRI as a transitional componentof China’s GS be accepted? Some scholars suggested that the BRI should havebecome China’s security gateway to the world (Janardhan, 2020).The Chinese MFA stated that it will not follow the traditional path ofmajor powers in seeking hegemony (PRC MoD 2021). However, someliterature argues that the BRI could contribute to the “Eurasian revival” andlead to a shift in Asia’s role in global geopolitics (Yiwei 2015). Wang Yiweiargues that China is taking on Halford Mackinder’s view of the “worldisland”, which puts the US aside from global competition (Yiwei 2015).These claims align with the ongoing discussion about internationalhegemony as the “third wave” of international hegemony studies, asdiscussed by Evelyn Goh (2019). This paradigm follows the idea of aninnovative, non-coercive hegemony that is not achieved through militarypower alone and raises the question of benevolent hegemony.

China’s Gulf PolicyChina’s involvement in the Persian Gulf24 (hereinafter the Gulf) hasincreased significantly in recent years. China, being a major importer of oil,has vital interests in the region and seeks to secure its energy supplies. In
24 This analysis aligns with definitions of the Persian Gulf as a huge geographic area thatincludes eight countries: Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, the United ArabEmirates, and Oman. The Gulf has significant economic and strategic importance due toits vast reserves of oil and natural gas, which make up a substantial portion of globalenergy resources. It is also a vital transportation route for oil tankers, which travelthrough the Strait of Hormuz, a narrow waterway that connects the Persian Gulf withthe Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea. The Strait of Hormuz is a critical chokepoint thathandles a large share of the world’s oil supply.



addition, China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has opened up newopportunities for engagement in the region, including infrastructuredevelopment and investment, as a part of what some Chinese scholars havedescribed as a “civilian first, military later” strategy. Due to its strategicimportance, the Persian Gulf has long been a site of competition and conflictamong regional and global powers, including the United States, Iran, SaudiArabia, other Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, and Chinanowadays. However, China’s growing presence in the region has raisedconcerns among some Gulf states and the United States about its intentions.This part of the chapter explores China’s foreign and especially securitypolicy agenda for the Persian Gulf, including its main goals and strategiesin the post-Pandemic period as a sub-layer of its overall security policy. After the establishment of the PRC in 1949, China initiated its firstinteractions with the Gulf states during the early Cold War in the 1950s. Atthat time, the Gulf monarchies were largely seen as Western vassals, whileIraq and Iran were even members of the UK-led defensive alliance, theBaghdad Pact (CENTO). Therefore, Chinese policy was quite limited, exceptfor providing support to the 1958 revolution in Iraq, which became the firstcountry to establish diplomatic relations with China (Liu, 2016). After theSino-Soviet split in the 1960s, China began to perceive the wider MiddleEast region and the Gulf states as a means to counter the Soviet Union anddeveloped stronger partnerships in the area. According to Liu Zhongmin(2016), China’s most assertive activity during that period was providingsupport to the Dhofar Liberation Front in Oman, which aimed to weakenWestern influence while also countering the Soviet Union (2016: 4). Duringthe 1970s, the historical rapprochement between China and the UnitedStates resulted in a shift in China’s foreign policy towards the Persian Gulfregion. This shift saw an end to Chinese support for revolutionarymovements in the area and led to the establishment of official diplomaticrelations with the Gulf governments. Notably, Kuwait and Iran were amongthe first Persian Gulf countries to establish such relations with China in 1971(Liu, 2016). During the Cold War era, Iraq in 1958 and Yemen in 1963 werethe initial countries to establish diplomatic relations with China. Followingthese early diplomatic ties, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) establishedrelations with China in 1984, followed by Qatar in 1988 and Bahrain in1989. Sino-Saudi Arabian diplomatic relations were established in 1990,during the period following the end of the Cold War. In the 1980s, the Gulfregion was dominated by the Iran-Iraq war, which was the most pressingsecurity issue at the time. According to Liu (2016), China’s primary
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objectives during this period were to prevent the escalation of the conflict,maintain regional stability, and curb Soviet expansion in the region. To thisend, China adopted a neutral stance towards the Iran-Iraq war andadvocated for peaceful negotiations to resolve the conflict. The Chinesegovernment also engaged in military trade with both countries, whichresulted in some economic gains for China (Liu, 2016: 6). In the 1990s, China’s policy towards the Gulf underwent a significantshift following the end of the Cold War. The focus of cooperation with thestates in the region was no longer driven by the fight against the USSR orother strong security interests, at least not in the strict military sense.Instead, China’s growing dependence on energy imports from the region,due to its own internal development, became the primary motivation forengagement. By the turn of the millennium, China was importing half of itsenergy from the Gulf states, with 30% of its oil and gas alone sourced fromSaudi Arabia and Iran (Bajpraee, 2006: According to: Liu, 2016). Thisemerging energy dependence necessitated a reorientation of China’s policytowards the region, as the security and stability of the Gulf became vital toensuring the uninterrupted flow of energy resources to sustain China’seconomic growth. The early 21st century witnessed a shift in China’s securityagenda towards the Persian Gulf, which can be attributed to various factors.The military interventions in Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq in 2003, theemergence of a new geopolitical order, China’s increasing need for energyimports, and its aspiration to establish itself as a major actor in the Gulfregion necessitated a recalibration of China’s approach to security issues inthe region. In this regard, China vehemently opposed the invasion of Iraqand played an active role in the post-conflict recovery of the country bywaiving 80% of its foreign debt and providing financial aid and support tothe affected population (Liu, 2016).The aforementioned developments led to a renewed emphasis onChina’s diplomatic and economic engagements with the Gulf states.Specifically, China sought to strengthen its partnerships with the Gulf statesthrough various diplomatic initiatives. In 2010, the first Ministerial Meetingof the Strategic Dialogue between China and the Gulf Cooperation Council(GCC) was convened in Beijing. The outcome of this dialogue was arecognition of the significant progress made in China-GCC relations in recentyears. The establishment of the strategic dialogue mechanism was deemedcrucial for enhancing mutual trust, strengthening cooperation that benefitsboth parties, and increasing consultation and coordination in internationalorganisations. Both China and the GCC expressed their willingness to
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continue expanding cooperation across various domains (MFA PRC, 2010).In the early years of the second decade of this century, Xi Jinping assumedleadership of China and introduced the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), whichhas significant implications for the strategic, economic, and securitydomains of the Gulf and Middle East region. Despite this, security concernsand divergences in regional issues, including the “Arab Spring” Syrianconflict and the Iranian nuclear programme, continue to pose challengesfor China in maintaining a balanced relationship with both the GulfCooperation Council (GCC) and Iran (Liu, 2016).China’s recent security agenda in the Gulf region appears to be drivenby its pursuit of a stable and secure energy supply via maritime paths fromthe majority of countries in the region. According to the US EnergyInformation Administration (EIA), China’s consumption of petroleum andother liquid energents has been steadily increasing over the past decade.Specifically, in 2017, China consumed 12.3 million barrels per day (bpd),while in 2021, this figure rose to 15.2 million bpd (EIA, 2023). Over the lastdecade, crude oil imports from the Gulf states to China have doubled from130 to 256 million metric tonnes (UN Comtrade, 2023). According to JosephWebster and Joze Pelayo (2023), the Gulf states exported more than 210million tonnes of goods to China in 2022, which is more than double theamount exported in 2014. The report identifies Saudi Arabia as China’s topexporter in the Gulf region, followed by the UAE in second place and Omanin third place in 2022 (Webster and Pelayo, 2023). Furthermore, in 2022,over 41 percent of China’s crude oil imports originated from the GulfCooperation Council (GCC) countries (Webster and Pelayo, 2023). On theother hand, the CSIS assessed that the year 2021 witnessed China’s importof a remarkable $128 billion worth of crude oil from countries situatedalong the Persian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz. This amount is three timeshigher than the combined crude oil imports of the United States and theEuropean Union. Based on the EIA data, China overtook the United Statesas the world’s top crude oil importer in 2017, importing 8.4 million bpdcompared to 7.9 million bpd for the US. Since 2013, China has also been thelargest net importer of total petroleum and other liquid fuels globally,surpassing the US in this aspect as well (EIA, 2023). Saudi Arabia was China’s top crude oil supplier during 2020 and 2021,with China importing nearly 81 million metric tonnes of crude oil from theMiddle Eastern producing giant in 2021 (Statista, 2022). Most of China’s oilimports came from countries in the Middle East, with five of the top ten oilsuppliers located in the Gulf region: Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, and the
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UAE (Statista, 2022). In the first two months of 2023, Russia became China’slargest oil supplier, surpassing Saudi Arabia, as per Chinese government data(Al Jazeera, 2023). The steep discounts offered on the sanctioned Russian oilmade it popular among buyers, with arrivals from Russia totalling 15.68million metric tonnes, or 1.94 million bpd, a 23.8 percent increase from 1.57million bpd in the same period of 2022. Meanwhile, imports of Saudi crudefell to 13.92 million metric tonnes, or 1.72 million bpd, down from 1.81 millionbpd a year earlier (Al Jazeera, 2023).Undeniably, in the past three years, China has heavily relied on the Gulfstates for energy supply. However, this dependence raises concerns aboutthe security of the energy supply, particularly in a region of the world thatis security-fragile and experiences frequent security incidents. The Gulfregion is connected to the Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea via the 30-mile-wide Strait of Hormuz, which is a crucial chokepoint for global oiltransportation. It is one of the most strategically important waterways inthe world because it is the main passageway for oil exports from the PersianGulf to the rest of the world. It is estimated that over 30% of the world’s oilpasses through the Strait of Hormuz (CSIS Group, 2023), making it a vitalartery for global energy security. Over the years, there have been severalsecurity incidents in the Strait of Hormuz that have caused concern forglobal energy security. One such incident occurred in June 2019, when twooil tankers were attacked near the Strait of Hormuz. The United States andother countries blamed Iran for the attacks, which caused a rise in tensionsbetween the two countries (CSIS Group, 2023). The CSIS Group alsoreported that over the last eight years, there have been at least 40 small ormiddle-range incidents between the US and Iranian navies in thisgeographical area (CSIS Group, 2023). ADCOP, a company owned by ADNOC, owns a 406-kilometre pipelinethat carries crude oil from an ADNOC Onshore collection centre in AbuDhabi to the Fujairah oil export terminal, providing access to internationalshipping routes. The pipeline, a vital asset for the UAE’s oil industry, enablesa significant portion of the UAE’s total crude oil production to be transporteddirectly from Abu Dhabi to the Arabian Sea and then exported tointernational markets, taking advantage of Fujairah’s strategic location.Another component of China’s approach to the Gulf is its ideationalnature. For four decades, the US and its other western allies have beenapproaching the Gulf and the Middle East through the politics of spreadingvalues. During the 1990s, the United States promoted democratic values in
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the Gulf region as part of its foreign policy objectives. The US governmentsaw the promotion of democracy as a way to advance American interestsin the region, including promoting stability and security, fostering economicgrowth, and ensuring access to oil resources (Dalacoura, 2005). Sun Degangand Zhang Jieying (2021) have criticised such Western-led initiatives todemocratise the Middle East, arguing that these initiatives have not resultedin democratisation and have only worsened the security situation in theregion. With Western models of governance failing to produce positiveoutcomes for Middle Eastern development and security, regional countriesare seeking alternative partners and proposals to advance their growth andsecurity agendas (Sun and Zhang, 2021: 390). The authors suggest that theprimary problem in the Middle East is a “development deficit”, rather thana democratic or governance deficit. Therefore, they believe that China’smodern security strategy in the Gulf is based on development peace ratherthan democratic peace (Sun and Zhang, 2021).In 2016, China released China’s Arab Policy Paper, which outlinescooperation with all 22 Arab states in the world. The paper includes areasof cooperation in the field of peace and security in the Middle East.According to the text, China supports the building of an “inclusive andshared regional collective cooperation security mechanism to realise long-term peace, prosperity, and development in the Middle East” (China’s ArabPolicy Paper, 2016). China also aims to deepen military cooperation withArab states, including the exchange of visits by military officials, personnelexchange, cooperation on weapons, equipment, and specialisedtechnologies, joint military exercises, and support for the development ofnational defence and military forces. The paper also emphasises theimportance of anti-terrorism cooperation, consular, immigration, judicial,and police cooperation, as well as non-traditional security threats such aspiracy and cyber security. In 2019, Camille Lons and associates sought toanalyse China’s “great game”, as they dubbed it, in the Middle East. Theybelieved that the GCC states have diversified their foreign policies to focuson east Asia, particularly China, Japan, South Korea, and the ASEAN, as apart of their “Look East policy” (Lons et al., 2019). This shift was due toChina’s rising economic activity in the MENA, with the GCC countriesbecoming the centre of gravity for Chinese economic activity. Additionally,the GCC states were increasingly uncertain about their relations with theUnited States, as tensions have risen since 9/11 and the Obamaadministration’s pivot to Asia and response to the Arab uprisings. With theUS becoming less dependent on oil imports from the Gulf due to the shale
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boom, the GCC countries started to strengthen their independent militarycapabilities and diversify their economic and military ties with China,among other key external players (Lons et al., 2019). Lons and associatesbelieved that this could possibly lead to some GCC countries strengtheningtheir military and security ties with China or even hosting Chinese militaryfacilities in the long run, characterising such moves as a deployment of a“hedging-to-uncertainty” strategy (Lons et al., 2019).Ghafouri (2009) noted that China’s policy for the Gulf started torepresent a “microcosm of its global policy”. He claimed that over the pastcentury, China has supported anti-colonial movements and communistinsurgencies, such as the Dhofar Province rebellion in Oman during the mid-1970s, while, in contrast, the US has taken on a more proactive role inshaping the international system. While the US historically prioritisedstability in the region, even at the expense of supporting unpopular regimes,China has become a vocal proponent of stability in the international arena(2009: 91). Such trends exposed previously by Ghafouri were confirmed inthe aftermath of the pandemic when China resolutely transitioned frombeing a passive observer of the region to playing a more active role ininternational security affairs. This is exemplified by its recent efforts tomediate between Saudi Arabia and Iran in the spring of 2023, indicating apotential move towards a leadership position in the region.Yoram Evron (2021) also argues that China has shifted from a passiveto an active role in the Middle East in the last few years. He points to tworeasons for this change in strategy. The first is that China risks harm to itsinterests if it does not consolidate ties and assert its position more robustlyin the region, as seen during the Arab Spring events (Evron, 2021). Secondly,the Arab Spring disrupted the deep ties and interests that previously existedbetween local players and world powers in the Middle East and blocked theentry of other players, including China. This new situation provides Chinawith opportunities to shape its role in the region with relatively mild frictionwith other powers (Evron, 2021). Jonathan Fulton suggests that China’s growing presence in the Gulf doesnot aim to strengthen Iran or challenge the regional order. Even in caseswhere it might seem that way, such as joint naval drills with Russia and Iran,China works to maintain a balanced approach. China’s interests in the Gulfactually favour the status quo, and it seeks to compete without becoming arival to the United States (Fulton, 2021). This presents opportunities for theUS and its Gulf partners to use China’s preference for stability to exert
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leverage. For example, the 2019 attack on Saudi Aramco resulted in Chinapaying an extra $97 million a day for energy imports (2021: 213). GivenChina’s deep interests on the Arab side of the Gulf, it becomes more evidentthat China favours a Gulf order aligned with US preferences, as Fulton(2021) argues that the interests of the US and China in the Gulf are largelycompatible since both want a stable region that supports their strategic andeconomic concerns.At the first China-GCC summit held in October 2022, President Xi Jinpingannounced the four areas of cooperation between China and the GCC. Theyinclude consolidating political mutual trust and upholding the principle ofnon-interference in internal affairs; synergizing development strategies tocultivate driving forces for development; supporting the GCC countries insafeguarding their security and building a “Gulf collective securityarchitecture”; and enhancing interactions between their peoples, increasingcultural exchanges, and promoting the rich values of Eastern civilizations(Xi, 2022g). Furthermore, President Xi outlined five priority areas for China-GCC cooperation in the next three to five years during the 2022 summit.Firstly, China will continue to strengthen energy cooperation with the GCCcountries by importing more crude oil and LNG, cooperating in oil and gasdevelopment, and establishing a China-GCC forum on nuclear technology(Xi, 2022).Xi also proposed (2022) a plan to collaborate on financial regulation,investment, and green development, as well as to focus on innovation,science, and technology cooperation by building innovation andentrepreneurship incubators and convening a seminar on climate response,as the second and third areas of cooperation. Fourthly, China and the GCCstates will aim to deepen aerospace cooperation by working on remotesensing and communications satellites, space utilisation, and the selectionand training of astronauts. And finally, they will cooperate on language andcultural education by providing Chinese language education and setting upChinese language learning and testing centres (Xi, 2022).In 2023, Sino-Iranian relations reached their peak in April, when QinGang met with Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian inBeijing. Qin Gang emphasised the strong relationship between China andIran and expressed China’s willingness to deepen the comprehensivestrategic partnership between the two countries. He also expressed China’sappreciation for Iran’s support of China’s efforts to safeguard its coreinterests and its opposition to external forces interfering in Iran’s internal
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affairs, as well as his support for Iran to soon become a member state of theSCO (MFA PRC, 2023p). Amir-Abdollahian congratulated China on thesuccess of its 2023 Two Sessions and expressed Iran’s commitment tofollowing through on the outcomes of President Raisi’s visit to China andimplementing the comprehensive cooperation plan between Iran and China.Both sides expressed their support for each other’s initiatives, includingChina’s Global Civilization Initiative, and pledged to continue workingtogether to safeguard common interests (MFA PRC, 2023p). During the Group Meeting with Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Minister PrinceFaisal bin Farhan Al Saud and Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian, Qin Gang stated that the recent improvement in Saudi Arabia-Iran relations has positive implications in four areas: it enhances regionalpeace and stability and promotes cooperation among neighbouring countries;it demonstrates that conflicts can be resolved through dialogue and meets thecommon interests of regional nations; it sets a positive example for the GlobalSecurity Initiative; and it shows progress in humanity’s efforts towardsconflict resolution and reconciliation (Qin, 2023).Webster and Pelayo (2023) believe that growing security cooperationbetween China and the GCC is particularly noteworthy given the region’sincreasing dissatisfaction with the West. The latter has been criticised foreither doing “too much” in places like Iraq or “not doing enough” incountries such as Iran. It is worth noting, however, that China’s expandingpresence in the region is not solely driven by a desire to challenge the US.In addition to Beijing’s greater push for influence, many regional capitalsare also seeking to attract China politically, creating a pull factor (Websterand Pelayo, 2023). They also argue that Beijing’s recent actions in the region are a result ofits establishment of its first overseas military base in Djibouti in 2017, whichis strategically located near the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait and the Gulf of Aden,suggesting that “China seeks to project military power beyond its bordersin addition to its expanding regional economic interests; though Chinainitially denied any intention of using the base for military purposes, itslocation and capacity indicate otherwise” (Webster and Pelayo, 2023).The last segment of China’s Gulf policy is characterised by furtherassertive actions taking place in this region. In March 2023, China conductedmilitary joint drills with Iran and Russia in the Gulf of Oman as part of theSecurity Belt-2023 joint maritime exercise (MoD PRC, 2023d). This exercisewas a continuation of the joint maritime exercises held among China, Iran,
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and Russia in 2019 and 2022. China’s MoD announced that this exercise wasconducted under the theme of “Working Together to Create Security andPeace” and included drills on various subjects, such as maritime shooting,joint search and rescue, communications, and counterterrorism andcounter-piracy operations (MoD PRC, 2023d).The exercise, which lasted for three days between March 15 and 17,simulated a scenario where ships carrying cargo were hijacked. It alsoincluded precision shooting drills against a simulated enemy as well assearch and rescue exercises (MoD PRC, 2023d). A similar drill, though a bitsouthern in the Indian Ocean, was held in January 2022. The significance ofthis military exercise is attributed to the fact that the Strait of Hormuz wasrecognised as one of the three strategically important areas in the world interms of global security. The exercise narrative emphasised that in additionto the Strait of Hormuz, the Malacca Strait and Bab-el-Mandeb also holdsignificant importance in terms of their role in international trade, whichresults in China, Russia, and Iran putting forth significant efforts to maintainsecurity in these critical waterways (IRNA, 2022).However, the aforementioned military exercise was preceded by anotherexercise that was held in February 2023 near the Pakistani city of Karachi,which is also located near the Strait of Hormuz. The AMAN-23 militaryexercise involved warships, aircraft, special operations forces, andnumerous observers from over 50 countries. The multinational maritimeexercise in which China participated actively has helped to improve theparticipating countries’ ability to respond jointly to maritime securitythreats and demonstrated the determination of all participants to jointlysafeguard maritime security (PRC MoD, 2023p).Jonathan Fulton (2021) argues that security cooperation between Chinaand the Persian Gulf states has not yet advanced to a significant level, andthis can be attributed in part to the United States’ dominant militarypresence in the region. Both China and the Gulf monarchies are concernedthat any deepening of their security cooperation could strain theirrelationships with the US, and as a result, they have not taken many stepsto strengthen security ties (2020: 501). Fulton recognises that China hassome security interests in Iraq, primarily centred around the protection oftheir oil interests and citizens working there, but the ongoing instability inthe country means that prospects for deeper engagement on the securityfront with Iraq are currently limited (2020: 501). As a result, the focus fornow remains on lower-level involvement, such as joint training exercises
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and weapons sales, as a part of the Gulf states hedging between the US andChina (2020: 501). The Gulf region has been a key link in the BRI chain, as noted byLokhande (2017). China’s involvement in economic governance in theMiddle East, particularly in the Gulf region, is marked by distinctive goalsthat differ from those of its Western counterparts. These differences extendto security and military cooperation as well.Referring to previously identified matters, it could be argued that China’spolicy towards the Persian Gulf region can be characterised through theapplication of the “1+2+3 principle” enacted by China in 2014 and reaffirmedin its “China-Arab policy paper” adopted in 2016. In this constellation, “1”stands for energy cooperation, “2” for trade and infrastructure investments,and “3” stands for nuclear energy, space satellite development, andrenewable energy (China’s Arab Policy Paper, 2016).25 The “1+2+3” patternis being conducted by China in the post-pandemic period by four specificmeans. The first is the effort to build political relations with these countriesbased on supplying energy to China, which reflects China’s significant energydependence on this part of the world. This interest in the Gulf region overthe past five years has led to China’s increased desire for security influencein regional issues, which leads to the second means of its Gulf policy: effortsto invest in strategic-security sectors such as oil pipelines and energyinfrastructure and to maintain the security of the Strait of Hormuz as themost important geographical area for the transit of oil and other derivativesto the whole world, especially to Asian countries.The third component and means of China’s security policy for the Gulflie in the implementation of its assertive military activities through jointmilitary exercises with Russia and Iran in April 2023, building on similar
25 The first priority area is energy cooperation, which includes expanding oil and gas trade,developing clean and low-carbon technologies, and establishing a China-GCC forum onpeaceful use of nuclear technology. The second and third priority areas focus on financeand investment and innovation, science, and technology cooperation, respectively. Theyinvolve collaboration on financial regulation, investment, and green development, as wellas building innovation and entrepreneurship incubators and convening a seminar onclimate response. The fourth priority area is aerospace cooperation, which aims to fosterbreakthroughs in remote sensing and communication satellites, space utilisation, anddeep space exploration. Finally, the fifth priority area is language and culturalcooperation, which includes the promotion of Chinese language education and people-to-people and cultural exchanges.



exercises organised in 2019 and 2022. However, it remains to be seen howsuch military efforts will manifest themselves in the near future, and it islikely that this assertiveness could intensify in the future. The fourth andmost profound component of China’s security policy for this part of theworld is its efforts to position itself as a key external factor in possibledispute resolution and regulation of the regional interstate regime in thisarea. This refers, first of all, to China’s recent mediation in the Iran-Saudidispute and the re-establishment of diplomatic relations. This componentof China’s policy is essential and significant, as it has the potential to shapethe region’s political and economic landscape in the long run.
China’s Security Plea for the ArcticThe Arctic is a region that encompasses the area within the Arctic Circle,an imaginary line at approximately 66.5 degrees north latitude. It spansacross three continents and includes the territories of eight countries:Canada, Greenland (Denmark), Russia, the United States, Norway, Sweden,Finland, and Iceland. The region is characterised by its extremely coldtemperatures, vast expanses of ice, and unique ecosystems adapted to theextreme conditions. Socially, the Arctic region is home to many indigenouscommunities, including the Inuit, Saami, and Yakuts, who have traditionallyrelied on hunting, fishing, and herding for their livelihoods. The region isvastly rich in natural resources such as oil, gas, minerals, and fish, making itan important economic and geopolitical area of interest for many countries.Climate change is having a significant impact on the Arctic, with risingtemperatures causing melting ice and opening up new shipping routes andresource exploration opportunities, making this region a “security affair”and a new potential area for further geopolitical competition among thegreat powers.The Arctic region is emerging as a significant alternative maritime routeto Europe. Given China’s declared long-term foreign policy goal of ensuringpeace and stability in this area, it is reasonable to anticipate a more assertiveArctic approach. The increasing involvement of various actors in the Arctichas prompted scholarly discussions about the potential establishment of anew hegemon in this region. Scholars have questioned whether China, as agrowing global leader, possesses the capacity to assume the role of“sovereign of the Arctic” (Stekić, 2021a) and how such a status could belegitimised on the international political stage. Answering this question isclosely intertwined with discussions on the future dynamics of regional
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security in the Arctic. Several authors (Røseth, 2014; Daniels & Mitchell,2017) highlight the growing geopolitical significance of the Arctic andemphasise its inclusion as a crucial factor in the analysis of relationsbetween major powers in the coming decade. They argue that the Arcticrepresents a distinct sphere where traditional Westphalian notions of hardnational power are absent, creating a vacuum that may prompt dominantactors to assert their presence. These discussions underscore the evolvingdynamics in the Arctic and the heightened importance attributed to theregion in global affairs. As China’s influence and presence continue toexpand, its engagement in the Arctic is likely to become more prominent.The Arctic’s potential as a strategic maritime route and its significance inshaping relations between major powers emphasise the need forcomprehensive analysis and understanding of this region.Shipping through the Arctic is becoming increasingly viable due to theshrinking sea ice caused by global warming. The Northern Sea Route (NSR),which runs along the Russian Arctic coast, is of particular interest toshippers due to its potential to significantly shorten transit times betweenEurope and Asia compared to traditional routes through the Suez Canal oraround the Cape of Good Hope. In recent years, there has been a steadyincrease in shipping activity along the NSR, with the number of vessels usingthe route rising from 46 in 2012 to 510 in 2020. According to Humpert(2023), the volume of cargo passing through the Northern Sea Route (NSR)has displayed a notable upward trend. In 2023, the NSR witnessed a modest2 million metric tonnes of cargo, but subsequent years have shown aconsistent and substantial increase. Specifically, in 2017, the NSRaccommodated 15 million metric tonnes of cargo, while between 2019 and2023, the annual cargo volume has consistently hovered around 20 millionmetric tonnes (Humpert, 2023). Projections indicate a remarkable surge incargo volume for the NSR in the coming years. It is anticipated that by 2024,the amount will soar to an astounding 80 million metric tonnes, and by2030, it is predicted to reach 200 million metric tonnes (Humpert, 2023).Long-term forecasts even suggest that by 2035, the NSR could handleapproximately 270 million metric tonnes of goods. To provide context, theSuez Canal, renowned as one of the world’s busiest shipping routes,witnessed a throughput of 1.27 billion metric tonnes of cargo in 2022. Thesefigures highlight the remarkable potential of the NSR, as just a few yearsago, the notion that it could handle 20 percent of the cargo volume of theSuez Canal would have appeared implausible (Humpert, 2023).
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However, despite the potential benefits of Arctic shipping, there are alsosignificant challenges and risks. The harsh climate, unpredictable weatherpatterns, and lack of infrastructure and emergency response capabilitiespose serious threats to safety and security. The potential for accidents or oilspills could have disastrous consequences for the fragile Arctic environment,and the limited capacity for search and rescue operations could leave crewsstranded in remote and dangerous locations. In addition, the geopoliticalimplications of increased Arctic shipping are complex and potentiallycontentious. As more countries seek to exploit the economic and strategicopportunities presented by the Arctic, there is a risk of competition andconflict over territorial claims and resource extraction. Russia, in particular,has been investing heavily in developing its Arctic infrastructure andpromoting the NSR as a key shipping route, raising concerns among someWestern countries about its growing influence in the region.As the Arctic becomes more accessible due to melting ice caused byclimate change, countries around the world are eyeing its vast naturalresources and potential shipping routes. Even though it is not geographicallylocated within the Arctic Circle, China has increasingly shown interest in theregion in recent years. Even being more than 1400 kilometres away fromthe Arctic, China declared itself a “near-Arctic State” in its only documentregulating its stance towards the Arctic, China’s Arctic Policy (2018). Thisclaim was supported by geographical reasons, stating that it is one of thecontinental states that are closest to the Arctic Circle (2018: II). With thisdocument outlining its strategic objectives and vision for the region, Chinaarticulated its policy on the principle of “respect, cooperation, win-win, andsustainability” (China Arctic Policy, 2018). It aims to contribute to thesustainable development of the Arctic, uphold the legal order of the region,and safeguard its peace and stability. To achieve these objectives, China’spolicy focuses on three main areas: environmental protection, economiccooperation, and scientific research. The paper claims China is committedto protecting the fragile Arctic environment and preserving its biodiversity.The country has stated that it will comply with international laws andregulations related to environmental protection in the Arctic and activelyparticipate in regional cooperation on environmental issues. China has alsopledged to reduce its carbon emissions and promote clean energydevelopment to combat climate change, which is causing the Arctic ice tomelt at an alarming rate. In addition, China has expressed its support forthe establishment of a “Polar Silk Road” that would connect Asia, Europe,and the Arctic region through maritime trade routes. However, China has
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also recognised the need to protect the environment and ensure the safetyof shipping in the Arctic. To this end, China has stated that it will work withother countries to develop and implement safety standards for Arcticshipping and support the establishment of an international search andrescue centre in the region. Economic cooperation is the next segment ofthis policy, as the Arctic is rich in natural resources such as oil, gas, andminerals, and China is interested in exploring these resources to meet itsgrowing energy needs. China has stated that it will conduct “lawful andreasonable” economic activities in the Arctic and participate in regionalcooperation on resource exploration and exploitation. However, China hasalso recognised the need to ensure that such activities are conducted in anenvironmentally responsible manner and that the rights of indigenouspeoples are respected. China has expressed its interest in participating ininfrastructure development projects in the Arctic, such as the constructionof ports, railways, and other transportation facilities. China has alreadyinvested in infrastructure projects in Iceland and is exploring opportunitiesfor further investment in other Arctic countries. China has also expressedits willingness to participate in the development of the Arctic shippingindustry, including the construction of icebreakers and other vessels neededfor Arctic navigation. China has stated that it will conduct scientific research in the Arctic tobetter understand the region’s ecology, climate, and other naturalphenomena. It has already established research stations in Iceland andNorway and plans to conduct further research in other Arctic countries.Furthermore, Beijing has also expressed its willingness to cooperate withother countries on scientific research in the region and to share data andinformation. China’s policy for the Arctic has drawn both praise andcriticism from the international community. Some have welcomed China’scommitment to environmental protection and its willingness to participatein regional cooperation on economic and scientific issues. Others haveexpressed concerns about China’s increasing presence in the region and itspotential impact on the Arctic’s delicate ecosystem. One issue that has raisedparticular concerns is China’s interest in exploiting the Arctic’s naturalresources. The US has accused China of engaging in “resource nationalism”and seeking to dominate the region’s natural resources at the expense ofother countries. Others have questioned China’s commitment toenvironmental protection and suggested that its economic activities in theregion could cause irreparable harm to the Arctic ecosystem. In response
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to these concerns, China has emphasised that its activities in the Arctic willbe conducted in a responsible and sustainable manner.China’s exports to Western markets have historically used the mostlogical and nearest maritime route, which commences in Chinese ports,crosses the Strait of Malacca, follows the coasts of India, and proceedstowards the Persian Gulf or goes through the Suez Canal into theMediterranean Sea, further advancing to European ports. However, thisroute presents significant security risks to merchant ships, with the Straitof Malacca, the Indian Ocean route, and international waters beingconsidered the most insecure areas for shipping (Starr, 2013). Ensuringmaritime security has been a major concern for China, particularly withregard to the Strait of Malacca, a critical transit point for merchant ships.To describe China’s security concerns in this region, then Chinese PresidentHu Jintao coined the term “Malacca Dilemma” in 2003, as non-state actorssuch as pirates and terrorists could attack merchant ships. Additionally,other states may intentionally disrupt shipping traffic, thereby impedingChina’s continuous transit (Hu, 2003). The changing natural conditions fornavigation in the Arctic, coupled with increased activity in the region,prompted China to develop a more comprehensive policy for the Arctic.This was achieved through two significant policy documents: the Visionfor Maritime Cooperation within the Belt and Road Initiative (adopted in2017) and China’s Strategic Arctic Policy document. The latter isconsidered the most important document that guides China’s currentpolicy in the Arctic. Prior to these policy documents, China had alreadyinstitutionalised its participation in regional issues by obtaining observerstatus in the Arctic Council in 2013. The Arctic Council is a significantmultilateral forum that focuses on the formulation and implementation ofsectoral policies in the Arctic.One of the additional claims of the official Beijing about the reasons forincreasing involvement in the Arctic is its historical dedication to the region.As stated in China’s Arctic Policy White Paper in 1925, it became aparticipant in the Spitsbergen Treaty, signalling its early engagement inaddressing Arctic matters. China’s active involvement in scientific researchin the Arctic is exemplified by its membership in the International ArcticScience Committee in 1996 (China Arctic Policy, 2018). This marked asignificant step towards enhancing its participation in scientific endeavoursin the region. Starting in 1999, China has organised multiple scientificexpeditions in the Arctic, utilising its research vessel, the Xue Long (SnowDragon), as a key platform, while in 2004, China constructed the Arctic
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Yellow River Station in Ny Alesund, situated in the Spitsbergen Archipelago(China Arctic Policy, 2018). China’s commitment to fostering internationaldialogue and collaboration on Arctic matters was evident when it becamethe first Asian country to host the Arctic Science Summit Week in 2005. Thishigh-level conference on Arctic affairs served as a platform for knowledgeexchange and cooperation. At the contemporary institutional level, China has established the PolarResearch Institute under the Ministry of Natural Resources, headquarteredin Shanghai, which is dedicated to the study of the Arctic (as well asAntarctica) and the management of Chinese-produced icebreakers Xuě Lóngand Xuě Lóng 2. According to the Institute’s data, the Xuelong is a Chineseicebreaker vessel that has a length of 167 metres, a gross tonnage of 15,352tonnes, a moulded breadth of 22.6 metres, and a moulded depth of 13.5metres (Polar Research Institute, 2023). The vessel’s loaded draft is 9.0metres, and its loaded displacement is 21,025 tonnes. With a maximumspeed of 17.9 knots, an endurance of 20,000 nautical miles, and a capacityof 120 individuals, the R/V Xuelong has the ability to continuously breakthrough ice that is 1.2 metres thick at a speed of 1.5 knots (Polar ResearchInstitute, 2023). The Xuelong 2, on the other hand, has a length of 122.5metres, a moulded breadth of 22.32 metres, and a moulded depth of 11.8metres, with a designed draft of 7.85 metres and a designed displacementof approximately 13,990 tonnes. It has a maximum speed of 18 knots, anendurance of 20,000 nautical miles, and a capacity of 101 individuals. Thevessel has the capability to continuously break through ice that is 1.5 metresthick at a speed of 2-3 knots (Polar Research Institute, 2023).In terms of the proclaimed goals, as well as in the absence of an officialact or strategy that would renew the goals of China’s policy in the Arctic, itcan be assumed that China’s security policy in this part of the world isoriented towards a dual civil-military approach. Funaiole and associates(2023) posit that China’s contributions to polar science have not onlygranted it a platform and influence in polar affairs but have also createdopportunities to advance its military and strategic objectives. It is worthnoting that leveraging scientific activities for strategic purposes is notexclusive to China, as other major powers have similarly employed thisapproach. However, the intensifying geopolitical competition in the polarregions is amplifying the significance of China’s polar endeavours (Funaiole,2023). To demonstrate the significance of the civilian domain that Chinarelies upon, it has concluded numerous agreements in the energy domain,primarily with the Russian Federation. In addition to crude oil and LNG, the
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Arctic region is currently recognised for its significant titanium reserves. Anotable development in this regard occurred in February 2023 whenRussian Titanium Resources (Rustitan) and China Communications andConstruction Company entered into an agreement to jointly develop thePizhemskoye mining project situated in the Komi Republic. As highlightedby Humpert (2023b), an essential element of this project is thetransportation infrastructure, which facilitates the export of materials viathe Urals and Siberia, ultimately channelling cargo through the NSR.Matthew Funaiole and associates (2023) highlight that over the past sevenyears, a subsidiary of China Poly Group, a state-owned defence industrygiant, has invested $300 million in a coal terminal located in Murmansk andhas committed to the development of a deepwater port in Arkhangelsk(Funaiole et al., 2023). Furthermore, Chinese financiers have contributedup to 60 percent of the capital for Russia’s Yamal liquefied natural gas (LNG)project, which concludes at the port city of Sabetta. The Yamal project isconsidered a pivotal investment for Russia in the Northern Sea Route, withexpectations of producing approximately 926 billion cubic metres of LNGfrom the South Tambey field, earning it the status of a “crown jewel”(Funaiole et al., 2023).Rush Doshi and associates (2021) also recognise the significance thatChina places on scientific endeavours within the realm of Arctic research.In alignment with the aforementioned scholars, they validate the presenceof a dualistic approach to the Arctic in recent years, specifically emphasisingChina’s aspirations and the impression it engenders among other nations.These authors rely on the discourse delivered by Liu Cigui, the Director ofthe State Oceanic Administration of China, in 2014, in which he delineatedChina’s Arctic strategy into three distinct periods. The first period, spanningfrom 1980 to 2000, constituted a preparatory phase and marked theinitiation of activities at the North and South Poles, aligned with China’sbroader opening to the outside world. The second period, extending until2015, was characterised as the “development stage,” during which Chinabolstered its capabilities in the Arctic by constructing icebreakers,autonomous platforms, and Arctic-adapted aircraft, as well as engaging inincreased political activities such as obtaining membership in the ArcticCouncil. However, the authors contend that the most pivotal phase withinthis timeline is the period from 2015 to 2030, denoting China’s emergenceas a “polar great power” (Doshi et al., 2021). According to them, this conceptencompasses not only hard power elements but also transcends them,heralding a more substantial Chinese presence in the Arctic. This presence
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is anticipated to encompass additional scientific expeditions, theestablishment of more research stations, the deployment of new fixed-wingaircraft and icebreakers, enhanced autonomous capabilities, the formationof a “polar survey fleet”, augmented technological investments, thedevelopment of a Polar Silk Road, intensified efforts to safeguard China’sArctic rights and interests, and increased military deployments within theregion (Doshi et al., 2021: 6). Consequently, China adopts a dual perspectiveon the Arctic, one driven by its aspirations to become a polar great powerand the other viewing the Arctic as “China’s new strategic frontiers” (Doshiet al., 2021: 9). To illustrate this, the authors highlight that China’s NationalSecurity Law from 2015 emphasised China’s interests in these “newfrontiers”, outlining the domains encompassed by these interests, therebyestablishing a legal framework to safeguard China’s rights in the Arctic(2021: 10).The Arctic Circle is compounded by the territories of countries withvarious political regime types. While Canada, the US, and the Nordic statesare all democracies, Russia, on the other hand, is rather anocratic, whileaspiring China as a “near-Arctic” state is authoritarian (V-Dem, 2023). Sucha mix of polities in this region implied that some studies attempted toimplement the Democratic Peace Theory postulates to determine whetherthe theoretical premise of inter-democratic wars in the maritime context isconfirmed within the wider historical context. Statistical research onwhether democratic dyads are more likely to get involved in the armedconflict over maritime resources was conducted by Kelly Daniels and SaraMcLaughlin Mitchell in 2017. Their study demonstrated that diplomaticdisputes over maritime claims are more prevalent among democratic dyadscompared to mixed or autocratic dyads (2017: 306).Moreover, they discovered that economic capabilities play a significantrole in shaping the likelihood of maritime conflicts (2017: 306), which mightbe extremely applicable to the Arctic context. Major powers and highlydeveloped states exhibit a greater propensity to pursue maritime claims,while the presence of asymmetric economic ties tends to reduce the chancesof conflict. Additionally, their theoretical framework suggests that states’aggressive tendencies to compete for maritime resources are heightened inthreatening security environments, particularly in the aftermath of theSeptember 2001 terrorist attacks (Daniels and Mitchell, 2017).China’s strong desire to secure the northern route could potentially turnthe Arctic into a new regional security complex. While the NSR is attractive
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to China due to its shorter duration, the lack of infrastructure, harsh weatherconditions, and limited search and rescue capabilities during emergenciespose significant challenges (Røseth, 2014). China’s assertive stance towardsthe Arctic region aligns with all three proposed modifications of the theoryof hegemonic stability: it favours regional domination over globaldominance, is not achieved through military force, and is unlikely to causea large-scale conflict with other great powers like Russia and the US. Thenature and degree of China’s assertiveness will determine the dynamics ofregional security in the Arctic over the next decade (Stekić, 2021). Counterintuitively, each of these assumptions is not in line with whatChina’s officially proclaimed policy is. In terms of security affairs, Chinaadvocates for the “peaceful utilisation of the Arctic and upholds itscommitment to preserving peace, stability, and the security of maritimetrade, operations, and transportation in the region” (China Arctic Policy,2018). While recognising the importance of “safeguarding lives andproperty” in the Arctic, it supports the “peaceful resolution of territorial andmaritime disputes among all relevant parties in accordance with establishedtreaties such as the UN Charter, the United Nations Convention on the Lawof the Sea (UNCLOS), and general international law” (2018: 4). In line withthese principles, China endorses endeavours aimed at protecting securityand stability in the Arctic region. But rather than these diplomatic theses,from the standpoint of realpolitik, this region will play a securitized role notonly in Beijing’s steps but in Moscow and Washington as well. Making a“security plea” means a contribution towards the preparation of moreassertive actions in the ice-melting Arctic with more and more capacity forcargo transit that would not have security-related obstacles such as thesouthern route in the Malacca Strait and throughout the Indian Ocean withpiracy. According to Lajeunesse and Choi (2021), China’s Arctic policy lacksa clear articulation of its security interests in the region, resulting in aninadequate definition. However, these authors suggest that China’s futuredeployments in the Arctic may include the deployment of domesticallyproduced submarines. They posit that China may seek a presence in theregion to safeguard its commercial interests, deter potential adversaries,and assert its influence in regional governance. Brady (2021) views this development as a natural progression for thePLAN as it aligns with the principles espoused by Mahan regarding thestrategies of rising powers (2021: 7). China’s approach to the Arctic region,as outlined in the China Arctic Policy of 2018, demonstrates its commitmentto considering the interests of other nations and the global community at
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large. Regardless of whether the Arctic evolves into a distinct regionalsecurity complex, China would recognise the significance of “safeguardingand advancing Arctic-related matters” (2018: 6), even if it is notgeographically in the polar circle. In doing so, China aims to maintain anequilibrium between its immediate and long-term interests, therebyfostering the sustainable development of the Arctic (China Arctic Policy,2018). It is interesting to note how the US perceives China as an “aggressive”entity, even in Arctic affairs. According to the US National Security Strategy,China has demonstrated “a growing interest in the Arctic region,characterised by increased investments, scientific endeavours, and theutilisation of dual-use research with potential intelligence or militaryapplications” (NSS, 2022: 44). Recognising these developments, the UnitedStates aims to ensure its security in the region through various measures.To effectively address emerging challenges, it seeks to “enhance its maritimedomain awareness, bolster communication capabilities, strengthen disasterresponse capabilities, and improve icebreaking capacity” (NSS, 2022: 44).These efforts are intended to prepare for the anticipated rise in internationalactivities in the Arctic region. By actively improving its understanding of themaritime domain and promoting effective communication channels, theUnited States aims to maintain situational awareness and respondeffectively to potential security threats. The Pentagon recognises China’sgrowing engagement in the Arctic, which has resulted in new avenues forcollaboration between China and Russia (Pentagon, 2022). The RussianForeign Minister has emphasised that China is Russia’s “priority partner”in the Arctic region. In April 2019, the establishment of the Sino-RussianArctic Research Centre further solidified their cooperation. But the COVID-19 pandemic limited the extent of joint research expeditions and plans tostudy optimal routes of the Northern Sea Route (NSR) and climate change.
China’s Space PolicySpace policy is a relatively underexplored aspect within the variousspatial layers of security policy. Despite its relative neglect, space hashistorically been a significant arena for competing for technologicalsupremacy, particularly during the Cold War. This domain offers valuableinsights into a country’s technological development, making it an importantdimension to observe. Over the past two decades, China has madesubstantial strides in its space programme, positioning itself as a strongcompetitor alongside the United States, the Russian Federation, and
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nowadays India. The importance of space in the field of Security Studies hasbeen recognised in numerous scientific publications. Lađevac and Stekić(2023) point out that space can serve as a potential locus of global securityand a dimension for strategic competition among major powers in theinternational system. This acknowledgement emphasises the need toconsider space as a significant component in the analysis of security policies.Understanding a state’s engagement in space policy provides valuableinsights into its technological advancements, military capabilities, andpotential areas of strategic advantage. It is within this context that China’sprogress in its space programme becomes noteworthy, as it has kept pacewith established space powers such as the United States and Russia. Therecognition of space as a potential locus of global security highlights itsrelevance in the broader dynamics of international relations. As majorpowers compete for dominance, space becomes an arena where strategicrivalries unfold, encompassing intelligence, communication, reconnaissance,and potentially offensive capabilities. Exploring this dimension enriches ourunderstanding of the multifaceted nature of security policy and itsimplications within the international system. The analysis proceeds as follows: After a brief introduction to China’sspace programme, including its history, objectives, and milestones, itscurrent space policy and strategy will be examined. Special attention willbe paid to inspect what are the main stakeholders of China’s space industry,i.e., state-owned enterprises and private companies that provide explorationof space in the satellite tech sphere. Furthermore, the analysis will captureChina’s international cooperation in space policy and military use of spaceand its impact on international security and stability, especially China’sdevelopment of anti-satellite weapons and other military capabilities inspace and how they fit into China’s overall military strategy.Geopolitical competition in space has intensified in recent years as aresult of China’s ascent to space dominance. It competes with othersignificant spacefaring countries, especially the US and Russia, fortechnological leadership, successes in space exploration, and influence overglobal space governance. The goal of dominating space is consistent withChina’s larger aspiration to become a great power and influence worldpolitics. Usually, some scholars argue that there are three motives layingbehind China’s Space Programme: military applications, soft powerprojection, and new norms and governance promotion (Handberg and Li,2006). In order to enable capabilities like information gathering, satellite
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navigation, missile defence, and anti-satellite weaponry, China’s spaceprogramme aids its military modernization ambitions.These developments spur strategic competition in space and generateconcerns among other countries about potential dangers to their spaceassets. Furthermore, China exploits its space programme to improve itsreputation and influence abroad by taking advantage of soft power. Chinapromotes alliances and goodwill with other nations through internationalcollaboration, such as the space cooperation framework of the Belt and RoadInitiative, achieving its geopolitical goals. Last but not least, China activelyengages in international forums for space administration and works toinfluence the creation of space norms and regulations. By advocating formultilateralism, equitable access to space resources, and the prevention ofweaponization of outer space, China aims to position itself as a responsiblespace actor and gain influence in global space governance frameworks.China’s space programme serves as a showcase for its scientific strengthand national prestige, spurring domestic innovation and economic growth.The larger objective of China is to move from a manufacturing-basedeconomy to a knowledge-based economy, and advancements in spacetechnology help with this. Additionally, the development of China’s nationalsecurity and defence capabilities is greatly aided by its space program.Satellites make it possible to perform crucial tasks includingcommunication, reconnaissance, surveillance, and navigation, giving Chinabetter situational awareness and a more robust defensive posture. Theintegration of space assets into China’s military operations is seen as crucialfor safeguarding its interests and maintaining regional stability. At thedoctrinary and strategic level, China also devotes a lot of attention to itsouter space policy. The White Paper of Defence from 2019 confirms that: “Outer space is a critical domain in international strategiccompetition. Outer space security provides strategic assurance fornational and social development. In the interest of the peaceful useof outer space, China actively participates in international spacecooperation, develops relevant technologies and capabilities,advances holistic management of space-based informationresources, strengthens space situation awareness, safeguards spaceassets, and enhances the capacity to safely enter, exit, and openly useouter space” (White Paper on Defence, 2019).From a geopolitical perspective, China’s space programme allows it toassert its influence on the global stage and challenge the dominance of
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traditional space powers such as the United States and Russia. By achievingsignificant milestones in space exploration, such as manned missions andlunar landings, China aims to demonstrate its technological prowess andproject itself as a global leader in space exploration and research.Furthermore, China’s space programme aligns with its broader foreign policyobjectives, such as the BRI. This initiative seeks to enhance connectivity andinfrastructure development across the Eurasian continent and beyond. Spacetechnology and satellite systems play a vital role in supporting the BRI’sobjectives, enabling improved communication, navigation, and remotesensing capabilities for infrastructure projects and maritime security.China’s growing investment in infrastructure and space-relatedbusinesses indicates its long-term goal of becoming a significant space power.Its commitment of substantial financial resources and human capital to spaceresearch, development, and production reflects this aim. China wants toestablish itself as a major player in the global space market by developing arobust space industry, not only in terms of satellite production but also interms of offering launch services and other space-related technology.In January 2022, China released its newest white paper on space activities,titled “China’s Space Programme: A 2021 Perspective”. It was the fifth suchpublication, following previous white papers in 2000, 2006, 2011, and 2016.The paper is a follow-up to 2016, when China launched its high-tech approachto space exploration and took some significant steps, as evidenced by theconstruction and operation of the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System and asteady increase in space infrastructure (State Council, 2022).The mission of China’s space programme encompasses several keyobjectives. Firstly, it aims to explore outer space with the intention ofadvancing humanity’s comprehension of the Earth and the cosmos (StateCouncil, 2022). Through scientific research and exploration missions, Chinaseeks to contribute to the global knowledge base and deepen ourunderstanding of the universe. Additionally, the programme seeks to fosterglobal consensus on the responsible utilisation of outer space for peacefulpurposes while ensuring the security of space assets to benefit all ofhumanity. Moreover, the programme strives to address the demands ofeconomic, scientific, and technological development within China. Byinvesting in space-related industries and fostering innovation, China aimsto stimulate socio-economic growth and enhance its technological prowess. Furthermore, the programme acknowledges the significance of meetingnational security requirements and promoting social progress (State
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Council, 2022). Additionally, the mission of China’s space programmeencompasses endeavours to elevate the scientific and cultural levels of theChinese population. By engaging in space exploration and related scientificactivities, China aims to inspire and educate its citizens, thereby cultivatingscientific literacy and fostering cultural enrichment. Additionally, theprogramme plays a role in safeguarding China’s national rights and interestsin the context of space activities while contributing to the overallstrengthening of the country. The paper advocates “safeguarding outerspace security and pursuing long-term sustainability in operations relatingto outer space”, but it also seeks to expand its space footprint generally inorder to uphold China’s national security (State Council, 2022).China has additionally outlined ambitious plans to achieve crewed lunarlandings before the year 2030, signifying its active engagement in what isincreasingly perceived as a renewed space race (Source One, 2023).Concurrently, the United States has set its sights on returning astronauts tothe lunar surface by the conclusion of 2025. During a press conference heldin April 2023, Lin Xiqiang, the Deputy Director of the Chinese Manned SpaceAgency, officially affirmed China’s objective, although no precise timelinewas provided (Source One, 2023). In addition, Lin disclosed that Chinaintends to augment its in-orbit crewed space station by incorporating anadditional module. This announcement coincided with the imminent launchof the Shenzhou 16 spacecraft, which transports a new three-person crewto the Tiangong station, fostering a temporary overlap with the existingthree astronauts already present aboard the station.
Navigating Africa and OceaniaChina’s regional policies in Africa and Oceania are still developing anddeserve significant attention in analysing China’s global agenda. AlthoughAfrica is a vast and diverse continent, China has a straightforward approachto cooperation with the countries there. This approach involves developinginvestment cycles, constructing major infrastructure projects, and gainingsupport from African countries for a new multilateralism in internationalrelations, led by China. More recently, China has taken a slightly moreassertive stance with the construction of its first overseas PLA military basein Djibouti in 2016, which became operational in 2017. Furthermore, thevast space of (especially eastern) Africa and Oceania is within the focus ofthe extraterritorial military presence of China. It primarily caters tocountries that are not strongly aligned with the West and strategically
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chooses the location of its overseas capabilities to avoid the “imperialoverstretch” paradox. 
a. China’s Security Agenda for AfricaChina’s engagement with Africa dates back to the 1950s, with theestablishment of diplomatic relations with Egypt. Since then, China hasexpanded its presence and investment on the continent. In 2000, Chinalaunched the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) to promoteeconomic and trade relations between the two regions. Since then, China’sinvestment in Africa has grown significantly, with Chinese companiesinvesting heavily in infrastructure, natural resources, and energy projects.One significant aspect of China’s engagement with Africa is its securityinterests, as reflected in the establishment of its military base in Djibouti.The base is strategically located at the entrance of the Red Sea, making it avital hub for maritime trade. In addition to supporting China’s anti-piracyoperations in the Gulf of Aden, the base provides China with a foothold inthe region and allows it to project power and protect its interests. China’ssecurity interests in Africa extend beyond the Djibouti base, with China alsoproviding military aid and training to African countries. However, China’smilitary presence and activities in Africa have also raised concerns amongsome Western powers, who view it as a challenge to their interests andinfluence on the continent. In 2020, Jean-Pierre Cabesten contended thatChina’s first military base outside its own territory, established in Djibouti,has symbolised a “microcosm of China’s growing competition with the US”(Cabesten, 2020). Furthermore, in his paper on China’s security policy over(East) Africa, he made the assumption that this continent could play adecisive role in creating the new bipolarity of the international system(2020: 746).
b. Navigating Security Issues in OceaniaIn April 2022, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced thatChina had signed a security agreement (pact)26 with the Solomon Islands,

26 Security alliances and defence alliances are two distinct concepts within internationalrelations. A security alliance encompasses various dimensions of security, includingpolitical, economic, and military aspects. It involves cooperative relationships amongstates to promote mutual security interests, address common threats, and maintain



an archipelago state in Oceania. A year earlier, the Solomon Islands hadsuspended all ties with Taiwan and focused its diplomatic relationsexclusively on Beijing. The claim about the conclusion of the pact caused aflurry of concern in the West, which was reflected in media reports.Although the content of the agreement remained largely unavailable to thepublic, Western media have speculated that it is about China’s desire toinstall military bases in this country, as well as that it represents only China’sfirst step in the “subjugation” of this part of the world in security affairs.Following the signing of the agreement with the Solomon Islands, WangYi, who was then China’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated that theagreement was not an indication that China would sign similar deals withother countries in Oceania, including Fiji, Vanuatu, Tonga, and AmericanSamoa (Chinese MFA, 2022a). Additionally, Prime Minister ManassehSogavare clarified that the agreement did not involve the establishment ofany Chinese military bases on the Solomon Islands’ territory. The agreementrepresents a clear beginning of efforts to respond to China’s threats posedby its containment by the West. In addition, the agreement intensified thesecurity dynamics of this area, taking into account the geographicalproximity of Australia, which took a negative position on the issue of greatersecurity involvement by China in that area.
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stability globally. In contrast, a defence alliance focuses specifically on militarycooperation and collective defence. It entails a formal agreement among states to providemutual assistance in the event of an armed attack on any member state. The primaryobjective of a security alliance is to enhance overall security and stability among memberstates. This involves cooperation in areas such as intelligence sharing, counterterrorismefforts, conflict resolution, and addressing non-military threats like cyber security,climate change, and economic stability. On the other hand, defence alliances primarilyaim to ensure collective defence and deterrence. Member states commit to coming toeach other’s defence in case of an armed attack, forming a united front against externalaggression. Regarding membership, security alliances can have a broad composition,extending beyond traditional military allies. They include states with diverse securityconcerns and interests, emphasising the promotion of overall security and stability inthe international system. Examples of security alliances include the United Nations andregional security arrangements like the Organisation for Security and Cooperation inEurope (OSCE). In contrast, defence alliances tend to have a more restricted membership,consisting of states that share immediate military defence concerns and a commitmentto collective defence. NATO and the Warsaw Pact, which existed during the Cold War, areexamples of defence alliances.



functional layers of China’s security policy

Indo-Pacific Locus ResponseA decade ago, in his 2014 book On China, Henry Kissinger astutelyrecognised the emerging landscape of the Pacific region as a crucial factorin global peace. Specifically, when discussing Sino-American relations, hehighlighted the potential for establishing a novel regional order in thePacific, denoted as the “Pacific Community”. Such an endeavour wouldnecessitate the consideration of three interrelated dimensions: firstly,grappling with challenges stemming from the influence exerted by majorpolitical centres; secondly, seeking to address internal crises within acomprehensive framework that mitigates underlying causes of tension; andfundamentally, acknowledging the potential for a strategic confrontationbetween the two sides separated by the Pacific (Kissinger, 2020: 477).Kissinger posits that China, driven by what he perceives as “unfoundedfear”, seeks to expel the United States from Asia in response to itsapprehension regarding American containment strategies aimed at curbingChina’s rise within the international system (2020: 477). However, this pursuitof driving out the United States would, according to Kissinger, engender newchallenges rather than foster cooperation within the regional framework ofthe Pacific Community, to which both parties belong. Furthermore, Kissingerexpresses critique towards US efforts to implement containment, assertingthat neighbouring countries with substantial resources, such as India, Japan,Vietnam, and particularly Russia, represent geopolitical realities that predateAmerican policy, as China has coexisted with these nations throughout theirrespective histories (Kissinger, 2020: 479).The latest tensions in the South China Sea, on the Korean Peninsula, thefurther deterioration of Beijing`s relations with Taiwan, and many othersecurity incidents have prompted certain authors to propose the conceptof academically thematizing the Indo-Pacific region as a macroregion ofsignificant importance for global security. The premise underlying thisnotion is that, at any given moment, there exists a distinct security regimethat encompasses not only the prevailing discourse among academicauthors but also the actual strategic commitments and orientations of thesuperpowers or major powers within the international relationsframework, focused on a specific geographic area. This particularconceptual space, identified by Lađevac and Stekić (2023) as a locus ofglobal security, emerges from a historical reflection, encompassing the
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intricate interactions among key states in the system and events that giverise to critical focal points. These authors reflect on the philosophicalconsiderations that Hegel set forth in his Lectures on the Philosophy of
History. Hegel indirectly propagated the notion of a central hub of globalsecurity, employing the example of the United States during the 19th-centuryCivil War. Hegel held the belief that the US represented the “country of thefuture”, where its world-historical significance would become apparent inthe forthcoming era. In a similar vein, Hegel designated the MediterraneanSea as the focal point of the Old World, emphasising its indispensable rolein shaping present-day world history (Hegel, 1951). He posited that withoutthe Mediterranean, the course of world history would be drastically altered,much like how ancient Rome or Athens would be bereft of their forums,which served as meeting places for significant societal interactions. Hegel’sclassification of the Oriental, Greek, Roman, and Germanic worlds, withinthe context of an overarching historical continuum, centres around the warsand social phenomena characterising each epoch’s development in worldhistory (Hegel, 1951).Lađevac and Stekić (2023) argue that the concept of locus in globalsecurity reflects the dominance of superpowers, requires a precisedefinition of global security, exhibits geographic exclusivity with someflexibility, can possess multidimensionality, and often encompasses broadregional security complexes.Promotion of the Indo-Pacific has arguably started in 2018, when theUS changed its military command name and mandate from US PacificCommand to US Indo-Pacific Command.27 During a change of commandceremony in Hawaii, US Secretary of Defence James Mattis announced a
27 The US Indo-Pacific Command (USINDOPACOM) encompasses a larger expanse of theglobe than any other geographic combatant command and shares borders with all fiveother geographic combatant commands. It operates with the support of variouscomponent and sub-unified commands, including US Forces Korea, US Forces Japan, USSpecial Operations Command Pacific, US Pacific Fleet, US Marine Forces Pacific, US PacificAir Forces, and US Army Pacific (USINDOPACOM, 2022). According to the officialstatement issued by the US MoD, the primary objective of USINDOPACOM is “to safeguardthe territory of the United States, its citizens, and its interests”. Working alongside alliesand partners, USINDOPACOM is dedicated to enhancing stability in the Asia-Pacific regionthrough the promotion of security cooperation, the encouragement of peacefuldevelopment, the timely response to contingencies, the deterrence of aggression, and, ifrequired, the successful execution of military operations (USINDOPACOM, 2022).



significant move in response to heightened tensions with China regardingthe militarization of the South China Sea. He stated that the US PacificCommand “is renamed the US Indo-Pacific Command, and reflects anexpanded strategic focus, while the decision to rebrand the command wasmade to underscore the evolving security dynamics in the region andacknowledge the growing importance of the broader Indo-Pacific region inUS military strategy” (CNN, 2018). By changing the name, the United Statesaimed to signal its commitment to addressing the security challenges posedby China’s assertive actions in the South China Sea and its expandinginfluence in the wider Indo-Pacific region. This decision served as a clearmessage to China that the United States is actively monitoring andresponding to its military activities and seeks to maintain a favourablebalance of power in the Indo-Pacific.
Illustration 1: Macro-European and Indo-Pacific global security loci with focal points
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Source: According to Lađevac and Stekić, 2023The most recent US National Security Strategy (NSS), published in 2022,states that to realise a free and open Indo-Pacific, collective capacity buildingis paramount. It claims that the US will strengthen “its five regional treatyalliances and deepen partnerships with close allies while recognising thecentrality of ASEAN” (NSS, 2022: 37). Collaborative efforts with South Asianregional partners address challenges such as climate change, the COVID-19pandemic, and “coercive behaviour by the PR China while promotingprosperity and economic connectivity in the Indian Ocean region” (NSS,2022: 37). The NSS recognises the Quad and AUKUS initiatives as keyplayers in vital roles in addressing regional challenges, and the US reinforces



collective strength by fostering closer ties between like-minded Indo-Pacificand European countries. Acknowledging India, Australia, Japan, the Republic of Korea, thePhilippines, and Thailand as major politico-military partners in the Indo-Pacific region, the 2022 NSS reaffirms that the United States has entered acrucial phase in its foreign policy. This new period calls for heightenedengagement and commitment from the United States in the Indo-Pacific,surpassing the level of involvement seen since the Second World War (NSS,2022: 38). It emphasises the exceptional significance of the Indo-Pacificregion, not only for global affairs but also for the everyday lives of Americancitizens. This recognition underscores the strategic importance and prioritygiven to the Indo-Pacific in shaping US foreign policy objectives and actions(NSS, 2022: 38).
Mediating Ukraine's ConflictRussia’s invasion of Ukraine that started on February 24, 2022, has ledto abnormal disturbances in international relations that have consequencesfor their functioning. With Russia’s attack on Ukraine, war is being wagedin Europe for the first time since the 1990s, unless the events related to theRussian annexation of the Crimean Peninsula in 2014 are excluded. The“special military operation” against Ukraine, as Russia designates it, haslasted for more than a year and a half (as of July 2023) and represents aclassic interstate armed conflict. Almost all European countries, with theexception of Belarus and Serbia, imposed sanctions on Russia because ofthis act, and classification into “blocs” that condemn and do not condemnaggression became inevitable from the beginning of the conflict itself. Since its founding in 1949, China has had quite a poor experience inmediating armed conflicts. Rather, its foreign policy approach was based onneutrality and aligned with its Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence,among which the most important one was non-intervention in the internalaffairs of another sovereign country. Despite this stance, China activelyparticipated in the peace negotiations, colloquially known as the “Four-Party Talks”, during 1997 and 1998. This mediation effort involved China,the United States, South Korea, and North Korea, with the aim of ending thelong-standing conflict between the two Koreas, which had persisted sincethe Korean War. China also played host to the six-party talks, which includedJapan and Russia in addition to the four aforementioned countries. These
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negotiations occurred in multiple rounds, spanning from 2003 to 2007, withthe objective of alleviating security concerns related to North Korea’snuclear arsenal. Chinese involvement in mediating disputes has been primarily focusedon its immediate region, with particular attention given to North Korea,which has been characterised by the United States as a “renegade” state.Scholars Peter J. Carnevale and Dong-Won Choi (2000) posit that culturalfactors were the determining factor for China’s entry into the mediationprocess regarding relations between North and South Korea. They arguethat intrinsic cultural factors have played a crucial role in re-evaluating howmediation is organised in the context of China as both a neutral mediatorand an interested party in the conflict (Carnevale & Choi, 2000, p. 108).According to these authors, Chinese mediation in the Four-Party Talks waspredicated on the assumption that it shared cultural similarities with bothparties involved in the dispute. The dispute between the Russian Federationand Ukraine practically enabled it to establish itself as one of the mediators.However, such mediation remained under the radar in the first months ofthe dispute. The very first official Beijing’s reaction towards the crisisoccurred a few weeks after the beginning of the invasion, when then ChineseForeign Minister Wang Yi claimed that China has not condemned theRussian invasion as its “position is objective and fair” and lays “on the rightside of history” (Wang, 2022). Wang announced this statement after a videocall between Xi Jingping and Joseph Biden on the occasion of the resolutionof the newly emerging war. Wang pointed out that the solution is to “rejectthe Cold War mentality, refrain from bloc confrontation, and truly build abalanced, effective, and sustainable security architecture for the region sothat long-term stability and security on the European continent can beachieved”, and that China is ready to become a mediator and “guarantor ofpreserving world security” (Wang, 2022).Regarding the ongoing conflict, it seems that China has been reluctantfor a long time to present its own stance towards it. Such a breakthroughcoincided exactly with the first anniversary of the conflict, when Wang Yi,as the new Director of the Office of the Central Foreign Affairs Commission28,
28 The Office of the Central Foreign Affairs Commission is one of the key bodies of theCommunist Party of China that directs state decisions in the sphere of foreign andsecurity policy. Wang Yi became its head on January 1, 2023, and Qin Gang succeededhim as the Head of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. However, Wang Yi remained one ofChina’s top diplomats even after his term as head of the ministry ended.



presented the Chinese twelve-point plan for resolving the conflict in Ukraineat the annual Munich Security Conference. The plan is organised into twelve points that indicate China’s efforts tode-escalate this conflict into a peaceful solution. It could be said that thetwelve points, although not in order, are grouped thematically into severalsmaller units. The first part of the agreement refers to the diplomatic levelof negotiations and to somewhat more general principles by which Chinais guided in its foreign policy. One of them is respect for the sovereignty ofall states in accordance with the United Nations Charter. In this domain,China does not differentiate between weak, strong, rich, or poor countries.In connection with this point, it is interesting that China did not determineitself either according to the annexation of Crimea in 2014 or according tothe referendums in the eastern regions of Ukraine, which became federalunits of the Russian Federation during the initial phase of the 2022 invasion.Leaving the Cold War mentality is the next point in the framework ofthe proposed plan. According to what the plan envisages, all parties shouldrefrain from prioritising their own security over the security of others, toavoid engaging in confrontations between blocs, and to collaborate towardsachieving peace and stability across the Eurasian Continent (Wang, 2023).Such a stance is predominantly directed towards the presentation of China’sposition in terms of containment, which is voided against it by the West,primarily the US. The strategic part of this Plan ends with an extremelyimportant provision that refers to the promotion of post-conflictreconstruction of Ukraine. For the first time, China may point out that itcould represent a credible actor in the post-conflict reconstruction of war-torn areas, in which it once again appeals to the international communityand emphasises its own readiness to participate in this effort itself after thearmed conflict (Wang, 2023).The next segment of the Plan refers to more specific activities, whichinclude a call to both sides to stop hostilities, continue peace talks, andresolve the humanitarian crisis. China calls on the international community,and above all the United Nations, to take decisive measures and toundertake all activities related to negotiations under their leadership(Wang, 2023).The third thematic segment of the Plan is the most concrete in relationto the current conflicts and proposes measures to resolve security tensionson the ground. First of all, the focus is on the protection of civilians andprisoners of war, in which China especially emphasises support for the
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exchange of prisoners of war between Russia and Ukraine (Wang, 2023). Inaddition, China calls on the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inall efforts to preserve the safety of nuclear power plants located in the areaaffected by the armed conflict and emphasises the importance of respectingthe Convention on Nuclear Safety. In this regard, one of the points statesChina’s expectations for a complete ban on the use of nuclear weapons andnuclear wars, and China also expects a complete ban and non-use ofbiological weapons. In this way, “reduction of strategic risks” is carried outunder any circumstances.The final component of China’s strategy for resolving the conflict inUkraine posits two significant assumptions with respect to the foreign policyconduct of other prominent international actors amid armed confrontations.The Plan unequivocally denounces the adoption of unilateral sanctions as aninstrument of global policy and underscores that such actions merelyengender further predicaments. China deems legitimate only thoserestrictive measures authorised by the United Nations Security Council, andany imposition of sanctions outside of this purview would amount to anexercise of “long-arm jurisdiction” over other nations (Wang, 2023).The aforementioned stance may be construed as a narrative propagatedby China with the aim of presenting potential sanctions, consequent to apotential exacerbation of tensions with Taiwan, as illegitimate and hostileacts. Moreover, the proposed Plan espouses the preservation of supply chainstability on a global scale, particularly in relation to China and Europeanseaports. It is noteworthy that the scope of this initiative extends beyondmere transit routes to encompass the perpetuation of global supplypertaining to vital sectors such as energy, food, and the financial system(Wang, 2023).As previously highlighted, the aforementioned Plan is ostensiblydirected towards the Taiwan issue. It serves as a quite unique declarationissued by China of the modalities and principles that ought to be adopted,in the official opinion of Beijing, in response to armed conflicts on theinternational stage. The US Secretary of State responded to this proposal bystating that China is attempting to adopt a dual approach, whereby itpublicly presents itself as impartial and advocates for peace whilesimultaneously endorsing Russia’s deceptive portrayal of the conflict.Consequently, the United States rejected the plan and, as anticipated,discredited China’s credibility as a mediator. 
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What can certainly be criticised about the Plan is the absence of moreconcrete ways to approach the resolution of disputes. It is likely that Chinaanticipated that the Plan would be initially rejected by the United States andother Western nations; thus, any additional elaboration on the concretesecurity confidence measures would serve as an invitation to potentialdisputes and challenges to China’s vision for a ceasefire. Despite the initialcontestation of China’s mediation intentions, a significant shift in paradigmoccurred in the following weeks. Chinese President Xi Jinping and Beijingengaged in negotiations and bilateral meetings with various representativesfrom Russia, the European Union, France’s President Emmanuel Macron,and German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock. Consequently, theoutcomes of these meetings will be examined, and China’s approach as anew actor in global mediation will be analysed.After being confirmed for his third consecutive term as ChinesePresident by the People’s National Congress in March 2023, Xi Jinping choseto pay a visit to the Russian Federation as his first foreign destination.During his meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin, Xi described sucha choice as a “logical sequence of history” given the two countries’comprehensive strategic partnership and invited Putin to visit China. Whilethere were speculations that Xi could also hold a meeting with UkrainianPresident Volodymyr Zelensky via video call immediately after the meeting,no such event was made public. The implications of this meeting arenumerous and will be studied in the future. The first reactions to the Plan were efforts to challenge China’slegitimacy as a neutral mediator, but after a while, it seemed that theEuropeans had recognised the possibility of China actually being a mediatorand that it was the only country that could convince Russia, if not to suspendmilitary activities, then at least to direct some decisions that would be thepreferences of the European Union. This opened a new question: why would China potentially be the onlycredible partner that might challenge or even change the course of Russia’sactivities in Ukraine? First, this state has not waged any war in its nearhistory. Second, Russia acknowledges that China shares similar values andideologies that are different from those of the US. The two countries havesigned a comprehensive partnership with each other. Lastly, the EU MemberStates, at least the most notable ones, started to desperately believe that onlythrough China might their actions against Russia have an influence. It turnedout that severe packages of economic sanctions have not worked well. 
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During the initial seventy years of its establishment, China exhibited alimited influence in mitigating conflicts among third-party nations. However,in recent years, particularly in the aftermath of the pandemic, China hasassumed a series of notable mediating positions. Contemporary occurrencesin the international system now demonstrate that China has cemented itsrole as a credible mediator, which has been confirmed once again in the caseof the relaxation of bilateral relations between Saudi Arabia and Iran, whichwas discussed in more detail in the part of the chapter on Chinese securitypolicy for the Persian Gulf.
Filling in the Afghan Security Vacuum: 
Odd Chances, Low DeliverableThe US military withdrawal from Afghanistan in 2021 marked asignificant turning point in the country’s turbulent history. After nearly twodecades of involvement, the United States decided to end its militarypresence, aiming to shift the responsibility of security to Afghan forces.However, concerns arise regarding the potential security vacuum that couldemerge in the wake of the withdrawal. China, as a regional power, has avested interest in the stability of Afghanistan and has been positioning itselfto play a more significant role in the country. This part of the chapter examines the implications of the US militarywithdrawal and China’s evolving role in the Afghan security vacuum. Chinaand Afghanistan have enjoyed a long-standing historical and diplomaticrelationship since their establishment of diplomatic ties in 1955. Notably,the first visit by a Chinese official to Kabul took place in 1957, when ZhouEnlai visited the country. Over the years, the two nations solidified theirbond through numerous key agreements, including the Treaty of Friendshipand Non-Aggression in 1960 and the Border Treaty signed in 1963 (MFAPRC, 2023q). The diplomatic engagement continued in 1965 when VicePremier and Foreign Minister Chen Yi visited Afghanistan, resulting in thesigning of significant agreements such as the Sino-Arab Boundary Protocol,the Sino-Arab Economic and Technical Cooperation Agreement, and theSino-Arab Cultural Cooperation Agreement (MFA PRC, 2023q).On December 27, 1979, the Soviet Union launched an invasion ofAfghanistan, which was strongly condemned by China in a governmentstatement issued on December 30 (MFA PRC, 2023q). China did notrecognise the Karmel regime that was installed by the Soviet Union.
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Following the collapse of the Najibullah regime in April 1992, Afghanistanexperienced a period of political turmoil as various guerrilla factions viedfor control, leading to an intensification of the civil war. Due to securityconcerns, China withdrew its embassy staff from Afghanistan in February1993, resulting in the interruption of normal exchanges between the twocountries until the Western-led invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 (MFA PRC,2023q). In January 2002, President Karzai of the Afghan interim governmentmade an official visit to China. During this visit, President Jiang Zemin andPremier Zhu Rongji held meetings with President Karzai, leading to thesigning of an exchange of letters. China provided emergency material aidworth 30 million yuan and 1 million US dollars in cash to Afghanistan.President Jiang announced China’s commitment to providing 150 million USdollars in aid for Afghanistan’s reconstruction over the period 2002-2007. The aid materials amounting to 30 million RMB were delivered to theAfghan side by the end of March 2002 (MFA PRC, 2023q). During thepresidency of Hu Jintao, China actively engaged in several conferencesfocusing on the post-conflict reconstruction of Afghanistan. Theseconferences included events in 2004, 2006 in London, 2007 in Rome, and2008 in Paris. In June 2012, President Karzai visited China and participatedin the Beijing Summit of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, markingan important milestone in bilateral relations. During this summit, China andArab states issued a “Joint Declaration” and expressed their commitment toestablishing a strategic cooperative partnership (MFA PRC, 2023q).The US military withdrawal from Afghanistan was the culmination of aprocess that began in 2020 under the Trump administration’s DohaAgreement. The agreement29 aimed to end the long-running conflict byinitiating a phased withdrawal of American troops and facilitating peace talksbetween the Afghan government and the Taliban. It was signed on February29, 2020, between the US and the Taliban regime and outlined a series ofcommitments. As per the agreement, the US pledged to reduce its militarypresence in Afghanistan to 8,600 troops within 135 days of the jointdeclaration’s announcement and the US-Taliban Agreement. Additionally, theUnited States agreed to collaborate with its allies and the Coalition toproportionally decrease the number of Coalition forces in Afghanistan over a
29 The document’s full title was “Joint Declaration between the Islamic Republic ofAfghanistan and the United States of America for Bringing Peace to Afghanistan”.



corresponding period, contingent upon the Taliban fulfilling its commitmentsas outlined in the US-Taliban Agreement (Doha Agreement, 2020).The Biden administration continued this process, and by September2021, the US had pulled out most of its troops, leaving a residual force toprotect the US embassy and the international airport. The decision towithdraw has been driven by various factors, including war fatigue, the beliefthat the Afghan government should take responsibility for its own security,and a desire to reallocate resources to other pressing global challenges.However, concerns persist regarding the readiness of Afghan forces toeffectively counter the Taliban’s insurgency and the potential for a powervacuum that could undermine the progress made over the past two decades.The US withdrawal from Afghanistan has had a significant impact on theshifting security dynamics in the broader Middle East region. Scholars arguethat this can be attributed to the strategic decision of the United States toprioritise its security and political resources in the Indo-Pacific region. Thisstrategic realignment of global security priorities has led to the relocationof US strategic capabilities and efforts, including Ukraine, from Europe andthe Middle East to the Indo-Pacific region (Stekić, 2023). The consequencesof this shift have brought about notable changes in the security landscapeand geopolitical calculations in the Middle East.The academic literature during 2021 and 2022 sheds light on thedynamic of Chinese activities within Afghanistan through a triad that alsoincludes Pakistan in the realm of security policy (Ali, 2022; Tahir & N.Hussain, 2022; Wang, 2022). This triad of China-Afghanistan-Pakistanrelations has garnered significant interest and attention within scholarlydiscussions. Ghulam Ali (2022) asserts that although China and Pakistanwere not direct signatories to the peace agreement, they played a crucialrole in its finalization. Their involvement was instrumental, particularly atthis stage, as the peace deal may not have materialised without theircontributions. Through diplomatic efforts, both China and Pakistanaddressed significant challenges in the peace process (Ali, 2022). Pakistan,leveraging its influence, successfully brought the Taliban to the negotiationtable, while China played a pivotal role in resolving deadlocks betweenIslamabad-Kabul and Kabul-Taliban relationships. Evidently, Beijing andIslamabad collaborated on this matter with the aim of safeguarding andadvancing their respective interests (Ali, 2022: 2). China, recognising theimplications of this withdrawal, has been positioning itself to play a moresignificant role in Afghanistan. At the beginning, it had an odd potential, as
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many sides expected China to deliver an internal security vacuum inAfghanistan and to become a regional leader in security affairs in the widerMiddle East. But after almost three years since the Doha Agreement wassigned, it seems that China has failed to promote itself as a relevant externalactor in Afghanistan. The following text will offer some possibleexplanations for such an outcome.First, as a regional power, China’s interests in Afghanistan extend beyondsecurity to encompass economic opportunities and geopolitical influence.The evolving dynamics in Afghanistan will likely shape the regional balanceof power and have far-reaching consequences for both Afghanistan and thebroader international community. China seeks stability in its western borderregion to prevent the spillover of terrorism and extremism into its ownterritory. Furthermore, Afghanistan’s vast mineral resources, estimated tobe worth trillions of dollars, present significant economic opportunities forChina. Beijing has already made substantial investments in Afghaninfrastructure projects and seeks to further expand its economic footprint.To enhance its engagement in Afghanistan, China has initiated diplomaticefforts, hosting intra-Afghan peace talks and supporting dialogue betweenthe Taliban and the Afghan government. It has also pledged to provideeconomic aid and assist in Afghan reconstruction. China’s growing influencein Afghanistan can be seen as part of its broader geopolitical ambitions,seeking to establish itself as a major player in the region while counteringperceived US dominance.Second, even aware of the lack of a US presence and solid relations withthe Taliban regime, China was reluctant to undertake more proactive actionsinside Afghanistan. In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, which coincidedwith the US withdrawal, China has sent a substantial amount of aid to Kabul.In response to the recent unveiling of the Taliban’s new government, Chinahas declared its provision of emergency aid amounting to a minimum of$31 million to Afghanistan. This assistance encompassed crucial supplies,including COVID-19 vaccines (Al Jazeera, 2021k). Chinese Foreign MinisterWang emphasised the critical juncture at which Afghanistan finds itself,confronting not only the challenges of post-conflict recovery but alsoenduring humanitarian crises such as the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.These circumstances highlight the pressing need for sustained support andaid to address the multifaceted predicaments faced by Afghanistan (Xinhua,as cited in Al Jazeera, 2021k).
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Third, the BRI component and economic interests of China, especiallythrough the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), have vastly definedChina’s position towards the Afghan vacuum. Some scholars contend thatthe post-American Afghanistan situation holds significant academic interestdue to the potential ramifications of regional instability on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Chinese interests. Consequently,China has exhibited a heightened level of concern and seriousness inaddressing the intricate dynamics of regional security to ensure theprotection of key corridors, notably the CPEC (Tahir & Hussain, 2022).In January 2021, the Chinese embassy in Afghanistan released asignificant document outlining the state of Sino-Afghan relations. Thisdocument serves, to date, as a crucial and comprehensive post-pandemicpolicy framework representing China’s current stance towards Afghanistan.Within the paper, both countries are acknowledged as having enduredsignificant hardships due to the effects of colonialism, imperialism, andbullying (PRC Embassy in Kabul, 2021). In July 2021, a phone conversationtook place between President Xi Jinping and President Ghani, signalling animportant interaction between China and Afghanistan. During this period,Baradar, who was leading the political committee of the Afghan Taliban,visited China with a delegation, where State Councillor and Foreign MinisterWang Yi held a meeting with him. Subsequently, in October, State CouncillorWang Yi engaged in talks with Baradar, the acting deputy prime minister ofthe Afghan interim government, and Mottaki, the acting foreign minister, inDoha, Qatar. In March 2022, State Councillor and Foreign Minister Wang Yiconducted a visit to Afghanistan, engaging in meetings and discussions withActing Deputy Prime Minister Baradar and Acting Foreign Minister Mottakiof the Afghan Interim Government.Furthermore, on March 31, Mottaki, the acting foreign minister ofAfghanistan, was invited to China to participate in the “AfghanistanNeighbouring Countries + Afghanistan” Foreign Ministers’ Dialogue. On June27, State Councillor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi had a telephoneconversation with Mottaki, the Acting Foreign Minister of the AfghanInterim Government. Later, on July 28, State Councillor and Foreign MinisterWang Yi met with Mottaki on the sidelines of the Shanghai CooperationOrganisation Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in Tashkent. Finally, on January 21,2023, Foreign Minister Qin Gang engaged in a telephone conversation withMottaki, the Acting Foreign Minister of the Afghan Interim Government,further highlighting the diplomatic interactions between China andAfghanistan (MFA PRC, 2023q).
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On April 14, 2023, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)released its latest policy regarding the Afghanistan issue, outlining its stancein eleven points. The policy emphasises China’s adherence to the principlesof “three respects” and “three nevers”. Specifically, China upholds theprinciples of respecting Afghanistan’s independence, sovereignty, andterritorial integrity, as well as the independent choices made by the Afghanpeople and the religious beliefs and ethnic customs of Afghanistan.Furthermore, China asserts that it never interferes in Afghanistan’s internalaffairs, never pursues self-interest in Afghanistan, and never seeks toestablish a so-called sphere of influence (MFA PRC, 2023x). Despite theTaliban’s governance in Afghanistan, China expresses its support formoderate and stable governance in the country. It also welcomesAfghanistan’s participation in the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to promoteits transformation from a “land-locked” to a “land-linked” country. Moreover,China endorses the concept of “peaceful reconstruction of Afghanistan”(PRC MFA, 2023x). China acknowledges the continued threat posed by the“three forces” of terrorism, separatism, and extremism entrenched inAfghanistan, which constitute significant security risks to both the regionand the world. In this regard, China calls upon the international communityto firmly support Afghanistan in combating these “three evil forces.” Chinafurther urges support for Afghanistan in implementing active measures todisrupt terrorist financing channels, combat terrorist recruitment, preventcross-border movement, and counter the dissemination of violent terroristaudio and video materials (MFA PRC, 2023x). At the international level, China’s security policy towards Afghanistanis framed within the context of highlighting the perceived ineffectiveness ofthe United States’ two-decade-long post-conflict efforts in the region. Beijingasserts that the United States, as the primary initiator of the Afghan issue,has not only seized Afghan overseas assets but also imposed unilateralsanctions on Afghanistan. These actions are perceived by the Chinese MFAas the most significant external factors impeding substantial improvementsin the humanitarian situation in Afghanistan. It therefore urged the UnitedStates to “draw lessons” from the evolving situation in Afghanistan,acknowledge the severe humanitarian, economic, and security risks andchallenges facing the country, promptly lift sanctions, return Afghanistan’soverseas assets, fulfil its promised humanitarian assistance, and ensure thatit is directed towards addressing the urgent needs of the Afghan people’slivelihood (MFA PRC, 2023x). Additionally, China opposes the “interventionand infiltration of external forces in Afghanistan” (MFA PRC, 2023x).
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Countries in the region, including China, share the general belief that themilitary intervention and the attempted imposition of “democratictransformation” by foreign forces in Afghanistan over the past two decadeshave resulted in significant losses and suffering for the Afghan population(MFA PRC, 2023x). China advocates for multilateral forums to play a crucialrole in promoting the political settlement of the Afghan issue. These includeinitiatives such as the Meeting of Foreign Ministers of Afghanistan’sNeighbouring States, the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation-AfghanistanLiaison Group, the “Moscow Model” consultations, the China-Afghanistan-Pakistan Tripartite Foreign Ministers’ Dialogue, the China-Afghanistan-Russia-Pakistan-Iran Foreign Ministers Informal Meeting on Afghanistan,the “China-US-Russia Plus” consultations, and engagement through theUnited Nations. China believes that these platforms are vital for regionalcoordination and fostering a political resolution to the Afghan conflict (MFAPRC, 2023x). Instead of focusing solely on internal strategies, China has adopted adistinct approach to contributing to Afghan security by establishingformalised cooperation with Afghanistan’s neighbouring countries. In April2023, a specific multilateral forum known as the Meeting of ForeignMinisters of Neighbouring Afghanistan was convened in Samarkand,resulting in the issuance of the Samarkand Declaration. Alongside China,foreign affairs ministers from Iran, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan,Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan actively participated in this forum. Notably,the Declaration identified numerous terrorist organisations operating inAfghanistan, including the “Uyghur Movement”, which the Chinesegovernment perceives as a significant threat not only to its national securitybut also to the regional and global security landscape (SamarkandDeclaration, 2023). In addition, China expressed its endorsement ofUzbekistan’s proposal to establish an international negotiating group forAfghanistan under the auspices of the United Nations. Furthermore, Chinawelcomed Tajikistan’s initiative to create a “Security Belt aroundAfghanistan” and eagerly anticipated the submission of comprehensiveconcept papers by the participating parties involved in these initiatives(Samarkand Declaration, 2023). Lastly, even though the deliverables havebeen weak so far, it would be quite early to assess the strategic orientationof China in the post-pandemic environment in Afghanistan. 
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China’s Soft Power ProjectionsSoft power is a concept that has gained significant attention in the fieldof international relations, particularly in the study of diplomacy and foreignpolicy. Coined by Joseph Nye (2012), soft power refers to a nation’s abilityto influence others and shape global outcomes through attraction,persuasion, and cultural appeal rather than through coercion or force. Itencompasses a range of non-coercive tools and strategies, including cultural,ideological, and diplomatic means, that enable a country to achieve itsobjectives and enhance its reputation on the global stage. Soft poweroperates on the idea that attractiveness and legitimacy can be powerfulsources of influence in international affairs.Unlike hard power, which relies on military might or economic strength,soft power focuses on the power of ideas, values, and culture. It involvesprojecting a positive image and fostering goodwill through means such ascultural exchange programmes, educational initiatives, media influence, anddiplomatic engagement. It is important to note that soft power is not asubstitute for hard power but rather complements it. A balanced andcomprehensive foreign policy approach combines both hard and soft powerstrategies to achieve national objectives effectively. While soft power canshape perceptions, build trust, and create favourable conditions forcooperation, hard power remains crucial for security, defence, and theprotection of national interests. According to Joseph Nye (2012), soft poweris not solely generated by culture, values, and policies; economic resourcescan also play a significant role in producing both soft and hard powerbehaviour. Economic resources possess the capacity to attract and coerce,making it challenging to distinguish between the elements of a giveneconomic relationship that contribute to either hard or soft powerdynamics. European leaders often cite the aspirations of other countries tojoin the European Union as an indication of Europe’s soft power influencein the world.Henry Kissinger has also acknowledged the significance of China’s softpower projection since mediaeval times. He highlights the extraordinarynaval mission led by Zheng He in the 15th century, which involved voyagesto the Horn of Africa, India, and Indochina, well before the development ofpowerful European fleets (Kissinger, 2020). Kissinger asserts that this navalundertaking was unparalleled in history. It is noteworthy that Zheng He, anexperienced Chinese admiral, did not aim to conquer foreign territories orestablish Chinese colonies. Instead, he extended invitations to local rulers
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to visit China and pay ceremonial homage to the Chinese emperor througha process known as “methanizing”. Kissinger argues that this approach created opportunities for Chinesetraders to establish trade routes and laid the foundation for Chinese softpower (Kissinger, 2020: 19). Before the mediaeval period, Henry Kissingeroffered another noteworthy instance of the historical employment of softpower in China. He contends that the Chinese have historically relied less onhard power tactics, instead employing a distinct form of Chinese pragmatismthat characterised the approach of Chinese emperors and armies towardstheir adversaries. Kissinger posits that when confronted with defeat byenemy feudal lords on the battlefield, the Chinese elite would extend“favours” to the vanquishers, demonstrating the vastness and administrativegovernability of China using “Chinese methods”, the Chinese language, andthe existing administration (Kissinger, 2014: 31). Consequently, accordingto Kissinger, the conquerors would assimilate into the Chinese order,incorporating their conquered territories into China itself and aligning theirinterests with those of China. This unconventional perspective fundamentallyaltered the nature of the conquest campaigns. Kissinger further highlightsthat this process facilitated the expansion of Chinese sovereignty overregions such as Mongolia and Manchuria (2014: 31).Contemporary China has been actively cultivating its soft power inrecent years, employing various strategies and initiatives to enhance itsglobal influence. Several key factors contribute to China’s soft powerprojection on the international stage, including historic events like the 2008Olympics, the establishment of Confucius Institutes and Cultural Centres,and other variables. The 2008 Beijing Olympics marked a significantmilestone for China’s soft power efforts. The Games presented anopportunity for China to showcase its rich cultural heritage, economicprogress, and modernization to the world. The impressive openingceremony, featuring grand performances and displays of Chinese historyand culture, left a lasting impression on global audiences. The eventdemonstrated China’s capacity for hosting large-scale international eventsand its ambition to be recognised as a global leader. The establishment ofConfucius Institutes and Cultural Centres has been another crucialcomponent of China’s soft power strategy. These institutions promote theteaching of Chinese language and culture worldwide, fostering mutualunderstanding and cultural exchange. By providing resources and supportfor language learning, cultural activities, and academic cooperation,Confucius Institutes facilitate people-to-people connections and promote a
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positive image of China. However, they have also faced criticism for theirpotential influence on academic freedom and for promoting a specificpolitical agenda. Through the Confucius Institutes and other educationaland scientific institutions, China sends its employed professors, promotesthe study of Chinese language and culture, advocates the use of Chinesemedicine, and has recently increasingly financed the education of foreignstudents in China. Additionally, economic factors play a significant role inChina’s soft power projection. China’s rapid economic growth has allowedit to become a major player in global trade and investment. As the world’ssecond-largest economy, China offers economic opportunities andpartnerships to other nations, attracting interest and fostering positiverelationships. The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), for instance, presents avision of connectivity and economic cooperation, facilitating infrastructuredevelopment and trade linkages across Asia, Europe, Africa, and beyond.Through economic engagement, China seeks to gain influence and shapethe global economic order. According to Fred Bergsten and associates, asignificant dimension of contemporary China’s soft power strategy iscentred on debunking the narrative portraying China as a potential threat(Bergsten et al., 2008). They contend that it is imperative for China toidentify a distinct aspect of its national identity that is exclusive to Chinaand garners global credibility. Consequently, the authors assert that the softunderpinnings of Chinese security policy, including the recurring themes ofpeaceful development, the aspiration for a harmonious world, and thecultivation of strategic partnerships, are considered insufficient and not theoptimal strategic path that Beijing should pursue (Bergsten et al., 2008).Contrarily, these authors posit that traditional Chinese cultural valuesdeeply rooted in philosophical traditions like Confucianism represent “amore significant and universally applicable cultural heritage that China canpromote in the forthcoming years” (Bergsten et al., 2008: 284).China’s cultural exports, such as films, music, and cuisine, also contributeto its soft power influence. Chinese movies like “Crouching Tiger, HiddenDragon” and “Raise the Red Lantern” have achieved international acclaim,showcasing China’s cinematic talent and cultural narratives. PopularChinese TV dramas and music have gained a following in various regions,contributing to cultural exchanges and fostering an appreciation for Chinesecreativity and entertainment. Moreover, China’s technologicaladvancements and innovation, particularly in areas such as artificialintelligence and 5G technology, are increasingly shaping its soft powernarrative. China’s ability to offer advanced technologies and solutions to
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global challenges positions it as a leader in the digital era. However, China’ssoft power projection is not without challenges and controversies. Issuesrelated to human rights, censorship, and political control have led tocriticism and concerns, particularly from Western democracies. Thesefactors can hinder China’s soft power efforts and impact its reputation onthe global stage. Over the past two decades, China has effectively blended“idealistic rhetoric with constructive endeavours” (Bergsten et al., 2008) asa means to cultivate a favourable perception of itself among specific regionsof the developing world, namely Africa, Southeast Asia, and Latin America.
Semiconductors RaceThe last segment of the functional group of security policy layers isdevoted to the analysis of two very important variables that mediate China’shesitancy in the contemporary international system: semiconductors’production/circulation and arms trade. What connects these two variablesis the fact that each of them is still unknown for conducting an in-depthanalysis, as both are quite newly involved in China’s security policy analysis.Even though arms trade exists almost in parallel to mankind, inclusion ofits analysis in China’s case could be a novelty in reasoning Beijing’s positiontowards these issues. McKinsey’s evaluation done in 2022 indicated thatdue to the accelerated influence of digital technology on both individualsand businesses, semiconductor markets have experienced significantgrowth, with sales surging by over 20 percent, reaching approximately $600billion in 2021 (McKinsey, 2022). According to McKinsey’s analysis, whichis grounded in a range of macroeconomic assumptions, the industry’scombined annual growth rate is projected to hover between 6 and 8 percentper annum until 2030, prompting the industry worth to $1 trillion by theclose of this decade, contingent upon average annual price increments ofapproximately 2 percent and a return to stable supply and demandconditions following the present period of volatility (McKinsey, 2022).China’s military arms trade has experienced remarkable growth inrecent years, transforming the country into a significant player in theinternational arms market. It is driven by a combination of economic,political, and strategic factors. Economically, it seeks to boost its defenceindustry, generate revenue, and promote technological advancements.Politically, arms exports enable China to expand its influence, build alliances,and gain diplomatic leverage. Strategically, China aims to enhance itsmilitary capabilities, secure access to critical resources, and safeguard its
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national interests. China’s military arms trade has significant regionalimplications. It has emerged as a major arms supplier to regions such asAfrica, Southeast Asia, and the Middle East. By providing advancedweaponry and military equipment, China aims to expand its influence,establish military partnerships, and secure access to strategic resources.However, its arms exports also raise concerns regarding regional stability,as they may contribute to arms races, proxy conflicts, and exacerbateexisting tensions.In scholarly discourse concerning the phenomenon commonly referredto as the “Digital Silk Road” or “Technological Silk Road”, two centralinquiries come to the fore: firstly, an exploration of the strategic intentionsunderpinning the initiatives pursued by the PR China in this domain, andsecondly, an examination of the potential ramifications of these endeavourson the strategic objectives of Western powers (Stekić, 2020). The initialphase of this strategic endeavour encompasses a substantial influx ofinvestments by Chinese corporations into the countries situated along the“Belt and Road” corridor. Subsequently, the second phase entails acompetitive pursuit vis-à-vis Western nations, particularly in the realm ofdefining and promoting preferred technological standards. This competitionis chiefly geared towards gaining ascendance in the burgeoning landscapeof next-generation information and communication technology. Within thisoverarching context, the deployment of 5G technology assumes afoundational role, serving as a cornerstone for the proliferation of variousother innovations (Stekić, 2020). These innovations encompassadvancements in data collection, analysis, and utilisation, encompassing aspectrum of technologies such as artificial intelligence tools, quantumcomputing, network infrastructure, financial technology, industrialautomation, and other emergent technological domains. In a comprehensiveexploration of the digital transformation of the Chinese economy, Yu Hongposits that the “Digital Silk Road” epitomises a showcase through whichChina underscores its technological advancements (Yu, 2017). Theseadvancements span the domains of telecommunications, broadbandconnectivity, and various other facets of contemporary communicationtechnologies. Hong contends that the communication infrastructure of the“Digital Silk Road” operates as a fulcrum situated at the intersection of twoparallel economic trajectories: one being an export-oriented economydriven by transnational capital, and the other being an economy subject tostate regulation within the broader system (Yu, 2017).
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Some authors argue that the production of the most advanced AIsystems heavily relies on semiconductor chips designed with specificationsranging from 7 nm to 5 nm, which are currently not being manufactured inthe United States, posing a chance for China to overtake the throne in thetech race (Sujai and Wessner, 2022). Intel, for instance, produces field-programmable gate arrays used in AI systems based on a 10 nm design,which is one generation behind the cutting-edge 7 nm technology.Simultaneously, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. is constructinga fabrication facility in Arizona, slated to commence operations with 5 nmchips around 2024 (Sujai and Wessner, 2022). However, it is worth notingthat the technology landscape is dynamic, and by that time, the forefront ofchip technology is anticipated to have progressed to 3 nm chips, with allproduction still concentrated in Taiwan (Sujai and Wessner, 2022).Consequently, these authors argue that the United States presently relieson facilities located in Taiwan for the manufacturing of the most advancedsemiconductors that empower critical algorithms used in defence systemsand various other applications (Sujai and Wessner, 2022). In theircommentary, Sujai and Wessner wrote that China has made moreadvancements than the US in this area. By drawing the conclusion that “theUS faces a significant strategic vulnerability due to its global reliance onsemiconductor production facilities in Taiwan for cutting-edge chips”, theyassert that“…at present, China is two or more generations behind the USsemiconductor industry technologically and will find it virtuallyimpossible to leapfrog the United States–unless it can acquire theforeign technology and know how to do so. This is an objective thatChina is actively pursuing through multiple channels with a vastdeployment of resources” (Sujai and Wessner, 2022).On October 7, 2022, the United States implemented targeted sanctionsrelated to the export control of microchip components destined for China(Allen, 2023). Gregory Allen outlines four responses by China to these USmeasures, which include reducing China’s vulnerability to foreign economicpressure, deterring future economic pressures from the US and its allies,increasing international economic interdependence with China, and reapingthe economic and security advantages of AI (Allen, 2023). Moreover, heposits that the Western perspective on China’s strategy encompasses severalfacets: evading the new controls and maintaining access to foreigntechnology; attempting to create divisions between the United States andits allies; obtaining foreign technology through industrial espionage and
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talent recruitment; exerting pressure on Chinese companies to favourdomestic products and eliminate American suppliers; and retaliatingagainst the United States and its allied nations (Allen, 2023).In December 2022, Reuters reported that Beijing was preparing asubstantial support package totalling $143 billion for its semiconductorindustry (Reuters, 2022). This strategic move represents a significantendeavour to achieve self-sufficiency in chip manufacturing and tocounteract US efforts aimed at impeding its technological progress. Theagency noted that “Beijing’s plan encompasses the implementation of oneof its most extensive fiscal incentive packages, distributed over a five-yearperiod, while the core components of this package will consist primarily ofsubsidies and tax credits, strategically designed to reinforce domesticsemiconductor production and research endeavours” (Reuters, 2022).30However, regardless of the trajectory of China’s technologicaladvancements, it is widely acknowledged that, in order to sustain itsposition as a “techno-hegemon” (Stekić, 2022a), China will encounterseveral pivotal challenges in the forthcoming years. One challenge isintricately linked to the concept of the “digital” dimension of the “Belt andRoad” Initiative, serving as a complement to the physical land and seacomponents. Another challenge that Chinese authorities will confrontpertains to the preservation of technological autonomy, which serves as amanifestation of their technological supremacy. Specifically, the utilisationof China’s potential monopoly over global technology and its interactionswith other entities within the international system, particularly buyercountries, in the event of attaining dominance in this sphere will be ofparamount importance for analysing its future foreign policy conduct(Stekić, 2022a).

30 In an article published on December 14, 2022, Reuters identified that both state-ownedand private enterprises within the industry are poised to benefit. This includes prominentsemiconductor equipment companies such as NAURA Technology Group, AdvancedMicro-Fabrication Equipment Inc., China, and Kingsemi (Reuters, 2022).



institutional layers of China’s security policy 

The PartyThe Communist Party of China was founded in 1921 and is one of theworld’s most influential political entities. As the ruling party in the PRC, itholds a paramount position in shaping the nation’s domestic and foreignpolicies, particularly in the realm of security. The CPC’s organisationalstructure is characterised by a hierarchy of bodies, each with its own definedfunctions and roles. At the apex of the structure is the National Congress ofthe CPC, which convenes every five years and plays a pivotal role inpolicymaking. Below the National Congress is the Central Committee, whichconstitutes the highest decision-making body between congresses. ThePolitburo, within the Central Committee, consists of approximately 25members and is responsible for formulating major policies. The PolitburoStanding Committee, a subgroup of the Politburo, comprises the highest-ranking officials in the party, including the General Secretary and thePresident of China. These individuals wield considerable power and play acrucial role in setting the national agenda, including security policies.According to data provided in the portal Qiushi, as of December 31, 2022,the Communist Party of China boasted a total membership of 98.04 million,representing a net growth of 1.329 million members compared to the year-end figure in 2021, marking an increase of 1.4%. Furthermore, the Partycurrently oversees 5.06 million grassroots organisations, experiencing a netexpansion of 129.000 organisations since the close of 2021, signifying agrowth rate of 2.6%. Within this framework, these organisations encompass289.000 grassroots party committees, 320.000 general branches, and 4.45million branches (Qiushi, 2022). The Party’s organisations have beeninstituted in 9.062 urban streets, 29.619 towns, 116.831 communities(neighbourhood committees), and 490.041 administrative villagesthroughout the nation, achieving a comprehensive coverage rate surpassing99.9% (Qiushi, 2022).In the 1950s and 1960s, the PRC was primarily focused on safeguardingits regional security. During this period, the Communist Party’s attentionwas particularly directed towards managing post-war relations with Japanand establishing a foundation for future collaboration with the Soviet Union(Stekić, 2021). The gradual process of opening up to the world played acrucial role in shaping more coherent foreign policy positions for theChinese Communist Party. This transformative journey was accompanied
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by various concurrent developments, including the professionalization ofthe state apparatus and an increased administrative-executive role for theMinistry of Foreign Affairs. Additionally, China underwent a process ofintegration into global political and economic dynamics. Examining the Communist Party of China and its influence on shapingthe country’s foreign policy presents a formidable research challenge. Aspointed out by Stekić (2021), the complexities of this endeavour have beenextensively discussed, dating back to as early as 1990, when scholars likeMichael H. Hunt and Odd Arne Westad underscored the cognitive obstaclesfaced by academic researchers when delving into the role of the CommunistParty in China’s decision-making processes. These scholars advocate for theadoption of a multifaceted research approach, which entails the analysis ofinternal party documents, the exploration of memoirs authored byprominent leaders, and the examination of academic nonfiction worksauthored by individuals who have gained access to CPC archives or had theopportunity to conduct interviews with high-ranking party officials. Thiscomprehensive strategy is deemed essential for gaining insights into theCPC’s role in shaping foreign policy decisions.The CPC formulates its policies at the National Congresses. For instance,Swaine asserts that the 19th Party Congress signalled a pivotal shift in China’sforeign policy, notably highlighting a firm commitment to assume a moreproactive and influential role on the global stage. This marks a departurefrom the previously prevalent strategy of “hide and bide” that had been inplace since the onset of the reform era (Swaine, 2018). The 20th NationalCongress of the CPC in October 2022 not only affirmed Xi Jinping’s thirdterm as General Secretary but also solidified a cadre of loyal supporters, allwithin a backdrop of domestic socioeconomic challenges and anincreasingly adversarial global environment (Zhao, 2023). Addressing the 20th National Congress, Xi Jinping stated that the Partyachieved a lot in the domain of foreign policy: 
“We have pursued major-country diplomacy with Chinese
characteristics on all fronts. We have promoted the development of a
human community with a shared future and stood firm in protecting
international fairness and justice. We have advocated and practiced
true multilateralism. We have taken a clear-cut stance against
hegemonism and power politics in all their forms, and we have never
wavered in our opposition to unilateralism, protectionism, and
bullying of any kind. We have improved China’s overall diplomatic
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agenda and worked actively to build a global network of partnerships
and foster a new type of international relations. We have demonstrated
China’s sense of duty as a responsible major country, actively
participating in the reform and development of the global governance
system and engaging in all-around international cooperation in the
fight against COVID-19. All this has seen us win widespread
international recognition. China’s international influence, appeal, and
power to shape have risen markedly” (Xi, 2022).In his address to the most recent Congress concerning the Party’s rolein the modernization of the defence system, Xi Jinping articulated acomprehensive strategy. This strategy encompasses the simultaneousexecution of military operations, the enhancement of combat readiness, andthe augmentation of military capabilities, driven by mechanisation,informatization, and smart technology applications across military theory,organisational structures, personnel, weaponry, and equipment. Theoverarching objective of the Party, according to Xi Jinping, is “to fortifyChina’s military strength to safeguard its sovereignty, security, anddevelopmental interests in the evolving global landscape” (Xi, 2022). Xistressed the paramount importance of reinforcing Party leadershipthroughout the armed forces, emphasising unswerving obedience to theParty’s directives. This entails refining the institutions and mechanismsrelated to the ultimate responsibility vested in the Chairman of the CentralMilitary Commission. Furthermore, military personnel will be educated inthe Party’s contemporary theories, cultivating a strong military culturewhile fostering a profound understanding of military history and inculcatinga resolute fighting spirit. Additionally, the military’s political work will beenhanced, aiming to improve behaviour, enforce discipline, and combatcorruption. Intensified troop training and combat readiness will ensure thecapability to prevail in diverse scenarios, with particular attention tocomprehending the intricacies of informatized and intelligent warfare. Theestablishment of a robust system of strategic deterrence, characterised bythe development of new-domain forces with advanced combat capabilitiesand the advancement of unmanned and intelligent combat capabilities, isenvisaged. Finally, the improvement of the command system for jointoperations, coupled with enhancements in reconnaissance, early warning,joint strikes, battlefield support, and integrated logistics support, is centralto China’s military modernization efforts (Xi, 2022). In his address, Xi Jinpingdelineated a multifaceted role for the Party in the new era, encompassingseveral key principles. Firstly, the Party is tasked with upholding and
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improving the “One Country, Two Systems” policy in regions like Hong Kongand Macao while promoting national reunification, particularly in thecontext of Taiwan, through peaceful and diplomatic means (Xi, 2022).Secondly, the Party assumes a global responsibility, aiming to foster worldpeace, development, and the concept of a “human community with a sharedfuture” by participating actively in international governance and cooperativeefforts (Xi, 2022). Thirdly, the Party’s role involves rigorous self-governanceand discipline to prevent corruption and misconduct, ensuring itsresponsiveness to the needs and trust of the Chinese people. Fourthly, theParty is committed to advancing its internal structure and functions to meetthe evolving challenges of the modern era, encompassing ideologicaldevelopment, organisational efficiency, and fostering a strong Party spirit.Finally, the Party’s actions in the new era are underpinned by the guidingideology of “Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era”, and serveas the basis for its policies and governance, promoting unity and a commonpurpose within the Party and society at large. This comprehensive anddynamic approach reflects China’s aspiration to contribute positively to theglobal community while ensuring its continued development and stability.Leadership holds significance across all political systems, yet its importis particularly pronounced in totalitarian and authoritarian regimes. Indemocratic settings, political leaders contend with constraints imposed byelectoral cycles, term limits, and public approval ratings. In contrast, withinthe People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) single-party system, whichunderscores principles of discipline, hierarchy, and democratic centralism,leaders wield substantial decision-making authority with limited checksfrom bureaucratic institutions, opposition factions, or public sentiment. Inthe realm of national security and strategic policy, PRC leaders exerciseparamount influence and control.
The StateThis section of the chapter will explore how China’s foreign policydoctrines and activities related to the allocation and utilisation of resourcesfor the coherence of its security policy are being facilitated at the level ofthe state. Specifics of the Chinese polity instruct that a differentiationbetween its national apparatus and the Party organs should be emphasised.The Chinese Constitution provides certain provisions for the creation ofsecurity policies, which is why the following text introduces its normsrelated to this matter. In addition, the text also examines the roles of the
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highest authorities, as they play an indirect but significant role in theimplementation of such policies. The Constitution of the PR China was adopted in 1982 and has beenamended several times to date. These amendments include the Amendmentto the Constitution adopted at the First Session of the Seventh NationalPeople’s Congress on April 12, 1988; the Amendment to the Constitutionadopted at the First Session of the Eighth National People’s Congress onMarch 29, 1993; the Amendment to the Constitution adopted at the SecondSession of the Ninth National People’s Congress on March 15, 1999; theAmendment to the Constitution adopted at the Second Session of the TenthNational People’s Congress on March 14, 2004; and the Amendment to theConstitution adopted at the First Session of the Thirteenth National People’sCongress on March 11, 2018. All of these amendments have addressedvarious issues related to the governance, political system, and structure ofthe Chinese state. For instance, the 1988 Amendment reaffirmed China’ssocialist system, while the 1993 Amendment added provisions related tothe protection of private property rights. The 1999 Amendment includedlanguage that recognised the importance of “maintaining social stability”and “ensuring national security”, while the 2004 Amendment addedprovisions regarding the protection of human rights and the promotion ofsocial welfare. The most recent amendment in 2018 abolished the two-termlimit for the presidency and vice presidency, allowing President Xi Jinpingto potentially remain in power indefinitely. Additionally, it enshrined XiJinping’s political philosophy, “Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with ChineseCharacteristics for a New Era”, as the constitutional norm. Overall, theseamendments reflect the evolving priorities and values of the ChineseCommunist Party and its leadership. They have also been instrumental inshaping the legal and political landscape of modern China.The Constitution consists of 4 chapters: general principles, fundamentalrights and obligations of citizens, state institutions, and the last one—thenational flag, national anthem, national emblem, and the capital (PRCConstitution, 2018). The third chapter is the most valuable for this analysisas it regulates national institutions, namely the National People’s Congress,the jurisdiction of the President and the State Council, the Central MilitaryCommission, and the local level of authorities across the country (PRCConstitution, 2018). The Constitution envisages China as a nation-stateformed by the collective efforts of the Chinese people, encompassing amultitude of ethnic groups. To promote socialist ethnic relations based onequality, unity, mutual assistance, and harmony, the state strives to
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continuously strengthen these principles. In the pursuit of preserving ethnicunity, the government condemns all forms of “ethnic chauvinism”, includingmajor ethnic group chauvinism, primarily represented by Han chauvinism,and local ethnic chauvinism (PRC Constitution, 2018). China is defined as asocialist state “governed by the people’s democratic dictatorship” (2018:Art. 1), led by the CPC as a “defining feature of socialism with Chinesecharacteristics (2018: Art. 1).Within Chapter 1, the Constitution regulates that the PRC armed forces“belong to the people” with missions to “strengthen national defence, resistaggression, defend the motherland, safeguard the people’s peaceful work,participate in national development, and work hard to serve the people”(2018: Art. 29). The highest legislative organ is the National People’sCongress and the NPC’s Standing Committee (2018: Art. 57), both of whichhave a five-year term while holding regular sessions once a year (2018: Art.60). In the area of relations to other organs, it elects the president and vicepresident of China, the chairperson of the Central Military Commission, andnominates other members of the Commission (2018: Art. 62/5). Besideother duties usual for legislation, such as reviewing and approving the statebudget, electing the president of the Supreme People’s Court, and the rolein proclaiming special administrative regions and systems, the NPC alsodecides on issues concerning war and peace (2018: Art. 62/15). Accordingto the Chinese Constitution, the NPC holds the authority to dismiss specificgovernment officials from their positions. These include the president andvice president of China, as well as various members of the State Council suchas the premier, vice premiers, state councillors, ministers of ministries,ministers of commissions, the auditor general, and the secretary general.Additionally, the NCP is also authorised to remove the chairperson of theCentral Military Commission and other members of this commission.The Central Military Commission (CMC) holds the fourth position in theinstitutional state organisation outlined by the Constitution and is arguablythe most critical body responsible for ensuring national security andmanaging military policy. As per the constitutional provisions, theCommission’s mandate runs parallel to that of the NPC (2018: Art. 93), andit is headed by a Chairperson, who is supported by vice chairpersons andother members (Ibid.). The CMC was established in 1954, and its membersare appointed by the Communist Party. One of the key functions of the CMCis to ensure the Communist Party’s control over the military. The CMC istasked with maintaining the PLA’s loyalty to the Party and safeguarding thecountry’s national security interests. In recent years, there has been a
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greater emphasis on modernising the PLA and enhancing its combatcapabilities. The CMC has played a crucial role in overseeing these efforts,such as the ongoing reforms aimed at transforming the PLA into a world-class military force by 2049. The CMC’s role in the management of China’smilitary extends beyond the country’s borders. It is also responsible fordeveloping relationships with foreign militaries as well as participating ininternational peacekeeping and humanitarian missions. While the Chinese Constitution does not specify the number of memberson the Central Military Commission (CMC), historically, the number hastypically been set at seven. However, as noted by Mulvenon (2018), therehave been deviations from this norm in the past. For instance, the 14th and15th CMCs had seven members, while the 16th and 17th CMCs had eight. The18th CMC was the largest, with 11 members, while the 19th CMC revertedto having seven members. Following the 20th Party Congress held in October2022 and confirmed at the 2023 National People’s Congress, the currentCMC still has seven members. The specific number of CMC members mayreflect the priorities and objectives of the current leadership, as well as thebroader political context within which the CMC operates.The CMC represents a continuation of connectedness between the Partyand the State, as it operates as the leading body of the Chinese Ministry ofDefence as well as one of the highest bodies of the Communist Party. Becauseof that, it is often referred to as “one body, two names” due to its dual role asboth the CPC Central Military Commission and the CMC of the PR China. Asan organ of the Communist Party, the CMC oversees military operations andprovides guidance on military affairs. At the same time, as an element of theinstitutional organisation of China, the CMC plays a key role in maintainingnational security and safeguarding the country’s interests.31 The “one body,two names” concept reflects the complex interplay between the Party and thestate in China’s political system. It underscores the significance of the CMC inensuring the Party’s control over the military while also emphasising theimportance of the military in maintaining national security and safeguardingthe country’s interests. While the Party’s role in security policy was declaredin the previous part of this chapter, the following text will elaborate on China’sMoD organisation and activities. 
31 The current membership (2023) of the CMC consists of Xi Jinping, who is the actingChairman, two vice-chairmen, Zhang Youxia and He Weidong, and four members: LiShangfu, Liu Zhenli, Miao Hua, and Zhang Shengmin.



The Chinese MoD is a complex organisation made up of several unitsthat work together to ensure the country’s military preparedness andsecurity. One of the key units is the General Office of the MilitaryCommission, which manages the daily operations of the MilitaryCommission and serves as a liaison between the commission and othermilitary departments. Another important unit is the Military CommissionJoint Staff Department, which provides strategic guidance and planning formilitary operations and exercises (PRC MoD, 2023). The MilitaryCommission Political Work Department is responsible for overseeing theideological and political education of military personnel and ensuringmorale and discipline, while the Logistics Support Department of theMilitary Commission provides logistical support to the military, includingtransportation, medical care, and supply chain management. TheEquipment Development Department of the Military Commission overseesthe development of military equipment and technology, including researchand development, production, and procurement. Additionally, the MilitaryCommission Training Management Department is responsible foroverseeing the training of military personnel, while the Military CommissionNational Defence Mobilization Department coordinates national defencemobilization and emergency response efforts (PRC MoD, 2023). TheDisciplinary Inspection Committee of the Military Commission enforcesdisciplinary measures and investigates violations of military regulations,while the Political and Legal Committee of the Military Commissionoversees legal and political matters within the military, including militaryjustice and human rights. The CMC Science and Technology Committee isresponsible for overseeing the development of science and technology inthe military, including research, development, and innovation. The MilitaryCommission Strategic Planning Office is responsible for strategic planningand policy-making related to military operations and national security,while the Military Commission Reform and Establishment Office isresponsible for implementing reforms and establishing new policies withinthe military (PRC MoD, 2023). The CMC International Military CooperationOffice coordinates international military cooperation and exchanges, whilethe CMC Audit Office conducts audits and inspections of militarydepartments and organisations. Finally, the General Administration ofMilitary Affairs oversees the overall management and administration of themilitary, including personnel management and budgeting (PRC MoD, 2023).Apart from that, it seems that military diplomacy activities constitute animportant segment of the MoD PRC portfolio. However, it has to be
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acknowledged that diplomatic activities among the highest Chinese officialsare being conducted only with a specific group of countries. From 2020onwards, Chinese top-ranking military officials met with representatives ofEthiopia, Thailand, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Namibia, and the UAE. Besides,there were several notable meetings with the Russian counterparts; since theCOVID-19 pandemic outburst until April 2023, there were a total of four suchmeetings (PRC MoD, 2023a). However, there was one notable meeting with itsbiggest rival. On June 10, 2022, State Councillor and Defence Minister WeiFenghe held talks with US Secretary of Defence Lloyd Austin during the 19thShangri-La Dialogue in Singapore, where both were in attendance.
The PLA(N)The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is the principal military force of China,tasked with safeguarding the country’s sovereignty, territorial integrity, andnational security. Understanding the organisation and hierarchy of the PLAis crucial for comprehending China’s military capabilities and decision-making processes. This section will provide an overview of the PLA’s structureand its hierarchy from both military and political perspectives. The PLA’sorganisational structure consists of several branches and departments thatcollectively form a comprehensive military system. At the top of this systemis the Central Military Commission (CMC), which is the highest militarydecision-making body in China. The CMC, headed by the General Secretary ofthe CPC, holds ultimate authority over the PLA. It is responsible for formulating military policies, making key strategicdecisions, and overseeing the military’s operations. Below the CMC, the PLAis divided into five main service branches: the Ground Force (Army), Navy,Air Force, Rocket Force (responsible for strategic missile systems), and theStrategic Support Force (focused on space, cyberspace, and electronicwarfare). Each service branch is headed by a Chief of the Service, whoreports to the CMC and is responsible for the overall management anddevelopment of their respective forces. Within each service branch, the military structure is further organisedinto theatre commands. China currently has five theatre commands:Eastern, Southern, Western, Northern, and Central. The theatre commandsare responsible for the operational control and defence of specificgeographical regions, providing a framework for joint operations andcoordination between different branches. In addition to the service
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branches and theatre commands, the PLA also encompasses specialiseddepartments and units, including the People’s Armed Police (PAP), whichis responsible for internal security and maintaining social order. The PAPoperates under dual civilian and military control, serving as a paramilitaryforce. From a political perspective, the PLA’s hierarchy is closely intertwinedwith the CPC’s leadership structure. The CPC exercises direct control overthe military through its centralised and unified leadership system. The General Secretary of the CPC, who holds the highest position withinthe party, also serves as the Chairman of the CMC. This dual role ensuresthat the Party maintains ultimate authority and control over the PLA,aligning military decision-making with the Party’s strategic objectives.Within the Party, the Central Military Commission (CMC) has its ownorganisational structure, mirroring the military’s hierarchy. The CMCconsists of several departments, including the General Office, the PoliticalWork Department, the Discipline Inspection Commission, and the LogisticSupport Department, among others. These departments are responsible formanaging political affairs, military discipline, personnel matters, andlogistical support within the military. The political commissar system isanother significant component of the PLA’s hierarchy. Political commissarsare party-appointed officers embedded within military units at variouslevels, from divisions to individual units. They are responsible for upholdingparty ideology, ensuring loyalty to the CPC, and maintaining politicaldiscipline within the ranks. The political commissars work in tandem withmilitary commanders, forming a dual leadership structure that combinespolitical guidance with operational decision-making.It is an extremely hard effort to assess the ratio of China’s militarybudget. There were lots of attempts by the leading global think tanks (suchas CSIS), or national institutions of other countries (US DoD), or evenacademics (Feng, 2009; Freidman & Logan, 2012). The China Power projectby the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) claims thatChina’s military budget is greater than the combined military budgets of thenext 13 Indo-Pacific countries (CSIS, 2023).32China has been consistently allocating approximately 1.7% of its totalGDP to its military budget over the last 20 years. In 2021, China’s military
32 According to the CSIS China Power project data, India, Japan, South Korea, and Australiain total have around 200 billion USD of military budget compared to Chinese 270 billionUSD (CSIS, 2022).



spending as a share of government expenditure increased to 5%, a slightrise from 4.8% in the previous year (CSIS, 2022). The US Department ofDefence (DoD) has cast doubts on the accuracy of China’s official militarybudget figures in its annual report to Congress, titled “Military and SecurityDevelopments Involving the PR China 2021”. The report suggests thatChina’s published military budget does not account for several significantcategories of expenses, such as foreign weapons procurement and researchand development (USA DoD, 2021). It believes China’s actual military-related spending could be 1.1 to 2 times higher than what is stated in itsofficial budget (2021: 142).China’s annual defence budget is poised to sustain its trend of single-digit growth for the eighth consecutive year, with an anticipated increase of7.2 percent in 2023 (SCIO, 2023a). The draft budget, presented during theongoing session of China’s national legislature, reveals that the world’ssecond-largest economy has allocated a planned defence expenditure of1.5537 trillion yuan, equivalent to approximately 224.79 billion US dollars,for the current fiscal year (SCIO, 2023a). In comparison, the preceding fiscalyear witnessed a growth rate of 7.1 percent in China’s defence budget.Characterising the escalation of China’s defence budget as “suitably rational”,Wang Chao, the spokesperson for the inaugural session of the 14th NationalPeople’s Congress, emphasised to reporters on Saturday that this increaseis essential to address multifaceted security concerns and enable China todischarge its obligations as a prominent nation. China adheres to a defencepolicy firmly rooted in defence rather than aggression. It has consistentlyemphasised that, regardless of the level of investment in defence or themodernization of its armed forces, China has no intentions of pursuinghegemony, expansionism, or the establishment of spheres of influence(SCIO, 2023a).Over the course of the last couple of years, China has jointly heldnumerous military drills across the globe. In January 2022, China, Russia,and Iran jointly conducted the Belt 2022 Exercise, a military drill spanning17,000 square kilometres in the Indian Ocean. The exercise was held underthe title “Together for Peace and Security” and was significant due to thethree straits of Bab al-Mandeb, Malacca, and Hormoz playing a key role ininternational trade. The three nations collaborated to maintain security inthese critical waterways to preserve their national interests (IRNA, 2022).Military drills are being held not only for pure defensive reasons. The PLAparticipates vastly in civilian humanitarian activities and has participatedin joint international drills over the last several years. One of such was the
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multinational Cobra Gold 2023 exercise, which initiated the humanitarianassistance and disaster reduction (HADR) component in Thailand withparticipation from military units from nine countries, including China,Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia (PRC MoD, 2023m). Thetabletop drills conducted on February 24 and 25 were attended by sevenexperts from various military and civilian organisations, such as the UnitedNations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), theInternational Red Cross, and the ASEAN Coordinating Centre forHumanitarian Assistance on Disaster Management (PRC MoD, 2023m).Prior to the exercise, the teams had completed intense training in over tenspecialised courses, such as aerial rescue, water rescue, shaft rescue,medical service rescue, and engineering construction. The Chinesemilitary’s participation in the exercise marks the 10th consecutive year sincethey were invited to participate in 2014.One of the paramount issues pertaining to the PLA is unequivocally itsdeployment beyond national borders. Apart from its established militarypresence in Djibouti, China’s PLA possesses the capability to engage inpeacekeeping operations under the United Nations. Over the past threedecades, the Chinese armed forces have been actively involved in 111engineering units, deploying a contingent of 25,768 troops across eight UNmissions. These missions were notably conducted in regions such asCambodia, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Sudan, Liberia,Lebanon, Darfur, South Sudan, and Mali, as indicated by The State CouncilInformation Office of China (2020). Moreover, Chinese military personnelhave actively participated in the reconstruction of civilian infrastructure inareas affected by conflict and post-conflict scenarios. Their contributionsencompass the construction of over 300 bridges, spanning 17,000kilometres of roads, as well as the disposal of 14,000 landmines andunexploded ordnance, as documented in the same source (2020: 12). In abroader context, the PLA has played an instrumental role in providingmedical assistance, having rendered aid to more than 246,000 woundedindividuals through nearly 2,000 hours of combat flight operations across1,600 sorties (2020: 12). Cumulatively, since the commencement of itsinvolvement in UN peacekeeping missions in 1990, the PLA has activelyparticipated in 25 such missions, with eight missions currently ongoing.These missions include UNTSO, MINURSO, UNIFIL, UNAMID, MONUSCO,UNMISS, MINUSMA, and MINUSCA, as detailed in the aforementionedsource (2020: 38).
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China in International OrganisationsChina’s multilateral engagement through its membership ininternational organisations and its associated policies play a crucial role inshaping its foreign relations and global influence. Over the years, it hasstrategically engaged with various international bodies, such as the UN, theBRICS, the ASEAN, the SCO, and others, using them as platforms to advanceits political, economic, and security interests. According to the Chinese MFAwebsite, China is currently a member state of 74 international and regionalorganisations (MFA PRC, 2023v). Beyond the UN, China is a member of aplethora of international organisations, ranging from regional groups likethe Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) to global institutions like theWorld Trade Organisation (WTO). On October 25, 1971, the 26th UnitedNations General Assembly adopted Resolution 2758, which acknowledgedthe restoration of all legal rights of the People’s Republic of China withinthe United Nations. This resolution officially recognises the representativesof the PR China government as the sole legitimate representatives of Chinain the United Nations. This extensive participation reflects China’srecognition of the importance of multilateralism in addressing globalchallenges, as well as its desire to shape international norms andinstitutions to better align with its interests and principles. Under itspermanent membership within the UN Security Council, as of March 2023,China has participated in nearly 30 United Nations peacekeeping operationsauthorised by the Security Council, sending more than 49,000 peacekeepingofficers and soldiers and more than 2,700 police officers (MFA PRC, 2023v).Currently, China has a total of 2,227 peacekeepers performing peacekeepingmissions in 8 mission areas, ranking 10th among peacekeeping troop-contributing countries and first among the five permanent members of theSecurity Council. From 2023 to 2024, China’s MFA assumes that it will bethe second largest contributor to United Nations peacekeeping assessmentsamong all member states (MFA PRC, 2023v). China has assumed the role of chairmanship in the BRICS group on threedistinct occasions. In April 2011, the third summit of BRICS leaders tookplace in Sanya, marking a significant milestone. During this summit, SouthAfrica was invited to join, expanding the BRICS mechanism to encompassfive member states. This expansion reflected the group’s commitment toinclusivity and cooperation among emerging economies. In September2017, the ninth BRICS leaders’ meeting convened in Xiamen, initiating whatwas dubbed the second “golden decade” of BRICS cooperation (MFA PRC,
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2023v). This phase was characterised by a multifaceted approach referredto as the “three-wheel drive”, encompassing economic, trade, and financialcooperation, as well as political security and people-to-people and culturalexchanges. The Xiamen meeting introduced the innovative “BRICS+” model,facilitating dialogue between emerging market countries and developingnations. This dialogue aimed to foster a broader partnership and stimulateenhanced development and prosperity within the group and beyond. In June2022, the 14th BRICS leaders’ meeting was conducted virtually from Beijing.During this meeting, the leaders of the five BRICS countries engaged insubstantive discussions centred around the theme of “building a high-quality partnership and jointly creating a new era of global development”(MFA PRC, 2023v). Their deliberations covered a spectrum of pressingissues of shared concern, leading to the establishment of comprehensiveconsensus and the formulation of pioneering and institutional outcomes.This meeting marked the commencement of a fresh journey towardsadvancing the high-quality development of the BRICS group. The BRICSforum is recently being observed as a “Chinese tool to promote newmultilateralism in international affairs” through dialogue with other risingeconomic, but also political, powers in the non-Western world. Moreover, China holds the distinction of being a founding member ofthe Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. Throughout its membership, Chinahas consistently prioritised and actively engaged in a wide spectrum ofinitiatives within the framework of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.This commitment extends to fostering mutually advantageouscollaborations with fellow member states, observer states, and dialoguepartners (MFA PRC, 2023v).China attained the status of a comprehensive dialogue partner of theAssociation of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1996. As part of itsengagement, China exhibited a proactive role by becoming a signatory tothe Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation in Southeast Asia in 2003, therebyforging a strategic partnership dedicated to peace and prosperity with theASEAN. The year 2006 marked a significant milestone in the history of Sino-ASEAN relations, as it represented the 10th anniversary of their dialoguepartnership. To commemorate this occasion, both parties successfullyorganised a commemorative summit held in Nanning, Guangxi.Subsequently, in 2011, the two sides celebrated the 20th anniversary of theirdialogue relations with a series of exchange activities, includingcommemorative summits and receptions. Notably, 2013 saw the 10thanniversary of the establishment of the China-ASEAN strategic partnership,
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marked by significant events such as the China-ASEAN Special ForeignMinisters’ Meeting, the Special Ministers’ Meeting on Connectivity andTransport, and the China-ASEAN High-Level Forum. In October of that year,President Xi Jinping’s visit to Southeast Asian nations led to a pivotalproposal: the collaborative construction of a more interconnected China-ASEAN community, sharing a future vision, and the joint establishment ofthe 21st century “Maritime Silk Road”. On the international and regionalfronts, cooperation and coordination between the two entities havedeepened. China has consistently affirmed its support for the ASEAN’scentral role in East Asian cooperation. The two parties maintain open linesof communication and collaboration in various cooperative mechanisms,including the ASEAN’s partnerships with China, Japan, and South Korea, theEast Asia Summit, the ASEAN Regional Forum, the Asia CooperationDialogue, and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, among others (MFAPRC, 2023v).Concerning China’s involvement in multilateral engagements, it isapparent that the nation steadfastly upholds its commitment to the UNsystem when pursuing its international initiatives, especially in the realmof security policy and collaboration with other international partners.Prominent Chinese officials have consistently emphasised their unwaveringcommitment to eschew hegemony and have pledged to align their actionsand undertakings with the institutional framework established by the UNand the principles enshrined in the UN Charter. A recent noteworthyillustration of this commitment is China’s promotion of its GlobalDevelopment Initiative through the UN’s institutional framework, which hasbeen acknowledged for its significant contributions to the “2030 Agenda”.



Chapter iv

China’s seCurity poliCy 
in the eyes of the united states





Challenging the hegemonChapter IV examines the perception of China as an emergingsuperpower in the global security arena from the standpoint of thechallenged hegemon, the United States. This chapter offers qualitativeinsights into the Pentagon’s perspective on China’s foreign and securitypolicy shifts spanning a two-decade period, as conveyed to the US Congressand analysed through a hawkish lens. The analysis is based on twenty-oneconsecutive reports titled “Military and Security Developments in thePeople’s Republic of China”, which are mandated by the US S.1059–NationalDefence Authorisation Act for Fiscal Year 2000 (US Bill, 2000, Sec. XII).Furthermore, this chapter highlights the reverse prism of perception byexamining the latest reports released by the Chinese government in late2022 and early 2023. These reports provide condemning perspectives onthe developments occurring within the United States and on the globalstage, attributing them to the actions of the aforementioned superpower.Over the past decade, the United States has closely monitored China’smilitary and security policies, which have undergone significanttransformations. As China seeks to assert itself regionally and globally, theUS’s perception of China’s military and security policies has evolvedaccordingly. The following analysis aims to present this evolution, exploringkey factors that have shaped US perceptions, the underlying concerns, andthe resulting policy responses. China’s military modernization has drawnconsiderable attention from the United States. The US views China’sadvancements in areas such as naval capabilities, missile systems, and cyberwarfare as potential challenges to its military dominance. Concerns havearisen regarding China’s expanding anti-access/area denial (A2/AD)capabilities and their implications for regional security. China’sassertiveness in territorial disputes, particularly in the South China Sea, hasraised alarm bells in the US. China’s construction and militarization ofartificial islands, as well as its increased naval presence, are seen asthreatening regional stability and challenging the rules-based internationalorder. These actions have led to heightened tensions and prompted the US



to reinforce its presence and alliances in the region. China’s growingassertiveness in the Indo-Pacific region has also influenced US perceptions.The BRI and China’s expanding influence through economic and militarypartnerships have been viewed with caution by the US. On the other hand,the US perceives these actions as attempts to shape the regional balance ofpower, potentially undermining American interests and alliances.Furthermore, China’s rapid advancements in emerging technologies, suchas artificial intelligence, space capabilities, and cyber capabilities, havecaught the attention of the US. These technological developments areperceived as potential threats to US military superiority and technologicalleadership. Concerns over intellectual property theft and China’s military-civil fusion strategy have further influenced US perceptions. The evolvingperceptions of China’s military and security policy have had significantimplications for US policy. The US has responded by bolstering its militarypresence in the Indo-Pacific, enhancing defence cooperation with regionalallies and partners, and increasing investment in research and developmentto maintain a technological edge. US policy has also emphasised theimportance of international norms and a rules-based order to counterChina’s assertiveness.
China’s security policy and military strength perception 
by the pentagon Since 2001, the US Department of Defence has been releasing annualreports titled “Military and Security Developments in the People’s Republicof China”. These reports aim to provide a comprehensive overview of China’sforeign and security policy, as well as the activities of the PLA(N), militaryleadership, and other aspects of China’s military policy throughout eachcalendar year. The research deployed the nVivo software, whichincorporates various text analysis techniques, specifically themeidentification, sentiment measurement, and cluster analysis, for this study.The software utilises the complete linkage (farthest neighbour) hierarchicalclustering technique to group the items into clusters based on the similarityindex between each pair of items (nVivo, 2022). For example, the softwareassigns labels such as “neutral”, “positive”, or “negative” to each sentence,constituting them as references.Over time, the quantity of indexed and categorised references increasedwith some periodic oscillations. Specifically, the years 2001, 2007, and 2012
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had the fewest references, while 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 had thehighest number of references. Starting in 2018, there was a prevalence ofnegative tone frequencies, reaching their peak in 2020 and 2021. Notableexamples of negative references can be found in the 2018 Pentagon Report,which highlighted China’s potential use of military force and advancedcapabilities for aggression, including military activities towards Taiwan suchas a blockade or amphibious invasion. Similarly, a report from 2019discussed China’s use of propaganda, deception, threats, and coercion aspart of its warfare strategy (Stekić, 2022). The report also mentioned China’sefforts to utilise academia, think tanks, and state-run media to advance itssoft power campaign. Additionally, a 2014 report highlighted how theCommunist Party of China exploits nationalism to bolster its legitimacy,deflect domestic criticism, and justify inflexibility in dialogues with foreigncounterparts. However, throughout the 21-year period studied, there wereno significant differences observed in the percentage share of indexedreferences across the different categories.
Figure 2: Percentage distribution of sentiments across all reports, 2001-2021
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Stekić (2022) found that reports from 2006, 2007, and 2012 exhibitedthe most negative sentiments, surpassing 60% in each case. Among all thereports, only the 2001 Report had an equal percentage of “very positive”and “moderately positive” sentiments, while negative sentiments prevailedin all other reports (Figure 2). Notably, the reports from 2011, 2012, 2019,and 2020 displayed the highest levels of “very negative” sentiment, whereasthe reports from 2004, 2005, and 2013 had the lowest. In the years 2005,2007, 2015, 2021, and, to a lesser extent, 2008, 2011, and 2012, the reportspredominantly featured a “moderately negative” sentiment. Conversely, theyears 2001, 2003, 2004, 2012, and 2018 received the highest scores for“moderately positive” sentiment, while the lowest scores were observed in2006, 2007, and 2012 (Figure 2). Furthermore, the computer analysisidentified five primary dimensions that the reports focused on: China’sGrand Strategy, Political Leadership, Military and Security Issues, Taiwanand Hong Kong, and Other Issues.
Figure 3: Distribution of references across identified dimensions over the reporting period
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Source: Stekić, 2022: 44Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of references across differentdimensions in the reports. The Chinese Grand Strategy dimensiondominates the majority of the reports, particularly in the earlier reportingperiods. This dimension represents approximately half of the total



references between 2001 and 2005, and it remains significant in 2011 and2013-2015 (Stekić, 2022). However, since 2017, the Chinese Grand Strategydimension has gradually decreased, accounting for only 19% of referencesin 2021 (Figure 3). The political elements and leadership turnoverdimension consistently occupy around 10% of the reports, with notableconsistency across numerous reporting years, except for 2002 and 2017,when the percentages are lower. For example, the 2002 Pentagon Reporthighlights the robust defence and security relationship between China andRussia, including bilateral policy consultations and military exchanges(Pentagon, 2002: According to: Stekić, 2022). It also emphasises China’snon-lethal coercive alternatives, such as political/diplomatic, economic, andmilitary measures, aimed at influencing Taiwan’s decision-making process,which is influenced by public opinion (2002, p. 47). Similarly, the 2017Report focuses on the political dimension of China’s aggressive efforts toadvance its sovereignty and territorial claims, its rhetorical assertiveness,and the lack of transparency regarding its military capabilities and strategicdecision-making (Pentagon, 2017, p. 42: According to: Stekić, 2022). Theseactions have prompted some countries in the region to strengthen theirconnections with the United States. According to Stekić (2022), several key themes emerged consistentlyacross the reports, including military capabilities, modernization, militarypower, the military modernization programme, and the military budget.These themes were heavily emphasised in all the cases examined. Notably,extreme clusters of references observed in the 2018 and 2021 reportsfocused on force deployment, particularly naval forces, in relation to Taiwan(Stekić, 2022: 45). Moreover, technology has garnered significant attentionin recent reports, with clusters highlighting dual-use technology and China’simportation of technology from other countries. Reports published in 2018,2019, and 2020 specifically discussed the capabilities and advancedtechnology employed by the PLA in their operational techniques.Additionally, clusters related to international and overseas adversaries wereprominently featured in reports from 2018 onward, suggesting theirperceived significance by the Pentagon. Furthermore, Stekić (2022) arguesthat national and systemic clusters were also deemed crucial to China’stactical advancements during the same period.Stekić (2022) draws the conclusion that there has been a shift in thefocus of dimensions over time, indicating a passive stance in US policy thatcan now be examined through case studies. The Pentagon’s attention hasmoved away from China’s strategic dimension of seeking supremacy and
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instead concentrates on several prominent defence concerns, along withinternal political turmoil surrounding Taiwan and Hong Kong. By comparingcomputer-automated and manually conducted analyses, the study revealsthat the institutional viewpoint has transitioned from strategic and politicalaspects to the realm of security and military, as well as internal politicalissues. Therefore, it is not surprising that the recent foreign policy agendaof the United States towards China has revolved around countering China’sglobal military dominance and addressing its domestic vulnerabilities bysecuritizing the Taiwan issue (Stekić, 2022).For the first time ever since these reports were issued, China’s officialsresponded to them in 2022. In response to the report, Tan Kefei,spokesperson for China’s MoD, highlighted that the United States“persistently distorts China’s national defence policy and military strategy,propagating groundless speculations about China’s military development”(Kefei, 2022). Additionally, he emphasised that the United States excessivelyinterferes in China’s internal affairs, particularly concerning the Taiwanquestion, employing a longstanding tactic of exaggerating the alleged“Chinese military threat” (Kefei, 2022). By reminding us that throughout itsnearly 250-year history, the United States has experienced a mere 16 yearsof peace, Kefei (2022) further suggested that the United States, driven byits self-serving interests, has contributed to global unrest by instigatingconflicts and nurturing division and confrontation, which has frequentlyresulted in turmoil and catastrophe in various regions around the world.
the pentagon’s perception of China’s security policy layers,
2020-2022Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Pentagon has publishedthree annual reports as of April 2023. These reports share a commonstructure and address consistent themes. The topics covered include forcemodernization, US-PRC defence contacts and exchanges, the PRC views onstrategic stability, the PRC views on information and informationdominance, the PLA’s expanded military diplomacy, and appendicesproviding data on the PRC and Taiwan forces, defence contacts andexchanges, as well as the selected PLA bilateral and multilateral exercises.This section presents the Pentagon’s perception of China’s security andmilitary policy by examining the three layers outlined in this monograph:spatial-hierarchical, functional, and institutional.
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The Report for 2021 was focused on two special topics: the PRC-Indiaborder standoff and the PRC’s evaluation of its 13th Five-Year DevelopmentPlan. The report claims that “the PRC has expressed its aim to prevent thestandoff from worsening into a wider military conflict with India” (Pentagon,2021). Additionally, Beijing has voiced its intent to return bilateral relationswith New Delhi to a state of economic and diplomatic cooperation it hadperceived to be improving since the 2017 Doklam standoff” (Pentagon, 2021:160). The thematic focus on the area of China’s dispute with India over theborder is probably an expression of the partial effort of the US to persuadeIndia to become a firm partner of the global West in the containment of China.Furthermore, this report denounces China’s defence policy as significantlyinfluenced “by the way its leaders assess the prevailing threats andopportunities in the context of the country’s comprehensive development”(Pentagon, 2021). It claims that in the region of Asia-Pacific, China isshedding light on its defence policy and military strategy in the manner thatthe global environment is undergoing profound changes of anunprecedented nature in a century (Pentagon, 2021).The Report for 2022 states that the PRC’s strategy involves a concertedeffort to accumulate and leverage all aspects of its national power toestablish a dominant position in an enduring competition among systems.It recalls the US 2022 National Defence Strategy, which clarifies that the PRCposes the most significant and comprehensive challenge to US nationalsecurity and the free and open international system (Pentagon, 2022).Furthermore, the Report notices that in 2021, the PRC increasinglyemployed the PLA as an instrument of statecraft, adopting “more coerciveand aggressive measures in the Indo-Pacific region” (2022: I). With thepurported achievement of its modernization goal in 2020, the PLA nowshifts its focus to 2027, aiming to accelerate the integrated development ofmechanisation, informatization, and intelligentization within the PRC’sarmed forces. If realised, the Pentagon argues, this objective could enhancethe PLA’s capabilities by 2027, making it “a more credible military tool forthe CCP to employ in pursuit of Taiwan’s unification” (2022: I).The 2022 Pentagon Report enumerated the most notable military drillsthe PLA participated in during 2021. The first one was “Peace 2021/Aman2021”, a multinational joint naval exercise that brought together Russia,Pakistan, Turkey, the United States, and 41 additional nations. The exerciseaimed to enhance naval cooperation, interoperability, and readiness amongthe participating countries. By conducting joint training and exercises, itcontributed to strengthening maritime security and stability (Pentagon, 2022:
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169). The Joint Naval Drill was another important exercise conducted inSingapore and focused on enhancing naval capabilities and cooperationamong participating nations. The exercise provided an opportunity for jointoperations, tactical training, and knowledge sharing to improve maritimesecurity in the region (2022: 169). The Pentagon (2022) further identifiedthe Joint Maritime Training Exercise held in Indonesia, which aimed tostrengthen naval cooperation and interoperability among the participatingnations. It focused on joint maritime operations, including search and rescue,maritime interdiction, and disaster response. Another similar drill, CobraGold, was a multinational exercise centred on humanitarian and disaster relieftraining. Besides China’s PLA forces, it involved Thailand, Japan, South Korea,Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, India, and the United States. The exerciseaimed to improve coordination and response capabilities in managinghumanitarian crises and natural disasters, emphasising the importance ofregional cooperation in such critical situations, and was held at the end of2021. Zapad/Interaction-2021, conducted by Russia and participated in bythe PLA, was a joint military training exercise that focused on enhancingoperational readiness and coordination among the participating nations. Theexercise aimed to strengthen defence capabilities, promote mutualunderstanding, and build trust among the participating countries.Additionally, Shared Destiny 2021 was a multinational peacekeeping exerciseinvolving Pakistan, Mongolia, Thailand, and the PLA forces. This exerciseaimed to improve peacekeeping capabilities and cooperation in complexpeacekeeping operations, emphasising the importance of shared experiencesand best practices in promoting stability and security (Pentagon, 2022). The Pentagon has also closely observed and analysed internal politicaldevelopments in China, providing a valuable assessment of the security andmilitary dimensions of the CCP Congress. The Report from 2022 discussesthe outcomes of the 20th Party Congress focused on the intensification andacceleration of the PLA modernization goals. The objectives outlined by the20th Party Congress aimed to deploy PLA forces regularly and in diverseways, with the goal of achieving the PLA’s centenary goal by 2027. Amongmany set objectives, the Pentagon included in its report the following:providing new military strategic guidance, establishing a robust system ofstrategic deterrence, increasing the proportion of new-domain forces withadvanced combat capabilities (such as cyberspace and space), expeditingthe development of unmanned and intelligence combat capabilities, andpromoting the development and application of the network informationsystem (Pentagon, 2022: 5).
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Xi Jinping, reappointed as Chairman of the CMC for the third time,assembled a six-man CMC to lead the PLA towards the achievement of itscentenary goals. As the Report claims, such CMC composition “ensurespolitical continuity, technical expertise in military modernization and space-related matters, and operational experience focused on Taiwan” (2022: 5).Furthermore, the 20th Party Congress provides new insights into the CCP’sevolving perception of the PRC’s external security environment. Unlikeprevious reports, the Pentagon claims that the Party Congress report didnot reiterate the notion of the PRC operating within a “strategic window ofopportunity for development” or assert that “peace and developmentremain the keynote of the times”. Instead, it acknowledged the existence ofdrastic changes in the international landscape and emphasised the need forgreater vigilance towards potential dangers and preparedness to deal withworst-case scenarios (2022: 5).In the realm of spatial and hierarchical dynamics, the United States viewsChina’s security policy as highly dynamic across multiple regions. Anexamination of the Pentagon’s “post-COVID-19” report reveals the USassessment that China is poised to become more assertive militarily in thenear term. Specifically, the 2022 report asserts that China is activelypursuing the “accelerated development of a comprehensive militaryfootprint” guided by the “Three Warfares” principle (Pentagon, 2022).33 ThePentagon claims that Beijing and the PLA “likely seek to couple digitalinfluence activities with the concept to demoralise adversaries and influencedomestic and foreign audiences during conflict” (Pentagon, 2022: 138).According to the 2022 Pentagon report, China deploys a well-coordinatedframework of influence operations conducted at a high level of strategicplanning. These operations are executed by various entities that thePentagon enlists: the PLA Political Work Department, the United Front WorkDepartment (UFWD), the International Liaison Department, the Ministryof State Security (MSS), and the PLA Strategic Support Force (SSF). Thereport furthermore suggests that the “Communist Party is likelyendeavouring to shape international institutions and public sentiment in amanner that aligns with the PRC’s key narratives” (Pentagon, 2022: 139).These narratives include the perceived “inevitable rise” of the PRC as a

33 According to the Pentagon, this principle is actually a concept that depicts “thecoordinated use of public opinion warfare, psychological warfare, and legal warfare”(Pentagon, 2022).



major global power, Beijing’s stance on the “one China principle” concerningTaiwan reunification, the Belt and Road Initiative, the exertion of politicalcontrol over Hong Kong, and territorial as well as maritime assertions inthe South China Sea and the East China Sea.Apart from the Pentagon’s reports, China’s security policy perceptioncould be analysed from the perspective of the US national strategicframework, especially through its national security strategies. Such astrategic perception of China has transitioned over the last two decadesfrom viewing it primarily as a potential partner to a more complex andcompetitive relationship. This shift is rooted in a confluence of economic,geopolitical, and ideological factors. There are in total seven topics aroundwhich the institutional perception of China is being shaped within thenational security strategies of the US: competitive dynamics, the PLAmilitary modernization, geopolitical ambitions of China, US economicconcerns, ideological clash between the US and China, as well as counteringChina’s arising global influence, and multilateral engagement. In its 2022National Security Strategy, the United States explicitly recognises China asthe primary competitor uniquely positioned with the intent and increasinglysubstantial economic, diplomatic, military, and technological capabilities topotentially reshape the international order (White House, 2022). Tonavigate this evolving landscape, the strategy outlines three core guidingprinciples of US policy towards China: first, to focus on enhancing domesticstrength through investments in competitiveness, innovation, resilience,and democratic institutions; second, to forge stronger alliances andpartnerships, fostering collective action and shared objectives; and third, toengage in responsible competition with China aimed at safeguarding USinterests and promoting its long-term vision (White House, 2022). Theseprinciples, according to the NSS, underscore the essential role ofstrengthening domestic foundations and collaborating with allies toeffectively compete with the PRC across various domains, encompassingtechnology, economics, politics, military affairs, intelligence, and globalgovernance. It is worth noting that in the “Interim National SecurityStrategic Guidance” document adopted a year prior, China was characterisedas a considerably more prominent adversary of the United States thanportrayed in the 2022 NSS. Furthermore, the 2021 document provides moredetailed steps and activities concerning US foreign policy towards Chinacompared to the 2022 Strategy. In the 2021 document, there is acommitment to supporting China’s neighbouring nations and trade partnersin safeguarding their ability to make independent political choices, free from
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coercion or undue foreign influence. The emphasis is placed on advancinglocally-driven development to counteract external manipulation of localpriorities. The document also underscores support for Taiwan, recognisingit as “a prominent democracy and a vital economic and security ally, inalignment with longstanding American commitments” (White House,2021). Furthermore, it emphasises the importance of US companiesadhering to American values when conducting business in China and assertsthe US’s commitment to “advocating for democracy, human rights, andhuman dignity, especially in regions like Hong Kong, Xinjiang, and Tibet”(White House, 2021). In all these areas, the aim is to collaboratively craft ashared approach with like-minded nations.
reversed perCeption: China watChes the hawKsChina has emerged as a prominent participant in the realm of globalsecurity under the new international circumstances, actively engaging incriticism of US global dominance over the last several decades. The ChineseMFA has released a series of official and extensive documents illustratingthe negative impacts of US hegemony on the global community. Notableamong these publications are “Reality Check: Falsehoods in US Perceptionsof China”, published in June 2022; “Drug Abuse in the United States”,published in February 2023; “US Hegemony and its Perils” released inFebruary 2023; and “Gun Violence in the United States: Truth and Facts”,released in March 2023. These documents provide a comprehensiveexamination of the detrimental consequences stemming from US hegemony,as identified by the Chinese MFA.
US Hegemony and its Perils encompasses a comprehensive analysis ofcritiques directed towards official Washington, categorised into fivethematic areas. These areas of concern provide a framework for examiningthe perceived shortcomings of the United States in its global role. The firstthematic area revolves around political hegemony, specifically theaccusation that the United States throws its weight around and seeks toexert dominance in international affairs. This critique highlights instanceswhere US actions are perceived as overbearing and interfering in the affairsof other nations. The second area of critique focuses on military hegemony,with concerns raised about the wanton use of force by the United States.Instances where military interventions are perceived as excessive or lackingsufficient justification are scrutinised, reflecting a broader criticism of US
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foreign policy decisions. Economic hegemony constitutes the third thematicarea, encompassing allegations of looting and exploitation by the UnitedStates. Critics argue that the US exercises undue influence in globaleconomic systems, benefiting itself at the expense of other nations (MFAPRC, 2023y). This critique includes issues such as trade imbalances,resource extraction, and unfair economic practices. The fourth area pertainsto technological hegemony, where the United States is accused ofmonopolistic control and suppression. Critics contend that US dominancein technological advancements allows it to maintain an unfair advantageand stifle competition. Concerns may revolve around intellectual propertyrights, access to technology, and the impact of US policies on globalinnovation. Lastly, cultural hegemony addresses the dissemination of falsenarratives and the alleged spread of US cultural dominance. Critics arguethat American cultural influence, particularly through media and popularculture, shapes global perceptions in a way that disregards diverseperspectives and reinforces American-centric narratives.Under political hegemony, the report introduces political interferenceand intervention in other states’ sovereignty, double standards oninternational rules, the formation of exclusive alliances, and the fabricationof divisive narratives as four segments of the US’s “aggressive policy” (MFAPRC, 2023y). It states that the US has a “long history of interfering in theinternal affairs of other countries under the guise of promoting democracyand human rights” (MFA PRC, 2023y) and enumerates examples that includethe “Neo-Monroe Doctrine” in Latin America, “colour revolutions” in Eurasia,and orchestrating the “Arab Spring” in West Asia and North Africa. Suchinterventions have often resulted in chaos and instability in these regions,raising concerns about the true motives behind US actions (MFA PRC, 2023y).The frequent display of double standards when it comes to internationalrules and organisations is another point that this report introduces. TheChinese MFA claims that the US has withdrawn from various treaties andorganisations, prioritising its self-interest over global cooperation. Examplesinclude cutting off funding to the United Nations Population Fund, quittingUNESCO, leaving the Paris Agreement on climate change, and withdrawingfrom the UN Human Rights Council (MFA PRC, 2023y). This behaviourundermines the credibility of international institutions and fosters anenvironment of unilateralism. Furthermore, through initiatives like the “Indo-Pacific Strategy” and the formation of exclusive alliances such as the FiveEyes, the Quad, and the AUKUS, the United States aims to shape regionaldynamics and compel countries to choose sides (MFA PRC, 2023y). These
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efforts contribute to regional divisions, confrontation, and the erosion ofpeace. The US “alliance system”, as the report refers to it, seeks to consolidateits influence and counter the rise of other global powers, potentiallyexacerbating geopolitical tensions. In these efforts, the US judges thedemocratic processes of other countries and perpetuates a false narrative of“democracy versus authoritarianism” (MFA PRC, 2023y). This narrativefosters estrangement, rivalry, and confrontation between nations, hinderingconstructive dialogue and cooperation. In this instance, the report claimsthat the “Summit for Democracy”, organised by the United States, has facedcriticism for undermining the spirit of democracy and further dividing theinternational community.In the domain of military hegemony, the report (2023y) enlistsHistorical Expansionist Tendencies, Extensive Military Interventions,Humanitarian Tragedies and Casualties, and the misuse of methods andweapons of warfare. According to the MFA PRC, US military hegemony hashad significant humanitarian consequences. The wars and militaryoperations launched in the name of fighting terrorism since 2001 haveresulted in a staggering loss of life, with over 900,000 people killed,including approximately 335,000 civilians (MFA PRC, 2023y). Millions havebeen injured, and tens of millions have been displaced. Specific conflicts,such as the Iraq War, have led to hundreds of thousands of civilian deathsand the displacement of millions. The United States’ military actions havealso contributed to the creation of approximately 37 million refugeesworldwide. Civilian casualties in conflicts such as Syria have includedsignificant numbers of women and children (MFA PRC, 2023y). It further elucidates that the United States has engaged in an extensivenumber of military interventions globally. Tufts University researchindicates that between 1776 and 2019, the United States undertook nearly400 military interventions, with significant involvement in Latin Americaand the Caribbean, East Asia and the Pacific, the Middle East and NorthAfrica, and Europe. The country’s military interventions in the Middle East,North Africa, and sub-Saharan Africa have been particularly notable inrecent years. The United States has been criticised for blurring the linesbetween diplomacy and war, employing tactics such as proxy warfare, low-intensity conflicts, and the use of drone strikes.The MFA PRC also argues that the United States has employedcontroversial methods and weapons in its wars. Chemical and biologicalweapons, cluster bombs, fuel-air bombs, graphite bombs, and depleted
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uranium bombs have been utilised in conflicts such as the Korean War, theVietnam War, the Gulf War, the aggression against Yugoslavia, the War inAfghanistan, and the Iraq War. The use of these weapons has causedimmense damage to civilian infrastructure, resulting in countless civiliancasualties and long-lasting environmental pollution (MFA PRC, 2023y).The MFA PRC (2023y) report highlights several key issues in the high-tech domain, including the solidification of the United States’ technologicalmonopoly, abusive cyber activities and surveillance, suppression ofintellectual property, and the politicisation and weaponization oftechnological issues. Under the pretext of protecting democracy, the UnitedStates has solidified its technological monopoly by forming alliances andinitiatives such as the “chips alliance” and “clean network” (MFA PRC,2023y). These efforts, labelled under the rhetoric of democracy and humanrights, have transformed technological issues into political and ideologicalones. By convening conferences like the Prague 5G Security Conference andpromoting the “5G clean path”, the US has sought to exclude China’s 5Gproducts and build technological alliances based on shared ideology, i.e.,measures that fundamentally serve to maintain US technological hegemony(MFA PRC, 2023y). The United States weaponizes technological issues, usingthem as ideological tools under the guise of national security concerns. Bystretching the concept of national security, the US has suppressed Chinesecompany Huawei through measures such as market restrictions, cutting offchip and operating system supplies, and pressuring other countries to banHuawei from participating in local 5G network construction. Furthermore,the US has targeted numerous Chinese high-tech enterprises, imposingsanctions on over 1,000 companies and implementing controls onbiotechnology, artificial intelligence, and other advanced technologies (MFAPRC, 2023y).Ma Hanzhi contends that leaders of developing countries, includingBrazil, Turkey, Mexico, and Venezuela, have recently publicly criticised theUnited States as their expressions reflect the shared aspirations of mostdeveloping countries, which aim to reject American hegemony (Hanzhi,2023). Hanzhi (2023) believes that the United States has additionally“orchestrated the so-called Summit for Democracy”, which has openlyfostered confrontation and division on a global scale. In light of multiplechallenges, including the COVID-19 pandemic, developing countriesurgently require consensus-building to facilitate shared development.However, the United States has shown a tendency to “selectively ignore”these demands, preferring to employ the cards of “values”, “democracy”, and
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“human rights” to “fortify the international order in line with its hegemonicinterests, which is the approach that evidently contradicts the aspirationsof developing countries” (Hanzhi, 2023).In March 2023, the Chinese MFA released a report titled “The State ofDemocracy in the United States: 2022”. This document marks its secondedition, following the initial publication by the MFA PRC in the previous year,which assessed the state of democracy in the US during 2021. On December 5, 2021, China published its first report evaluating theUnited States’ approach to international affairs, highlighting internalchallenges and flaws in its political institutions and democratic processes.The 2021 Report recognises that the determination of whether a countryis democratic should be made “by its own people rather than a self-righteous minority of outsiders” (MFA PRC, 2021b). It further emphasisesChina’s stance that there is no flawless system of democracy worldwide andno political system that can be universally applied to all countries (MFA PRC,2021b). This report identifies three key issues and challenges pertaining todemocracy in the United States: 1. the existence of deep-rooted problemswithin the system; 2. chaotic and disorderly democratic practices; and 3.the detrimental consequences resulting from the US exportation of itsparticular brand of democracy (MFA PRC, 2021b). This report primarilydiscusses the quality of democracy in the US case and its political regimetype. It states that the American model of democracy has transformed intoa system characterised by the influence of money in politics. It has becomea game that primarily benefits the wealthy and is fundamentally distinctfrom a democracy representing the interests of the people (MFA PRC,2021b). The reality faced by the American populace is that the presence ofmoney in politics has permeated every aspect of the electoral, legislative,and administrative processes. Consequently, the ability of individuals toparticipate politically is limited, as economic inequality has translated intopolitical inequality.China’s MFA argues that those with sufficient capital can fully exercisetheir democratic rights as guaranteed by the Constitution. Although theprinciple of “one person, one vote” is upheld in theory, the reality is that aminority of elite individuals hold the reins of power (MFA PRC, 2021b).Political pluralism serves as nothing more than a façade, as a small groupof elites dominate political, economic, and military affairs. They exercisecontrol over state institutions and the policymaking process, manipulatepublic opinion, wield influence over the business community, and enjoy
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numerous privileges. The democratic process in the United States isfragmented and protracted, featuring numerous points where individualveto players can impede collective action, while the concept of “checks andbalances”, originally intended to prevent abuses of power, has been distortedin the American political landscape (MFA PRC, 2021b). Moreover, politicalpolarisation continues to intensify as the two major parties drift furtherapart in their political agendas, resulting in a significant reduction in areasof consensus between them.The American-style democracy can be likened to a carefully orchestratedscene in Hollywood movies, where a group of affluent individuals publiclyprofess their commitment to the people while engaging in undiscloseddealings behind the scenes. This form of democracy is marred by politicalinfighting, the influence of money in politics, and a prevalence of vetocracy,rendering the delivery of effective governance as desired by the generalpublic virtually impossible. As a result, there is a growing sense ofdisillusionment among Americans regarding US politics, coupled with apessimistic outlook on American-style democracy. The shortcomings ofdemocracy in the US are evident not only in its system design and overallstructure but also in its practical implementation. The US falls short of beingan exceptional student of democracy and certainly does not serve as a rolemodel for other nations (MFA PRC, 2021b). The events of gun violence andthe theatrical spectacle that unfolded on Capitol Hill have exposed theunderlying realities hidden beneath the seemingly pristine facade ofAmerican-style democracy. Moreover, the tragic death of George Floyd, anAfrican American, has laid bare the deep-rooted systemic racism that haspersisted in American society for an extensive period, sparking widespreadprotests that have reverberated throughout the nation and beyond (MFAPRC, 2021b). The report highlights the US’s tendency to interfere in theinternal affairs of other countries under the guise of promoting democracy,often seeking regime change to install governments aligned with its owninterests. Furthermore, the MFA PRC asserts that the imposition of the USbrand of democracy has resulted in humanitarian crises and tragedies (MFAPRC, 2021b).While the report for 2021 drew attention to the US’s foreign and securitypolicy through the analytical prism of observing democracy, the report for2022 claims that American democracy is “in further decline” (MFA PRC,2023s). It stipulates that American democratic institutions may appearlively on the surface, but they “fail to address critical long-standing issues,exposing a sense of lethargy” (MFA PRC, 2023s). The silent civil war brewing
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in the United States has damaged democracy and requires a collective senseof national interest, which is currently lacking. The country’s inclusion onthe list of regressive democracies by the International Institute forDemocracy and Electoral Assistance further highlights the deepening crisis.Interestingly, the report deals with internal turmoil that occurred in theCapitol. These riots and the subsequent political violence, according to thereport, “underscore the difficulty of learning lessons and addressingsystemic issues” (MFA PRC, 2023s). The Chinese MFA believes that politicalpolarisation has reached unprecedented levels in the United States. Thetraditional inter-party balance based on policy compromise is increasinglydifficult to sustain due to rising radical factions within both the Democraticand Republican Parties. The two parties view each other as threats ratherthan political opponents, resulting in a deepening divide between “the twoAmericas”. Partisan battles and self-interest take precedence over thenational interest, hindering policy decision-making and legislative progress.In this process, the MFA PRC believes that money plays a significant role inAmerican politics, often overshadowing the democratic principles offairness and justice (MFA PRC, 2023s). The 2022 midterm elections set arecord-breaking spending spree, with a price tag exceeding $16.7 billion.Wealthy donors and interest groups wield significant influence over thepolitical process, outspending small individual donations by a wide margin.The concentration of wealth among a few individuals and the subsequentcontrol over politics exacerbate income inequality and erode the public’sfaith in the system. The report claims that “freedom of speech” is only anexpression in the US. Despite the United States’ proud history of freedomof speech, “reality falls short of the ideal” (MFA PRC, 2023s). China perceivesthat the US government imposes “extensive regulations on media andtechnology companies, manipulating public opinion to serve its owninterests” (MFA PRC, 2023s). Instances of censorship, disinformationcampaigns, and collusion between social media platforms and governmentagencies have eroded the public’s trust in freedom of speech and the media’sindependence. The polarisation and division within American society havealso infiltrated the judicial system; as per the report, the Supreme Court,intended to uphold the Constitution, has become deeply divided alongpartisan lines (MFA PRC, 2023s). Judicial decisions increasingly reflect theideological divide between conservatives and liberals, turning the court intoa battleground for political warfare. Public opinion and politicalconsiderations are influencing the court’s rulings, undermining itsimpartiality and diminishing its credibility as a guardian of justice.
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When it comes to “misuse of democracy” as China believes, the reportclaims that the US has long monopolised the definition of “democracy”, usingit as a pretext to “incite division, confrontation, and undermine the UN-cantered international system and the international order based on the ruleof law” (MFA PRC, 2023s). The Ukraine crisis, which erupted in early 2022,has had devastating effects on the country’s economy and the well-being ofits people. A report released by the World Bank in October 2022 estimatedthat Ukraine would require at least US$349 billion, equivalent to 1.5 timesits total economic output in 2021, to rebuild after the war (MFA PRC, 2023s).Exploiting the crisis for their benefit, the US seized the opportunity to profitfrom the war business, as the Chinese MFA posits, including the arms andenergy sectors, rather than actively pursuing measures to end hostilities.Justifying their actions as support for “democracy versus authoritarianism”,the US supplied arms to Ukraine. The US’s pursuit of democracy has beenhijacked by interest groups and capital, leading to global instability andchaos. In August 2022, then US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi undertook aprovocative visit to China’s Taiwan region, disregarding China’s firmopposition and serious representations. “In August 2022, then US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi made a
provocative visit to China’s Taiwan region, disregarding China’s firm
opposition and serious representations. It was a major political
provocation that upgraded official contact between the US and
Taiwan and aggravated tensions across the Taiwan Strait. Yet, Pelosi
argued that the visit “honours America’s unwavering commitment to
supporting Taiwan’s vibrant democracy”. The crux of Pelosi’s
provocative visit is not about democracy but about China’s sovereignty
and territorial integrity. The US action was by no means defending or
preserving democracy, but challenging and violating China’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity. Pelosi’s fallacy was unbearable,
even to some US politicians” (MFA PRC, 2023s).Pelosi justified the visit by claiming that it honoured America’scommitment to supporting Taiwan’s vibrant democracy. However, the cruxof Pelosi’s provocative action lies not in promoting democracy but inchallenging and violating China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. Evensome US politicians found Pelosi’s fallacy intolerable. RepublicanCongresswoman Marjorie Greene criticised Pelosi’s obsession with powerand accused her of defending a fake notion of “courage” in the “name ofdemocracy” (MFA PRC, 2023s). The international community is increasinglyrecognising the true nature of the US’s approach. Dmitry Medvedev, Deputy
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Chairman of the Security Council of the Russian Federation, described theUS as a self-proclaimed “high priest” that wreaks havoc worldwide,disguising its actions as the promotion of “true democracy” while crudelyimposing its will through money, allies, and advanced weaponry. An articlepublished on Ahram Online, an Egyptian news website, argued that the UShas weaponized liberalism and democracy, destabilising countries,delegitimizing governments, and intervening with socio-politicalengineering that often leads to disastrous consequences. These actions havenothing to do with the genuine promotion of liberalism, democracy, andfreedom the US claims to uphold. Under the pretext of human rights and democracy, the US has longemployed unilateral sanctions and exerted “long-arm jurisdiction” overother countries based on its domestic laws and values (MFA PRC, 2023s).The MFA PRC claims that over the past decades, the US has imposedunilateral sanctions and long-arm jurisdiction on countries such as Cuba,Belarus, Syria, Zimbabwe, and others. It exerted maximum pressure onnations like the DPRK, Iran, and Venezuela and unilaterally froze $130million in military aid to Egypt, citing the country’s alleged lack of progressin human rights. Such actions have inflicted significant harm on economiesand livelihoods (MFA PRC, 2023s).One of the last points of this report was that the US administration haspropagated a narrative of “democracy versus authoritarianism” with theaim of suppressing other countries and advancing its own geostrategyunder the guise of democracy (MFA PRC, 2023s). This narrative has drawncriticism both within and outside the US. The US held the first “Summit forDemocracy” in 2021, attempting to divide the international communitybased on ideology and values (MFA PRC, 2023s). However, it failed toachieve unity among democratic countries and faced criticism for itsrepresentation issues. China repeatedly states that the US’s promotion ofdemocracy lacks a clear goal and is slow in implementation, since holdinga democracy summit while democracy within the US itself is in turmoil isunlikely to boost democracy worldwide and may instead create geopoliticalcrises (MFA PRC, 2023s). Labelling oneself as a democracy while brandingothers as autocracies contradicts the principles of democracy. The“democracy versus authoritarianism” narrative does not align with therealities of the world or current trends. The MFA PRC believes that the UScannot monopolise the definition and interpretation of democracy or dictatewhat democracy should look like for others. The US should recognise thatits own democracy has lost its former reputation and is no longer the sole
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standard. There is no fixed model of democracy, and the US should reassessits diplomatic methods to focus on cooperation rather than confrontation.Despite the declining ratings of US democracy at home and abroad, the UScontinues to export its democracy and values aggressively. It has formedvalues-based alliances and attempted to disrupt international cooperationin various fields by drawing ideological lines and promoting a Cold Warmentality. The US’s insistence on acting as a global democratic leader whileits own democratic system faces distrust has raised suspicions. It issuggested that the US should hold a domestic democracy summit to addressissues such as injustice, inequality, voting rights, and disinformation. TheUS’s credibility has been questioned, and its ability to spread democracy orserve as an example for others is undermined by its internal democraticchallenges. China believes that the narrative surrounding the democracysummit reflects two myths about US democracy: first, the globaladvancement of democracy is declining and needs the US to reverse it; andsecond, the US is the most important democracy in the world, and its globalleadership is crucial for other countries. These myths, according to the MFAPRC, overlook the democratic backsliding within the US, the rejection of themajority of countries being influenced by the US’s hypocritical concept ofdemocracy, and the aspirations of developing countries to improve theireconomies and living standards (MFA PRC, 2023s).On March 23, 2023, China’s State Council Information Office publishedthe “Report on Human Rights Violations in the United States in 2022”. Thiscomprehensive report consists of seven sections, addressing various aspectsof human rights issues in the United States. It points out a dysfunctional civilrights protection system, the erosion of American-style electoral democracy,escalating racial discrimination and inequality, deepening subsistencechallenges among the US underclass, a notable backslide in women’s andchildren’s rights, unrestrained infringements on other nations’ humanrights, and a discussion on covert manipulation of US elections through“dark money” contributions, exacerbated by political polarisation andsocietal fragmentation, which hinder the country’s ability to reach ademocratic consensus. The report underscores a growing “disillusionment”among the American public regarding American-style democracy (SCIO,2023), with significant percentages expressing concerns about its potentialcollapse and acknowledging severe threats to its stability. Additionally, ithighlights the rise in racism and widespread discrimination against ethnicminorities, as evidenced by a significant increase in racially biased hatecrimes between 2020 and 2022. A tragic racist attack at a Buffalo
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supermarket, resulting in the loss of 10 African-American lives, has sentshockwaves globally. Furthermore, the report claims that 81 percent ofAsian Americans report a surge in violence against Asian communities(SCIO, 2023). The report employs robust language to characterise the UnitedStates as a nation rooted in “colonialism”, marked by a “history of racistslavery and labour disparities”, as well as economic inequality in resourcepossession and distribution. It asserts that the country has increasinglygrappled with a range of challenges, including systemic failures, deficienciesin governance, racial divisions, and social unrest. These issues have beenexacerbated by a polarised economic landscape, a social fabric marred byracial conflicts, and a political system influenced by powerful capital interestgroups in recent years (SCIO, 2023).
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will China Continue to be a hesitating leader? 

inquiry from three scenariosEach of the layers of China’s security policy presented in this bookimplies a clear determination of China towards foreign politicalphenomena, processes, regions, and actors in world politics. Based on theanalysis presented in the previous part of the book, this chapter will offerthree alternative scenarios that show China’s position in the next decadeof international relations until 2030. Scenario I depicts China as a status
quo power. It bears the assumption that China will implement its policiesin the form of several decades-long continuation, while the pandemic andpost-pandemic occurrences only temporarily diverted its course withouta substantive impact on future actions.34 Scenario II assumes that Chinastarted to develop its “security policy with Chinese characteristics”;likewise, it developed the nation and its society internally through“communism with Chinese characteristics”. Scenario III analyses the roleof China under the assumption that it will adopt a strategy similar to thatof the US during the unipolar era, i.e., using force to maintain theinternational order. Although less probable than Scenario II, this (third)scenario offers alternative perspectives on the layers of China’s securitypolicy, particularly regarding its expanding military presence beyond itsborders and the potential for redefining the justification for unilateral useof force in international relations.
34 The timing of the writing of this monograph largely influenced the marginalisation ofthe first scenario. As the writing of the book began in the second half of 2022, some ofChina’s foreign policy activities, first of all involvement in mediation processes (betweenSaudi Arabia and Iran), then numerous tensions in the Indo-Pacific region, mediation inthe Russian-Ukrainian conflict, the increasing growth of China’s defence capabilities, butalso the re-election of Xi Jinping to his third presidential term, contradict this scenario.However, the author of the book decided to keep it as a possible direction for Chinesepolicy in one of the future Grand Strategies.



It should be emphasised that these scenarios are not mutually exclusivebut that it is possible for one dominant scenario to manifest itself withsmaller oscillations or with the presence of smaller specificities in one ofthe remaining two scenarios. While the first scenario assumes that Chinawill continue its current foreign policy, the other two scenarios suggest moreassertive and potentially aggressive approaches. Ultimately, the direction ofChina’s foreign policy will depend on a variety of factors, including itsdomestic development, its relations with other major powers, and itsperceptions of security threats, while some arguments favouring a moreassertive China will be presented in the following text. In this monograph, it has been previously mentioned how Barry Buzanexamined the concept of China’s peaceful rise as an integral part of its GrandStrategy, emphasising the inherent logic and contradictions. According toBuzan (2014), China’s strategic policy is characterised by its intricate andcomprehensive nature. He suggests that this policy grants China theflexibility to pursue either a “Cold Peaceful Rise” or a “Warm Peaceful Rise”strategy, depending on the prevailing security dynamics in the internationalrelations system. Ultimately, this choice will shape the level of assertivenessmanifested in China’s future foreign strategy (Buzan, 2014: 404-409). Eachscenario will place particular emphasis on analysing the variables thatchange within the three main groups of layers presented in this book,namely spatial-hierarchical, functional, and institutional. The primaryobjective of this endeavour, and thus of the Chapter, is to offer a morecomprehensive and well-founded response to the inquiry of whether Chinawill sustain its role as a hesitant leader concerning the implementation ofits security policy by 2030.
Scenario I: China as a Status Quo PowerChapter II of this book delves into the evolutionary component of China’sGrand Strategy. The key outcome of this chapter, summarised in Table 2,highlighted a significant finding regarding the nature of China’s GS.Throughout its recent history since its founding in 1949, China can becharacterised as a predominantly status quo power, particularly in its actionswithin the realm of security policy within the international relations system.China’s commitment to its core principles is evident in various aspects,including its voting in the UN Security Council and other global internationalorganisations. It strictly adheres to the principle of non-interference in theinternal affairs of any country, and it has refrained from challenging the
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status of any country as a global hegemon, both during the Cold War andthe era of unipolarity.35Considering the aforementioned reasons and the historical context ofChina’s passive participation in international relations over the past sevenand a half decades, Scenario I anticipates a continuation of this trend in thefuture. The status quo scenario compounds China’s continuing to maintainits current approach of avoiding direct involvement in security matters andabstaining from taking on a leadership role in international affairs. Thisapproach is rooted in China’s historical preference for non-interference inthe affairs of other countries and the belief that it should focus on its owndomestic priorities. Furthermore, in this scenario, China will continue tostrongly adhere to its Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, which itsuccessfully applies in its foreign policy without any modifications. Chinawould continue to prioritise economic development and seek to maintaina stable regional and global environment that is conducive to economicgrowth. This would involve engaging in diplomatic efforts to managetensions with other major powers, such as the United States and Japan, andparticipating in multilateral institutions and initiatives aimed at promotingeconomic cooperation and development. In the spatial-hierarchical groupof layers, China’s security policy would probably be consistent in terms ofhuman security and national security matters. Its stances towards China’smost pressing issue of Taiwan’s status would probably not be changed dueto systemic reasons. The international community remains preoccupiedwith other phenomena that might arise in the future.In terms of regional security issues, China would continue to play a rolein promoting stability on the Korean Peninsula but would refrain from directinvolvement in conflicts in other parts of Asia. China would also seek tomaintain a stable relationship with India but would remain cautious aboutengaging in security cooperation that could be perceived as encircling orthreatening China. At the same time, China would continue to expand itsmilitary capabilities, particularly in areas such as maritime and spacedomains, in order to defend its sovereignty and territorial integrity. Thiswould involve increasing investments in research and development andpursuing a more assertive posture in defending its territorial claims in theSouth China Sea and the East China Sea. If China sustains its status quo

35 For a more nuanced and detailed analysis of how China voted in the UN during the earlyphase of the Cold War, consult Chai, 1979. 



power status, it will maintain a relatively low-profile approach tointernational security affairs while seeking to potentially build its economicpower and military capabilities in order to protect its interests and ensureits place as a major global player. The first group of layers, spatial-hierarchical, would greatly remain thesame out of all three groups of layers in this scenario. At the internationalsecurity level, China will rely solely on its Global Security Initiative from2022 (and 2023), which will serve as its cornerstone in its security policyguidance over the next decade. Following its GSI agenda, China would highlylikely adhere to participating in some key entities like the BRICScollaboration, the SCO, the Conference on Interaction and ConfidenceBuilding Measures in Asia, the “China+Central Asia” framework, andadvancing security cooperation efforts with the aim of attaining parallel orcongruent objectives, such as in the Gulf region. Similarly, in Xinjiang, a
status quo approach could mean the continuation of policies aimed atmaintaining social control and combating perceived threats to nationalsecurity. The situation might involve ongoing strict security measures,surveillance, and re-education efforts targeted at Uighur Muslims. Concernsabout human rights violations and tensions with the internationalcommunity might persist, potentially resulting in diplomatic challenges forChina. At the level of human security, Beijing will continue to tailor itspolicies through the Five-Year Development Plans, which would envisagemany factors and attributions for its societal development while also payingattention to implementing its Global Development Initiative without anyfurther active steps to enrich its goals or agenda. In the domain of the functional layer in this envisioned scenario, Chinawould maintain its status quo as a superpower in international relationsuntil 2030 through a combination of factors and an unchanged role of itsforeign and security policy agenda in practice. The Indo-Pacific locusresponse ensures stability in the region, while successful mediation ofUkraine’s conflict and active engagement in addressing the Afghan securityvacuum would bolster China’s diplomatic influence. China’s investments insoft power projections, technological advancements, and its strategic armstrade and foreign aid policies would contribute to its continued dominanceon the global stage, albeit strictly in the economic sphere. If this scenario comes true, the functional domain of Chinese securitypolicy, particularly highlighted through its activities in the Ukrainian crisis,mediation efforts, response to the security vacuum in Afghanistan, and
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shifting global security landscape, can be seen as ad hoc actions lackingsystematic planning. China is not expected to exhibit similar assertivenessin the future, reverting instead to its previous framework as a neutral andclosed power. The activities undertaken by China since the onset of theCOVID-19 pandemic until March 2023 can be viewed as deviations fromChina’s inherent nature and the primary objective of maintaining itsprevious status quo position. Another hypothesis might be that China’seconomic and, to some extent, technological growth has raised concerns inthe Western world, leading to attempts to contain China through geopoliticalmeans. In response, China has been compelled to employ military anddiplomatic measures to counter potential external threats that, otherwise,it would not deploy. Consequently, China has maintained and will continueto uphold its status quo position within the international relations system,regardless of prevailing structural dynamics.The CPC’s ability to maintain its status quo in China’s political life largelyrelies on the stability of the Chinese state. Under the leadership of PresidentXi Jinping, the CPC has taken steps to consolidate power within the party.Xi’s status as the core leader of the CPC has further solidified his externalauthority. It is probable that the CPC will continue to centralise poweraround the party’s top leadership to maintain control. The CPC has long tiedits legitimacy to economic growth and the improvement of living standardsfor the Chinese population. To maintain its grip on power, the Party willlikely prioritise economic stability and development. This includesinvestments in infrastructure, technological advancement, and efforts toreduce poverty and inequality. Economic prosperity contributes to socialstability, which is essential for the CPC’s continued rule. The CCP has a highlycentralised and well-structured system that extends from the centralgovernment to local party committees. This institutional structure allowsthe Party to maintain control at all levels of governance. Additionally, theCCP has a history of adaptability and has evolved to address changingcircumstances. It will continue to adjust its policies and strategies topreserve its authority. The PLA, including the PLAN, would remain a crucialpillar of CPC control. The military’s loyalty to the Party is enshrined in theChinese constitution, and the CCP maintains a tight grip on the military’sleadership. The PLAN, as a branch of the PLA, will also be subject to partycontrol and will serve the CPC’s strategic goals. It is expected that the CPCwill continue to modernise and expand its military capabilities, includingthe PLAN, to protect its interests and project power in the region.
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If China were to maintain its status quo stance in international relationsby 2030, the perceptions of the United States towards China would likelybe shaped by a combination of geopolitical dynamics, economiccompetition, and ideological differences. The US would likely perceive Chinaas a strategic competitor in terms of global influence and power. China’sstatus quo approach might be viewed as a means to solidify its positionwithin the existing international order, potentially challenging Americandominance beyond the 2030 timeframe. This could lead to a slightalleviation of Sino-American relations in the coming years, but with a strongcontinuation of a competitive and potentially confrontational relationshipbetween the two countries by 2030 and even afterwards. What is sure isthat the Chinese economy is going to continue with its overall growththroughout this period. This would likely sustain its economic growth andposition as a major global player. The United States may perceive China’seconomic prowess as a threat to its own economic interests, particularly inkey sectors such as technology and manufacturing. Concerns about unfairtrade practices, intellectual property theft, and market access could persist,contributing to a sense of economic rivalry. What will make the two sidesvie in the future, beside the economy, is that their ideological differences,particularly with regard to governance, human rights, and individualfreedoms, will likely continue to shape perceptions. The US may viewChina’s status quo approach as reinforcing its authoritarian model andchallenging the values of democracy and human rights that the US upholds.This could further exacerbate ideological tensions and impact bilateralrelations. The perceptions of the United States towards China would alsobe influenced by China’s interactions with neighbouring regions. If Chinacontinues to assert its influence in the South China Sea, for example, the USmay perceive this as an expansionist move that threatens regional stabilityand challenges American interests in the Asia-Pacific region. Finally, China’s
status quo approach may also be seen by the United States as a bid for globalleadership and influence. If China maintains stability and avoids challengingthe existing global order, it could gradually gain more support and alliancesfrom countries seeking an alternative to the US’s leadership. This hasalready happened with Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries, while asimilar pattern is observable in Central Asia, where China securely placesits security agenda for Afghanistan. Furthermore, Ukraine’s officials do notexclude China from endeavours to maintain peace in the wake of its conflictwith the Russian Federation. This perceived rise of Chinese influence could
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be viewed by the US as a challenge to its own global standing and as apotential threat to its alliances. 
Scenario II: Assertive China: 
Security Policy with Chinese CharacteristicsScenario II posits that China has already begun to pursue a “securitypolicy with Chinese characteristics” based on its unique model of internalstate and social development. Unlike the era of unipolarity or the hardcoercive efforts of the United States to subjugate “disobedient andoppressive” regimes, China is now expected to pursue a softer approachuntil 2030. This approach is in line with the concept of concentric circles,in which China is located at the centre of the system of internationalrelations, as reflected in the country’s name in its own language (中国 ,

zhōng guó). Other units of the international system will experience changesthat emanate from this centre. This scenario suggests that China will takean assertive stance in pursuing its security policy, but not at the expense ofthe existing international order. Instead, China will leverage its economicand political influence to shape the rules of the international system in amanner that aligns with its own interests. This approach will involve effortsto expand China’s sphere of influence in the Asia-Pacific region, particularlyin areas where it has territorial disputes with neighbouring states, such asthe South China Sea and Taiwan. China’s security policy with Chinese characteristics will also likely involvecloser cooperation with other countries in the region, particularly those thatshare China’s vision of a multipolar world order. This will include countriessuch as Russia and Iran, which are seen as potential allies in China’s effortsto counterbalance the United States and its allies. At the same time, Chinawill seek to build deeper economic and political ties with countries in Africaand Latin America as part of its broader Belt and Road Initiative. One of themain challenges that China will face in pursuing this scenario is managingthe potential backlash from other countries that may perceive China’s riseas a threat to their own security and interests. China will need to engage instrategic communication to reassure its neighbours that its rise is notintended to undermine the existing order but rather to promote a moreequitable and peaceful world order. Despite these challenges, Scenario II isa plausible direction for China’s future Grand Strategy.
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As China continues to rise as a major global power, it is likely that it willseek to play a more assertive role in shaping the international system.Whether it will adopt a more cooperative or confrontational approachremains to be seen, but China’s security policy with Chinese characteristicswill undoubtedly have significant implications for the future of global politics.Denoon (2021) believes that one of the main preconditions of China’sGS to be implemented is the absence of major international wars and aneffort to resolve the militarily allying of the US, Japan, Australia, and SouthKorea against China in its neighbourhood (2021: 239). This scenario does not negate China’s achieved hegemony. On thecontrary, a hesitant hegemon would be most evident if this scenario wereto come true. Evolving geopolitical dynamics by 2030 will play a crucial rolein shaping China’s assertiveness. Its increasing influence in the Asia-Pacificregion and its aspirations for regional dominance may lead to a moreproactive approach to addressing territorial disputes, such as those in theSouth China Sea and the East China Sea. Additionally, growing tensions withmajor powers, particularly the United States, could further fuel China’sassertiveness as it seeks to protect its national interests dominantly overTaiwan and project power. Domestic factors also contribute to China’spotential assertiveness. As China continues to pursue economicdevelopment and safeguard national security, its leaders may face pressureto adopt a more assertive foreign policy to satisfy domestic expectationsand maintain social stability. Nationalism, public sentiment, and the desireto protect China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity will be the keyconsiderations that could drive a shift towards a more assertive stance.China’s ongoing military modernization efforts are an essential factor inshaping its assertiveness. As its military capabilities strengthen, China maybe more inclined to protect its interests through a proactive and assertivesecurity policy. This could involve an increased presence in strategicallyimportant regions, the establishment of military bases abroad, and thedevelopment of advanced weapon systems, reinforcing its ability to projectpower and influence. The implications of a more assertive China in foreignand security affairs would reverberate globally. It could lead to heightenedregional tensions, particularly in disputed areas, potentially escalatingconflicts and challenging the established international order. This scenariomay also trigger countervailing responses from other major powers, leadingto an intensification of strategic competition and potential arms races.Moreover, China’s assertiveness could have ramifications for globalgovernance, trade, and diplomatic relations as other nations recalibrate
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their policies in response to China’s evolving posture. In the scenario ofChina’s “security policy with Chinese characteristics”, several potentialalternatives can be envisioned for how China may address various securitychallenges in the next decade. Firstly, regarding the Afghan security vacuum,China could play a role in stabilising the situation by engaging in diplomaticefforts and providing humanitarian aid to support the Afghan governmentand promote peace and stability. Alternatively, China may adopt a cautiousapproach, primarily focusing on safeguarding its own interests andinvestments in Afghanistan without actively intervening in the securitydynamics. Collaboration with regional partners, such as Russia and Pakistan,could also be pursued to collectively address the security challenges andwork towards a comprehensive solution. In response to Indo-Pacificsecurity threats originating from the United States, China could choose toadopt a cooperative approach, seeking dialogue and cooperation to manageand mitigate tensions in the region. Alternatively, a defensive posture mightbe adopted, involving the strengthening of military capabilities andestablishing strategic alliances with regional powers to counterbalanceperceived threats. Emphasising diplomacy and soft power initiatives topromote multilateralism and regional economic integration could also be astrategy to build trust and reduce security competition. Regarding theconflict in Ukraine, China’s role could vary. A neutral position might bemaintained, advocating for peaceful dialogue and diplomatic negotiationsbetween Ukraine and the relevant parties. Alternatively, China couldleverage its diplomatic influence and economic ties with Ukraine and Russiato play a behind-the-scenes role, facilitating dialogue and promoting apeaceful resolution. In a more active role, China could engage as a mediator,utilising its diplomatic leverage and proposing innovative solutions to de-escalate tensions and restore stability. Stekić (2018) contends that if thedemocratic peace theory postulates are applied to the Arctic region, it wouldinitially raise doubts about the Arctic region as a “naturally peaceful andstable zone”. This scepticism stems from the observation that the key statesinvolved exhibit heterogeneous political regimes, encompassing Westerndemocracies on one end of the spectrum and autocratic regimesrepresented by Russia and China on the other. Such significant disparitiesin political systems are deemed sufficient conditions for the potentialemergence of armed conflicts in the region in the future (Stekić, 2018: 29).If this scenario comes true, China will highly likely get deeply involvedin mediation in territorial disputes. It is a general principle that Chinademonstrates a strong commitment to upholding the territorial integrity of
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nations within the framework of international relations. Using the disputesurrounding the final status of the Serbian province of Kosovo and Metohijaas an illustrative case, Aleksandar Mitić (2022) identifies three key reasonsfor China’s refusal to recognise the declared independence of Kosovo. Firstly,China’s stance is influenced by the recent trend of several countriesretracting their recognition of both Taiwan and Kosovo over the past fewyears. Secondly, China faces external pressure, particularly regarding issuesrelated to Xinjiang and Hong Kong, which further shapes its position oninternational matters. Lastly, China’s status as a permanent member of theUnited Nations Security Council plays a pivotal role in its decision-making,as Kosovo’s acceptance as a UN member requires the approval of thisinfluential UN body (Mitić, 2022).In projecting its soft power globally, China has several options. Enhancingcultural and educational exchanges could promote understanding andappreciation of Chinese culture. Investing in public diplomacy initiatives,hosting international events, supporting global development projects, andaddressing global challenges like climate change and poverty could alsocontribute to projecting soft power. Additionally, China’s focus on buildingstrong economic partnerships through initiatives like the Belt and RoadInitiative offers opportunities for infrastructure development and economiccooperation, further augmenting its global influence.The United States is likely to respond to China’s assertiveness byintensifying its geopolitical competition. The US may strengthen alliances andpartnerships with countries in the Asia-Pacific region to counterbalanceChina’s influence and promote a regional order aligned with its interests.Additionally, the United States may invest in diplomatic efforts to fostermultilateral cooperation, particularly with countries affected by China’sassertive policies, to present a united front against any potential challengesposed by China’s rise. A more assertive China could raise significant nationalsecurity concerns for the United States. As China enhances its militarycapabilities and expands its regional influence, the United States may perceivea greater threat to its own security interests. In response, the US couldstrengthen its military presence in the Asia-Pacific region, reinforce allianceswith regional partners, and engage in joint military exercises to maintain abalance of power. It may also increase intelligence sharing and surveillanceactivities to monitor China’s activities closely. Recognising China’s growingtechnological capabilities, the United States is likely to respond by bolsteringits own innovation and technological competitiveness. The United States mayinvest heavily in research and development, particularly in emerging
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technologies like artificial intelligence, quantum computing, and 5G networks,to maintain a technological edge over China. Additionally, the United Statesmay strengthen regulations and export controls to prevent the transfer ofsensitive technologies to China and protect intellectual property rights.On a declarative level, the US NSS recognises that the current decade iscrucial for both the United States and the global community, as it will shapethe dynamics of geopolitical competition among major powers (NSS, 2022).In response to this, the NSS outlines a three-fold strategy towards China.Firstly, the strategy emphasises the need to invest in strengthening thefoundations of American power, including enhancing competitiveness,fostering innovation, bolstering resilience, and safeguarding democraticvalues. These domestic efforts are seen as vital for ensuring long-termstrength and maintaining a competitive edge in various domains, such astechnology, economics, politics, military capabilities, intelligence, and globalgovernance. Secondly, the NSS underscores the importance of aligningefforts with a network of allies and partners. By acting with sharedobjectives and a unified purpose, the United States seeks to forge strongerrelationships and collaborative frameworks with like-minded nations. Thisapproach aims to harness collective strengths, enhance cooperation, andaddress common challenges posed by China’s rise. Lastly, the strategyhighlights the need to compete responsibly with China (NSS, 2022). Whiledefending US interests, the United States intends to engage in competitionthat is guided by responsible and ethical practices. This entails safeguardingthe rules-based international order, protecting human rights, promoting fairtrade, and advocating for democratic principles. By doing so, the UnitedStates aims to both protect its own interests and contribute to shaping afuture that aligns with its vision. The first two elements of the strategy—investing in domestic foundations and aligning efforts with allies andpartners—are crucial components that underpin the United States’ abilityto outcompete China. By focusing on enhancing domestic strengths andleveraging collective capabilities, the United States seeks to establish acompetitive advantage over China across various domains (NSS, 2022).
Scenario III: China as a Dominant Unipol 
of the International SystemThroughout history, the world has been witnessing a single hegemonalmost continuously. The global throne has always been controlled by thestrongest superpower(s), while their mutual cycles of governance have been
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shifting from one to another. The most recent hegemon, the US, has been ina state of complete global power for more than 30 years, ever since the fallof the Berlin Wall and its emergence as the only superpower. However,numerous events testify in favour of the decline of US power and thereduction of global influence in political and security affairs. Chaotic militarywithdrawal from Afghanistan in 2021, inability to impose itself as amediator between Saudi Arabia and Iran, failure to involve and resolve thewar in Ukraine, political dissonances with the most important transatlanticpartner, the European Union, de-dollarization of global trade, loss ofinfluence in Africa and the Middle East, and even internal political turmoilare witnesses in support of this claim. Scenario III envisions a future inwhich China becomes the dominant global power, akin to the United Statesduring the post-Cold War unipolar era. This scenario assumes that Chinawill continue to build up its military capabilities, projecting power beyondits borders and reshaping the international order in its own image. Underthis scenario, China would seek to expand its sphere of influence and exertgreater control over international organisations and norms. This couldinvolve efforts to promote Chinese values and institutions, such as the Beltand Road Initiative and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, asalternatives to Western-led institutions like the World Bank and the IMF.China’s rise as a dominant unipolar power would likely lead to greatergeopolitical competition and conflict as other major powers like the UnitedStates, Russia, and India seek to balance against China’s growing influence.This could manifest in various ways, from military brinksmanship toeconomic sanctions and diplomatic pressure. Furthermore, the rise of Chinaas a dominant unipolar power would have significant implications forregional and global security. China’s neighbours, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region, would be forced to adjust their security strategies andalliances in response to China’s growing power. Other great powers, suchas the United States, would need to decide whether to accommodate orresist China’s rise, potentially leading to a new Cold War-style standoff.It may be assumed that if China becomes the dominant unipol by theend of this decade in the international system, it will not be motivated tofurther accumulate its hard power. Therefore, China’s foreign and securitypolicies in the next decade will be shaped by its pursuit of economicinterests with a slight desire for regional stability, and, for sure, a quest forglobal influence. While China will probably seek to assert itself as a globalsuperpower, it will also strive to avoid unnecessary conflicts and maintaina balance between assertiveness and cooperation in its engagement with
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the world. Managing these complexities will be essential for China as itnavigates the challenges and opportunities of its new role on the globalstage. China’s BRI agenda will continue to be a central element of its foreignpolicy in the next decade. China will work to expand its influence in the BRIpartner countries across Asia, Africa, Europe, and beyond. What willconstitute a specific difference from today’s would be the fact that none ora very small number of units in the international system would oppose theInitiative and open economic (and even security) cooperation with China.Economic development, infrastructure projects, and trade agreements willbe the primary tools through which China advances its interests. However,China will also face challenges related to debt sustainability, politicalinstability, and concerns about its influence. It may adapt the BRI frameworkto address these issues and improve its image as a responsible global player. China’s interest in the Arctic will persist, primarily driven by its questfor natural resources and new trade routes. As the Arctic ice is certain tofurther melt due to climate change, China will seek to expand its presencein the region, both economically and geopolitically. China may pursuepartnerships with the Arctic Council member states and invest ininfrastructure projects such as Arctic shipping lanes and resourceextraction. While China’s activities in the Arctic will likely face scrutiny, itwill maintain its status as an observer in the Arctic Council to engage withregional stakeholders.Even if China manages to emerge as the unipol of the system, its stanceon Taiwan will remain a highly sensitive and potentially contentious issue.While China may continue to assert its territorial claims over Taiwan, it islikely to employ a combination of diplomatic pressure, economic incentives,and military deterrence rather than immediate military action. Cross-straitrelations may experience periods of tension, but an all-out conflict is not inChina’s best interest, given the potential global repercussions. China willalso seek to consolidate its influence in East Asia through regional economicinitiatives and alliances, such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation(SCO) and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). Itwill probably try to make kind of a new “hub and spokes” system with thecountries in East Asia and Southeast Asia, as the US did during the last 50years in this region.If the third scenario comes true, over the next decade, China’s approachto the Afghan security vacuum is likely to experience China’s militarilyinvolvement. China has a vested interest in maintaining stability in
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Afghanistan due to its concerns about terrorism, separatism, and extremismspilling over into its Xinjiang region. That is why Beijing is expected toengage in diplomatic efforts to promote peace and reconciliation amongvarious Afghan factions, but military means are not to be excluded. It mayalso increase its economic investments in Afghanistan, contributing toinfrastructure development and supporting local governance initiatives.Furthermore, China may seek to cooperate with regional partners, such asPakistan and Russia, to address security challenges in Afghanistan andpromote stability in the region. Regarding Indo-Pacific security threats from the United States, China isexpected to adopt a cautious and strategic approach. China recognises theimportance of maintaining stability in the region for its own economic andgeopolitical interests. It will likely employ a combination of diplomaticengagement, economic partnerships, and military modernization tocounterbalance perceived US influence. If it becomes the undoubtful worldsuperpower, China will for sure engage the PLA(N) in defending its ADIZ inthe Eastern and South China Seas. It may also strengthen its regionalalliances, such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), and activelypromote its vision of a “community of common destiny” to enhance regionalcooperation and mitigate potential conflicts. In the context of the conflict inUkraine, China is likely to adopt a cautious and non-interventionist stance.China’s primary focus is on maintaining stable diplomatic relations withboth Russia and Ukraine to protect its economic and energy interests. Chinamay advocate for peaceful negotiations and support diplomatic efforts ledby international organisations such as the United Nations. However, Chinais unlikely to directly mediate the conflict or take a prominent role inresolving the crisis. In terms of projecting soft power globally, China will continue to invest incultural diplomacy, education, and media to enhance its global influence. Thepromotion of the Chinese language and culture, through initiatives such asConfucius Institutes, will play a key role in this endeavour. China will also seekto expand its economic influence through initiatives like the Belt and RoadInitiative, which aims to enhance connectivity and economic cooperation withcountries across different regions. China will use its economic clout to forgestrategic partnerships and shape global institutions, presenting itself as aresponsible global leader and an alternative to Western dominance.In a hypothetical scenario where China ascends to the throne of theglobal system as the sole superpower by 2030, several transformative
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changes can be envisioned within the Chinese institutions, especially theCPC and the PLA(N). The CPC, in maintaining its grip on power, is likely tointensify efforts to consolidate its authority, potentially elevating the role ofthe General Secretary as the paramount leader. While domestic controlremains a priority, the Party may adapt to a more transparent internationalposture to bolster its global image. Economically, China would emphasiseinnovation, technological advancement, and economic reforms whileextending its economic influence through global development initiatives.Within the PLA(N), modernization and expansion would be pivotal, withinvestments directed towards advanced naval technology, such as aircraftcarriers, submarines, and missile defence systems. The PLAN’s globalpresence would expand, potentially involving the establishment of navalbases and logistics hubs worldwide to secure crucial sea lanes andresources. Strategic partnerships with other naval forces might bedeveloped to maintain global stability and manage potential conflicts. Onthe foreign policy front, China’s role as the only superpower would likelypromote a more multilateral world order, advocating for internationalorganisations and diplomacy. Economic dominance and investment wouldbe expanded through initiatives like the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI),strengthening economic ties and global influence. China would assume amore prominent role in conflict resolution and peacekeeping effortsworldwide. Domestically, the government would foster patriotism tomaintain public support for its global role while maintaining stringentdomestic surveillance and control measures to quell dissent. Continuedinvestments in research, education, and attracting top global talent wouldbe priorities to remain technologically competitive.But will the US’s stance towards China undergo significant changes ifChina is to emerge as a global superpower in international relations by2030? In geopolitical terms, the US would likely perceive China’s rise toglobal superpower status as a fundamental shift in the geopoliticallandscape. China’s dominant influence and power could be seen as a directchallenge to American century-long dominance and could potentially leadto a re-evaluation of the global balance of power. The US would highly likelystrive to regain its position, with or without the military power it possesses.Its strategy for regaining global dominance would be twofold: on the onehand, it will focus on further strengthening transatlantic relations throughpolitical cooperation with leading European nations, as well as through apotential reconfiguration of NATO’s role and its Treaty. On the other hand,the US will strive to rely on the values-promotion strategy across the world
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in its effort to break ties with China as an opposite, illiberal partner. Withits superpower status, China’s military capabilities would likely expand andmodernise. The 2022 National Security Strategy of the United States alignsclosely with the key elements outlined in the previously described thirdscenario. Adopted in 2022, the NSS reflects the strategic priorities of theUnited States. Most significantly, the NSS underscores the importance offostering an environment of openness and freedom in the Indo-Pacificregion, recognising its significance in shaping global affairs. It emphasises the deepening of alliances in Europe, highlighting thevalue of strong partnerships in addressing shared challenges and advancingcommon interests. Furthermore, the NSS stresses the promotion ofdemocracy and economic prosperity in the Western Hemisphere, aiming tostrengthen stability and cooperation among nations in this region. In theMiddle East, the United States seeks to support de-escalation efforts andfoster integration, recognising the need for regional stability andcooperation. Additionally, the NSS underscores the importance of buildingpartnerships between the United States and Africa, aiming to forge strategicalliances that promote development, security, and shared prosperity. Lastly,the NSS acknowledges the importance of a peaceful Arctic, recognising theregion’s increasing geopolitical significance. The United States seeks topreserve stability and security in the Arctic region, emphasising theimportance of cooperation and peaceful engagement (NSS, 2022: 37-44).The United States would view this development with heightenedconcern, perceiving China as a main military threat. There could be anincreased focus on military deterrence, alliances, and potential conflicts inregions where American and Chinese interests intersect, such as the SouthChina Sea, Indo-Pacific locus, and probably Central Asia. The ideologicalclash between the United States and China would become morepronounced if China attains global superpower status. The US’s values ofdemocracy, human rights, and individual freedoms would continue to clashwith China’s authoritarian model. The US would perceive China’s globalinfluence as a means to promote its own governance system, potentiallyleading to ideological confrontations and a battle for hearts and minds onthe global stage. Concerns in the military, security, and ideology domainswould probably spill over into the sphere of ideology. As a globalsuperpower, China’s economic strength would pose a significant challengeto the United States. The US would perceive China as a major competitoracross various economic sectors, including technology, trade, andinvestment. Economic rivalry would intensify, potentially leading to trade
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disputes, protectionist measures, and efforts to maintain economicsupremacy. China’s emergence as a global superpower would inevitablylead to competition for global leadership with the United States.Washington would perceive China’s rise as an attempt to reshape globalnorms, institutions, and alliances in its favour. The United States may seekto rally its traditional allies and partners to counterbalance China’sinfluence and maintain its own leadership position. Furthermore,perceptions can vary among different stakeholders within the UnitedStates, such as policymakers, analysts, and the general public.
towards a less hesitant hegemonThis book has examined China’s foreign and security policy through asystematic analysis of its layers by deploying the sequencing method,providing a new perspective on the country’s development of a potentialFifth Grand Strategy. Through case studies and a multi-year scientific study,the book has demonstrated how specific events and processes inherent inthe current international order, i.e., ongoing armed conflicts, sanctions,social-related problems, the global environment, and others, have changedChina’s foreign policy preferences and what would be China’s potential placein the international system in the years to come. In their paper publishedin 2019, considering the nature of China’s engagement with theinternational system, Stekić and Obradović posit that China resembles aform of benevolent hegemon. This perspective takes into account that China,despite its considerable economic and political capabilities, has not yetdemonstrated significant military assertiveness (Stekić and Obradović,2019). While the rise in interest in the Grand Strategy has led to anoverabundance of literature on the subject, this book has made acontribution to the study of Chinese Grand Strategy texts for several reasons.a. Firstly, this book is a pioneering effort to sequence China’s securitypolicy based on the fundamental academic premises of Security Studies.It highlights the importance of analysing the various sub-policies thatform China’s coherent foreign policy agenda. This inductive approachprovides a holistic understanding of the researched phenomenon andemphasises the value of the obtained findings. However, it is importantto note that this monograph focuses on providing a scientific analysis ofChina’s current security policy towards specific states, regions, andobjects based on available information. While China does engage withvarious regions, such as Latin America and Central America, this
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monograph does not explicitly cover these interactions. This decisionwas based on the fact that there is no comprehensive, clearly formulated,and publicly available Chinese policy specifically targeting these regionsthat would warrant academic examination. It is worth mentioning thatthe United States serves as China’s primary competitor on the globalstage. However, this monograph did not delve into China’s policytowards the North American continent or the United States, as it woulddeviate from the underlying logic of the concentric circles approachrooted in Chinese philosophical tradition. China aims to establish ahegemonic position primarily in Eurasia, followed by East Africa,Southeast Asia, the Arctic region, and other strategically significantareas. While I do acknowledge that Sino-American relations and rivalryare probably the most important academic topic within the scholarlyliterature on IR at the moment, it should be reiterated that Chinesepolicy towards the US as a sole entity is not as equally relevant. WhileChina’s relations with the United States are undeniably significant, theyare not the primary focus of this monograph, which aims to track theevolutionary development of China’s security policy and its efforts toconstruct a “harmonious multipolar world” in other dimensions. It isimperative to underscore that the delineation of China’s security policyinto three distinct layers–namely, functional, spatial-hierarchical, andinstitutional–should not be regarded as the sole and universallyapplicable framework. Rather, it stands as a pioneering endeavour putforth by the author of this monograph, open to potential refinementsand adaptations. This framework serves a dual purpose: first, as acatalyst to inspire international security scholars to align theirmethodological and research approaches at an analytical level. Thisbecomes especially pertinent in light of China’s escalating prominencewithin contemporary academic discourse. In this regard, it is firmlyposited that this book constitutes a partial contribution to a substantialand vital corpus of research endeavours dedicated to the examinationof modern-day China.b. Another reason why this study’s findings represent a productiveaddition to the knowledge gap is the intersection of China’s securitypolicy layers with the perception of the United States. By examining thecategories of security phenomena over several years, patterns ofregularity emerge, which take on different forms in the post-COVID-19period. This results in the creation of new US strategies for a Cold War-like containment of China, which in turn produces an innovative Chinese
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response. Throughout 2021 and 2022, a notable development emergedas China introduced a series of publications, marking a novel departurefrom its established diplomatic stance. These documents aimed toassertively highlight domestic political events transpiring within theUnited States, which stands as its principal international rival. Thisrepresents a noteworthy shift in the landscape of unilateralism,characterised by an emphasis on comprehensive analysis anddissemination of information pertaining to states acknowledged by
Unipol as competitors, with such findings being made accessible to theglobal public. It is noteworthy, however, that these publications issuedby the Chinese government invariably constitute a responsive measureto analogous reports originating from the United States. This is also oneof the new and potentially growing issues that should be analysed bythe scientific community in the future in order to understand Beijing’sassertive actions in the near future.c. In spite of these two reasons, there are still numerous areas of Chineseforeign policy that require further research, and the author has identifiedthese as well as the most pressing concerns that need to be addressed.This is the third reason why this monograph contributes to closing theknowledge gap. It has opened up a wealth of new avenues for studyingChina’s security policy and strategic thinking.By analysing the numerous layers of China’s security policy, the findingsconfirmed the existence of repeating patterns independent of layer. In eachof the mentioned cases, China, not only declaratively but also at the level ofpractical activities (where there are any), shows restraint and calls for apeaceful settlement of disputes. This outcome can have two-foldexplanations. The book presented two potential explanations for China’shesitancy to assertively pursue its security policy. One explanation is rootedin the idea of China’s benevolence, which is seen as a product of itscivilizational evolution and unique philosophy that differs from theWestern-centric perspective. This is exemplified by the differences instrategic thinking discussed in Chapter II. The second explanation is thatofficial Beijing is buying time to strengthen its hegemony in the areas itwants to dominate, leading to a “calm before the storm” scenario. The book’sscenarios suggest that the second explanation is more likely and that a newsecurity assertiveness with Chinese characteristics will be realised to agreater extent.
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China’s modern response is based on the historical and traditional rootsof China’s culture and civilization. Triad ancient philosophical thought,which enshrined the rules of internal governance as noted by Hegel,together with what China has been experiencing throughout modernhistory, especially during the 19th and early 20th centuries, with thewillingness not to harm any other country and to achieve to remain thesuperpower aiming to provide its own wellbeing to the nation, has resultedin today’s international security policies of Beijing.
Has the Fifth China’s Grand Strategy already developed?In the concluding inquiry of this monograph, aimed at brevity, Icontemplate the genesis of China’s nascent Fifth Grand Strategy. There is astrong indication that this strategy has not only been formulated but alsoextensively operationalized for several years, suggesting its potentialendurance is akin to that of its four predecessors. Bearing in mind that theproclaimed goal of “rejuvenating” and strengthening the Chinese nation isset for the year 2049, i.e., the middle of the 21st century, it is plausible thatthis strategy, with minor modifications, will remain relevant until that time,after which significant changes in China’s strategic outlook regardinginternational relations and its place in the global order may occur. Therefore,it would be challenging to predict how the Chinese Grand Strategy willevolve, considering that the idea of China as a hegemon is a relatively newdevelopment in its near history.Initiating a discourse on whether China’s Grand Strategy has alreadyreached a definitive formulation is undoubtedly a challenging endeavour,given the divergent perspectives within the academic community, not solelyconfined to the Western sphere but extending globally. If, as Rush Doshiposits in his 2021 publication, the core tenet of China’s Grand Strategyentails the displacement of the American order, then the endeavour, whichthis author terms “the Long Game”, has achieved a measure of success. Thisprompts consideration of the emergence of a novel, the Fifth Grand Strategyfor China. Nevertheless, while it remains premature to assert that China’sGrand Strategy represents the culmination of a coherent foreign policyagenda, it is possible to discern its inchoate contours, which began to takeshape amidst the backdrop of the pandemic induced by the coronavirus.Given China’s prominent role on the global institutional stage, particularlywithin multilateral frameworks such as the BRICS and BRICS+, one cananticipate that, in response to the intricate geopolitical landscape, China
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will further refine and delineate its security policies vis-à-vis externalentities in the ensuing decades. For a multitude of reasons, thecharacterization, as delineated in the title of this book section, depictingChina as a “more hesitant entity” should come as no surprise, consideringthat this ascending global power has only recently embarked on itsevolutionary trajectory in the international arena. As a result, the comingyears and decades will offer ample opportunities for research on China’sforeign and security policy, while hopefully this book has offered at least asmall impetus to contribute to these efforts.
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